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Abstract

C entralized Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is an attractive solution to
handle the huge number of user devices and antennas that are expected

to populate next generation (5G and beyond) communication networks. C-RAN
is already adopted in current (4G) mobile networks, in which BaseBand Units
(BBUs) and Remote Antenna Units (RAUs) exchange In-phase and Quadrature
(I/Q) digitized signals over the so-called FrontHaul (FH) link. However, the ex-
pected increase in radio frequency bandwidth calls into question the effectiveness
of digital I/Q stream.

Among the numerous FH functional splits that have been proposed over the last
years, mostly based on digital FH, C-RAN based on analog fronthauling is con-
sidered a low-cost and bandwidth efficient solution. In analog C-RAN, the RAUs
directly relay the radio signals to/from the BBU, thus bypassing any bandwidth
expansion due to digitization, reducing latency, and providing synchronization
among multiple RAUs. In particular, C-RAN with analog FH based on copper ca-
bles, namely Analog Radio-over-Copper (A-RoC), is a suitable solution to enhance
indoor wireless coverage into buildings and enterprises.

In this thesis, A-RoC is considered for multiple-antennas RAUs and multiple
twisted-pairs copper cables, e.g., Local Area Networks (LAN) cables, thus leading
to the Analog MIMO RoC paradigm. In the proposed A-MIMO-RoC architecture,
radio signals from multiple-antennas are opportunely mapped over the copper ca-
bles multiplexed both in space dimension, given by the multiple twisted-pairs, and
in frequency dimension, given by the bandwidth of each twisted pair. Such all-
analog radio-cable resource mapping enables the full exploitation of the transport
bandwidth capability of copper cables.

The A-MIMO-RoC system design requires the optimization over the cascade of two
different MIMO channels, i.e., the radio and cable channels, each of which with dif-
ferent characteristics and constraints. As a first step, signal processing techniques
have been investigated for these two channels, separately. In particular, on the one
hand, the focus was on non-linear precoding techniques for next generation xDSL
systems, namely G.fast; on the other hand, interference mitigation techniques have
been designed for wireless systems with focus on multi-operator scenarios, and for
optical wireless systems, i.e., Visible Light Communications (VLC). Merging the
knowledge acquired from this preliminary step, the core of the thesis discusses the
design and optimization of the Analog-MIMO-RoC architecture, which is compli-
cated by the mutual interaction between the wireless and wired communication

1



channels. This thesis provides extensive numerical analysis showing the benefits
of the proposed A-MIMO-RoC architecture for 5G indoor networks. As a con-
clusive step, the real world implementation of the proposed architecture has been
demonstrated by developing a first A-MIMO-RoC prototype, which was able to
prove experimentally and for the first time the potentials of the proposed analog
C-RAN architecture for FH indoor applications.
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1. Introduction

I nterference is at the center of this thesis. To be more precise, the focus here
is on interference in the context of a peculiar communication scenario, herein

denoted as hybrid wired-wireless communication system. However, after a quick
look at the thesis title, the following questions naturally arise: What do we mean
by hybrid wired-wireless communication systems? What is the role that hybrid
wired-wireless systems will play in next generation networks? Why are they so
important?

The scope of these first few paragraphs is to clarify these points by providing a brief
introduction to the concepts and motivations lying behind the research activity
that I carried out during my PhD. Although this thesis is about interference miti-
gation techniques for hybrid wired-wireless systems, in order to convince the reader
about the importance of this task in next generation communication networks, a
first fundamental step is to introduce the network architecture which inspired the
overall work: the so-called Analog Radio-over-Copper (A-RoC) architecture.

Toward this end, we will mandatorily need to go through four main pillars ideas,
namely i) indoor coverage, ii) Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN), iii) analog
fronthauling, and, finally, iv) the RoC paradigm. These concepts, which will
continually recur in the remainder of the thesis, are now introduced one-by-one by
answering four simple questions.

i) Why Indoor?

According to [1], even today, 80% of mobile traffic is consumed indoor, and this
is expected to grow more than ever in the very next years. By 2020, when 5G
networks will become a reality, 96% of wireless data traffic will originate or ter-
minate within a building, raising the indoor wireless market value up to $16.71
billion [2]. However, only 2% of the 30 billion square meters of indoor commercial
real estate have dedicated in-building wireless cellular systems [3]. In other words,
nowadays, the large majority of indoor areas are served by networks that have
been originally designed for outdoor scenarios. This is the reason why providing
bandwidth-efficient, ultra-low latency and low-cost solutions for enhanced indoor
coverage is the main task that both industries and academia will have to face in
investigating, developing, and deploying next generation 5G networks.
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ii) Why Centralizing 5G Radio Access Networks?

By 2020, 5G is expected to meet very strict requirements in terms of minimum
guaranteed data-rate, service reliability, latency, coverage, and number of inter-
connected devices. Just to give some numbers, 5G will have to pursue a 1000-fold
rate increment with respect to today’s networks, lower the end-to-end latency down
to 1 ms, and guarantee 99.999% aggregate service reliability. In order to meet these
requirements, upcoming 5G networks will mandatorily need to support advanced
physical layer technologies and network deployment strategies, such as massive
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), mmWaves, and small cell densification.
As a consequence, unprecedented complex interference scenarios will raise, thus
calling for a proper revolution in the way RAN resources and functions are handled
[4].

In this context, C-RAN [5, 6] appears to be an attractive solution to cope with
such challenging interference management task. As such, C-RAN architecture,
taking benefits from centralized processing and mutual cooperation for interference
mitigation, is capable to handle a massive number of antennas/cells/users in the
same physical resources, thus substantially increasing the bandwidth per unit area.
Key enablers for C-RAN are: i) the co-location of BaseBand Units (BBUs) in so-
called BBU pools or hotels, that allow for signal processing centralization and
provide remarkable benefits in terms of cost reduction; ii) the remotization of the
Radio-Frequency (RF) equipment, which are hosted in Remote Antenna Units
(RAUs). RAUs are densely geographically distributed both indoor and outdoor
close to the end-users, and this provides network scalability and improved spectral
efficiency. These are the reasons why the C-RAN concept, which is already adopted
in current 4G networks, will surely play a fundamental role also in next generation
5G networks, albeit it will need to be substantially redesigned to accommodate
the stringent 5G requirements.

iii) Why Analog Fronthauling?

C-RAN is already present in current 4G networks. In particular, the communi-
cation between today’s RAUs and BBUs takes place over the so-called FrontHaul
(FH) link, which is a high-capacity link usually based on fiber optics. As detailed
later in Section 1.1, this architecture, known as Digital Radio-over-Fiber (D-RoF),
is designed to support the streaming of digitized RF signals in form of In-phase
and Quadrature (I/Q) samples, where the process of RF signals digitization and
packetization is handled by protocols specifically designed, such as the Common
Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [7] or the Open Base Station Architecture Initiative
(OBSAI).

In perspective, it is widely agreed that current CPRI-based mobile fronthaul will
hardly scale to the increased radio signal bandwidth foreseen by 5G networks,
especially for RAUs equipped with massive number of antennas. The reason for
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this lies mainly in the Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) operation, that would
introduce a bandwidth expansion that can be as severe as 30x, thus exceeding
the capacity of current fronthaul links. Another critical aspect is the end-to-end
latency that next generation networks will have to guarantee. Recently, several
approaches have been proposed to overcome these limitations, such as CPRI com-
pression, able to reduce the bandwidth expansion down to 16-18x [8], or novel
RAN functional split options, aimed at redistributing in a flexible way the RAN
functionalities between BBU and RAU [9, 10, 11].

A more in depth discussion about the several RAN functional splits options that
have been proposed for 5G RAN is covered in Sect. 1.1 and Sect. 1.2. For the
purposes of this introductory paragraph, it is enough to say that differently from
the aforementioned novel RAN architectures, which are mostly digital, an alterna-
tive solution to relax the requirements of mobile fronthaul is simply the overtaking
of conventional digital fronthauling in favor of a fully analog transmission of RF
signal between RAUs and the BBU pool. This fully analog fronthaul architecture
completely by-passes any bandwidth/latency issue due to digitization, reduces
hardware costs, improves energy efficiency, and allows for synchronization among
multiple decentralized RAUs, thus enabling MIMO joint processing. C-RAN with
analog fronthauling can be seen as an extreme RAN functional split option in
which even the ADC and the Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC) are shifted to
the BBU, while only the RF functionalities are left to the RAUs, which become
extremely low-complexity and cheap devices. In particular, in such all-analog ar-
chitecture, the RAU functionalities are limited to the relaying of the Intermediate
Frequency (IF) signals to/from the BBUs, after these are frequency-converted and
scaled in order to comply with the capabilities of the analog fronthaul.

iv) Why Radio-over-Copper?

Over the last, several analog C-RAN architectures based on different fronthaul
technologies have been proposed. Among these, an effective example of analog
mobile fronthauling is Analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF), which is based o the
analog relaying of IF over long-range fiber optic links. A-RoF, which is discussed
in more details in section 1.3.1, is very attractive due to its capability to carry
several Gbps in terms of equivalent data-rate [12, 13, 14]. Although A-RoF per-
fectly matches the requirements of outdoor networks in which the mobile fronthaul
extends over several kilometers, the deployment and installation of a pervasive op-
tical infrastructure is not always feasible, e.g., in dense urban areas. For these
scenarios, a possible solution is to employ high-capacity point-to-point wireless
FH links, mainly based on mmWave or THz bands. This architecture, known as
Analog Radio-over-Radio (A-RoR) [15], provides several advantages in terms of
flexibility, resiliency, hardware complexity and cost.

Indoor is another application scenario where the installation of fiber links may
be too expensive to provide satisfactory business cases. In this case, the most
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intuitive solution is to extend indoor coverage by relaying the FH signals over the
pre-existing Local Area Network (LAN) cabling infrastructure of buildings and
enterprises. This solution, known as A-RoC, allows for the remotization of the RF
equipment, which are moved closer and closer to the end-users without the need
of a new network infrastructure, thus improving indoor wireless coverage over the
last 100-200m while containing deployment costs. Furthermore, by leveraging the
Power over Ethernet (PoE) technology, A-RoC allows for the powering of the RF
equipment over the same copper cables, so that no additional power supplier is
needed. A-RoC encompasses both the advantages of analog fronthauling and the
economical benefits of reusing the existing copper transport infrastructures, thus
becoming the first candidate for extending in-building wireless coverage of next
generation 5G networks.

A-RoC technology is at basis of this thesis, whose goal is to extend the A-RoC
concept to a more general fronthaul architecture characterized by the cascade of a
MIMO wired channel over a MIMO wireless channel. By deeply investigating the
resulting hybrid wired-wireless communication system, and by paying particular
attention to how to handle in an efficient and flexible way both wireless and wired
resources, A-RoC evolves to the Analog MIMO-RoC (A-MIMO-RoC) paradigm,
which is proposed in this thesis.

As we will see all along this work, in order to fully exploit the potential of A-
MIMO-RoC architecture, several issues need to be faced: first of all, an all-analog
and low-complexity design criterion needs to be specified for the RAU, which is
the equipment representing the “interface” between wired and wireless channels;
then, more importantly, interference mitigation strategies need to be specifically
designed in order to cope with the resulting mutually coupled wired and wireless
interferences.

Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.

Sect. 1.1 provides an overview on the recent evolution of RAN for 5G networks.
In this regards, alternative RAN architectures based on different functional split
options are presented, starting from today’s mobile fronthaul towards the concept
of a fully analog C-RAN architecture considered here. In Sect. 1.2, C-RAN with
analog fronthauling is placed into the context of existing low-layer RAN functional
split options, and compared with these alternative RAN architectures in terms of
both latency and bandwidth fronthaul requirements. Sect. 1.3 presents both pros
and cons of A-RoC with respect to another well-established analog C-RAN archi-
tecture, namely A-RoF, but also with respect to the digital counter-part of A-RoC,
denoted here as Digital Radio-over-Copper (D-RoC). Sect. 1.4, after providing an
overview of the A-RoC literature and start-of-the A-RoC-based solutions, details
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how A-RoC lead to the hybrid wired-wireless A-MIMO-RoC architecture discussed
is this thesis, which is introduced together with its peculiarities.

Sect. 1.5 describes the thesis structure by proving a chapter-by-chapter summary
outlining the original contributions and the related publications. Finally, Sect.
1.6 provides the full publications lists, while the mathematical notation adopted
in the thesis is in Sect. 1.7.
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1.1. 5G RAN Evolution for 5G Systems

C-RAN architecture, as standardized in current LTE networks, is based on the
exchange of digital I/Q samples through the CPRI protocol. However, as al-
ready pointed out, there is no doubt that this mobile fronthaul architecture, as
it stands, cannot be simply extended to meet the requirements of next genera-
tion mobile systems. In order to relax such bandwidth and latency requirements,
one possible solution is to redistribute the RAN functionalities between the BBU,
which performs centralized processing, and the RAU, which performs local pro-
cessing at the antenna site. In this direction, lots of standardization efforts have
been devoted to investigating and testing new functional split options between
BBU and RAU [10]. The main RAN functional split options recently proposed
for 5G RAN have been shown in Fig. 1.1 and described in the following mak-
ing a division among high-, medium- and low-layer functional splits [16]. Pros
and cons of each solution, including the aforementioned analog fronthauling, have
been highlighted focusing mainly on four aspects, considered vital for upcoming
5G networks: i) the bandwidth required over the fronthaul link, ii) the maximum
latency allowed from BBU to RAU, iii) the possibility to implement advanced
Cooperative MultiPoint (CoMP) schemes such as Joint Reception/Transmission
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(JR/JT), centralized scheduling and interference mitigation, and iv) the complex-
ity of the RF equipment. The latter is especially critical for indoor deployment,
as RAUs are requested to be as simple/cheap as possible.

The goal of this section is two-fold: i) clarify in which aspects the several newly
proposed RAN functional split options differ among them, and ii) contextualize
C-RAN with analog fronthauling, denoted in the following as Split 9 - Analog Split
Option, into the framework of RAN functional split options, and show its benefits
if compared with other fronthaul architectures.

The characteristics of the different functional split options are summarized in Table
1.1.

RRC PDCP High	
RLC

Low
RLC

High
MAC

Low
MAC

High
PHY

Low
PHY RF

Data

RRC PDCP High	
RLC

Low
RLC

High
MAC

Low
MAC

High
PHY

Low
PHY RF

Data

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 Option 7 Option 8
(CPRI)

High Layer Medium Layer Low Layer

BBU Processing RAU ProcessingBBU 
Processing

RAU 
Processing

Figure 1.1.: RAN functional split options: downlink (upper), uplink (lower)

1.1.1. High-Layer Functional Splits

High-Layer Functional Splits options are referred to the set of split options in
which the high layer functionalities of the RAN stack, such as Radio Resource
Control (RRC), are performed centrally at the BBU, while all the other functions
are performed locally at the RAU. Three main high-layer functional split options
have been proposed:

• Option 1 (RRC-PDCP): Only RRC is centralized at the BBU. All the RAN
functions, from the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) to the re-
ception of RF signals, are implemented locally at the RAU, which handles
the entire user plane;

• Option 2 (PDCP-RLC): RRC and PDCP are performed at the BBU, while
Radio Link Control (RLC), Medium Access Control (MAC), PHysical Layer
(PHY) and RF functionalities are implemented at the RAU;
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• Option 3 (Intra-RLC): also some of the RLC functionalities, such as segmen-
tation and Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), are centralized at the BBU.
Option 3 has more stringent latency requirements with respect to previous
splits due to the ARQ centralization, that requires timely exchange of control
information between BBU and RAU.

Pros

• relatively relaxed latency constraints: if not limited by the end-to-end la-
tency budget required by the specific application (i.e., 1ms for ultra low-
latency applications), the required Round Trip Time (RTT) is between 5
and 10 ms depending on the radio settings;

• relaxed bandwidth requirements;

Cons

• increased complexity and costs for installation and maintenance of RAUs,
since they are in charge to implement most of the RAN functionalities;

• limited network scalability;

• do not allow for the implementation of advanced radio coordination schemes
such as CoMP, which become mandatory to cope with the interference gen-
erated by the billions of user devices expected to populate upcoming 5G
networks.

1.1.2. Medium-Layer Functional Splits

In medium layer functional split options, all the high-layer and part of the MAC
functions are centralized at the BBU. Three medium-layer functional splits options
have been proposed:

• Option 4 (RLC-MAC): RRC, PDCP and RLC are in the BBU, while MAC,
PHY and RF are in the RAU;

• Option 5 (Intra-MAC): RRC, PDCP, RLC and the higher part of the MAC
layer (e.g., high-level centralized scheduling decisions, inter-cell interference
coordination) are centralized in the BBU, while RF, PHY and the lower part
of the MAC layer (e.g., time critical functions such as HARQ, radio channel
and signal measurements from PHY) are in the RAU.

• Option 6 (MAC-PHY): MAC and upper layers are in the BBU, while only
PHY and RF are implemented locally at the RAU.
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1.1.2.1. Pros

• bandwidth constraints are still relatively relaxed, i.e., only marginally higher
w.r.t. those of high-layer split options;

• allows for the implementation of some of the advanced coordination schemes
such as centralized radio resource scheduling, inter-cell interference coordi-
nation and even (option 6 only) downlink (DL) JT;

1.1.2.2. Cons

• the RAU complexity is still very high since it implements all the PHY pro-
cessing which is the most computationally demanding;

• most of the advanced CoMP schemes, such as UpLink (UL) JR, cannot be
implemented;

• very strict latency requirements due to the centralization of time-critical
MAC functions (i.e., from option 6 onwards the fronthaul latency is con-
strained to 200µs due to HARQ centralization).

1.1.3. Low-Layer Functional Splits

In the case of low-layer split options, the high-layer, medium-layer, and part (or
even all) of the PHY functions are centralized at the BBU. In particular, split
Option 8 corresponds to today’s CPRI mobile fronthaul, while Option 7 envisages
three different intra-PHY sub-splits which are described in the following. Intra-
PHY splits are shown in Fig. 1.2, together with the all-analog fronthaul covered
here, denoted as split Option 9, even if this split option has not been considered
in 5G New Radio (NR) standardization. It is important to remark that the CPRI
forum is currently working on the definition of a new transport fronthaul interface
based on intra-PHY split options, denoted as enhanced CPRI (eCPRI) [17].

A brief description of the low-layer split options is given in the following, while
a more in depth discussion including the computation of latency and bandwidth
fronthaul requirements is in Section 1.2.
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Figure 1.2.: Intra-PHY (eCPRI), RF & Analog split options
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1.1.3.1. Option 7-2 & Option 7-3

In Options 7-2 in UL direction, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Cyclic Prefix (CP)
removal, resource demapping and pre-filtering functions are locally implemented
at the RAU, while the rest of PHY functions are centralized at the BBU. Sym-
metrically, in DL direction, inverse Fast Fourier Transform (iFFT), CP addition,
resource mapping and precoding are implemented at the RAU, while the rest of
PHY functions are centrally implemented at the BBU.

In Option 7-3 only the encoder is hosted at the BBU, while all the other PHY
functionalities reside in the RAU.

Pros

• the capacity requirements are relaxed since they scale only with the number
of MIMO layers and the system bandwidth;

Cons

• very strict latency constraints due to HARQ centralization (i.e., 200µs);

• not all the advanced coordination CoMP schemes can be implemented (i.e.,
precoding/pre-filtering and resource mapping/demapping are locally imple-
mented at the RAU).

1.1.3.2. Option 7-1 & Option 8 (CPRI)

In Option 7-1 in UL direction, only FFT and CP removal reside at the RAU, while
all the other PHY functionalities are centralized at the BBU. Symmetrically, in
DL direction, iFFT and CP addition functions are implemented at the RAU and
the rest of PHY functions are at the BBU. In Option 8, all the PHY functions
are centralized, while only the ADC/DAC reside at the RAU. The only difference
between Option 7-1 and Option 8 is that the former has slightly more relaxed
bandwidth requirements due to the removal of CP and guard subcarriers, since
FFT and iFFT are implemented locally at the RAU.

Pros

• allow for the implementation of all the advanced coordination CoMP schemes
since all the PHY processing is centralized at the BBU;
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Cons

• very strict latency constraints due to HARQ centralization (i.e., 200µs);
• very strict capacity requirements which scale with the number of antenna

ports (i.e., usually much higher then the number of streams/users) and the
system bandwidth;

1.1.4. Option 9 (Analog Split Option)

Focus of this section is to describe a further functional split option, denoted here
as Analog Split Option (Option 9), which is at the basis of the analog C-RAN
architecture considered in this thesis. Analog split option is based on the full
analog transmission of RF signal over the fronthaul link between RAU and BBU.
Option 9 has not been considered in the 5G NR standardization process yet,
however, it provides several benefits, as detailed in the following. Contrarily to all
the the aforementioned functional split options, in Option 9, even the ADC/DAC
are moved to the BBU, while the low-complexity RAU is in charge only of down-
converting the radio signal from RF to IF and scaling the signal power to comply
with the fronthaul link capabilities, depending on whether the fronthaul link is
based on fiber-optics or copper cables.

Pros

• no strict bandwidth constraints, as no digitization is performed at the RAU
(i.e., no bandwidth expansion due to ADC)

• allow for the implementation of all the advanced coordination CoMP schemes
(i.e., all the PHY processing is centralized at the BBU with remarkable
benefits in terms of interference cancellation);

• very simple and low-complexity RAUs (i.e., responsible only for frequency
translation and power scaling);

• since no digital signal processing is performed at RAU, as this would vanish
most of the benefits of analog fronthaul, the latency budget on the fronthaul
is up to signal propagation only;

• in case of copper-based analog fronthaul, thanks to the PoE technology, the
RF equipment can be powered over the same cables without the need of
further power supply;

Cons

• even if latency is no longer a problem due to the absence of any ADC/DAC
at the RAUs, the maximum allowed latency is still contained to 200µs due
to HARQ centralization;
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• the needed fronthaul bandwidth still scales with the number of antennas
ports (eventually, this can be strongly relaxed by the implementation of
analog beamforming at the RAU, not covered here).

Table 1.1.: RAN functional split options summary

Functional	Split	Option

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6
7-3 7-2 7-1 8	 9

eCPRI CPRI Analog

Bandwidth Requirements - Relaxed
(scale	with	MIMO	layers)

Tight
(scale	with	antenna	ports)

Relaxed
(no	digitalization)

Data Type - Baseband	bits Quant.	I/Q (f) Quant. I/Q(t) Analog	RF	signal
HARQ	location RAU BBU

Latency	Requirements Relaxed	 Tight	(200𝜇𝑠)

Multi-cell/freq.	coord. Multiple	Schedulers at	
RAUs Centralized Scheduler	at	BBU

Full Advanced	CoMP NO YES

1.2. Analog Fronthaul and Low-Layer RAN Functional
Split Options: Transport Requirements

In this section, we mainly focus on low-layer functional split options, as they pro-
vide more meaningful reference schemes to be compared with analog fronthaul
discussed here. In fact, even if high- and medium-layer functional split options
offer relaxed bandwidth and latency constraints, they do not allow for the imple-
mentation of centralized processing techniques (i.e., CoMP, centralized schedul-
ing, JR/JT, centralized interference coordination/mitigation, cooperative precod-
ing/equalization etc.), thus vanishing most of the benefits of C-RAN in handling
the complicated interference-limited scenarios foreseen for 5G networks.

In this section, the transport requirements of low-layer functional split options are
analyzed for both current (4G) and future (5G) network settings based on [18, 19]
and considering a single-user uplink system (downlink would be symmetrical).
The parameters employed in the bitrate requirements computation are listed in
Table 1.2, and the corresponding bandwidth requirements are shown in Table 1.4.
Similarly to [20], the approach followed here for the bitrate computation is to
start by the current mobile fronthaul based on the CPRI protocol (split Option
8), and then describe the difference in terms of bandwidth requirements provided
by increasingly shifting parts of the BBU functionalities to the RAU. Finally, the
bandwidth requirements of analog split option (Option 9) are illustrated.

Concerning the maximum latency allowed over the BBU-RAU fronthaul link, low-
layer functional split options have all approximately the same strict requirements,
due to the centralization of the HARQ process. The HARQ process allows for
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at most 4ms, however, if we consider the delay introduced by PHY processing,
scheduling, time for transmission from RAU to User Equipment (UE), etc., the
time left for the transmission between BBU and RAU is ≈ 200µs.

Table 1.2.: Parameters for bandwidth requirements computation

Parameter Symbol LTE	 5G[*]

System	bandwidth	 [MHz] 𝐵" 20 500

Reference	bandwidth	 [MHz] 𝐵#$% 20 200

Sampling	 frequency	 for	𝐵#$%	[MHz] 𝑓( 30.72 245.76

# of	subcarriers	used	in	𝐵#$% 𝑁(* 1200 3300

Symbol	duration	[𝜇𝑠] 𝑇( 66.67 16.67

Subcarrier Spacing [kHz] ∆% 15 60

Quantization/soft	bits	per	I/Q 𝑁/ 16 16

RX	BS	antennas 𝑁# 8 64

MIMO	layers 𝑁0 1 4

Spectral Efficiency	[bps/Hz] 𝑆 6 8

Assumed	RB	utilization	[%] 𝜂 50 70

1.2.1. Split Option 8 (CPRI)

The fronthaul rate required by the digital I/Q streaming based on CPRI protocol
can be computed as

RCPRI = 2 ·NQ ·Nr · fs · (Bw/B20), (1.1)

where NQ is the bit resolution per I and Q dimensions of the radio samples, factor
2 accounts for the complex nature of the samples, Nr is the total number of BS
antenna ports, fs is the sampling rate for wireless channel bandwidth equal to
B20 = 20 MHz, and Bw is the system bandwidth. In (9.16), to ease the reasoning,
we omitted the controlling overhead (which in general is Novh = 16/15, i.e., one
out of the 16 words contained in a basic frame is used for controlling purposes)
and the capacity increase due to the encoding employed, which can be either
N8B10B = 1.25 or N64B63 = 1.016. According to [11], 5G NR should be able to
support channel bandwidths up to Bw = 1 GHz and a number of BS antenna
ports up to Nr = 256, however, it is clear that the bandwidth required by CPRI
protocol to support such 5G settings is huge and unpractical. Table 1.3 presents
some examples of required CPRI bitrate (Gbps) on a fronthaul transmission link
for different settings and assuming NQ = 16 bits in order to show how the CPRI
fronthaul bandwidth requirements scale with both the number of antenna ports
Nt and the channel bandwidth Bw.
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Table 1.3.: Required CPRI bitrate (Gbps) for different system settings

Frequency	System	Bandwidth,	Bw [MHz]
# BS	antenna	ports,	Nr 10 20 100 200 500 1000

2 1 2 10 20 50 100
4 2 4 20 40 100 200
8 4 8 40 80 200 400
16 8 16 80 160 400 800
64 32 64 320 640 1600 3200
256 128 256 1280 2560 6400 12800

1.2.2. Split Option 7-1

Since in Split Option 7-1 the FFT is implemented at the RAU, I/Q frequency-
domain data are exchanged over the fronthaul link. This allows for the removal of
the Cyclic Prefix (CP) and, moreover, for the removal of guard subcarriers prior
to the transmission to the BBU, thus reducing the bitrate requirements (e.g., in
LTE the number of guard subcarriers is ≈ 40%, since 848 subcarriers out of the
total 2048 are set to zero). Hence, the bandwidth requirements for split option
7-1 can be computed as

R7,1 = (Bw/Bref ) ·Nsc · T−1
s · 2 ·NQ ·Nr, (1.2)

where Nsc is the number of subcarriers used in the reference bandwidth Bref and
Ts (i.e., corresponding to the inverse of the subcarrier spacing ∆f ) is the symbol
duration.

1.2.3. Split Option 7-2

In split Option 7-2, the resource demapping is implemented locally at the RAU,
thus allowing for the transmission over the fronthaul link only of those Resource
Elements (REs) actually used by the user equipment. Therefore, the bitrate re-
quired by option 7-2 is computed as

R7,2 = R7,1 · η, (1.3)

where η represents the fraction of utilized REs.

1.2.4. Split Option 7-3

In split option 7-3, the RAU is in charge of implementing all the receiver processing,
which includes equalization in frequency domain, iFFT, MIMO receive processing
and demodulation. During equalization, the signals of multiple-antennas are com-
bined together. Hence, the required bandwidth no longer scales with the number
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of receiving Base Station (BS) antennas Nr, but with the number of MIMO layers
per UE, denoted as Nt, which is usually Nt ≤ Nr, thus resulting in a remarkable
bitrate reduction w.r.t. the previously discussed functional split options. The
bitrate can be thus computed as

R7,3 = R7,2 ·Nt/Nr. (1.4)

1.2.5. Split Option 6

In split option 6, all the PHY functionalities are implemented at the RAU, includ-
ing Forward Error Correction (FEC) decoding (block DEC). Therefore, in this
option, it is possible to recover at the RAU the data bits from the received sym-
bols with the consequent removal of redundant bits, thus transmitting over the
fronthaul link the pure MAC payload at the decoder output. In this case, the
bandwidth required is computed as

R6 = Nsc · T−1
s · η · S ·Nt, (1.5)

where S [bps/Hz] is the spectral efficiency which depends on the employed Mod-
ulation and Coding Scheme (MCS).

1.2.6. Split Option 9 (Analog Split)

In case of fully analog fronthaul transmission over the RAU-BBU link, it is not
meaningful to describe the bandwidth requirements in terms of “bitrate”, since the
digitization of RF signal is shifted to the BBU. Instead, two different metrics are
introduced to evaluate the analog fronthaul bandwidth constraints: i) the analog
bandwidth occupied by the analog RF signal over the fronthaul link, computed as

B9 = Nr ·Bw, (1.6)

and ii) the corresponding equivalent air-link data-rate computed as the one for
option 6, i.e,

R9 = R6. (1.7)

Remark 1.1. It is important to notice that if hybrid beamforming (i.e., the con-
ventional beamforming is split in two parts where an analogical beamforming per-
formed at the RAU is then completed by a digital processing at the BBU) is
applied, the analog bandwidth required over the BBU-RAU link can reduce up to
Bhb,9 ≈ B9 ·Nt/Nr.

Concluding, analog fronthauling has been compared with all the other functional
split options proposed for 5G NR. In particular, it has been outlined that analog
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split option stands out among the low-layer splits, since it allows for the imple-
mentation of all the most advanced CoMP techniques (e.g., JT/JR, centralized
scheduling, cooperative interference mitigation/coordination, etc.), while allowing
for relatively low bandwidth constraints. Furthermore, option 9 guarantees very
low propagation delay from the UE to the BBU, as no time-demanding digital
processing is performed at the RAU, thus making the 200µs fronthaul latency
constraints due to HARQ centralization not an issue. Finally, the RAUs needed
for analog split options are very simple and cheap, since they do not have to per-
form any complicated digital processing except for signal scaling and frequency
conversion.

Beside the A-RoC architecture based on copper fronthaul links discussed here,
analog fronthauling can be also based on wireless or fiber links. These two tech-
nologies correspond to two different fronthaul architectures, A-RoR and A-RoF,
respectively. However, only the latter is of particular interest for the purposes of
this thesis.

Table 1.4.: Bandwidth requirements for different functional split options

Bandwidth	Requirments

Functional Split	Option LTE	 5G

8	(CPRI) 8	Gpbs 1600	Gbps

7-1 4.6	Gbps 1010	Gbps

7-2 1.8	Gbps 710	Gbps

7-3 250	Mbps	 45	Gbps

6 200	Mbps 4.5	Gbps

9	(Analog)
Equivalent	air-link	data-rate 200	Mbps 4.5	Gbps

Analog	bandwidth • w/o hybrid-BF: 160	MHz
• w/ hybrid-BF: 20	MHz

• w/o hybrid-BF: 32	GHz
• w/ hybrid-BF: 2 GHz

1.3. Trading over Costs, Latency and Bandwidth:
Analog Radio-over-Fiber versus Digital
Radio-over-Copper

As mentioned, A-RoC architecture is especially suitable for low-latency/high-
rate indoor fronthaul deployments, as it combines the economical benefits of
leveraging the pre-existing copper cabling infrastructure of buildings with the la-
tency/bandwidth advantages of analog fronthauling. The goal of this section is to
detail two alternative fronthaul architectures, i.e., A-RoF and D-RoC, that trade
over such economical and latency/bandwidth benefits. In particular, A-RoF ar-
chitecture provides high bandwidth/low-latency analog fronthaul but implies high
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infrastructural costs, whereas in contrast D-RoC, which is the digital counterpart
of A-RoC, enables the exploitation of the already deployed copper cables but it
suffers from bandwidth/latency limitations due to ADC/DAC operations at the
RAU. The characteristics of A-RoF and D-RoC are detailed and compared with
A-RoC in the next section, while a summary is in Table 1.5.

1.3.1. Analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF)
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Figure 1.3.: Analog Radio-over-Fiber versus Digital Radio-over-Fiber

A-RoF refers to an analog C-RAN architecture whereby RF signals are exchanged
over optical fiber fronthaul links [14, 12]. A schematic block scheme of A-RoF
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.3, highlighting the differences with respect to
conventional D-RoF architecture (i.e., CPRI - Split Option 8). In particular, in
A-RoF, the RF signals directly modulate the laser light signal, and the result-
ing intensity modulated optical signal is transported over fiber links for several
kms. At the other end of the fiber link, the optical signal is demodulated by di-
rect detection. The combination of these transmit/receive strategies, known as
Intensity-Modulation with Direct Detection (IM-DD), represents the most com-
mon technique of RF signals relaying over fiber due to its low-complexity and costs.
Eventually, RF signals can be down-converted to lower IF bands prior to signal re-
laying over fiber, leading to the so-called IF-over-Fiber (IFoF) architecture. Even
if RAUs need to be equipped with up- and down-converters, IFoF allows for a
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relatively low-complexity hardware implementation as only low-speed optics and
electronics are necessary. This is in contrast with RF-over-Fiber (RFoF), in which
wireless signals are optical relayed between RAU and BBU at high frequency, thus
requiring expensive high-frequency components at the RAU.

A-RoF has the inherent advantage of allowing for the transmission over several
tens of kms with very small, if not negligible, performance degradation. In fact,
conventional Single Mode Fibers (SMFs) commercially available suffers from signal
attenuation ranging from 0.2 dB/km to 0.5 dB/km depending on the wavelength,
which means that is potentially possible to relay RF signals over more than 10
km distance experiencing less than 5 dB signal degradation. On the contrary,
the attenuation over copper cables rapidly increases with both frequency and ca-
ble length. Copper cable characteristics are further explored in Chapter 6, how-
ever, just to make a practical example, consider that the attenuation of a 200m
Category-5 LAN cable at 200 MHz is around 50 dB.

Another advantage of fiber optics technology is the enormous bandwidth avail-
ability, which, in principle, amounts to more than 50 THz by combining the three
main optical windows, i.e., 850 nm, 1310 nm and 1550 nm. In practice, the optical
bandwidth that can be exploited by today’s optical systems is less than 2 THz,
due to the bandwidth limitation of electronic systems. Nevertheless, this is more
than enough for fronthaul applications, especially if compared with copper cables,
whose bandwidth available for practical applications is up to 1 GHz/per-twisted
pair, 4GHz overall if the four twisted-pairs bonded together into the cable are
considered.

Furthermore, fiber optic is exempt from any sort of Electro-Magnetic Interference
(EMI). Beside the immediate advantage of providing interference-free signal prop-
agation, immunity to EMI directly translates into immunity to eavesdropping,
thus making fiber optic a very robust solution from both security and privacy
perspectives.

The other side of the coin is that, in most of practical cases, A-RoF requires
the deployment and the installation of brand-new, pervasive and costly optical
networks, in addition to the fact that the RF equipment hosted at the RAU need
to be externally powered. These are the main drawback that makes fiber optic
non appropriate for indoor scenarios, thus pushing into the direction of more cost-
efficient solutions such as RoC-based architectures.

1.3.2. Digital Radio-over-Copper (D-RoC)

A possible solution addressing the cost issues related to the deployment of RoF-
based fronthaul architectures is to reuse the pre-existing copper cable infrastruc-
ture of buildings for the last 100-200m. This is the main principle lying behind
conventional technologies currently employed to provide fully digital broadband
Internet access, such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) [21].
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Figure 1.4.: Evolution of the copper-based access network: shorter cables for
higher data-rate. Source: Bell Labs Technical Journal [22]

DSL is the main broadband access technology due to its capability to provide
very high data-rate connectivity to thousands of users, denoted in DSL jargon as
Costumer Promises Equipments (CPEs), by reusing the already existing copper
plants. Leveraging these attractive features, DSL technology has been undergoing
a rapid evolution over the last two decades. As shown in Fig. 1.4, with the
advent of fiber-optics, it has been possible to move the DSL Central Office (CO)
closer and closer to the end-users, thus keep shortening copper cable length and,
consequently, extending copper cables bandwidth up to several hundreds of MHz
[22]. This has been the main driving factor that made it possible to improve DSL
data-rate from the initial 56 kb/s, achieved over 3 KHz bandwidth, to today’s 1
Gb/s, achieved by the latest DSL standards, namely G.fast, over 106 MHz (to be
later extended to 212 MHz) [23]. A 5th generation DSL system, known as XG.fast,
has been recently proposed in order to further extend copper cable bandwidth up
to 350-500 MHz over 30-70m copper loop length, and able to break the 10 Gbits/s
data-rate barrier over a single twisted-pair [24].

One critical aspect in DSL technology, especially for standards employing high
cable frequency such as (X)G.fast, is the crosstalk interference among the twisted-
pairs that are bonded together into the same cable. In fact, at G.fast bands,
crosstalk interference arising at the opposite ends of the cable binder, denoted as
Far-End-CrossTalk (FEXT), is the major cause of performance degradation, and
mandatorily needs to be specifically taken care of. Over the last 10 years, DSL
evolution has been always complemented by more and more powerful, and also
complex, FEXT cancellation techniques (or vectoring) [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. From
the simplest form of FEXT cancellation adopted in VDSL2, namely Diagonal Pre-
coding (DP), vectoring has evolved towards non-linear interference mitigation tech-
niques based on successive interference cancellation, such as Tomlinson-Harashima
Precoding (THP), thus raising the problem of designing vectoring techniques able
to cope with a large number of twisted-pairs mutually coupled by high FEXT, but
at the same time with limited complexity, and also latency, of signal processing
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algorithms.

In this regards, FEXT cancellation techniques for G.fast are investigated in depth
in Part I of this thesis. The conclusion is that, once advanced vectoring solutions
have been properly designed, G.fast offers a potential attractive solution for reusing
the pre-existing copper cables plants for fronthaul applications. However, the
digital nature of DSL technology poses the problem of requiring very high data-
rate over the fronthaul link in order to transport the digitized RF signals between
RAUs and BBUs, thus requiring some RAN architectural change, such as one of
the possible RAN functional split options previously described. Once again, an
extreme, but very practical, solution in this sense would be to adopt a fully analog
fronthaul based on RoC whereby even the ADC/DAC are shifted to the BBU side,
and analog RF signals are directly relayed over the copper cables. Nevertheless,
as we will see in Chapter 8, even in the case of analog relaying over copper cables,
FEXT among pairs turns out to be still the most limiting factor, so that all
the technical knowledge and tools acquired, investigated and developed for digital
wireline communications systems (see Part I of this thesis) can be suitably tailored
to cope with the impairments of the analog fronthauling in A-RoC architecture.

Parameter Analog Radio-over-Fiber	(A-RoF) Digital Radio-over-Copper	(D-RoC) Analog Radio-over-Copper	(A-RoC)

Bandwidth requirements Relaxed	
(no	bandwidth expansion) Very	Strict Relaxed	

(no	bandwidth	expansion)

Latency	over	fronthaul Very low	(signal	propagation	only) Strict Very low	(signal	propagation	only)

Bandwidth	availability Very high up	to	4GHz/LAN cable up	to	4GHz/LAN cable

Fronthaul range
Outdoor scenarios,	long	

distances,	
1-10km

Indoor	deployments,	 short	
distances,	

last 50-200m

Indoor	deployments,	 short	
distances,	

last 50-200m

Deployment costs Very high Very low	
(already	deployed	LAN	cabling)

Very low	
(already	deployed	LAN	cabling)

Components complexity Low-speed electronics	&	optics High-speed electronics Low-speed electronics

Linearity of	components Mandatory
(optical	components)

Mandatory
(electronic	components)

Mandatory
(electronic	components)

Synchronization Carrier frequency	&	symbols Packet	Level Carrier frequency	&	symbols

RAU	power	supply Extra power	supply	needed RAU powered	over	the	same	cables	
(PoE)

RAU powered	over	the	same	cables	
(PoE)

Table 1.5.: Characteristics of Analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF), Digital Radio-
over-Copper (D-RoC) and Analog Radio-over-Copper (A-RoC)

1.4. Towards Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper: The
Mutual Interaction between Wireless and Wired
Channels

Two attractive fronthaul technologies have been introduced in the previous sec-
tions. From the one hand, A-RoF provides very low-latency and high-bandwidth
fully analog fronthaul link, but it implies very high infrastructural cost due to the
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deployment of fiber optics. From the other hand, D-RoC is quite cost-effective as
it reuses the pre-existing copper cables, but it presents some serious bandwidth
limitation which complicate the transport of digitized RF signals. In this context,
A-RoC appears to be a perfect fit for indoor fronthaul applications, as it merges
the benefits of both architectures. A-RoC is still based on copper cables, with
the resulting economical benefits, and, at the same time, its analog nature allows
for very low-latency, bandwidth-efficient communication over the fronthaul, while
providing full synchronization between multiple RAUs that can thus cooperate for
joint MIMO processing. Moreover, as mentioned, the RF equipment hosted at the
RAU do not need external power supply, as they can be powered over the same
copper cables by the PoE technology, with several cost and power benefits.

1.4.1. From Analog-RoC to Analog-MIMO-RoC

The concept of A-RoC makes its first appearance in Gambini et al. [30], where
twisted-pairs copper cables were proposed for femto-cell systems to exchange ana-
log RF signals between a remote location hosting all the PHY/MAC functionalities
(i.e., BBU) and an in-home device performing only the analog relay of signals (i.e.,
RAU).

Afterwards, A-RoC gained lots of attention becoming the basis of indoor com-
mercial solutions which exploit the LAN cables already deployed in buildings and
allows to extend the indoor coverage over distances longer than 100m [31]. By
utilizing all the 4 twisted-pairs bounded together into the cable at low-frequency
(characterized by low attention and crosstalk interference), one can serve up to 4
antennas (e.g., 4x4 MIMO) per LAN cable.

Still based on the A-RoC concept, Huang et al. [32] proposed an LTE-over-copper
architecture based on the colocation of RAU and DSL equipment in the same
street cabinets. Authors proved that by employing a single-twisted pair in the 21-
24 MHz cable frequency band, which is not used by any DSL service, it is feasible to
transport a 3GPP compliant LTE radio signal up to 350m away from the cabinet.
Crosstalk mitigation in LTE-over-copper systems is covered in Medeiros et al. [33],
which shows the precoding gain provided for the case of 6 twisted-pairs interfering
each other, still utilizing frequency bands in the 21-24 MHz range.

All the aforementioned works contributed to prove the feasibility of A-RoC as an
alternative/complementary technology for the FH. However, none of them attempt
to push the usage of cable frequency beyond the first few tens of MHz, thus not
making an efficient usage of the bandwidth capabilities of copper cables, which is
one of the main point of this thesis.

Inspired by the A-RoC concept, the first stepping-stone for this thesis has been
to demonstrate the huge transport capabilities offered by copper cables, whose
frequency bandwidth can be exploited for analog applications up to more than
500 MHz per twisted-pairs, thus providing approx. 2 GHz bandwidth overall if
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4-pairs LAN cables are considered. It turns out that in order to fully exploit such
bandwidth potential for fronthaul applications, it is necessary to define a more
flexible mapping between the wireless resources, i.e., the RF signals correspond-
ing to different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) received at the RAU antennas,
and the cable resources, i.e., defined by the twisted-pairs bonded together into
the cable binder and having up to 500 MHz bandwidth/each. In other words, as
shown in Fig. 1.5, the overall fronthaul architecture can be seen as the cascade
over two MIMO channels: i) the wireless MIMO channel, describing the commu-
nications among multiple end-users and the multiple-antenna RAUs, and ii) the
wired MIMO channel, which in turn represents the fronthaul link between RAUs
and BBU. This novel hybrid wireless-wired fronthaul architecture, which has been
denoted as Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC) emphasizing the
multiple-antenna nature of both channels, is the focus of this thesis.
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Figure 1.5.: Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper architecture: MIMO wired chan-
nel over MIMO wireless channel

1.4.2. Designing Analog-MIMO-RoC: Explored Research
Directions

A-MIMO-RoC is proposed in this thesis, and deeply investigated under different
perspectives and scenarios.
At first, a feasibility study has been performed in order to confirm the viabil-
ity of employing already deployed copper cable (i.e., LAN cables) for fronthaul
applications.
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Once proofed the A-MIMO-RoC concept, the focus shifted to the optimal design
of A-MIMO-RoC architecture. As mentioned, in order to get the most out of the
transport capabilities of LAN cables, a novel resource allocation strategy needs
to be designed between the signals transmitted over the MIMO wireless chan-
nels and those relayed over the MIMO cable channels. In particular, in order to
maximize the system performance, the RF signals at the RAU antennas, possibly
corresponding to multi-RAT, need to be transmitted to/from the BBU over oppor-
tunely selected twisted-pair/frequency cable resource blocks which are minimally
impaired by the analog cable fronthaul. It is proved in the thesis that this mapping
operation, denoted as Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing
recalling the two multiplexing dimensions in both wired and wireless channels, has
a strong impact on the performance of the system. In this direction, SF2SF mul-
tiplexing techniques have been designed for both uplink and downlink channels of
A-MIMO-RoC architecture, and considering both single- and multi-user settings.
For the latter case, SF2SF has been jointly designed with multi-user interference
mitigation techniques, which have been inspired by vectoring techniques originally
proposed for DSL systems.

A further step in the thesis has been to extend the proposed A-MIMO-RoC to
heterogeneous 5G architectures, in which different services with different require-
ments in terms of data-rate, latency, and reliability coexist in the same physical
resources.

Finally, in order to validate the overall theoretical discussion and the numerical
evaluations, a first A-MIMO-RoC prototype has been developed in order to prove
experimentally, and for the first time, the possibility to carry multiple multi-RAT
radio signals over a single LAN cable, even at high cable frequency, and thus FEXT
impaired, with negligible performance degradation.

One of the main issues faced all along the above research path lies the fact that
A-MIMO-RoC performance are primarily determined by the mutual interaction
between the wireless and the wired MIMO channels, each of which with differ-
ent characteristics and constraints. Hence, the overall optimization and, more in
details, the design of effective interference mitigation techniques for the A-MIMO-
RoC architecture, require a joint optimization over these two channels, whose
physical properties need to be fully understood. In this regards, a first prelimi-
nary as well as fundamental step for this thesis has been to investigate and design
interference mitigation techniques for each of the two channel, separately. Once
acquired a full understanding of both MIMO wireless and MIMO wired channels,
their joint behavior has been investigated, thus leading to the so-called hybrid
wireless-wired system which is at the foundations of A-MIMO-RoC.
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1.5. Thesis Outline and Contribution

The thesis is organized in three main parts, which reflect the three different stages
of the evolution of my research work, namely the investigation of interference
mitigation techniques for wired communication systems (Part I), for wireless com-
munication systems (Part II) and, finally, for hybrid wired-wireless communication
systems such as the A-MIMO-RoC architecture (Part III). Each part is structured
in chapters, each of which focuses on a particular aspect of the same problem. The
organization of the chapters is similar for all of them. In particular, each chap-
ter includes: i) a brief introduction illustrating the motivations for the work and
contextualizing that specific chapter into the overall thesis, ii) a section outlining
the chapter novel contributions, iii) a section indicating the published paper (or
papers) containing part of the material covered in the chapter, and iv) concluding
remarks summarizing the achievements of the chapter. The overall thesis struc-
ture has been thought in order to enable the reader, that may be interested just
in some specific aspect of the thesis, to read even a single chapter, while being
still able to get the main ideas and concepts, rather than having to go through the
whole thesis.
In the following, outline and novel contributions of the thesis are described chapter-
by-chapter, together with the related publications.

Part I - Interference Mitigation Techniques for Wired
Communication Systems

This first part of the thesis focuses on the design and investigation of both linear
and non-linear interference cancellation techniques for wired communication sys-
tems alone. In particular, the goal is to design FEXT cancellation techniques for
next generation DSL standard, i.e., G.fast, aimed at achieving a satisfactory degree
of interference cancellation capability while limiting both latency and complexity
of signal processing algorithms.

• Chapter 2: Non-Linear Precoding Techniques for G.fast Down-
stream: This chapter proposes two non-linear FEXT cancellation tech-
niques for the G.fast downstream, namely Tomlinson-Harashima Precod-
ing with Dynamic Ordering (THP-DO) and Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-
Forcing Precoding with Optimal Power Allocation (LR-ZF-OPA). THP-DO
is a modified version of conventional THP whereby the order in which in-
terference is successively cancelled user by user is optimized following a user
fairness criterion. THP-DO is proved to provide higher minimum user rate
with respect to conventional linear and non-linear DSL precoding techniques.
However, it has the disadvantage inherent to any THP-based technique to
introduce additional signal processing delay and complexity due to the se-
quential non-linear interference cancellation procedure. In contrast, LR-ZF-
OPA, which is a non-linear vectoring technique based on LR concept, allows
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for the parallel implementation of the non-linear operations over all the lines,
hence limiting both latency and complexity. However, this comes at the price
of a lower minimum user rate with respect to THP-DO.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, W. Wang, D. Wei, and U. Spagnolini, “Or-

dered Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Downstream” in IEEE
Global Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM), 2015, San Diego;

– M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, U. Spagnolini, and W. Wang, “Per-Line
Power Controlled Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding for
G.fast Downstream” in IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference
(GLOBECOM), 2016, Washington D.C..

• Chapter 3: Parallelazing Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast
Downstream: Along the lines of Chapter 2, this chapter proposes a novel
distributed vectoring architecture for G.fast in which latency and complex-
ity caused by sequential non-linear interference cancellation in conventional
THP are reduced by parallelizing THP over several vectored groups. In
particular, linear precoding is used to mitigate interference arising among
different vectored groups, while FEXT among lines belonging to the same
vectored group is cancelled by conventional THP, which is implemented in
parallel at the Vector Processor (VP) of each vectored group. This hybrid
linear/non-linear parallel THP architecture, referred to as multi-VP THP, is
shown to attain the performance of fully non-linear centralized THP while
reducing latency and complexity of signal processing algorithms.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– S. H. R. Naqvi, A. Matera, E. Wang, A. H. Fazlollahi, and U. Spag-

nolini, “Multi-Vector Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Down-
stream System”, in IEEE International Conference on Communication
Systems (ICCS), 2016, Shenzhen.

Part II - Interference Mitigation Techniques for Wireless
Communication Systems

This second part of the thesis covers the investigation and design of interference
mitigation techniques for wireless communication systems alone. More in details,
two particular communication scenarios are investigated, i.e., multi-operator cel-
lular systems and optical wireless communications.

• Chapter 4: Cooperative Precoding in Multi-Operator Wireless Sys-
tems: This chapter proposes a novel multi-operator interference cancellation
strategy in which multiple operators cooperate in order to combat the result-
ing mutual inter-operator interference. Key characteristics of the proposed
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cooperative mechanism is that operators are not required to exchange any
sensitive users’ data. In turn, they only exchange each others’ interference.
The first part of the chapter shows the capability of the proposed strategy
not only to successfully mitigate inter-operator interference, but even to turn
interference into benefit, thus increasing the overall system performance. To
complement the discussion about multi-operator cellular systems, by leverag-
ing tools from information theoretic security, the second part of the chapter
formally proves that the proposed cooperative multi-operator scheme based
on interference sharing actually provides privacy guarantees for all the oper-
ators.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

– M. Hekrdla,A. Matera, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Interference-
Sharing Multi-Operator Cooperation for Downlink Precoding in Cloud-
RAN Architecture” in IEEE International Conference on Communica-
tions (ICC), Workshop on Next Generation Backhaul/Fronthaul Net-
works (BackNets’2016), 2016, Kuala Lumpur;

– A. Matera, P.-H. Lin, E. A. Jorswieck, and U. Spagnolini, “Secure 2-
user Gaussian Interference Channel with Limited Information Exchange
at the Transmitters” in IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference
(GLOBECOM), Workshop on Trusted Communications with Physical
Layer Security (TCLPS 2016), 2016, Washington D.C..

• Chapter 5: Non-Linear Precoding for Visible Light Communica-
tions In-Flight Systems: Motivated by the promising results obtained for
wired communication systems, this chapter proposes THP for in-flight Vis-
ible Light Communications (VLC) systems in order to face the Multi Light
Interference (MLI) arising from the numerous and closely spaced transmit-
ting light sources. For the in-flight VLC scenario considered in this chapter,
THP is proved to outperform conventional linear precoding methods, pro-
viding a fair performance distribution among all the airplane passengers.
Furthermore, THP is shown to guarantee high-rate connectivity even in the
challenging scenario of transmitter-receiver misalignment, e.g., caused by a
passenger moving its terminal from hand to hand.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

– D. Tagliaferri, A. Matera, C. Capsoni, and U. Spagnolini, “Nonlinear
Visible Light Communications Broadcast Channel Precoding: A New
Solution for In-flight Systems”, 2018, in IEEE Photonics Journal, 10(4),
1-14.
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Part III - Interference Mitigation Techniques for Hybrid
Wired-Wireless Communications Systems: The Analog MIMO
Radio-over-Copper Architecture

This third and last part of the thesis represents the core of the overall research
work. By merging the knowledge acquired by the investigation of wireless and
wired channels separately (i.e., Part I, II), here the focus is on interference mitiga-
tion techniques for hybrid wired-wireless communication systems. In particular,
the Analog MIMO RoC architecture is proposed and deeply investigated from
different perspectives and settings.

• Chapter 6: The Genesis of Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper: Do
LAN Cables Provide Enough Bandwidth for Fronthaul Applica-
tions? This chapter, which has been the starting point for the overall re-
search work, represents the proof of concept for the proposed Analog MIMO
RoC architecture. In particular, the chapter collets several results aimed at
demonstrating the potentially huge transport capabilities offered by the pre-
existing LAN cabling infrastructure of buildings and enterprises. Numerical
simulations show that a single Cat-5 LAN cable 100 m long, which is the
reference distance for indoor deployments, is capable to serve up to 60 RAU
antennas each carrying a 20-MHz LTE signal. A-MIMO-RoC is thus con-
firmed to be a very attractive and bandwidth-efficient analog fronthaul so-
lution to handle multiple-antenna RAUs for providing enhanced in-building
wireless coverage.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– S. H. R. Naqvi, A. Matera, L. Combi, and U. Spagnolini, “On the

Transport Capability of LAN Cables in All-Analog MIMO-RoC Fron-
thaul”, in IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference
(WCNC), 2017, San Francisco.

• Chapter 7: Analog MIMO RoC Uplink with Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency Multiplexing: Focusing on the A-MIMO-RoC uplink
channel, this chapter investigates a novel and flexible resource allocation
strategy between the radio signals at each RAU antennas, received from the
users over the wireless channel, and the twisted-pair/frequency resources
over the cable fronthaul link. This wireless-wired resource mapping, referred
to as SF2SF multiplexing, is shown in the chapter to have a strong impact
on the A-MIMO-RoC performance. In fact, SF2SF multiplexing, if properly
designed, allows to fully exploit the LAN cable bandwidth capabilities for
fronthaul applications. The analysis in this chapter is limited to a single-user
scenario.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– A. Matera, L. Combi, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Space-
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1.5 Thesis Outline and Contribution

Frequency to Space-Frequency for MIMO Radio over Copper”, in IEEE
International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2017, Paris;

– A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “On the Optimal Space-Frequency to
Frequency Mapping in Indoor Single-Pair RoC Fronthaul”, in European
Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC), 2017, Oulu,
Finland.

• Chapter 8: Analog MIMO RoC Downlink with Space-Frequency
to Space-Frequency Multiplexing: In this chapter, the problem of opti-
mally designing SF2SF multiplexing is tackled for the A-MIMO-RoC down-
link channel in both single-user and multi-user settings. Differently from the
uplink, the downlink SF2SF problem is complicated by the different power
constraints that need to be fulfilled both at the cable input and at the RAU
antennas. As a first step, the chapter confirms the potential of SF2SF also
for the single-user downlink A-MIMO-RoC channel. Furthermore, in multi-
user settings, it is shown that the joint optimization of SF2SF multiplexing
(performed at the RAU) with digital precoding of the overall wired-plus-
wireless channels (performed at the BBU) is able to cope with both multi-
user interference and analog fronthaul impairments, thus providing substan-
tial performance gains in terms of minimum rate guaranteed for all the users.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

– A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO-RoC Downlink with
SF2SF”, 2018, in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, pp. 1-1,
2018;

– A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper
Downlink with Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency Multiplexing for
Multi-User 5G Indoor Deployments”, submitted to IEEE Transactions
on Wireless Communications.

• Chapter 9: Analog MIMO RoC in Heterogeneous 5G Network: In
this chapter, A-MIMO-RoC architecture is extended to 5G heterogeneous
networks, in which multiple services with different requirements in terms
of data-rate, latency and reliability share the same physical resources. In
particular, the chapter investigates the coexistence between Ultra Reliable
Low Latency Communications (URLLC) and enhanced Mobile BroadBand
(eMBB) services in the uplink of the proposed A-MIMO-RoC architecture.
Both Orthogonal and Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access techniques (OMA
and NOMA, respectively) are compared. For the latter, three different de-
coding strategies have been investigated, namely puncturing, treating in-
terference as noise, and successive interference cancellation. By leveraging
information theoretical tools, the chapter provides useful insights into the
performance trade-offs between eMBB and URLLC traffic types in the A-
MIMO-RoC architecture.
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Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– A. Matera, R. Kassab, O. Simeone and U. Spagnolini, “Non-Orthogonal

eMBB-URLLC Radio Access for Cloud Radio Access Networks with
Analog Fronthauling”, 2018, in Entropy, 20, 661.

• Chapter 10: A First Experimental Demonstration of Analog MIMO
RoC: This last chapter, which represents the final point of the thesis, collects
experimental results aimed at validating the previous theoretical discussion
and numerical results. In particular, a first A-MIMO-RoC prototype has
been developed in order to prove experimentally, and for the first time, the
capability of A-MIMO-RoC to carry multiple RF signals over a single LAN
cable up to 400 MHz cable bandwidth. The experiment shows that this is
possible even when these signals are carried over different twisted-pairs but
at the same frequency, and thus interfering with each other due to FEXT.
Furthermore, the prototype also demonstrates the possibility to simultane-
ously relay both MIMO LTE signal and MIMO WiFi singles over a single
LAN cable with negligible performance degradation, thus going in the direc-
tion of full heterogeneity promised by 5G networks.

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
– A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni

and U. Spagnolini “A First Experimental Evaluation of Analog MIMO
Radio-over-Copper”, submitted to IEEE Wireless Communications Let-
ters;

– A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A.F. Cattoni
and U. Spagnolini, “Dual-RoC: Dual Radio-over-Copper Remotization
for C-RAN Architecture in 5G Deployments” presented at 15th Inter-
national Symposium on Wireless Communication Systems (ISWCS),
Workshop on End-to-end Performance Evaluation of Services, Applica-
tions and Devices in 5G Networks, 2018, Lisbon.

1.6. Complete List of Publications

Complete list of publications, including papers that are not covered in the thesis
and patents.

Conference Publications

• G. Soatti, M. Nicoli, A. Matera, S. Schiaroli, and U. Spagnolini, “Weighted
consensus algorithms for distributed localization in cooperative wireless net-
works” in 11th International Symposium on Wireless Communications Sys-
tems (ISWCS), 2014, pp. 116–120, Barcelona (Spain);
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1.6 Complete List of Publications

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, W. Wang, D. Wei, and U. Spagnolini, “Ordered
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Downstream” in IEEE Global
Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM), 2015, San Diego;

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Interference-
Sharing Multi-Operator Cooperation for Downlink Precoding in Cloud-RAN
Architecture” in IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC),
Workshop on Next Generation Backhaul/Fronthaul Networks (BackNets’2016),
2016, Kuala Lumpur;

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, U. Spagnolini, and W. Wang, “Per-Line Power
Controlled Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding for G.fast Down-
stream” in IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM),
2016, Washington D.C.;

• A. Matera, P.-H. Lin, E. A. Jorswieck, and U. Spagnolini, “Secure 2-user
Gaussian Interference Channel with Limited Information Exchange at the
Transmitters” in IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference (GLOBE-
COM), Workshop on Trusted Communications with Physical Layer Security
(TCLPS 2016), 2016, Washington D.C.;

• S. H. R. Naqvi, A. Matera, E. Wang, A. H. Fazlollahi, and U. Spagnolini,
“Multi-Vector Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Downstream Sys-
tem”, in IEEE International Conference on Communication Systems (ICCS),
2016, Shenzhen;

• S. H. R. Naqvi,A. Matera, L. Combi, and U. Spagnolini, “On the Transport
Capability of LAN Cables in All-Analog MIMO-RoC Fronthaul”, in IEEE
Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), 2017, San
Francisco;

• L. Combi, A. Matera, A. Gatto, P. Parolari, P. Boffi, and U. Spagnolini,
“Radio-over-Modes for C-RAN Architecture with Smart Optical Resources
Assignment”, in IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC),
2017, Paris;

• A. Matera, L. Combi, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Space-Frequency
to Space-Frequency for MIMO Radio over Copper”, in IEEE International
Conference on Communications (ICC), 2017, Paris;

• A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “On the Optimal Space-Frequency to Fre-
quency Mapping in Indoor Single-Pair RoC Fronthaul”, in European Con-
ference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC), 2017, Oulu, Finland;

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A.F. Cattoni and U.
Spagnolini, “Dual-RoC: Dual Radio-over-Copper Remotization for C-RAN
Architecture in 5G Deployments” presented at 15th International Sympo-
sium on Wireless Communication Systems (ISWCS), Workshop on End-to-
end Performance Evaluation of Services, Applications and Devices in 5G
Networks, 2018, Lisbon.
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Journal Publications

• A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO-RoC Downlink with SF2SF”,
2018, in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, pp. 1-1, 2018;

• D. Tagliaferri, A. Matera, C. Capsoni, and U. Spagnolini, “Nonlinear Vis-
ible Light Communications Broadcast Channel Precoding: A New Solution
for In-flight Systems”, 2018, in IEEE Photonics Journal, 10(4), 1-14.;

• A. Matera, R. Kassab, O. Simeone and U. Spagnolini, “Non-Orthogonal
eMBB-URLLC Radio Access for Cloud Radio Access Networks with Analog
Fronthauling”, 2018, in Entropy, 20, 661;

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni and U.
Spagnolini “A First Experimental Evaluation of Analog MIMO Radio-over-
Copper”, submitted to IEEE Wireless Communications Letters;

• A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper Down-
link with Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency Multiplexing for Multi-User
5G Indoor Deployments”, submitted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless Com-
munications;

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni and U.
Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper for Enhanced Indoor Cover-
age: Concepts and Validations” submitted to IEEE Communications Mag-
azine.

Patents

• S. H. R. Naqvi, A. Matera, U. Spagnolini, E. Wang, and A. H. Fazlollahi,
“DSLAM APPARATUS, CODING METHOD AND COMPUTER PRO-
GRAM”, published on January 4th, 2016;

• D. Wei, U. Spagnolini, M. Hekrdla and A. Matera, “CHANNEL ORDER-
ING FORMULTI-CARRIERMULTI-CHANNEL COMMUNICATION SYS-
TEMS”, published on October 1st, 2017;

• P. Boffi, L. Combi, A. Gatto, A. Matera, P. Parolari and U. Spagnolini,
“METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSPORTING MULTIPLE SIGNALS
OVER OPTICAL MODES”, published, 2017.

1.7. Notation

This section defines the notation adopted in the overall thesis. Please consider that,
while the mathematical notation is the same, the meaning of a specific variable
may change chapter by chapter.
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1.7 Notation

• Bold upper- and lower-case letters describe matrices and column vectors.

• The ij-th element of matrix A is denoted as [A]ij = aij .

• Letters Z,Zj,R,R≥0,C refer to integers, complex integers, real, non-negative
real and complex numbers, respectively.

• Real and imaginary part of numbers are represented by < (?) and = (?), while
b?c is floor operator.

• Transpose, conjugate transpose, trace and matrix inversion are denoted by
(?)T , (?)H , tr (?) , (?)−1.

• Symbol , denotes equality from definition.

• Operator diag (?) produces a diagonal matrix with input vector components
on the main diagonal, if the input is a vector. In case of matrix input, the
main diagonal of the input matrix forms the output diagonal matrix. In
case the input is a sequence of matrices, i.e., diag(A1, . . . ,AN ), it denotes a
block-diagonal matrix with matrices A1, . . . ,AN on the main diagonal.

• Matrix In is an identity matrix of size n and 1n is a column vector made by
n “1s”. Pedix n may be omitted, when no confusion arises.

• E[?] is a statistical average.

• Symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker operator and vec(·) is the vectorization
operator.

• Notations ‖x‖1 =
∑
i |xi| and ‖x‖2 =

√∑
i |xi|

2 denote the l1- and l2- norms
of vector x, respectively.

• The Q-function Q(·) is the complementary cumulative distribution function
of the standardized normal random variable, and Q−1(·) is its inverse.
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2. Non-Linear Precoding Techniques
for Next Generation Digital
Subscriber Lines (G.fast)
Downstream

2.1. Introduction

D igital Subscriber Line (DSL) is the dominant broadband access technology
due to its ability to fulfill the demands for reliable high-data-rate connectiv-

ity in a cost-effective way by exploiting the existing infrastructure of twisted-pair
copper lines. The main limiting factor of DSL technology is the undesired elec-
tromagnetic coupling among the twisted-pairs that are bonded together into the
same cable binder. This electromagnetic coupling causes crosstalk among pairs,
which severely impairs the communication, and needs to be properly handled.

Near-End-Crosstalk (NEXT) is the interference arising across the lines at the same
end of the cable binder when UpStream (US) and DownStream (DS) transmissions
coexist in the same frequency band at the same time, and it is usually avoided
using duplexing techniques such as Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) or Time
Division Duplexing (TDD). On the contrary, Far-End-Crosstalk (FEXT), i.e., the
cross-coupling among the lines at opposite ends of the cable binder (see Fig. 2.1),
cannot be simply avoided using duplexing. In turn, FEXT needs to be mitigated
by spectrum management or multi-user processing techniques carefully designed,
which are the focus of this chapter.

FEXT interference mitigation becomes particularly critical for higher cable fre-
quencies, such as those employed by the latest DSL standard, namely G.fast [34],
which has been recently approved by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) [35, 26]. In fact, aiming at fiber-like connection (up to 1Gbps), G.fast pro-
ceeds in the trend of shortening copper lines (up to 250m) between Central Office
(CO) and Consumer Premised Equipments (CPEs). Short lines enable the usage
of wider bandwidth (initially up to 106MHz, later extended to 212MHz) than
the one used by the foregoing Very-high-bit-rate DSL (VDSL2) standard operat-
ing up to 30MHz. However, as a consequence of the higher cable frequencies or,
equivalently, the shortest wavelength, the electromagnetic coupling among pairs
increases, and thus FEXT.
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In DS direction, which is covered in this chapter, FEXT is typically taken care
of by suitable transmitter precoding or, if signal coordination is restricted (e.g.
multiple non-cooperating providers sharing the same cable bundle), by spectrum
coordination techniques, i.e., dynamic spectrum management [36]. The easiest
DS FEXT mitigation technique is Diagonal Precoding (DP), which is the linear
FEXT cancellation precoding adopted in VDSL2. DP performs at the information
theoretical limits in VDSL2 band, where FEXT channel is much weaker than direct
lines [25]. However, for higher frequency bands characterized by stronger FEXT,
such as the G.fast bands, traditional linear FEXT cancellation techniques fail in
providing satisfactory interference mitigation capability, thus pushing to look for
novel non-linear precoding strategies [37], which are the focus of this chapter.

2.1.1. Chapter Contribution

The goal of this chapter is the investigation and design of novel non-linear precod-
ing strategies for the G.fast DS, with particular emphasis on two specific non-linear
techniques, namely Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) [38] and Lattice Re-
duction (LR) [39]. Both techniques are based on the G.fast DS model defined in
the following Sect. 2.2. In particular, in Sect. 2.3, the canonical THP vectoring
scheme proposed for DSL systems in [38] is modified by optimizing the ordering
in which the interference is successively cancelled user by user. The proposed or-
dered THP, referred to as Dynamic Ordering (DO) THP, is optimized following a
user fairness criterion, thus aiming at maximizing the minimum rates among users.
However, DO-THP has the inherent disadvantage to introduce additional process-
ing delay due to the successive interference cancellation process. As an alternative
to THP-based techniques, Sect. 2.4 focuses on a novel non-linear FEXT cancella-
tion scheme for the DS G.fast channel based on the LR concept, which allows for
parallel implementation, and thus avoid any additional processing delay.

2.1.2. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, W. Wang, D. Wei, and U. Spagnolini, “Ordered
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Downstream” in 2015 IEEE Global
Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), pp. 1–6, Dec 2015.

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, U. Spagnolini, and W. Wang, “Per-Line Power
Controlled Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding for G.fast Down-
stream” in 2016 IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM),
pp. 1–6, IEEE, 2016.
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2.2 System Model: Downstream Channel Model

Figure 2.1.: DownStream (DS) Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) channel model.

2.2. System Model: Downstream Channel Model

This section introduces the G.fast DS model utilized in the rest of the chapter. We
assume here centralized transmission from the CO to the non-cooperating CPEs in
DS, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) modulation is employed to
turn the frequency selective channel into a set of frequency flat orthogonal channels
[21]. As a consequence, on each tone, the signal received by the L CPEs y ∈ CL
is modeled as

y = Hx + w, (2.1)

where x = [x1, . . . , xL]T ∈ CL denotes the transmitted signal vector and w ∈ CL
is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at the receivers. We assume that
the cable bundle contains only the L lines, and we avoid tone indexing to simplify
the notation. The main diagonal elements hii = [H]ii of the channel matrix
H ∈ CL×L characterize Insertion Loss (IL) of direct lines, and the off-diagonal
elements hij = [H]ij , with i 6= j, characterize FEXT. As common in wireline
communications, the channel is nearly-static and time-invariant [40], and it is
assumed to be known at the transmitter.

2.2.1. Per-Line Per-Carrier Power Constraint

In DSL systems, the transmitted power on each line and each carrier is constrained
to a specified limit [35]. These per-line per-carrier power constraints, also known
in DSL jargon as Power Spectral Density (PSD) masks, must fulfill the following
condition:

E
[
|xi|2

]
≤ 1, ∀i = 1, ..., L, (2.2)

where xi is the symbol transmitted over the i-th line.
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2.2.2. Tested 100m Long 20×20 Paper-Insulated Cable

For the FEXT cancellation algorithms designed in this chapter, we employ a mea-
sured 100m long 20×20 paper-insulated G.fast cable. IL and FEXT, depicted in
Fig. 2.2, show that, for high cable frequencies, strong FEXT often overcomes IL.
In particular, Fig. 2.3 shows the 100m long paper-insulated G.fast channel ma-
trices at 5 MHz and 100 MHz, confirming that at G.fast frequencies the diagonal
dominant property of VDSL2 is not present any more. Interestingly, IL appears to
change more dynamically as frequency increases. Moreover, with a more detailed
analysis, it can be shown that the symmetric FEXT coefficients |hij | and |hji| are
highly correlated due to symmetrical electromagnetic properties. Moreover, IL
between |h2i−1,2i−1| and |h2i,2i| are highly correlated, and FEXT for |h2i−1,2i| is
much stronger than the other FEXT components of the same line, i.e.,

|h2i−1,2i| � |h2i−1,j | , ∀j, j 6= 2i. (2.3)

Therefore, we expect that the constellation geometry of lines in the bundle is such
that always a pair of lines goes strictly together as shown in Fig. 2.4, while different
pairs of lines may have very diverse quality even though the lines are approximately
of the same length. This last observation helped to understand that performance
may substantially change line by line, thus leading to an unfair rate distribution
among users. This motivated us to propose a novel ordering technique specifically
designed to achieve fairness among user, which is detailed in the next sections.
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Figure 2.2.: Direct line and crosstalk power characteristics of tested 100m long
paper-insulated cable. Values are smoothed by averaging over 1 MHz bin.
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Figure 2.3.: Channel matrix characteristics |H|2 [dB] at carrier frequency
5 [MHZ] and 100 [MHz]: for higher frequency the twisted-pairs channel is no
longer diagonal dominant

Figure 2.4.: Geometrical constellation similarities between paired lines in the
cable bundle.

2.3. Ordered Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding for
G.fast Systems

In this first part of the chapter, the canonical vectoring schemed based on THP
proposed in [38] is modified by introducing an ordering of successive interference
pre-cancellation performed at the CO that is optimized for non-cooperating CPEs.
Ordering optimization for THP has been already presented in [41, 42], but for a dif-
ferent THP structure denoted here as Equal-Rate THP (ER-THP), as it provides
constant Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at each line. The THP scheme proposed here
can be concatenated with any type of ordering. The ordering which maximizes
the minimum rate on a single tone of Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) modulation is
known as V-BLAST (VB) ordering [43], [44]. However, VB does not provide the
maximal minimum of aggregated rates when applied on all DMT tones. Motivated
by this consideration, we propose a novel Dynamic Ordering (DO) strategy that
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takes into account the asymmetry of G.fast channel statistics. The proposed THP
scheme aided by DO provides the maximal minimum rate of ∼ 955Mbps over the
tested 100m long paper-insulated cable. Unlike the computation of the optimal
ordering arbitrary adjusting general user demands, which requires considerable
computation power [45], the complexity of our heuristic DO is negligible.

2.3.1. General THP Scheme and Basic Properties

We describe the considered THP schemes in the common framework in Fig. 2.5.
The linear block E represents the ordering operator (or later assumed lattice re-
duction). The feedback loop, which consists of a non-linear modulo block Γτ and
a linear block given by lower triangular matrix B with units along the main di-
agonal, implements the inversion of B while reducing the transmitted power by
modulo Γτ . F is the feedforward filter which also ensures that the transmitted
signal satisfy the power constraints. The diagonal matrix G describes the linear
operations performed by non-cooperating receivers. Finally, the input to the pre-
coding chain is denoted by the vector a = [a1, . . . , aL]T ∈ CL, which contains the
data symbols, and the output is the decision variable vector ŷ ∈ CL.

Figure 2.5.: General Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) scheme.

2.3.1.1. Linearized Scheme

Block Γτ represents the modulo function over base τ with origin shifted by τ/2.
This is applied individually along each dimension of the input x. In particular,

Γτ [x] , (x+ τ/2)modτ − τ/2, x ∈ R,

Γτ [x] , Γτ [<{x}] + jΓτ [={x}], x ∈ C,

Γτ [x] , [Γτ1 [x1], . . . ,ΓτL [x2]]T , x ∈ CL.

Every modulo reminder equals the input minus an integer multiple of base τ
such that the reminder is lower than τ. Therefore, the operation performed by
Γτ can be described as Γτ [x] = x − d, where d is a vector such that x − d ∈
[−τ1/2, τ1/2) × · · · × [−τL/2, τL/2) . The i-th component of d is di ∈ τiZj, where
Zj , Z+jZ denotes complex integers and τ = [τ1, . . . , τL]T is a vector of thresholds.
Figure 2.6 shows the linear-equivalent THP scheme, where Γτ is replaced by the
additive term −d.
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Figure 2.6.: Linearized general THP scheme.

2.3.1.2. Zero-Forcing Condition

Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding inverts the channel by fully eliminating the crosstalk
such that

ŷ = GHFB−1Ea −GHFB−1d + Gw− d̃ (2.4)

equals the input data a plus noise. The whole chain of linear blocks in Fig. 2.6
needs to fulfill the ZF condition

GHFB−1E = I, (2.5)

with I being the L×L identity matrix. Condition (2.5) implies that GHFB−1 =
E−1, which leads to

ŷ = a −E−1d + Gw− d̃. (2.6)

It follows from 2.6 that the ZF property, i.e., ŷ = a + Gw, is obtained when

E−1d + d̃ = 0, (2.7)

which is realized by properly designing the thresholds τ and , as detail below.

2.3.1.3. Modulo Threshold τ

Size of τ is chosen to wrap constellations within the τ × τ frame such that the
distance from the edge point to the boundary is half of minimal distance dmin.
Figure 2.7 shows the frame for several constellations considered in this chapter.
It is straightforward to verify that square-shaped QAM constellations including
odd-bit cardinality variants (black points in Fig. 2.7) have τ =

√
Mdmin. Table 2.1

lists values of τ considered here.

Table 2.1.: Threshold τ and power increase ∆E due to modulo Γτ for considered
unit-mean square-shape M -QAM constellations.

M 2, 4 8, 16 32, 64 128, 256 512, 1024 2048, 4096
τ 2.83 2.53 2.47 2.45 2.45 2.45

∆E [dB] 1.25 0.28 0.068 0.017 0.0042 0.0011
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Figure 2.7.: Threshold τ for several considered square-shape QAM constellations.

2.3.1.4. Power Increase by Modulo Γτ

Paper [38] shows that the statistics of the output of modulo Γτ are well approx-
imated by uniform distribution. For unit mean power constellation symbols, i.e.,
E
[
|ai|2

]
= 1 (E[?] denotes the statistical expectation), the power of the symbol x̃

at the output of the modulo operator is slightly higher and can be approximated
as

∆E = E[|x̃i|2] ' M

M − 1 . (2.8)

In order to satisfy the power constraints in (2.2), we need to keep in mind and
downscale constellations to pre-compensate the power increase ∆E due to modulo
Γτ . The same formula holds for odd-bit cardinalities if twice higher value of M is
used, as shown in Table 2.1. For example, notice that ∆E is the same for 2QAM
and 4QAM. Odd-bit constellations with a square shape have significantly lower
E[|x̃i|2] than popular cross-shaped constellations [37].

2.3.2. Reference THP Scheme and Basic Properties

The proposed ordered THP scheme enhances the scheme described in [38], which
is reviewed here. Reference scheme [38] is described by definition of the blocks in
Fig. 2.6 as

E = I, B = diag(R)−1RH , F = Q, G = diag(R)−1, (2.9)

where diag(R)−1 = diag
(
r−1
11 , . . . r

−1
LL

)
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal compo-

nents rii = [R]ii . Unitary matrix Q and upper-triangular R follow from the QR
decomposition of transposed channel matrix

HH = QR. (2.10)

Let us now confirm that this scheme meet the basic properties introduced in
Sec. 2.3.1. The reference scheme fulfills ZF condition (2.5), as

GHFB−1E = diag(R)−1RHQHQR−Hdiag(R)I = I. (2.11)
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It is also easy to show that the transmitted signal meets per-line power constraint
2.2, which is shown by

E
[
|xi|2

]
=

L∑
j=1
|qij |2E

[
|x̃j |2

]
=

L∑
j=1
|qij |2 = 1, (2.12)

where qij = [Q]ij . In 2.12 we use the fact that x is approximately uncorrelated [41]
and the power increase due to Γτ has been pre-compensated E

[
|x̃j |2

]
= 1. The last

equality follows from that unitary Q has unit-length rows. The decision variable

ŷ = a + diag(R)−1w (2.13)

implies that output SNR at the i-th line is

γi = γbase · r2
ii, (2.14)

where γbase is the baseline input SNR. The main diagonal components
{
r2
ii

}L
i=1 can

attain different values providing different SNR at each line. In this case, different
bit-loading per-line is required, as well as different modulo threshold τi 6= τj in
τ = [τ1, . . . , τL]T , see Table 2.1 for actual values. Finally, since E = I, the selection
of τ̃ = τ fulfills the modulo condition (2.7).

2.3.3. Ordered Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

2.3.3.1. Ordered QR Decomposition

The ordered THP scheme proposed here incorporates the ordered QR decomposi-
tion of transposed channel

HH = QRPT (2.15)

into the reference scheme (Sec. 2.3.2). Permutation matrix P describes arbitrary
permutation [1, . . . , L]T → [p1, . . . , pL]T as

P

 1
...
L

 =

 p1
...
pL

 , where P =

 ep1
...

epL

 (2.16)

and ei denotes a row vector with 1 in the i-th position and 0 elsewhere. Note that
PX denotes permutation of rows of X, while XPT permutation of columns since
XPT =

(
PXT

)T
.
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2.3.3.2. Proposed THP Scheme and Basic Properties

The ordered THP scheme is given by the following matrices

E = PT ,B = diag(R)−1RH , F = Q, G = P diag(R)−1PT . (2.17)

Key observation is that if the receiver diagonal matrix G has permuted rows and
columns by the same permutation (as G in (2.17)), then it remains diagonal and
can be performed by non-cooperating receivers. Now, we show that ZF condi-
tion (2.5) is satisfied:

GHFB−1E = Pdiag(R)−1PTPRHQHQR−Hdiag(R)PT = I,

since PT describes inverse permutation and thus PPT = I. As in the refer-
ence scheme in Sec. 2.3.2, feedforward matrix F is unitary and therefore trans-
mitted signal meets per-line power constraint (2.2). The decision variable ŷ =
a + P diag(R)−1PTw implies the output SNR at the i-th line to be

γi = γbase · r2
pipi , (2.18)

where γbase denotes baseline SNR and pi is the i-th element of permutation output
(2.16). Similarly to the reference THP, different values of main diagonal compo-
nents

{
r2
pipi

}L
i=1 require different bit-loading with thresholds τ = [τ1, . . . , τL]T

where generally τi 6= τj . Vector of thresholds τ̃ needs to be chosen to fulfill condi-
tion (2.7) which means τ̃ = Pτ = [τp1 , . . . , τpL ]T .
Remark 2.1. Any type of ordering P can be concatenated with the proposed or-
dered THP and it is a degree of freedom to be exploited. The reference scheme is
obtained for the ordering P = I, which means that optimized ordering can only
improve the performance of the reference scheme.

2.3.4. Optimized Ordering of THP in G.fast Downstream

A rich number of possible orderings (see [46] and references therein) can be con-
catenated with the scheme proposed here. Generally, different orderings lead to
different SNR at each line (2.18). The optimal selection is a multi-objective opti-
mization problem where utility target considering fairness has significant impact
on the result. We mainly focus on max-min fairness by maximizing the minimum
rate, and thus providing the same quality of service to each CPE, although also
sum-rate maximization and the simple combination of both are discussed.

2.3.4.1. V-BLAST (VB) Ordering

The ordering strategy introduced in [43] is the optimal max-min fair ordering
maximizing the minimum SNR. The algorithm requires multiple calculations of
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channel matrix pseudo-inverse, and so its complexity is much higher than the
complexity of closely-related semi-optimal algorithms, such as the one [44]. Instead
of [43], we pragmatically use [44] since it performs close to the optimum, but
avoiding the computational burdens.

VB ordering [44] is based on Gram-Schmidt (GS) QR decomposition of the trans-
posed channel HH = H̃ = QR. In the i-th iteration, the algorithm choses the
column vector h̃i of H̃ =

[
h̃1, . . . , h̃L

]
which minimizes the diagonal element

rii = [R]ii given as

rii =

∥∥∥∥∥∥h̃i −
i−1∑
j=1

〈
h̃i,qj

〉
qj

∥∥∥∥∥∥ , (2.19)

where 〈h,q〉 = qHh denotes an inner product. The order in which h̃ are chosen
forms permutation matrix P in (2.15). This strategy, referred to as “weakest first”,
leads to the ordering which maximizes the minimum of

{
r2
ii

}L
i=1 elements and so

the SNR of the weakest line (2.18).

2.3.4.2. Inverse V-BLAST (IVB) Ordering

Inverse VB (IVB) ordering follows the opposite principle of VB. In each GS it-
eration, it is chosen the column vector h̃i whose corresponding diagonal element
riiin (2.19) is maximal. This is a greedy maximization approach which maximizes
the sum-rate. We freely interchange sum-rate and mean-rate being the difference
just a scaling factor. The IVB ordering, also referred to as “strongest first”, is also
known in the mathematical literature as QR decomposition with pivoting [47].

2.3.4.3. Dynamic Ordering (DO)

Although VB is the optimal max-min fair ordering, it does not lead to equal user
rates when those are aggregated over multiple DMT tones, (see Fig. 2.12). Hence,
if on a single tone, we selected instead of VB ordering a different ordering in favor
of the line with the minimal aggregated rate, we would obtain a higher minimum
rate. In other words, VB ordering is optimal on a single tone, but it does not reach
the global optimum if applied independently on each tones. The reason behind is
that G.fast channel does not have the same statistical properties on each line, as
discussed in Sect. 2.2.2. Some lines are more often the weakest lines (i.e., being
selected first by VB) due to asymmetric physical arrangement of twisted-copper
pairs within the cable bundle as confirmed by numerical evaluation in Fig. 2.8.
Based on these considerations, we propose a novel ordering strategy, referred to
as Dynamic Ordering (DO), which takes into account this statistical asymmetry
in providing the highest minimum aggregated rate. DO ordering is inspired by
VB approach which states that being taken first into GS is an advantage. Instead
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Figure 2.8.: Empirical probability density function for a line to be the weakest
(i.e., being selected as the first to enter the GS procedure in V-BLAST ordering).

of VB “weakest first” approach applied independently on each tone, we propose
to take first the line with so far minimum aggregated rate (“aggregated minimum
first”). DO is ordering with memory deciding the order inductively in sequence. If
the ordering on tone index 1 to i− 1 has been already chosen, then DO orders the
lines on the i-th tone as the order of aggregated bit-loading over the tones from 1 to
i− 1. Figure 2.9 shows an illustrative example explaining why DO provides higher
aggregated minimum than VB. Complexity of DO is negligible, since the order is

Figure 2.9.: Toy example of Dynamic Ordering (DO). Let us assume a DMT
system with 2 lines and 3 tones {fi}3i=1. Strong lines with throughput of 6 bits
are denoted by a thick line, weak lines with throughput of 1 bit are denoted
with a thin line. Entering the GS procedure first is an advantage increasing
the throughput by +1 bit, while being second decreases the throughput by −1
bit. The minimum aggregated rate

∑
min of V-BLAST (“weakest first”) is lower

than DO (“aggregated minimum first”). Symbol
∑
i denotes aggregated rate at

the i-th line. We assume that the initial order at f1 of DO is given by VB.

given by cumulative summation performed once at the beginning of transmission.
The order is computed outside of QR algorithm and can be connected to whatever
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type of QR implementation, not only the one based on GS as in [44].

2.3.4.4. Frequency-Sharing Between DO and IVB

IVB ordering maximizes sum-rate on a single tone as well as when applied indepen-
dently on multiple tones, unlike in the case of max-min VB and DO ordering. We
propose a simple frequency-sharing between the two extreme types of ordering,
i.e., IVB and DO, in order to adjust the fairness among CPEs. By frequency-
sharing, we mean similar concept as time-sharing, but in the frequency domain.
We propose to divide the overall bandwidth into lower and upper parts where
we expect different behavior (e.g., diagonal dominant property is present only on
lower frequencies as shown in Fig. 2.3). DO ordering can be thus enforced to lower
frequencies or to higher frequencies. As shown in Fig. 2.10, in the former case
the strategy is denoted as DO-IVB, while in the latter it is IVB-DO. Numerical
evaluation in Fig. 2.11 shows that DO-IVB sharing achieves superior performance,
regardless of the portion of bandwidth allocated to DO (denoted in Fig. 2.10 as
BDO)

Figure 2.10.: Frequency sharing between two extreme types of orderings: DO
(maximizing minimum) and IVB (maximizing sum-rate). Parameter BDO de-
scribes the bandwidth assigned to DO.

2.3.5. Comparison with Ordered Equal Rate THP (ER-THP)

Ordering optimization has been introduced in [41], [42] for the THP structure
denoted here as ER-THP (term centralized THP is also used [48]). Label ’equal
rate’ corresponds to the feature that ER-THP provides constant SNR over all lines.
The proposed THP scheme and ER-THP have essentially different structure.

2.3.5.1. Ordered ER-THP Scheme and Basic Properties

Ordered ER-THP is defined by the following matrices

E = PT ,B = RHdiag(R)−1,F = 1
g

Q diag(R)−1, G = gI, (2.20)
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Figure 2.11.: Rates versus the amount of bandwidth BDO assigned to DO.
Frequency sharing between DO and IVB enables to adjust the trade off be-
tween mean and min-rate. For instance, both min-rate and mean-rate equal to
∼ 950 Mbps for DO-IVB sharing with BDO = 212 MHz, but if we permit a slight
decrease of minimum, we could have mean-rate ∼ 975 Mbps while having min-
imum still ∼ 950 Mbps (here BDO ' 170 MHz). Similarly, when mean-rate is
priority, BDO ' 125 MHz increases min-rate from ∼ 760 Mbps (BDO ' 0 MHz)
to ∼ 875 Mbps keeping the same mean-rate.

where ordered QR decomposition (2.15) is used. Automatic gain control scaling g
establishes the power constrain (2.2), i.e.,

E
[
|xi|2

]
= 1
g2

L∑
j=1

∣∣f̃ij∣∣2 ≤ 1, (2.21)

with labeling F̃ = Q diag(R)−1 and
[
F̃
]
ij

= f̃ij . The constraint is fulfilled by the
following scaling using the (2,∞)-mixed norm ‖?‖2,∞ as

g2 =
∥∥F̃T∥∥2

2,∞ , max
i

L∑
j=1

∣∣f̃ij∣∣2 = max
i

L∑
j=1

|qij |2/r2
jj. (2.22)

Notice, an average power constrain is assumed in [41], [42], which leads to the
scaling with Frobenius norm ‖?‖F as g2 = 1/L

∥∥F̃∥∥2
F
, 1/L tr

(
F̃F̃H

)
. We confirm

that ER-THP meets ZF condition (2.5) as

GHFB−1E = gIPRHQH 1
g
Q diag(R)−1diag(R)R−HPT = I.

The decision variable ŷ = a + gw implies the output SNR to be

γi = γbase · 1/g2, (2.23)

where γbase denotes baseline SNR. Constant SNR yields the same bit-loading and
the same modulo threshold τ = [τ, . . . , τ ]T on every line, therefore the vector of
thresholds τ̃ = τ fulfills modulo condition (2.7).
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2.3.5.2. VB Ordered and Lattice Reduced (LR) ER-THP

Performance of ER-THP is given by the scaling factor g2. Using the inequality
1/r2

ii ≤ 1/mini r2
ii , we rephrase (2.22) as

g2 = max
i

L∑
j=1

|qij |2

r2
jj

≤ max
i

L∑
j=1

|qij |2

mink r2
kk

= 1
mink r2

kk

. (2.24)

We see that g2 is minimized when mink r2
kk is as large as possible, therefore VB

ordering (i.e., maximizing the minimum of {rii}Li=1) is again preferable. Refer-
ence [49] shows that even smaller value of g2 is obtained with LR QR decomposi-
tion

HH = QRT−1, (2.25)

where QR decomposes the reduced channel as H̃ = QR, the reduced channel
is H̃ = HHT, and T is a unimodular integer matrix. LR ER-THP is given by
(2.20) using decomposition (2.25), where E = TH . We use the common Lenstra–
Lenstra–Lovász (LLL) implementation of LR with moderate algorithm complexity
parameter δ = 3/4 [39].
Unfortunately, LR decomposition (2.25) cannot be used in the proposed THP
scheme (2.17) with E = TH , as matrix G = T−H diag(R)−1TH (unlike in the
case of ordering) is not diagonal anymore, and thus cannot be performed by non-
cooperating CPEs. For the sake of comparison, we consider ER-THP scheme en-
hanced by both LR and VB ordering with complexity parameter set to an extreme
value δ = 1. This scheme has impractical implementation complexity, but achieves
the highest SNR among the ER-THP methods, as confirmed by simulations in
Fig. 2.12.

2.3.6. Performance Evaluation

2.3.6.1. Evaluation Procedure and Simulation Parameters

Bit-loading at the i-th line is computed according to [50] by insertion of SNR γi
(2.14), (2.18), (2.23) into the gap formula

bi = blog2 (1 + γi/Γ)c , for bi ∈ [2, 12] (2.26)

and bi = 0 otherwise, where symbol b?c denotes floor operation and gap Γ =
Shannon gap + margin− coding gain [dB]. Aggregated rates are obtained by sum-
ming the bit-loading (2.26) over all DMT tones multiplied by the tone spacing
∆f (1− Framing Overhead). Simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.2. We
use bit-loading modification described in [37] to incorporate power increases ∆E
(shown in Table 2.1) due to modulo Γτ . The algorithm allocates bits according to
(2.26), and then recomputes the SNR corrected by ∆E and update bit-allocation
accordingly.
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Figure 2.12.: Aggregated rates of considered precoding schemes over tested 100m
long paper-insulated cable. The acronyms and basic rate statistics of considered
precoding schemes are summarized in Table 2.3.

Table 2.2.: Simulation parameters [50]

Transmit PSD −76 [dBm/Hz] Coding Gain 5 [dB]
Noise PSD −140 [dBm/Hz] Shannon Gap 9.8 [dB]

Band 2.1− 212 [MHz] Bit Loading 2− 12 [bits]
Tone Spacing ∆f 51.750 [kHz] Framing Overhead 12 %

Margin 6 [dB]

2.3.6.2. Numerical Results

Numerical results in Fig. 2.12 and Table 2.3 compare several FEXT cancellation
methods in DS. Non-linear precoding based on THP or ER-THP clearly outper-
forms linear DP precoding used in VDSL2 [25]. We confirm that ER-THP provides
constant aggregated rates to all users, where gains by VB ordering and LR are
significant. THP with un-equal rates provides higher sum-rate than ER-THP. As
expected, VB ordered THP considerably increases min-rate, while IVB ordered
THP considerably increases sum-rate. Proposed DO ordered THP provides the
highest aggregated minimum rate among all considered methods. The achieved
rates are fairly stable vs. line index being close to G.fast target of 1Gbps.
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Table 2.3.: Mean and minimum aggregated rates of several FEXT cancellation
precoding schemes depicted in Fig. 2.12. The rates are in Mbits/s.

Acronym Precoding Scheme [mean,min]-rate
DP Diagonal Precoding [552, 432]
THP Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding [970, 678]

THP-VB THP using VB ordering [947, 907]
THP-IVB THP using Inverse VB ordering [990, 763]
THP-DO THP using Dynamic Ordering [956, 955]
ER-THP Equal-Rate THP [732, 732]

ER-THP-VB ER-THP using VB ordering [840, 840]
ER-THP-LR ER-THP using Lattice Reduction [874, 874]

ER-THP-LRVB ER-THP-LR using VB ordering [889, 889]

2.4. Lattice-Reduction Aided Non-Linear Precoding

In the section above, THP has been shown to be a valid solution for next generation
G.fast systems, especially if combined with a properly chosen ordering strategy.
However, besides these gains, THP poses the following issues: i) THP requires
CPEs’ receiver processing to be modified in order to implement the modulo oper-
ation, and ii) THP processing introduces an additional delay proportional to the
number of lines due to the inherent nonlinear sequential processing. In particu-
lar, the latter is especially critical, being maximum latency of signal processing
algorithms a primary concern in practical communication systems [51].

Mainly focusing on this second issue, the second part of the chapter discusses
non-linear precoding based on Lattice Reduction aided Zero-Forcing (ZF-LR), as
this provides an alternative to THP which allows for parallel implementation,
thus avoiding any additional latency due to sequential interference cancellation.
ZF-LR has been proposed for the wireless Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO)
broadcast channel in [52] using scalar the Frobenius Norm Scaling (FNS) to ad-
just average transmit power. We modify this scheme to comply with per-line
per-carrier power constraint [23] by using the scalar maximum Row Norm Scaling
(RNS), similarly to [37]. Scalar scaling in general implies that the line with the
weakest channel determines the performance of all the other lines. This feature
is undesirable especially in Fiber-To-The-distribution-point (FTTdp) deployments
where different lengths of lines are expected (e.g., CPEs in different floors of the
building). Therefore, we propose a novel ZF-LR scheme with vector scaling where
each line has its own scaling gain to enable per-line individual power control (ter-
minology illustrated in Fig. 2.13). Unlike the scalar scaling, vector scaling cannot
be placed arbitrarily in the processing chain (diagonal matrix does not generally
commute), which leads to an unusual position of the power controlling operation
placed before ZF channel inversion (scheme depicted in Fig. 2.15).

We distinguish in this chapter between power allocation optimization combined
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Figure 2.13.: Scalar scale g ∈ R controls transmit power per group of lines
while vector of scales g ∈ RL controls transmit power per-line. Symbol diag(g)
denotes diagonal matrix with vector components on the main diagonal.

with precoding, denoted here as Optimized Power Allocation (OPA), and power
management used to handle uncoordinated interference (i.e., interference that can-
not be mitigated by precoding), which we denote as Dynamic Spectrum Manage-
ment (DSM) [36], although this division is not so strict in the literature. OPA for
G.fast downstream is a challenging problem since there is not only the constraint
on per-line per-carrier transmit power, but also the constraint on the total per-line
transmit power aggregated over all carriers [23], where the optimal solution needs
a joint optimization over all carriers. This is numerically demanding, and subopti-
mal approaches have been proposed for both linear [27] and non-linear precoding
[53]. In this section, we show that OPA for ZF-LR precoding maximizing weighted
sum-rate subject to per-line per-carrier constraint leads to the signomial optimiza-
tion problem [54], [55], for which efficient solving methods are known [56, 57].
Signomial programming as a solution to power optimization appears recently e.g.,
in [58], [59]. Related work [60] presents ZF-LR concept supporting unequal-rates
without optimized power control.

2.4.1. Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding with
Row Norm Scalar (RNS) Scaling Power Control

2.4.1.1. ZF-LR Precoding Scheme

ZF-LR scheme with scalar row norm scaling power control as introduced in [52],
denoted here as ZF-LR-RNS, is depicted in Fig. 2.14. Symbol a ∈ CL denotes
vector of uncorrelated constellation symbols where every component ai is taken
from M -QAM constellation of the same size M . Without loss of generality we
assume unit mean symbol power, i.e., E[aaH ] = I. Feedforward matrix F denotes
precoding operation which is composed as

F = gF̃, (2.27)

where F̃ is a linear precoding filter and g is the scalar scale controlling the trans-
mitted power. Unlike in the case of linear ZF precoding, where precoding matrix
F̃ implements channel inversion F̃ = H−1 to completely cancel the FEXT, ZF-LR
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Figure 2.14.: Scheme of Lattice-Reduction (LR) aided Zero-Forcing (ZF) pre-
coding using scalar scaling power control.

implements precoding by inverting the channel matrix which is reduced by lattice
reduction as

F̃ = H−1T. (2.28)

The impact of lattice reduction, which is essentially described by the integer valued
matrix T, is eliminated by modulo Γτ similarly as in THP. In fact, lattice-reduced
channel inversion precoding cancels all the interference up to an integer multiple
of τ , which is eliminated by the modulo Γτ . LR operation produces a reduced
matrix whose columns (or rows) exhibit much better orthogonal properties with
respect to the original matrix. In other words, the reduced matrix is easier to be
inverted than the original one. As a result, performance gains come from the fact
that the impact of noise enhancement due to channel inversion, which is the main
drawback of ZF-based techniques, is less severe when inverting the lattice reduced
channel matrix.

2.4.1.2. Lattice Reduction

Lattice is a discrete subgroup of RL spanning RL. Lattices are mathematical
structures with long history and many practical and theoretical features which
find application also in signal processing and communication theory [61]. This
chapter does not intent to provide comprehensive overview of lattice reduction
which is well covered e.g., by [39]. We rather consider lattice reduction as a
matrix decomposition of the type A = BT, where A is a matrix with lattice
reduced columns of B, i.e., both matrices are basis of the same lattice, but length
of the base vectors of A is reduced. In our case, lattice reduction turns potentially
ill-conditioned H−1 into reduced form H−1T, which amplifies transmitted signal
much less (i.e., scalar scale [as discussed later in Sec. 2.4.1.4] of reduced matrix is
lower [49]). Matrix T is unimodular with integer components [T]ij = tij ∈ Zj and
|T| = 1, where |?| is the determinant operator.
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2.4.1.3. Modulo Γτ

The modulo operator Γτ is the same as defined in Sect 2.3.1.1. Here, we just
remind the reader that τ = [τ1, τ2, ..., τL]T is the vector containing the thresholds,
where the size of τi is chosen to wrap each constellation within a τi × τi frame,
such that the distance from the edge point to the boundary is half of its minimal
distance dmin. In the case of square-shaped M -QAM constellations considered for
G.fast [35], we have τi =

√
Midmin, where Mi is the size of the constellation of the

i-th symbol.

In certain cases, such as ZR-LR-RNS, where all the lines use the same constellation
alphabet and thus τ1 = · · · = τL, we denote modulo gamma with a scalar subscript
τ as

Γτ [ã] , Γτ [ã], τ , τ1 = · · · = τL. (2.29)

In general, every line uses different cardinality alphabet for which different modulo
size is required (as shown in Table I), however LR processing strictly requires the
same τi on each line, thus we need to select the maximal one, i.e., τ = max

i
τi.

2.4.1.4. Row Norm Scalar (RNS) Scaling Transmit Power Control

The per-line per-carrier transmit power constraints in (2.2) are enforced in ZF-
LR-RNS by using a scalar scaling (see Fig. 2.14), which is obtained as

g = 1∥∥F̃∥∥
C

, (2.30)

where row norm ‖?‖C can be expressed as
∥∥F̃∥∥

C
,
√

maxi
∑L
j=1

∣∣f̃ij∣∣2.
2.4.1.5. SNR Analysis

The decision variable at the CPEs side is

ŷ = Γτ [y/g] = Γτ [(HFx̃ + w) 1/g] , (2.31)

where x̃ = Γτ [T−1a].

After some matrix and modulo arithmetic manipulations, the decision variable at
i-th CPE reads

ŷi = Γτ [ai + wi/g] ' ai + wi/g, (2.32)
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where in the last approx. equality we assume that in a well-designed system
Pr (|wi/g| > dmin/2) is very small [38], and the input of modulo Γτ is very unlikely
to exceed the τ × τ frame. Equivalently, in multiple dimensions, the decision
variable yields

ŷ = 1/g (HFx̃ + w) + d̃ = a + Td + w/g + d̃ ' a + w/g, (2.33)

where Td + d̃ ' 0 summarizes the effect of modulo arithmetic. We conclude that
SNR at the decision variable is

γi = g2. (2.34)

From 2.34 is directly follows that the SNR γi is the same for all lines and driven by
the line with the weakest channel, which implies highly unfavorable performance
in case of asymmetric strength of lines e.g., when the lines have different lengths.

2.4.2. Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding with
Vector Scaling Power Control

In this section, we propose a novel scheme, denoted ZF-LR-OPA, which enables
the control and adaptation of transmitted power per-line individually. This is
done modifying the ZF-LR-RNS by the introduction of per-line individual scaling
matrix

G = diag (g) = diag
(
[g1, g2, . . . , gL]T

)
. (2.35)

Let us consider the ZF-LR-RNS scheme in Fig. 2.14. Note that simply replacing
scalar g with power allocation matrix G right after the feedforward matrix is not
possible since the chain H−1GHG−1 would not simplify. Therefore matrix G is
incorporated into the feedforward filter matrix as

F = H−1GT, (2.36)

where matrix T is obtained by lattice reduction F̃ = H−1T applied to the columns
of H−1. The block scheme of per-line power controlled ZF-LR is shown in Fig. 2.15.

Similarly to (2.33), the decision variable is

ŷ = G−1y + d̃ = G−1 (HFx̃ + w) + d̃ ' a + G−1w (2.37)

and the corresponding SNR at the line i-th

γi = g2
i . (2.38)
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Figure 2.15.: Per-line power controlled Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding scheme aided
by Lattice-Reduction (LR).

2.4.2.1. Parallel Implementation of ZF-LR Precoding

If we denote T−1 = T̃ = [t1, t2, . . . tL]T , then the signal entering feedforward filter
is

x̃ = Γτ [ã] = Γτ [T̃a] =
[
Γτ
[
tT1 a

]
,Γτ

[
tT2 a

]
, . . . ,Γτ

[
tTLa

]]T
, (2.39)

which can be implemented in parallel. This implies a substantial advantage in
terms of latency with respect to THP (see Fig. 2.5, assume E = I), as the feedback
loop implements the inversion of the triangular matrix B = diag (R)−1 RH by
back substitution, i.e., sequential interference cancellation, with modulo Γτ . In
particular, the feedback loop in Fig. 2.5, implements the operation described in
Fig. 2.16 as

Figure 2.16.: Sequential processing of THP.
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x̃i = Γτ
[
ai −

r∗1,i
rii

x̃1 −
r∗2,i
rii

x̃2 · · · −
r∗i−1,i

rii
x̃i−1

]
. (2.40)

This confirms that, due to the sequential processing (2.40) (i.e.,{x̃1, . . . , x̃i−1} are
required to obtain x̃i), THP scheme generates additional processing delay which
is linearly proportional to the number of lines L.

2.4.3. Optimized Power Allocation for ZF-LR Precoding

Controlling the power allocation of transmitted signal by scaling matrix G that is
included into the definition of feedforward filter makes the optimization task more
challenging.

Let us consider the weighted sum-rate utility function u to be optimized

u(g) =
L∑
i=1

wi log2

(
1 + g2

i

Γ

)
, (2.41)

where
∑L
i=1 wi = 1 are the weights set to properly respect e.g., line lengths and Γ

is Shannon gap to capacity [26].

Including per-line per-carrier power constraint (See (2.2)), the optimization prob-
lem yields

maximize u(g)
subject to E

[
|xi|2

]
≤ 1, (2.42)

where E
[
|xi| 2

]
= [Φ]ii = Φii is the i-th diagonal entry of the covariance matrix

Φ = E[xxH ] of the transmitted signal x = Fx̃. Since signal x̃ after modulo Γ[?] is
approximately uncorrelated [62], its covariance matrix is approximately diagonal,
i.e., Φ̃ = E

[
x̃x̃H

]
' diag

(
Φ̃11, . . . , Φ̃LL

)
, where Φ̃ii = E

[
|x̃i| 2

]
represents the

power at the i-th line. Finally, the transmitted signal power can be expressed as

E
[
|xi|2

]
= E


∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∑
j=1

fij x̃j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
 =

L∑
j=1
|fij |2E

[
|x̃j |2

]
=

L∑
j=1
|fij |2 Φ̃jj . (2.43)

Let us analyze the structure of F = H−1GT in more details in simple 2 × 2
example, where we denote H̃ = H−1 to ease the notation:

F =
[
h̃11 h̃12
h̃21 h̃22

] [
g1 0
0 g2

] [
t11 t12
t21 t22

]
, (2.44)
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so the generic ij-th element of F is fij =
∑L
k=1 h̃ikgktkj and for instance

|f11|2 = g2
1
∣∣h̃11t11

∣∣2 + g2
2
∣∣h̃12t21

∣∣2 + 2g1g2<
[
h̃11t11h̃

∗
12t
∗
21
]
. (2.45)

Similarly to (2.45), general |fij |2 is a quadratic form in variables gi. Hence, consid-
ering the convex utility function (2.41), the optimization problem (2.42) is close to
be a Signomial Program (SP), that is a generalization of the well known Geometric
Program (GP)[54, 55]. It can be shown that |fij |2 is a quadratic form even when
x̃ is slightly correlated after modulo Γ[?] and even if an average transmit power
constraint is assumed. Notice that utility function (2.41) is not exactly in the form
required by SP, however it is a well-known convex function and in the high SNR
regime it can be easily approximated by a posynomial [54]. Although SPs cannot
in general be turned into convex optimization problems, they can be solved by a
number of efficient algorithms recently proposed in the literature [54, 55, 56, 57].
Here, in order to demonstrate the viability of ZF-LR-OPA, we use computationally
efficient interior point method providing only a locally optimal solution to SP. We
set starting values to be given by RNS obtaining a solution that cannot be worse
than ZF-LR-RNS.

2.4.4. Performance Evaluation

2.4.4.1. Linear Precoding Reference Methods

For the reference and comparison purposes, we define linear canonical precoding
methods considered here.

Zero-Forcing Precoding with Row Norm Scaling ZF-RNS depicted in Fig. 2.17
implements channel inversion as F = H−1, where g = 1

‖F‖C
is the scalar scaling

factor set to fulfill the per-line per-carrier power constraint (2.2). SNR at the

Figure 2.17.: Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding scheme using Row Norm Scaling
(RNS).

decision variable yields γi = g2.
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Diagonal Precoding DP, adopted in VDSL2, can be described similarly as ZF-
RNS with F = H−1diag(H) [25].

Zero-Forcing Precoding with Per-line Optimized Power Allocation ZF-OPA
depicted in Fig. 2.18 implements channel inversion as F = H−1, however individual
per-line power optimization matrix G is applied [27], [37]. The SNR at the decision

Figure 2.18.: Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding scheme with per-line Optimized Al-
location Power (OPA).

variable at the i-th line is the same as in (2.38) where the coefficients gi are obtained
maximizing the weighted sum-rate utility function (2.41) subject to per-line per-
carrier power constraint (2.2) as

maximize u(g)
subject to E

[
|xi|2

]
=
∑L
j=1 g

2
j |fij |

2 ≤ 1 , (2.46)

where fij is the ij-th element of the inverse channel H−1. Notice that unlike in
case of LRA-ZF, transmitted power constraint is a linear function in g2

i which
makes the whole optimization problem (2.46) convex and thus relatively easy to
solve [63].

2.4.4.2. Numerical Results

Aggregated rates over tested cable described in Section 2.2.2 are shown in Fig. 2.19
and Table 2.4 using the parameters summarized in Table 2.2. All the OPA schemes
use utility function (2.41) with identical weights i.e., mean-rate utility function.
To perform the LR step we employed the popular low-complexity LLL algorithm
with parameter δ = 3/4 [39]. We notice that ZF-LR-OPA outperforms all the
reference linear precoding methods. The power optimization with identical weights
leads to a fair scheme where the performance are similar among the lines and
uniformly better then the standard ZF-LR-RNS. Notice that, in the considered
scenario, ZF-LR-OPA provides the highest minimum rate among all the methods
compared in this section, including canonical non-ordered THP [26]. However,
from the comparison between 2.4 and 2.3, it follows that ZF-LR-OPA can be easily
outperformed in terms of minimum rate by acting on the ordering of interference
cancellation in THP, which is the price to pay in order to allow for the parallel
implementation.
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Table 2.4.: Mean and minimum aggregated rates of several FEXT cancellation
precoding schemes depicted in Fig. 2.19. The rates are in Mbits/s.

Acronym Precoding Scheme [mean,min]-rate
DP Diagonal Precoding [552, 432]

ZF-RNS Zero-Forcing with Row Norm Scaling [528, 528]
ZF-OPA ZF with Optimized Power Allocation [680, 567]

ZF-LR-RNS ZF aided by Lattice-Reduction with RNS [724, 724]
ZF-LR-OPA ZF aided by LR with OPA [783, 754]

ZF-THP ZF Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding [970, 678]
Single Line Single Line (without FEXT) [861, 681]
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Figure 2.19.: Performance over paper insulated P-ALT 100m cable.

2.5. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, non-linear Far-End-CrossTalk (FEXT) cancellation precoding
techniques have been investigated for next generation DSL standard, namely
G.fast.

In particular, the first part of the chapter has been devoted to the design of a
novel ordered Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) scheme aided by a Dynamic
Ordering (DO) strategy, which has been proved to provide the highest minimum
rate in G.fast downstream for the considered scenario. Unlike existing ordered
Equal Rate (ER) THP scheme, the proposed scheme better adapts to asymmetric
channel statistics of G.fast channel. Although the results are related to concrete
G.fast settings, the proposed scheme has universal application in general multiple-
input multiple-output systems including wireless scenario (e.g., paper [48] shows
that sum-rate of THP is always higher or equal than sum-rate of ER-THP when
the same type of channel matrix decomposition is considered).

In the second part of the chapter, a novel nonlinear FEXT cancellation precoding
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based on Lattice Reduction (LR) aided Zero-Forcing (ZF) with per-line individual
power control has been proposed for G.fast downstream. The advantage with
respect to THP-based precoding techniques is that LR-ZF-OPA allows for the
parallelization of the nonlinear modulo operation, which does not cause additional
processing delay. However, the price to pay for the parallel implementation of LR-
ZF-OPA is in terms of minimum user rate, which is lower then the one achieved
by THP with DO.
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3. Parallelazing
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding
in G.fast Downstream

3.1. Introduction

G .fast is the latest Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) standard recently approved
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for ultra-broadband

access technology utilizing existing copper line infrastructure to form a hybrid
fiber-copper Fiber-To-The-distribution-point (FTTdp) architecture [22]. G.fast
aims to achieve aggregated rates up to 1Gbps over short length copper lines (typ-
ically 100m) between Central Office (CO) and Consumer Premised Equipments
(CPEs). The first G.fast standard release assumes 106MHz bandwidth profile to
be later extended to 212MHz [23]. The usage of wider cable bandwidth allows for
higher communication rates but, at the same, it also poses some serious challenges.
As seen in Chapter 2, at these frequencies, Far-End-CrossTalk (FEXT), which is
the crosstalk interference arising between pairs at the opposite ends of the cable
binder, is very strong and often overcomes the direct lines. As a consequence,
crosstalk mitigation techniques (denoted as precoding or vectoring) have a major
impact on the system performance, and need to be carefully designed.

In DownStream (DS) direction covered here, DSL receivers, or CPEs, are usually
decentralized, and thus they cannot cooperate for DS interference cancellation. As
a consequence, DS FEXT mitigation techniques are usually performed centrally
at the transmitter side by a Vector Processor (VP), which is hosted in the DSL
Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) or directly in the Central Office (CO). The group
of all lines that terminate in the same VP is denoted as vectored group. In a
multiple vectored DSL system, where several vectored groups coexist in the same
cable binder, FEXT among pairs belonging to the same vectored group, denoted
here as In-Domain (ID) self-FEXT, is canceled through vectoring performed at the
VP of each vectored group. However, uncanceled crosstalk due to other vectored
groups, denoted here as Out-of-Domain (OD) FEXT, can cause a remarkable
performance degradation to all the lines.

In this regards, Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM) techniques [36], such
as Optimal Spectrum Balancing (OSB) [64] and Joint DSM 2/3 [65], have been
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proposed to cope with OD FEXT. OSB aims at maximizing the minimum DS data-
rate for a specific vectored group, while the others are constrained to a target data
rate. Joint DSM 2/3 exploits the properties of the channels to design precoding
techniques to cancel FEXT within each group, while OSB algorithm is used to
balance the usage among different vectored groups. Unfortunately, both techniques
could be beneficial only for cable binders that contain few twisted-pairs, as they
require an external processing unit that hosts the complex spectrum management
algorithm to jointly balance all the lines.

Another possibility to cope with OD FEXT is by exploiting cooperation between
the VPs of different vectored groups. By exchanging information through an
external coordination engine, the VPs can cooperatively cancel OD FEXT in a
centralized fashion by performing any of the interference mitigations techniques
conventionally employed in DSL systems, and thus achieving full vectoring gain
for all the vectored groups [66]. The most challenging task in designing DSL trans-
mit precoding techniques is to achieve a satisfactory degree of FEXT mitigation,
while limiting both computational complexity and latency of signal processing
algorithms.

In this direction, in the previous chapter, two non-linear interference mitiga-
tion techniques, namely Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding with Dynamic Ordering
(THP-DO) and Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding with Optimal
Power Allocation (ZF-LR-OPA), have been proposed for the DS of G.fast sys-
tems. From the one hand, THP-DO achieves the highest minimum rate among
both linear and non-linear existing precoding techniques, however, it is not appro-
priate for large cable binders (e.g., that contain hundreds of twisted pairs) due to
the sequential back-substitution processing delay and the complexity inherent of
conventional THP. From the other hand, ZF-LR-OPA can be executed in parallel
(i.e., without additional processing delay) but the price to pay is in term of user
rate, which is significantly lower than the one achieved by THP-based techniques.
Following these considerations, this chapter focuses on a novel parallel hybrid lin-
ear/nonlinear precoding architecture, whose goal is to achieve a good trade-off
among complexity, performance, and latency.

3.1.1. Chapter Contribution

To provide a flexible and scalable precoding structure trading over computational
complexity, achievable user rate, and processing delay, in this chapter we propose a
novel DSL architecture in which a single DSL Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) hosts
multiple VP modules. These VPs can either be hosted within a single integrated
circuit with multiple boards interconnected though the backplane, or on multiple
integrated circuits that are interconnected via ultra-high speed copper traces. The
proposed architecture, referred to as Multi-VP THP, reduces both processing delay
and complexity of conventional THP through the parallelization of THP over the
multiple VPs, that cooperate (i.e., through cross-VP connections) by exchanging
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the precoded data in order to minimize both OD FEXT and ID self-FEXT at the
CPEs. Multi-VP THP contains a two level interference cancellation mechanism:
OD FEXT mitigation is based on linear Block Diagonalization (BD) [67], while
ID self-FEXT is cancelled by THP [26] performed simultaneously at each VP.
The information exchanged enables all the VPs to perform vectoring at their local
vectoring engine.

3.1.2. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
• S. H. R. Naqvi, A. Matera, X. Wang, A. H. Fazlollahi, and U. Spagnolini,

“Multi-Vector Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in G.fast Downstream Sys-
tem” in 2016 IEEE International Conference on Communication Systems
(ICCS), pp. 1–6, IEEE, 2016.

3.2. Multi-VP DSL System Model
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Figure 3.1.: Cooperative Multi-VP G.fast DSL system for K VPs with Nk CPEs
each in downstream.

Multi-VP DSL system for DS is shown in Fig. 3.1, where K vectored groups share
the same cable binder, and thus interfere with each other at the CPEs. The k-th
VP serves Nk CPEs where the number of CPEs can be arbitrarily different, i.e.,
N1 6= N2 6= . . . 6= NK . The frame structure is tailored to have all the CPEs in
the system synchronized in DS to avoid NEXT and inter-carrier interference due
to any frequency drift.
The linear model for the signal received at the CPEs belonging to the k-th VP is

yk = Hkkxk +
∑
m6=k

Hkmxm + wk, (3.1)
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where xk and xm denote the Nk×1 and Nm×1 ensemble of the signals transmitted
to the CPEs belonging to k-th and m-th VPs, respectively. The Gaussian noise is
wk ∼ CN (0, σ2

wI). The Nk ×Nm channel matrix Hkm represents the m→ k DSL
channel from them-th VP to the group of CPEs connected to k-th VP (i.e., CPE1,
CPE2,...,CPENk): it accounts for OD FEXT, for k 6= m, and for ID self-FEXT, for
k = m. We assume that full Channel State Information (CSI) is locally available
at each VP.

3.3. Multi-VP THP

The proposed multi-VP THP for multi-VP DSL systems (see Fig. 3.1) mitigates
the OD FEXT using BD [67], thus turning the Multi-VP MISO (MVP-MISO)
system in Fig. 3.1 into K parallel Single-VP MISO (SVP-MISO) systems. Then,
channel matrix of each SVP-MISO can be diagonalized by using any methods
such as the low-complexity technique recently proposed in [68] for next generation
DSL systems. Here we assume that, after the BD step, conventional THP [26] is
adopted to mitigate ID self-FEXT in parallel at each of the K SVP-MISO systems,
thus making THP scalable by groups of lines.

Figure 3.2.: Multi-Vector THP for K VPs.
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3.3.1. Precoding Structure of Multi-VP THP

The precoded transmitted symbol vector xk in (3.1) is computed locally at the
k-th VP as the summation of the precoded symbols Fkksk for the CPEs connected
to k-th VP and the precoded symbols forwarded by all the other K − 1 VPs to
the k-th VP over the high-speed link. Hence, the aggregated transmit signal is

xk = Fkksk +
∑
m 6=k

Fkmsm, (3.2)

where sm are the M-QAM constellation symbols intended to the CPEs connected
to the m-th VP, and Fkm is the matrix that precodes the signal intended to the
CPEs connected to the m-th VP and relayed by the k-th VP. From (3.1) and (3.2),
we obtain

yk = HkkFkksk︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

+
∑
m 6=k

HkmFmksk︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

+
∑
m

∑
l 6=k

HkmFmlsl︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

+ wk, (3.3)

where A is the ID self-FEXT, B is the signal relayed by the K − 1 VPs toward
the Nk CPEs of VP k-th, and C is OD-FEXT. Collecting the channels towards
the CPEs of the k-th VP into the compound channel matrix

Hk = [Hk1,Hk2, ...,HkK ] (3.4)

and, similarly, all the linear filters used to precode the signals for the CPEs of the
k-th VP into the matrix

Fk =
[
FT1k,FT2k, ...,FTKk

]T
, (3.5)

the model (3.3) conveniently reduces to

yk = HkFksk +
∑
l 6=k

HkFlsl + wk, (3.6)

where the signal of interest and interference are decoupled. As it will be motivated
below in Sec. 3.3.2, it is convenient to decompose Fk as

Fk = MkBk, (3.7)

where Mk is the NTot×Nk precoding matrix for all the VPs, NTot =
∑K
k=1Nk is

the total number of CPEs in the system, and the Nk×Nk precoding Bk is related
only to the k-th VP. Eq. ((3.6)) can be rearranged as

yk = (HkMk) Bksk +
∑
l 6=k

(HkMl) Blsl + wk. (3.8)
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The OD FEXT is completely cancelled if HkMl = 0, for ∀l 6= k, or, equivalently,
using algebraic arguments: Span{Ml} ⊆ ∪

l 6=k
Null{Hk} (Sec. 3.3.2). Once the OD

FEXT is cancelled by a judicious choice of {Ml}, the received signal in (3.8)
becomes

yk = (HkMk) Bksk + wk. (3.9)

Bk is designed to cancel the ID self-FEXT of the Nk × Nk effective SVP-MISO
equivalent channel HkMk employing THP. The THP precoding filter Bk is thus
decomposed as Bk = Bf ,kB−1

b,k into a feedback filter (Bb,k) and a feed-forward filter
(Bf ,k), which are obtained by the QR decomposition of the effective SVP-MISO
channel [26] as

(HkMk)H = QkRk , (3.10)

where Qk is a unitary matrix and Rk is a upper triangular matrix. The feed-
forward filter at k-th VP for multi-VP THP is

Bf ,k = Qk . (3.11)

The feedback branch at k-th VP (see Fig. 3.2) implements the inversion of the
feedback filter

Bb,k = diag (Rk)−1 RH
k , (3.12)

while limiting the transmitted signal power by the complex modulo operator Γk
[37]. As common in THP (see Chapter 2), the symbols for the CPEs that be-
long to the k-th VP at the output of the feedback block, , denoted as sk =
[s1,k, s2,k, ..., sNk,k]T , are obtained by sequential back-substitutions as



s1,k = s1

s2,k = Γ2,k

[
s2,k − r21,k

r22,k
s1,k

]
...

sNk,k = ΓNk,k
[
sNk,k−

[
m= 1]Nk − 1

∑ rNkm,k
rNkNk,k

sm,k

] , (3.13)

where the complex-valued modulo operator Γ for any precoded symbol z (i.e.,
Γ [z]) is defined as

Γ [z] = z − 2
√
M

⌊
< (z) +

√
M

2
√
M

⌋
− j2
√
M

⌊
= (z) +

√
M

2
√
M

⌋
. (3.14)
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Here 2
√
M defines the boundary region for M -QAM constellation to make sure

that the precoded symbol z lies within the constellation boundaries, hence avoid-
ing any undesired power increment. Notice that modulo operator Γ introduces
a small signal power increment at the output of feedback block that is equal to
M/ (M − 1), hence the power of the transmitted signal must be scaled down ac-
cordingly for M-QAM constellation as discussed in [37]. To fulfill the per-line
per-carrier power constraints typical of G.fast systems [35], after the BD linear
precoding filter M = [M1,M2, . . . ,MK ], the transmitted signal is normalized by

a scaling factor βmax =
√
max
i

∑NTot
j=1 |M[i, j]|2, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The signal

at the CPEs of the k-th vectored group is

yk = 1
βmax

diag (Rk) sk + wk. (3.15)

Therefore, the decision variable of the j-th CPE connected to k-th VP is

ŝj,k = sj,k + βmaxwj,k/rjj,k, (3.16)

where rjj,k is the j-th diagonal entry of the triangular matrix Rk. It follows from
(3.16) that the SNR at the decision variable is

SNRj,k =
r2
jj,k

β2
max

SNRinput, (3.17)

where SNRinput is the transmitted signal SNR.

3.3.2. OD FEXT Mitigation

OD FEXT mitigation is based on linear precoding in order to block diagonalize the
compound channel matrix H = [HH

1 ,HH
2 , ...,HH

K ]H [67]. The optimal precoding
matrix Mk in (3.7) is computed at the k-th VP from the CSI available at k-th
VP so that the range space of Mk lies in the null space of the channels of all the
other K − 1 VPs. In this perspective, the complementary channel matrix H̃k for
the k-th VP is the ensemble channel matrix that includes all the rows of the block
partitioned channel matrix H except the k-th row belonging to the k-th group of
CPEs:H̃k =

[
HH

1 , . . . ,HH
k−1,HH

k+1, . . . ,HH
K

]H . The precoder Mk at k-th VP is
computed by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of H̃k as

H̃k = ŨkΣ̃kṼH
k = ŨkΣ̃k

[
Ṽ(1)
k Ṽ(0)

k

]H
, (3.18)

where Ũk, Σ̃k and Ṽk contain respectively the left singular vectors, singular values
and right singular vectors of H̃k.
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3.3.2.1. Zero-Forcing BD (ZF-BD)

The last Nk right singular vectors of H̃k (i.e., Ṽ(0)
k ) provide the basis for the null

space for H̃k, hence the precoding matrix Mk for ZF-BD at k-th VP is simply

Mk = Ṽ(0)
k . (3.19)

The overall channel matrix H after ZF-BD precoding M = [M1,M2, ...,MK ]
becomes perfectly block diagonal:

HM =blockdiag[H1M1, H2M2, . . . , HKMK ]. (3.20)

3.3.2.2. Minimum Mean Square Error BD (MMSE-BD)

Multi-VP THP based on ZF-BD mimics the centralized THP with comparable
performances only if OD FEXT is not excessively high and in the high SNR region
(see Sec. 3.4). Similarly to multi-user wireless systems, the BD can include some
regularizing terms that trade some residual OD-FEXT at CPEs with the same
level of background noise [69]:

Mk = Ṽk

(
Σ̃T

k Σ̃k +NTotσ
2
wI
)−1/2

, (3.21)

where Σ̃k and Ṽk are computed as in (3.18). The QR factorization of the effective
channel for MMSE-BD at k-th SP is

(HkMk)H =
[

Qk1 Qk2
] [ Rk

0

]
, (3.22)

where Qk1 and Rk are used to compute the feed-forward (Bf,k = Qk1) and feed-
back (Bb,k = diag (Rk)−1 RH

k ) filters in THP for ID self-FEXT mitigation as
shown in (3.12) and (3.11).
Remark 3.1. In this chapter, a single-DSLAM multi-VP DSL scenario is consid-
ered, meanwhile, the proposed multi-VP THP system architecture can also be
applied for multi-DSLAM scenarios in which there are proper coordination be-
tween DSLAMs, see [66, 70].

3.3.3. Complexity Analysis and Latency

All the steps and the corresponding computational cost per VP of multi-VP
THP and centralized THP are summarized in Table 1. Both the schemes are
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Table 3.1.: Downstream Multi-VP THP: Algorithm steps, per VP complexity
and comparison. [*) denotes all preparation steps]

Processing Steps Multi-VP THP Centralized THP
*) SVD of H̃k for Mk OC

(
N3
Tot −NkN2

Tot

)
*) HkMk OC

(
N2
kNTot

)
*) QR decomposition OC

(
N3
k

)
OC

(
N3
Tot

)
*) Bf,k and Bb,k OC

( 1
2N

2
k

)
OC

( 1
2N

2
Tot

)
Local THP for s̃k OC

( 3
2N

2
k

)
OC

( 3
2N

2
Tot

)
Mmks̃k OC (NkNTot)

based on set of preliminary steps (denoted in Table 1 by *) that are carried out
to compute the filters given the CSI, hence those steps must be executed just
once, unless the channels change. It follows that the computational complexity
for the preliminary steps is OC

(
N3
Tot −Nk

(
N2
Tot −N2

k

)
+N2

k (NTot + 0.5)
)
and

OC
(
N2
Tot (NTot + 0.5)

)
for multi-VP and centralized THP, respectively.

The cost of every iteration (i.e., the cost of every data transmission) includes only
the processing of the data by THP in centralized THP, while in multi-VP THP it
accounts for the processing by THP and OD FEXT cancellation matrix Mk (i.e.,
Mks̃k). Therefore, it is OC (Nk (NTot + 1.5Nk)) and OC

(
1.5N2

Tot

)
for multi-VP

and centralized THP, respectively. Notice that the total computational cost for
both schemes scales with the number of DMT tones that for G.fast 106 MHz and
212 MHz band profiles is Ntones =2005 or 4051 [35]. Table 1 shows that the multi-
VP THP computation cost per VP per iteration, as well as the computational cost
per VP for the preliminary steps, are always lower than those of centralized THP,
and they further reduce with by increasing the number of VPs.

Moreover, the parallelization of THP over the K VPs leads to a latency reduction
with respect to the centralized THP, which roughly ranges from 1/K to 1/K2

depending on the precoding implementation structure.

3.4. Numerical Results

Performance of the proposed multi-VP THP schemes are validated and compared
with the centralized precoding where a single VP performs conventional central-
ized THP for FEXT mitigation. We consider a DSL deployment where K = 2 and
K = 3 VPs coexist in the same DSLAM. The performance of multi-VP THP is
evaluated for fixed and variable cable length scenarios for G.fast Band-2 frequency
(2-212 MHz) to validate the method in practical and challenging scenarios. The
test loops considered here are for 20 pairs 0.6mm PE4D-ALT [71] and 10 pairs
0.5mm BT cables [72], where the parameters for direct links [Hkk]pp, ID self-
FEXT ([Hkk]pq, ∀p 6= q) and OD FEXT channels (Hkm, ∀k 6= m) are measured
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Figure 3.3.: Channel Characteristics of 100m PE4D-ALT (20 pairs) [71] and BT
(10 pairs) [72] cables for G.fast frequency (2-212 MHz).

for G.fast frequency band as shown in Fig. 3.3. The data symbols “s” for each
CPE depend on the SNR at the decision variable (SNRD) for particular carrier
frequency, and belong to M-QAM constellation that is normalized to unit en-
ergy for numerical convenience. The bit loading on the l-th sub-carrier depends
on SNRD according to the “gap-formula” widely adopted by the DSL commu-
nity [73, 21]: b` = log2 (1 + SNRD,`/Gap) with the Gap=10.8dB=6dB(SNR mar-
gin)+9.8dB(SNR gap)-5dB(coding gain). Loading bits range from 1 to 12 bits with
12% framing overhead. The power spectral density of the transmitted signal is set
to -76dBm/Hz while the noise floor is assumed to be at -140dBm/Hz as customary
[73, 21], therefore the maximum transmitted signal SNR is SNRinput = 64dB.

Fig. 3.4 shows the average spectral efficiency (average bit loading over frequency)
for every CPE with K = 2 (solid lines) and K = 3 (dashed lines) VPs. The equal
number of CPEs are connected to each VP that is 6 (i.e., N1 = N2 = N3 = 6)
for PE4D-ALT and 3 (i.e., N1 = N2 = N3 = 3) for BT cables. Hence, the total
number of CPEs for K = 2 and K = 3 VPs scenarios is NTot = 12 (or NTot = 6)
and NTot = 18 (or NTot = 9) for PE4D-ALT (or BT) cable, respectively. All
the CPEs are located 100m far away from the vectoring engine. Performance of
the proposed multi-VP THP scheme are compared with two extreme cases: i)
no-cooperation (×), where each VP independently applies THP and treats OD
FEXT as noise and ii) centralized THP vectoring (B). The SNRD is used to
compute the average sum throughput in Table 2. The ZF-BD multi-VP THP
shows similar performance to centralized THP in the low frequency region (say up
to ≈ 120MHz) due to low level of OD FEXT. On the other hand, some minor
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Figure 3.4.: Spectral efficiency vs frequency in G.fast (2-212 MHz) for K = 2
(solid), K = 3 (dashed) VPs with 6 CPEs each (N1 = N2 = N3 = 6) for
PE4D-ALT and 3 CPEs each (N1 = N2 = N3 = 3) for BT cables at 100m
distance. Precoding Method: Centralized THP (B), Multi-VP THP (ZF-BD)
(©), Multi-VP THP (MMSE-BD) (4), No Cooperation THP (×).

Table 3.2.: Average sum throughput per line (Mbps) vs VP cooperation (K=2,
3) for G. Fast band 2-212 MHz (NPE4D−ALT=6, NBT=3, cable:100m)

Precoding Scheme PE4D-ALT BT
K=2 K=3 K=2 K=3

Centralized THP 1570 1634 1133 1140
Multi-VP THP (ZF-BD) 1556 1601 1078 1035

Multi-VP THP (MMSE-BD) 1560 1605 1091 1046
No Cooperation THP 348 360 130 138

degradation can be noticed in the high frequency region where the channel is not
row wise diagonal dominant. The performance improves in high frequency region
by MMSE-BD multi-VP THP that attains centralized THP performance used as
upper bound. Fig. 3.4 also shows the severe performance degradation of the non-
cooperating scenario confirming the importance of inter-VP cooperation in order
to achieve the maximum vectoring gain.

Near-far scenario is analyzed in Fig. 3.5. Here the distance between CO and CPEs
connected to V P1 is kept fixed at L1 = 100m while the distance L2 between CPEs
connected to V P2 and CO varies from 20m to 200m with 20m increment ratio:
L2 ∈ {20, 40, ..., 200}m. The sum throughput of ZF-BD multi-VP THP (©) and
MMSE-BD multi-VP THP (4) are compared with scenarios where i) only one
of the two VPs (either V P1 or V P2) is active (?), ii) centralized THP vectoring
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Figure 3.5.: Sum throughput of all pairs vs loop length ratio between the CO
and CPEs of V P1 (filled markers) and V P2 (empty markers) for K = 2 VPs.
Number of CPEs are N1 = N2 = 10 for PE4D-ALT and N1 = N2 = 5 for
BT cables. Precoding Schemes: ZF THP for single line without OD FEXT
(?), Centralized THP (square marker), Multi-VP THP (ZF-BD) (©), Multi-VP
THP (MMSE-BD) (4).

is performed (square marker). The sum throughput is constant at V P1 for all
the cooperation modes due to fixed length L1 as compared to V P2 where it is
decreasing due to increasing loop length L2. Fig. 3.5 shows that the performance
of the proposed multi-VP THP is not sensitive to near-far scenario where line
variations (IL and FEXT) of one VP do not affect the performance of other VPs.
The performance of ZF-BD multi-VP THP MMSE-BD multi-VP THP in near-far
scenario is consistent with Fig. 3.4, and the sum-throughput for single CPE using
PE4D-ALT cable is bounded between 748.2 Mbps (471 Mbps for BT cable) and
2.187 Gbps (2.2 Gbps for BT cable) Gbps for loop length variation between 200m
and 20m at V P2, respectively.

3.5. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we propose a distributed non linear precoding architecture in order
to reduce latency and complexity of conventional Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding
(THP). To parallelize conventional THP, we consider a DSL system with a sin-
gle DSL Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) hosting multiple Vector Processors (VPs).
In such single-DSLAM multi-VP DSL system, Out-of-Domain (OD) FEXT miti-
gation between different vectored groups is carried out by linear block diagonal-
ization, that is enabled by VPs cooperation, while In-Domain (ID) self-FEXT
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cancellation, which is performed locally and in parallel at each VP, is based on
conventional non-linear THP. Numerical simulations have been performed for two
different cable types, and the results show that the performance of proposed multi-
VP THP is comparable with that of fully non-linear centralized THP in both
cases, but with much less latency and complexity. Moreover, it has been shown
that multi-VP THP is not sensitive to the practical near-far scenario. Further
degrees of freedom in the design of the system are provided by the choice of the
number of VPs to be used, as well as the criterion to group the lines together. A
design criterion could be to organize the lines into groups such that the resulting
interference between the groups at the VPs is minimized and, consequently, the
OD FEXT processing is eased.
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4. Cooperative Precoding in
Multi-Operator Wireless Systems

4.1. Introduction

I nterference, in traditional mobile wireless networks, is commonly considered
as an obstacle which requires additional resources for its complete elimination,

thus lowering the overall system efficiency. Current 4G networks are so saturated
by interference that are denoted as interference-limited, rather than noise-limited.
In most of the cases, this interference is treated as an unstructured random noise,
and mitigated by power control and dynamic spectrum management strategies.
However, when the interference structure is properly addressed to exploit the de-
grees of freedom available in the system, interference can be theoretically turned
into benefits [74].

Coordinated (also referred to as cooperative) transmission in the form of joint
signal transceiver and/or receiver processing is one way how to obtain these ben-
efits [75], and thus it is supported in modern network architectures such as Co-
ordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) [76] or Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) [5].
These architectures are based on the concept of virtual multi-user Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) system, which refers to a system where the Base Sta-
tions (BSs) cooperate to form a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) in order to
obtain MIMO gains which would not be available for them as single entities.

The ideas of BS cooperation and information sharing, originally introduced to
combat inter-cell interference (e.g., created by adjacent cells with frequency reuse
factor 1), have been recently proposed for mobile networks in which multiple op-
erators share the same physical resources. This radio access strategy, denoted
as multi-operator Non-Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing (NOSS), is considered in
this chapter, as it has been recently proved to outperform traditional Orthogo-
nal Spectrum Sharing (OSS) technique, in which disjoint resources are allocated
to different operators [77]. In multi-operator NOSS scenarios, cooperation among
different operators appears to be the only viable solution for handling the resulting
inter-operator interference. However, operators are usually reluctant to share any
sensitive information like users’ data, thus complicating the design of a privacy
preserving cooperative communication system, which is the focus of this chapter.
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4.1.1. Chapter Contribution

The chapter is divided into two macro-parts, each of which addressing different
aspects of the same problem. In particular, inspired by the hybrid linear-non-
linear precoding architecture proposed in Chapter 3 for wired communication sys-
tems, the first part of the chapter tackles the problem of multi-operator NOSS by
proposing a novel cooperative mechanism for interference cancellation. As such,
the proposed cooperative precoding strategy enables multiple operators to perform
joint transmission/precoding without exchanging any private data among them.
In turn, operators only need to share each other interference, i.e., a part of the
precoding matrix (unknown to the other operators) mixed by the users’ signal.

The proposed mechanism is shown to perform close to the fully centralized system,
i.e., a system in which operators fully share their sensitive data. Nevertheless, the
following questions still remain unanswered: i) Does the proposed interference
sharing mechanism really preserve privacy for all the operators? ii) Is it possible
for the operators to retrieve any sensitive information from the interference re-
ceived from the other operators (e.g., by blind equalization techniques etc.)? In
the second part of the chapter, a simple single-antenna information theoretical
model is introduced in order to answer these questions, and to confirm the pos-
sibility to implement the proposed multi-operator interference sharing precoding
while guaranteeing privacy for the operators. By leveraging information theoreti-
cal tools, the secrecy analysis performed in this second part of the chapter is based
on the concept of physical layer security.

4.1.2. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• M. Hekrdla, A. Matera, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Interference
Sharing Multi-Operator Cooperation for Downlink Precoding in Cloud-RAN
Architecture” in 2016 IEEE International Conference on Communications
Workshops (ICC Workshops), pp. 128–133, IEEE, 2016.

• A. Matera, P.-H. Lin, E. A. Jorswieck, and U. Spagnolini, “Secure 2-user
Gaussian Interference Channel with Limited Information Exchange at the
Transmitters” in 2016 IEEE Global Communications Conference Workshops
(GLOBECOM Workshops), pp. 1–6, IEEE, 2016.

4.2. Interference-Sharing Multi-Operator
Cooperation in C-RAN Architecture

This first part of the chapter describes a novel cooperative interference cancella-
tion technique considering the downlink of a Multiple-Input Single-Output Inter-
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Figure 4.1.: Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) architecture in multi-
operator MISO Interference Channel (IC). Inter- and intra-operator interference
are marked by black and red lines, respectively.

ference Channel (MISO-IC). The MISO-IC comprises two mobile operators that
serve multiple single-antenna users through their own multi-antenna BSs, as de-
picted in Fig 4.1. Unlike cooperation adopting well known precoding schemes de-
veloped for single-user MISO/MIMO Broadcast Channel (BC) (e.g., optimal non-
linear Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) implemented as Tomlinson-Harashima Precod-
ing (THP) [46, 62], suboptimal linear Zero-Forcing (ZF), Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE) [78], or general linear beamforming methods), the scheme pro-
posed here does not require any exchange of sensitive user’s signals or Channel
State Information (CSI) among the operators. Instead, the operators share each
other’s interference, i.e., a part of precoding matrix mixed by the users’ signals.
The proposed interference sharing mechanism is based on the two levels inter-
ference cancellation precoding divided into inter- and intra-operator precoding.
Regularized Block Diagonalization (RBD) [69], originally proposed for multi-user
MIMO-BC, is adopted here to cancel the inter-operator interference, while the
intra-operator precoding is based on THP. We denote our interference-sharing
mechanism as Distributed-(D)-RBD-THP reflecting decentralization and the two
level precoding. D-RBD-THP performance is comparable to the utmost fully coor-
dinated THP where operators share all sensitive information, and it is a suboptimal
scheme which does not require multiple iterations among operators, as in common
multi-operator solutions based on game theoretical approaches [77], [79]. Further-
more, D-RBD-THP is a flexible precoding architecture which is not constrained to
any specific linear or nonlinear beamforming method [80], [81]. C-RAN architec-
ture, already adopted in current mobile systems, is seen as a natural architecture
for D-RBD-THP, where coordinated processing and interference sharing mecha-
nism can be performed centrally in the virtual pool of BaseBand Units (BBU)
without significant increase in backhauling traffic [5].
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic description of considered cooperative scenarios.

4.2.1. System Model

Even though our interference sharing mechanism is proposed for the MISO-IC
channel, its core parts are presented in this section in the different scenarios for
which they have been originally proposed [69, 46, 62]. All the scenarios considered
here have a similar structure, which allows us to describe them by using a com-
mon notation. We denote each scenario as BC or IC according to the number of
receiver and transmitter terminals, and MISO or MIMO according to the number
of antennas placed on every terminal, as illustrated by Fig. 4.2.

Let the number of BSs be denoted as K and the number of UEs be L. The total
number of transmitting antennas Nt =

∑K
i=1 nt,i is the sum of all transmitting

antennas at all BSs. In the same way, the total number of receiving antennas is
Nr =

∑L
i=1 nr,i, where nr,i is the number of antennas at the i-th receiver. To

alleviate heavy notation, we assume a symmetric setting where nr,i and nt,i are
constant for all i. We demonstrate all aspects of our approach in the simplest
representative model with Nt = Nr = 4 as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, 4.2. Let the
downlink channel be the canonical linear model

y = Hx + w, (4.1)

where x is the concatenation of all transmitted signals from all K BSs arranged
in an Nt × 1 vector. Vector y ∈ CNr contains the received signals at all L UEs.
Vector w ∼ CN (0, σ2

wI) represents uncorrelated complex Gaussian noise that has
identical statistics over all UEs. The Nr ×Nt channel matrix H is assumed to be
frequency-flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading.

It is convenient to block partition the channel matrix into inter- and intra-operator
parts. In the 4× 4 MIMO illustrative case, the channel is decomposed into 2× 2
blocks as

[
y1
y2

]
=
[
H11 H12
H21 H22

] [
x1
x2

]
+
[
w1
w2

]
, (4.2)

where the transmitted signal xi = [xi,1, xi,2]T ∈ C2, the received signal yi ∈ C2,
and the noise vector noise wi = [wi,1, wi,2]T ∈ C2 are related to the i-th operator.
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We denote the power of the transmitted symbols as E[|xi,j |2], and the variance of
the noise as E[|wi,j |]2 = σ2

w. The main diagonal channel blocks Hii account for
the intra-operator interference, while the off-diagonal channel blocks Hij account
for inter-operator interference.
We do not consider large scale fading in our model, although we make the inter-
operator statistics to be scaled relative to intra-operator statistics by the parameter
α, which is denoted as relative inter-operator channel power. Accordingly, intra-
operator channels are distributed as [Hii]kl ∼ CN (0, 1), and inter-operator channel
are parametrized as [Hij ]kl ∼ CN (0, α2). Parametrization by α represents various
level of inter- and intra-operator channel quality corresponding to various level of
large scale fading, and it enables to better study the capability of the considered
precoding methods to mitigate inter-operator interference.
MIMO processing usually relies on the assumption of perfect CSI knowledge at
both transmitter and receiver sides. In the multi-operator MISO-IC proposed here,
we assume that the BS of each operator knows only the CSI of the channels from
all BSs toward the group of UEs belonging to the same operator. Referring to the
4×4 MIMO in (4.2), this means that BS1 knows not only H11, but also H12. The
technicalities for this assumption can be obtained as a part of the mutual coopera-
tion among operators for channel estimation proposed in [70]. Estimation of these
off-diagonal blocks is quite straightforward when using channel uplink/downlink
reciprocities of Time Division Duplexing (TDD). Alternatively, CSI can be ob-
tained by channel estimation with orthogonal trainings as routinely performed in
CDMA systems for soft-handover.

4.2.2. Regularized Block Diagonalization in Single-Operator
Broadcast Channel

This section presents the RBD precoding method for the single-operator MIMO-
BC where every UE is equipped with multiple antennas. After the block-diagonalization
precoding performed by RBD, MIMO-BC channel decomposes into two indepen-
dent and parallel MIMO channels where Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
processing is applied as depicted in Fig. 4.3. We denote the original RBD for
MIMO-BC as RBD-SVD [69]. However, in MISO-BC there are only single antenna
receivers available which cannot cooperate to jointly perform SVD. Therefore, we
propose to shift all the signal processing at the transmitter side (i.e., precoding)
by using THP instead of SVD equalization, which leads to RBD-THP. Our novel
interference-sharing mechanism is a way how to implement RBD-THP in uncoor-
dinated manner in multi-operator MISO-BC as will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.3.

4.2.2.1. Regularized Block-Diagonalization

Regularized block diagonalization is a processing common to both RBD-SVD and
RBD-THP. The UEs’ data vector s is precoded by a matrix F to form the trans-
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mitted signal x = Fs. Precoding matrix F is composed by two matrices A and B
corresponding to the two steps of precoding as

F = βAB, (4.3)

where the power scaling constant β is equal β =
√
Nt/ ‖AB‖F to ensure per-

antenna unit average transmitted power, where ‖X‖F ,
√

tr (XXH) denotes
Frobenius norm and tr (?) denotes trace operation. Precoding matrix A is ar-
ranged as

A = [A1,A2, . . . ,AL] , (4.4)

and the structure of precoding matrix B is block diagonal

B = diag (B1,B2 . . .BL) , (4.5)

where L denotes the number of UEs and operation diag (?) denotes a block diagonal
matrix with input matrices on the main diagonal. In the 4 × 4 MIMO example,
the precoding matrices are

A = [A1,A2] , B = diag (B1,B2) =
[

B1 0
0 B2

]
, (4.6)

where matrix block Ai ∈ C4×4, Bi ∈ C4×2, and the vectors x = [xT1 ,xT2 ]T ∈ C4

and s = [sT1 , sT2 ]T ∈ C4. Let us define the auxiliary channel matrix H̃i, which
describes the stack of matrices containing all matrix row blocks except of the i-th
one as

H̃i =
[
HT

1 ,HT
2 , . . . ,HT

i−1,HT
i+1, . . . ,HT

L

]T
. (4.7)

In the 4× 4 MIMO reference channel

H =
[
H11 H12
H21 H22

]
=
[

H1
H2

]
, (4.8)

the auxiliary matrices reduce to

H̃1 = H2, H̃2 = H1, (4.9)

where the i-th matrix row yields Hi = [Hi1,Hi2] ∈ C2×4. Precoding matrix Ai is
obtained by SVD algorithm of H̃i as

H̃i = ŨiΣ̃iṼH
i . (4.10)

The size of matrices in (4.10) is [2× 4] = [2× 2][2× 4][4× 4]. The i-th precoding
block Ai is given by regularized inversion [69] as

Ai = Ṽi

(
Σ̃H
i Σ̃i + nr,iσ

2
wI
)− 1

2 , (4.11)
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where we assume unit mean symbol power of the transmitted signals and AWGN
with power σ2

w. Precoding matrix B depends on the strategy used for precoding
in the decoupled channel (i.e., SVD for MIMO, THP for MISO) later on. In both
cases, the overall channel is block-diagonalized in MMSE sense, which we denote
as ∼ 0, and thus

HF = β

[
H1A1B1 H1A2B2
H2A1B1 H2A2B2

]
= β

[
H1A1B1 ∼ 0
∼ 0 H2A2B2

]
.

In a single-operator scenario, the decision variable at every UE is obtained from y
by local decoding, that for the ensemble analysis corresponds to a multiplication
with a block-diagonal matrix G as ŷ = Gy. Decoding G accounts for the arbitrary
linear receiver processing and it has the block-diagonal structure

G = β−1diag (G1,G2, . . . ,GL) , (4.12)

which shrinks for Nt = Nr = 4 into

G = β−1diag (G1,G2) = β−1
[

G1 0
0 G2

]
. (4.13)

The design of the i-th block Gi ∈ C2×2 is paired with the design of the precoding
Bi as detailed below for the MIMO-BC and MISO-BC, respectively.

4.2.2.2. RBD-SVD in MIMO-BC

After the block-diagonalization precoding, MIMO-BC channel decomposes into
two independent MIMO channels as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. SVD of each effec-

Figure 4.3.: Scheme of RBD-SVD in MIMO-BC. RBD decomposes MIMO-BC
channel into two independent MIMO channels where SVD is employed. Every
thick blue line denotes 2× 2 MIMO link.

tive decomposed channel HiAi = Ui [Σi,0] [Vi1,Vi2]H determines the remaining
precoding matrix Bi and the receiver processing matrix Gi as

Bi = Vi1, Gi = Σ−1
i UH

i . (4.14)
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4.2.2.3. RBD-THP in MISO-BC

Similarly to the case of MIMO-BC, block-diagonalization decomposes the channel
into two independent MISO-BC channels each having effective channel HiAi as
shown in Fig. 4.4. RBD-THP implementation is defined by the feedback filter Bb,i

Figure 4.4.: Scheme of RBD-THP in MISO-BC. RBD decomposes MISO-BC
channel into two independent MISO-BC channels where THP is employed.

and the feed-forward filter Bf,i as shown in Fig. 4.5. The matrices are obtained

Figure 4.5.: RBD-THP implementation. Thick red arrows highlighted parts
where independent processing of users signals s1 and s2 is mixed together.

by the QR decomposition of the Hermitian transposed effective channel as

(HiAi)H = [Qi1,Qi2]
[

Ri

0

]
. (4.15)

There are two different types of possible THP implementation that can be consid-
ered here. We choose the one with potentially higher sum-rate performance [46]
where the feedback matrix is given by

Bb,i =
(
GiRH

i

)−1 (4.16)

and feed-forward matrix as

Bf,i = Qi1. (4.17)
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The i-th diagonal matrix which describes the receiver processing is equal to the
inverse of the diagonal elements taken from Ri as Gi = diag (Ri)−1

. Matrix Bi

from (4.6) is composed as

Bi = Bf,iBb,i. (4.18)

Implementation of RBD-THP in the reference 4 × 4 MIMO is shown in Fig. 4.5,
where matrix A is composed by 2× 4 blocks as

A =
[

A11 A12
A21 A22

]
(4.19)

and Γ[?] denotes THP modulo [46]. The implementation presented in Fig. 4.5 can
be easily analyzed by linearizing the modulo Γ block with the addition of a certain
data-channel dependent vector di [62]. Since the added vector di is removed by
modulo performed by receivers, we can express the resulting transmitted signals
as

x1 = A11B1s1 + A12B2s2, (4.20)

x2 = A21B1s1 + A22B2s2. (4.21)

4.2.3. Distributed RBD Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding in
Multi-Operator MISO-IC

In the previous section, we have developed RBD-THP for the single-operator
MISO-BC channel. Here, we introduce its distributed implementation, where mul-
tiple operators cooperate to cancel inter-operator interference by RBD and con-
sequently use THP in the decoupled MISO-BC channels as illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
Possible distributed implementation of RBD-THP is analyzed using equations

Figure 4.6.: Multi-operator cooperation implementing Distributed (D)-RBD-
THP in MISO-IC. Thick red arrows correspond to red arrows in Fig. 4.5 high-
lighting part of the processing requiring cooperation.

(4.20), (4.21). Fig. 4.5 illustrates the only parts which require cooperation be-
tween parallel processing of xi by thick red arrow.
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First of all, it is important to recall what is known by each operator. We describe
the knowledge of each operator from the perspective of operator 1 since the scheme
is symmetrical. Operator 1 knows user signal s1 and CSI related to UE11 and
UE12, which corresponds to H11, H12 forming H1 = [H11,H12] . According to
(4.9), operator 1 knows also H̃2 as H̃2 = H1. This way, operator 1 can compute
A2 =

[
AT

12,AT
22
]T by using (4.11). In order to completely build the signal x1 in

(4.20) which is transmitted when centralized RBD-THP is used, operator 1 would
need to know A11B1 and B2s2. The core observation is that it is not required the
knowledge of individual matrices and the vector, but just their product.

The proposed cooperation mechanism exchanges Ai and Bjsj between operators
to implement RBD-THP in the distributed way. Let us check the functionality
from the perspective of operator 1 who obtained A1 and B2s2 from operator 2.
With knowledge of A1 and its own channel H1, precoding matrix B1 is computed
from (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18). To close the cooperation loop, operator 1 needs
to make the same favor for operator 2 which means to send A2 (known without
cooperation) and B1s1 (based on known users’ signals and B1 obtained through
the cooperation). One loop of the cooperation is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1.: One loop of the cooperation between operators exchanging Ai and
Bjsj .

(18) (18)

(20) (21)

(11) (11)

4.2.3.1. Backhaul Overloading

Apparently, Ai and Bjsj must be exchanged for every transmitted symbol. This
may generate considerable load, if not prohibitive, on the backhauling links. This is
in contrast to the coordinated beamforming schemes which cooperate only to steer
the beamforming vectors such that the interference is reasonably diminished [77],
[79], [80], [81]. We see a great implementation potential of our method in C-RAN
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architecture where backhauling issues are a priori eliminated since all coordinated
processing and interference-exchange appear at the same place in the virtual pool
of BBUs [5].

4.2.4. Numerical Results

Simulation settings are used to validate the effectiveness of the multi-operator tech-
nique in fully-overlapped spectrum assignment compared to conventional methods
for multi-operator coexistence. The system is composed of K = 2 operators and
L = 4 or L = 8 UEs that for the symmetric setting correspond to 2 and 4 UEs
per operator, respectively. We show the mean rate per user for various relative
inter-operator channel power α, and for signal to additive Gaussian noise ratio
1/σ2

w = 10 dB (Fig.4.7) and 1/σ2
w = 20 dB (Fig.4.8). Rate has been evaluated
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Figure 4.7.: Mean rate per user versus α for 1/σ2
w = 10 dB for K = 2, L = 4

(empty dots) and for K = 2, L = 8 (filled dots). Mean rate is compared for
D-RBD-THP (solid lines), orthogonal spectrum sharing (dashed lines) and no
inter-operator interference mitigation (dash-dot lines).

from the signal to noise ratio at the decision variable at UE side assuming QPSK
as reference modulation. The mean rate for D-RBD-THP (solid-lines) is almost
constant for weak inter-operator coupling (α < −5 dB) and increases while increas-
ing the coupling (α > 0 dB) due to the inter-operator cooperation that let every
operator exploit the capability of the other operator in creating an augmented
space-diversity toward all the UEs. Performance vs α is consistent for 2 UEs per
operator (L = 4, empty dots) and 4 UEs per operator (L = 8, filled dots), and for
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Figure 4.8.: Mean rate per user versus α for 1/σ2
w = 20 dB for K = 2, L = 4

(empty dots) and for K = 2, L = 8 (filled dots). Mean rate is compared for
D-RBD-THP (solid lines), orthogonal spectrum sharing (dashed lines) and no
inter-operator interference mitigation (dash-dot lines).

1/σ2
w = 10 dB (Fig.4.7) and 1/σ2

w = 20 dB (Fig.4.8). Mean rate for disjoint spectrum
usage where each BS is allocated to 1/K = 1/2 of the total spectrum assignment is
also shown as reference in Fig.4.7 and Fig.4.8 (dashed lines) as this corresponds
to Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing (OSS) in multi-operator setting. Since there is
no inter-operator interference, performance is independent on α. The comparison
with D-RBD-THP confirms that there is a definite advantage (i.e., close to ×2
in mean rate per user, or even more for larger α) to have multiple-operator to
cooperate while sharing the same spectrum assignment. Alternatively, the BSs
can coexist on the same bandwidth as for full-spectrum sharing and the mean rate
for the multi-operator interference channel (dash-dot lines) is surely optimum for
weak interference, while it decreases considerably when increasing α, far below
the orthogonal spectrum sharing for α > −15 dB. Since D-RBD-THP (solid lines)
embeds non-linear operations (e.g. THP) and regularization steps (4.11), there is
a small loss of performance when compared to BSs coexistence (dash-dot lines)
for α < −20 dB when noise is too large (Fig.4.7 for 1/σ2

w = 10 dB), and the differ-
ence disappears for small σ2

w (Fig.4.8 for 1/σ2
w = 20 dB). Since any multi-operator

cooperation based on dynamic spectrum sharing allocates spectrum depending on
instantaneous inter-operator interference, the expected mean rate is in the order
of the best of the two spectrum policies. However, spectrum-sharing offers no-
cooperation gain as for D-RBD-THP, that for heavy inter-operator interference is
remarkably better.

D-RBD-THP is essentially a distributed interference cancellation technique and
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it is relevant to evaluate the loss compared to centralized THP that is used as
upper-bound reference. Fig.4.9 shows the sum-rate of D-RBD-THP (filled dots)
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Figure 4.9.: Sum rate versus 1/σ2
w for α = −9 dB (dashed lines) and α = 3 dB

(solid lines) for K = 2, L = 4 and for K = 2, L = 8. Sum rate has been
compared for D-RBD-THP (filled dots) and centralized THP (empty dots).

and centralized THP (empty dots) vs 1/σ2
w for the same setting of Fig.4.7 and

Fig.4.8 and mild (α = −9 dB, dashed lines) or severe (α = 3 dB, solid lines)
inter-operator interference. Compared to Fig.4.7 and Fig.4.8 the sum-rate is used
only for graphical convenience to separate L = 4 and L = 8. Inspection of the
performance confirms a loss due to the block diagonalization procedure that is
negligible (approx. 7-8%) if compared to the gain shown in Fig.4.7 and Fig.4.8
for conventional spectrum sharing methods. Recall that centralized THP is a
sequential interference cancellation method that is impaired by the delay due to
the sequential cancellation procedure. Therefore, usage in latency-limited settings
(e.g. in 5G systems) needs to be carefully traded for the rate gain.
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4.3. Privacy Preserving Multi-Operator Cooperation:
The Secure 2-User Gaussian Interference
Channel with Limited Information Exchange at
the Transmitters

In the previous section, a cooperative precoding scheme has been proposed which
enables two BSs belonging to two different network operators to design their pre-
coders without directly exchanging private information (e.g., Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI) and/or users’ data). Instead, they only exchange precoding matrices
and precoded data. However, the analysis of the degree of privacy preserved for
both transmitters in such information exchanges is missing, and is the focus of this
section. By considering a simple single-antenna information theoretical model, the
problem of enabling cooperation among multiple transmitters, while guaranteeing
privacy, is analyzed in this section from a physical layer security perspective.

Certainly, operators are reluctant to share any sensitive information like users’
data. Sharing part of precoding matrix Ai is not harmful in this sense. Much more
critical is sharing of Bjsj . Note that the data carrying signal sj of potential interest
is mixed by unknown matrix Bj which cannot be obtained since it would require
knowledge of channel Hj which is not known. Moreover, the proposed interference-
sharing approach works with whatever users’ signals, so we could assume that
signal si was encrypted by some type of function

∏
i and sj by

∏
j 6=

∏
i which

only receivers of operator i and j can invert. In wireless communication, natural
type for this privacy increasing function is temporal-frequency-space interleaver
which may be already implemented to obtain diversity. Besides the interleaving,
we can imagine sharing of Bjsj where arbitrary noise of carefully selected power
is added to conform with the theory of physical layer security [82], which the
approach used here.

Although key-based enciphering is traditionally used to ensure the security of data
transmission, key distribution and management may be challenging tasks [83] for
secure wireless communications. This is mainly due to the additional control sig-
naling and feedback channel management, which introduce significant overhead
and complicate the system design. By contrast, the physical-layer security ap-
proach, considered here, is appealing because of its keyless nature [84, 85]. Physi-
cal layer security is based on the concept of secrecy capacity, which is defined as
the maximum achievable secrecy rate between a transmitter and a legitimate re-
ceiver when a secrecy constraint is imposed to prevent the information from being
available to an eavesdropper. This simple information theoretical model is called
wiretap channel. The secrecy capacity of a discrete memoryless non-degraded
wiretap channel was first derived in [85] in the form of channel prefixing, i.e.,
precoding, which is based on the optimization over the distribution which relates
the the original information signal with the (pre)coded one. For degraded, less
noisy, or more capable wiretap channels, such prefixing can be removed and the
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optimization problem is highly simplified. As an example, for Gaussian wiretap
channels with full channel state information at the transmitter, Gaussian channel
input is optimal [86, 87, 88].

In multi-user/multi-operator wireless communications, the issue of providing secu-
rity guarantees becomes even more pressing. In fact, due to the broadcast nature
of the medium, the users belonging to different operators not only experience
interference, but also the communications become vulnerable to undesired eaves-
dropping. Physical-layer security in the 2-user Interference Channel (IC) has been
analyzed in [89], where the Broadcast Channel (BC) and the IC with independent
confidential messages are considered, and the achievable scheme is found to be
capacity-optimal in some specific cases. The extension to the K-user Gaussian IC
(GIC) with secrecy constraints is considered in [90] adopting interference align-
ment. Finally, the secrecy capacity region of the multi-antenna Gaussian BC with
confidential messages has been investigated in [91].

The effect of cooperation on secrecy has been explored in [92, 93] for the Multiple
Access Channel (MAC) and BC, respectively, while in [94, 95, 96] the achievable
secrecy rates have been studied for the IC with both transmitter and receiver
cooperation using the deterministic model introduced in [97]. However, the impact
on secrecy in a GIC with limited information exchange at the transmitters that
do not trust each other, which accurately captures the nature of the cooperative
multi-operator scenario introduced in the previous section, has not been explored
in literature and is the focus of this section. Along this section, we will refer to
the D-RBD-THP previously discussed as peaceful multi-operator IC, as security
has not been considered as a design parameter. In turn, this section focuses
on physical layer security for the 2-user GIC with a novel Limited Information
Exchange mechanism at the Transmitters (LIET), which is achieved by an infinite
rate link. In addition to the peaceful multi-operator IC, here we design the GIC-
LIET including secrecy constraints, and specializing the secrecy rate analysis to
the single-antenna case. Artificial Noise (AN) [98] is injected at each of the two
transmitters such that the received signal at the potential eavesdroppers (i.e., the
other transmitter and receiver) is a degraded version of the signal received at the
desired receiver. As for D-RBD-THP, the proposed scheme is tailored for practical
RBD precoding scheme [69] designed to mitigate inter-channel interference .

4.3.1. System Model

We consider a GIC with two transmitter/receiver pairs equipped with a single-
antenna each where the two transmitters can exchange information through an
infinite rate link as depicted in Fig. 4.10. The signal received at the k-th Receiver
(RXk) is

yk = hk1x1 + hk2x2 + wk, (4.22)
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TX1 

TX2 

RX1 

RX2 

x1

x2 y2

y1
h11

h12

h21

h22

Figure 4.10.: 2-user Gaussian Interference Channel with Limited Information
Exchange at the Transmitters (GIC-LIET) with single-antenna nodes.

where hkj is the channel coefficient from the j-th Transmitter (TXj) to RXk, xk is
the precoded signal transmitted by TXk and wk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive white
Gaussian noise. The ensemble of the symbols y = [y1, y2]T ∈ C2×1 is

y = Hx + w, (4.23)

where x = [x1, x2]T ∈ C2×1 is the ensemble of the signals transmitted by both
transmitters, w is the Gaussian noise independent among the two receivers and
the overall channel matrix (possibly complex) is represented as H ∈ C2×2, where
[H]k,j = hkj .

In order to evaluate the impact of different power constraints on the system perfor-
mance, in this work we consider either per-transmitter (per-TX) power constraints

E[|xi|2] ≤ PTi , ∀ i = 1, 2, (4.24)

or sum-transmitter (sum-TX) power constraint

E[tr(xxH)] ≤ PT , (4.25)

where PT = PT1 + PT2 .

The CSI is perfectly available at each transmitter and this is obtained by ex-
ploiting the uplink/downlink channel reciprocity of Time Division Duplex (TDD)
systems. We assume that generic TXk has the knowledge only of the ensemble of
the channels from both the transmitters to his RXk

hTk = [hk1, hk2] ∈ C1×2 (4.26)

as a result of the cooperative uplink channel estimation algorithm proposed in [70].
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4.3.2. Precoding Structure without Artificial Noise

Let us consider the signal received at RXk in (4.22). Precoded symbol xj is
computed locally at TXj as the summation of the precoded symbol for its own
RXj and the precoded symbol to be relayed on behalf of the other transmitter
obtained by the infinite rate link:

xj = fjjsj + fjmsm, j 6= m, (4.27)

where sm ∼ CN (0, Psm) is the Gaussian signal with power Psm intended to RXm
and fjm is the coefficient that precodes the symbol intended to RXm and trans-
mitted by TXj . From equations (4.22) and (4.27) we obtain

yk = hkkfkksk︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

+ hkjfjksk︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

+
2∑

m=1
hkmfmjsj︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

+ wk, j 6= k, (4.28)

where A is the signal intended to RXk sent by TXk, B is the signal intended to RXk
relayed by TXj and C is the inter-channel interference as the interference coming
from the signal intended to the other RXj (with j 6= k). Collecting the channel
coefficients towards RXk into the vector channel hTk in (4.26) and, similarly, the
weights used to precode the signal for RXk into the vector fk = [f1k, f2,k]T ∈ C2×1,
equation (4.28) simplifies to

yk = hTk fksk + hTk fjsj + wk. (4.29)

In order to obtain a signal which is free from the inter-channel interference, the
following condition must be satisfied

hTk fj = 0, ∀ j 6= k, (4.30)

or, equivalently, the precoding vector fj for RXj must lie in the null space of the
channel towards the other receiver [67]: fj ∈ Null(hTk ), ∀ j 6= k. Hence, with a
proper selection of the precoding vector, the interference-free signal at RXk yields

yk = heksk + wk, (4.31)

where hek = hTk fk is the scalar effective channel for RXk.

In the following, the distributed precoding scheme proposed in Sect. 4.2 is adapted
for the considered single-antenna case using both BD [67] and RBD [69] for the
design of the precoders {fj}. The exchange of information required to construct
the precoded symbols x1 and x2 in (4.27) locally at each transmitter depends on
the design criteria for the precoders {fj} and it will be addressed in the following
sections.
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4.3.2.1. Distributed Zero-Forcing BD

In the case of ZF-BD [67], the precoding vector fj for RXj is obtained by the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the vector channel hTk to RXk (with k 6= j)
as

hTk = ujσ
T
j Vj = uj [σj , 0]

[
v(1)
j ,v(0)

j

]
, (4.32)

where uj , σTj and Vj contain respectively the left singular vectors, the singular
values and right singular vectors of hTk . Vector v(0)

j ∈ C2×1 represents a basis for
the null space of hTk , hence we select

fj = v(0)
j . (4.33)

The scalar effective channel for the k-th receiver after ZF-BD precoding is hek =
hTk v(0)

k .
Remark 4.1. Two kinds of information exchange are needed to enable the Dis-
tributed implementation of ZF-BD (D-ZF-BD)

1. the precoder fj for TXj in (4.33) depends only on the channel hTk towards
RXk (with k 6= j). Therefore, TXk, that knows hTk , computes the vector fj
on behalf of TXj . Then TXk exchanges the precoder fj with TXj in trade
of fk (similarly computed by TXj);

2. TX1 and TX2 must exchange directly the users signals s1 and s1 in order to
build locally the precoded symbols x1 and x2 in (4.27).

Remark 4.2. Distributed-ZF-BD (D-ZF-BD) in this simple single-antenna scenario
is equivalent to channel inversion at the transmitter side (i.e., the precoding matrix
is H−1). However, D-ZF-BD enables each transmitter to build its precoded symbol
without directly exchanging the channel matrix with the other transmitter (they
only exchange the precoders {fj} and the users data {sj}). This is fundamental
in scenarios where the transmitters are reluctant to share their CSI with others
such as the multi-operator scenario considered here.

4.3.2.2. Distributed RBD

RBD aims to design the precoder allowing for some inter-channel interference to
find the optimum (in MMSE sense) trade-off between interference and noise level
[69]. In the case of RBD it is convenient to decompose the precoder as

fj = Mjbj , (4.34)

where Mj ∈ C2×2 and bj ∈ C2×1 . Mj is responsible for inter-channel interference
minimization and it is computed as

Mj = Vj

(
σTj σj + µI

)−1/2
, (4.35)
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where Vj and σj are obtained by (4.32) and µ = Nr
PT

is a regularization factor
that depends on the total number of receiving antennas (here Nr = 2) and on the
total sum power PT . The equivalent channel after RBD precoding becomes block
diagonal in MMSE sense which we denote as ∼ 0, and thus

HM =
[

hT1 M1 hT1 M2 ∼ 0
hT2 M1 ∼ 0 hT2 M2

]
, (4.36)

where M = [M1,M2] is the overall RBD precoding matrix and h̃Tkj , hTkMj ∈
C2×1 represent the direct equivalent channels (for k = j) and the equivalent resid-
ual interference channels obtained after the RBD step (for k 6= j). Vector bj is
chosen to pre-equalize the direct RBD channel h̃Tjj as

bj = h̃jj∥∥h̃jj∥∥ , (4.37)

where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. The scalar effective channel of RXk is
hek = hTkMkbk =

∥∥h̃jj∥∥ .

Figure 4.11.: Limited Information Exchange between TX1 and TX2 in RBD
without artificial noise

Remark 4.3. The two steps of the information exchange needed in Distributed
RBD (D-RBD), which are similar to those described in Sect. 4.2, are shown in
Fig. 4.11 for the single-antenna case. Differently from the case of D-BD (Remark
4.1), in D-RBD the RBD precoding matrices {Mk} are exchanged only in the
first step, while in the second step the transmitters exchange the precoded data
{bksk} (and not directly the users data {sk} as in D-BD). In Sect. 4.2, it is
claimed that since TXj does not know bk (with k 6= j), in principle, TXj is not
able to distinguish between the vector sk and bk from the observed mixture bksk,
providing a certain degree of protection. However, as addressed in the next section,
the system cannot be considered secure from a physical layer security perspective.
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4.3.3. Secure Precoding with Artificial Noise

From the previous discussion we conclude that the exchange of explicit (i.e., in
D-ZF-BD) or precoded (i.e., in D-RBD) users data between the two transmitters
is mandatory in order to enable the two transmitters to cooperate in precoding the
data without inter-channel interference as in (4.27). However, such information
exchange may be harmful from a secrecy perspective. In fact, even in the case of
RBD where only precoded users data {bksk} are exchanged, one could claim that
the TXj (j 6= k) could attempt to extract the information sk from the observed
mixture bksk by means of any available blind estimation or source separation
technique.
To prevent the other transmitter from decoding the private data intended to its
own receiver, each transmitter injects AN [98] together with its precoded data in
order to create two virtual wiretap channels. In each wiretap channel the other
transmitter and receiver represent potential eavesdroppers. The motivation for
using AN is to deteriorate the infinite rate link between the two transmitters up
to the limit that makes the wiretap code to guarantee the secrecy.
In the following we first prove that D-ZF-BD with AN does not provide any non-
zero secrecy rate. Then we derive the secrecy rate region of the GIC-LIET based
on RBD precoding with AN.

4.3.3.1. Secure D-ZF-BD with AN

In the case of D-ZF-BD with AN, the precoded symbols in (4.27) transmitted by
TX1 and TX2 are

x1 = f11(s1 + v1) + f12(s2 + v2),
x2 = f21(s1 + v1) + f22(s2 + v2), (4.38)

where vj ∼ CN (0, Pvj ) is the zero-mean Gaussian AN with power Pvj injected
by TXj . Notice that TXj adds AN to both the signal exchanged with TXk (i.e.,
fkj(sj + vj)) and the signal sent directly to RXj (i.e., fjj(sj + vj)) so that both
sj , vj are precoded by the BD filter without any signal leaking to RXk.
In the following the performance of the system will be analyzed from the view
point of TX1(being symmetrical for TX2). The signals received at the intended
receiver RX1 and at the potential eavesdropper TX2 are respectively

y1 = he1(s1 + v1) + w1, ȳ21 = f21(s1 + v1), (4.39)

where ȳkj denotes the information received at TXk from TXj . We do not need
to consider RX2 as a second potential eavesdropper since it is guaranteed that no
information about s1 is leaked toward RX2 by ZF-BD.
The secrecy rate Rs1 for RX1 is

Rs1 ≤ [I(s1; y1)− I(s1; ȳ21)]+, (4.40)
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where [x]+ = max(x, 0) and

I(s1; y1) = log2

(
1 + Ps1 |he1|2

1 + Pv1 |he1|2

)
, (4.41)

I(s1; ȳ21) = log2

(
1 + Ps1

Pv1

)
. (4.42)

Lemma 4.1. For the 2-user GIC using the LIET scheme, D-ZF-BD with AN
cannot achieve a non-zero secrecy rate.

Proof. To achieve a non-zero positive secrecy rate we need Ps1 |h
e
1|

2

1+Pv1 |h
e
1|2

>
Ps1
Pv1

. How-
ever we can easily observe that there is no solution for positive values of the signal
power Ps1 and the power of AN Pv1 .

The reason why D-ZF-BD fails in providing a secure communication is that the
same AN used to confuse TX2 corrupts also the channel towards RX1. We conclude
that a non-zero secrecy rate could be achieved by a choice of the AN that prevents
the other operator from recovering user’s information, but at the same time it does
not degrade the channel towards the intended receiver. A solution adopting RBD
precoding for this problem is described in the next section.

4.3.3.2. Secure D-RBD with AN

In the case of RBD, the precoding coefficient fjk for the symbol sk intended to
RXk and transmitted by TXj is decomposed as

fjk = mT
jkbk, (4.43)

where mT
jk ∈ C1×2 is the j-th row block of the k-th RBD precoding matrix Mk in

(4.35). The precoded symbols yield

x1 = mT
11(b1s1 + t1v1) + mT

12(b2s2 + t2v2),
x2 = mT

21(b1s1 + t1v1) + mT
22(b2s2 + t2v2), (4.44)

where definitions of sk, vk and bk are the same as before and tk is chosen such that
the AN vk is aligned in the null space of the direct RBD channel h̃Tkk = hTkMk:
tk = ṽ(0)

k , where ṽ(0)
k is the right singular vector of h̃Tkk corresponding to the

smallest singular value. In order to gain insight about this criterion, we analyze
the signal received at RXk in (4.29). After some manipulations (4.29) becomes

yk = hTkMk(bksk + tkvk) + hTkMj(bjsj + tjvj) + wk, (4.45)
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where we consider also the effect of the interference coming from signal sj and
AN vj (with j 6= k) since RBD does not completely cancel the interference (i.e.,
hTkMj ∼ 0, ∀ j 6= k in 4.36). Key point is that since the AN vk lies in the null
space of the corresponding RBD direct channel (i.e., hTkMktk = 0) the AN vk
does not degrade the channel to RXk while it still corrupts the channel from TXk
to TXj . The signals received respectively at RXk and at TXj (j 6= k) are

yk = heksk + h̃Tkj(bjsj + tjvj) + wk, ȳjk = mT
jk(bksk + tkvk) (4.46)

Remark 4.4. It has been proved in [69] that the choice of the regularization pa-
rameter µ = Nr

PT
in the definition of the RBD filter in (4.35) is MMSE-optimal for

the peaceful downlink Multi-User (MU) MIMO. However, it does not imply that
such µ is optimal also for the secure GIC-LIET considered here. In [99] authors
derive the optimal regularization factor µ that maximizes the secrecy sum-rate
in MU-MIMO broadcast channel with regularized channel inversion at the trans-
mitter using large-scale analysis. However, the results in [99] do not apply to
our GIC-LIET since we have single-antenna nodes and the transmitters exchange
only limited amount of information. Since µ affects the approximation of the non-
diagonal block terms in (4.36), an improper selection of µ can degrade the secrecy
rate region due to the interference or underestimate Eve’s capacity (i.e., the system
is no longer secure). For simplicity in this chapter we use a sub-optimal value of µ
obtained by comparing the corresponding achievable secrecy rate regions (derived
in the next section). This approach indeed takes the complete matrix (4.36) into
account without any approximation in terms of block-diagonal matrix, as this re-
flects a real scenario and guarantees that the resulting secrecy rate region is truly
achievable. The derivation of the optimal regularization factor for the considered
GIC-LIET is left as a future research topic.

4.3.4. Secrecy Rate Region of the GIC-LIET with RBD
precoding and AN

Due to MMSE inter-channel interference cancellation (RBD precoding), we must
consider that each TXk has two potential eavesdroppers, TXj and RXj with j 6= k.
This has been taken into account into the secrecy rate derivation by considering
the worst case result as from the concept of compound wiretap channel [100].
Per-TX power constraint in (4.24) becomes

αkPsk + βkPsj + γkPvk + ηkPvj ≤ PTk , k, j,= 1, 2, j 6= k,

where αk = |mT
kkbk|2, βk = |mT

kjbj |2, γk = |mT
kktk|2 and ηk = |mT

kjtj |2 are
constant terms that depend on the channel matrices.

Lemma 4.2. An achievable secrecy rate region of the 2-user GIC using the LIET
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scheme is

RS =
⋃

Ps1 ,Ps2 ,Pv1 ,Pv2≥0

α1Ps1 +β1Ps2 +γ1Pv1 +η1Pv2≤PT1

α2Ps2 +β2Ps1 +γ2Pv2 +η2Pv1≤PT2

{
(Rs1 , Rs2) :

Rs1 ≤ [I(s1; y1)−max {I(s1; y2), I(s1; ȳ21)}]+

Rs2 ≤ [I(s2; y2)−max {I(s2; y1), I(s2; ȳ12)}]+
}
,

(4.47)

where ∀ j, k = 1, 2 and j 6= k

I(sk; yk) = log2

(
1 + Psk ‖hek‖

2

1 + akPsj+bkPvj

)
, (4.48)

I(sk; yj) = log2

(
1 + Pskaj

1 + bjPvk

)
, (4.49)

I(sk; ȳjk) = log2

(
1 + ckPsk

dkPvk

)
(4.50)

and the terms ak = |h̃Tkjbj |2, bk = |h̃Tkjtj |2, ck = |mT
jkbk|2 and dk = |mT

jktk|2 are
known constants that depend on the specific channel matrices.

The above secrecy rate region can be easily adapted to the case of sum power
constraints considering the sum-TX constraint in (4.25), instead of the per-TX
constraints in (4.24).
Remark 4.5. In (4.49) the term that depends on the power Psj of the signal sj is
not considered in the denominator since RXj can apply the successive interference
cancellation: RXj first decodes and strips out its information sj from the received
signal, then RXj attempts to decode the private information sk intended to RXk.

4.3.5. Numerical Results

We compare the secrecy rate region of the proposed GIC-LIET with two extreme
cases: without information exchange at the transmitters and full information ex-
change at the transmitters. These reference schemes are attainable respectively
by the secure GIC with Confidential Messages and AN (GIC-CM with AN) with-
out transmitters cooperation [89] and by the secure Gaussian Broadcast Channel
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with Confidential Messages (GBC-CM) with two transmitting antennas and two
single-antenna receivers [91]. To make a fair comparison, here we consider the
three methods by adopting the standard form GIC model [101]

H =
[

1 ν1
ν2 1

]
,

where νi are normalized crossover channel gains. As in [89] we consider a symmet-
ric case with ν1 = ν2 = 0.2. In Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 we compare the proposed
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Figure 4.12.: Rate region comparison between the proposed GIC-LIET, Gaussian
Interference Channel with Confidential Messages and Artificial Noise (GIC-CM
with AN) and Gaussian Broadcast Channel with Confidential Messages (GBC-
CM) for PT1 = PT2 = 10.

GIC-LIET subject to both per-TX (4.24) and sum-TX (4.25) power constraints
with GIC-CM-AN and GBC-CM for two different values of PT1 = PT2 = 10
(Fig. 4.12) and PT1 = PT2 = 100 (Fig. 4.13). From both figures we can observe
that the secrecy rate region of the proposed GIC-LIET is larger than that of
the traditional secure IC without information exchange (GIC-CM with AN). The
gain is due to the limited information exchange at the transmitter side which still
preserves privacy for both the transmitters. Obviously the rate region of GIC-
LIET is smaller than that achieved by full information exchange (GBC-CM), to
be considered here as an upper bound. In fact, our proposed scheme is different
from the GBC-CM because the exchanged information is wiretap coded by the
addition of AN, hence it cannot be decoded by the other transmitter. The rate
region of GIC-LIET-sumTX is broader then the one obtained by IC-LIE-perTX
and they coincide in the point of maximum sum rate. The rate regions achieved
by secure GIC-LIET with both per-TX and sum-TX power constraints have been
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Figure 4.13.: Rate region comparison between the proposed GIC-LIET, Gaussian
Interference Channel with Confidential Messages and Artificial Noise (GIC-CM
with AN) and Gaussian Broadcast Channel with Confidential Messages (GBC-
CM) for PT1 = PT2 = 100.

compared to the ones obtained in case of peaceful systems in Fig. 4.14 for both
PT1 = PT2 = 10 and PT1 = PT2 = 100. We notice that the cost to pay to en-
sure information-theoretic secure transmission for both transmitter/receiver pairs
is reasonably small for the case with PT1 = PT2 = 10, while in the case of high
power (i.e., PT1 = PT2 = 100) the loss in the achievable rate is higher.

4.4. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we considered a Non-Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing (NOSS) cel-
lular scenario where multiple operators coexist in the same spectrum bandwidth.

In particular, in the first part of the chapter, it has been presented a precoding
technique based on the cooperation among multiple operators that jointly precode
the downlink data streams intended for the own users. Inter-operator interference
is mutually canceled among operators by adopting Regularized Block Diagonal-
ization (RBD) precoding. RBD, originally proposed for multi-user Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) Broadcast Channel (BC) settings, is tailored here to
the considered multi-operator Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) Interference
Channel (IC) to avoid that operators exchange any sensitive data about their own
users. The overall analytical framework for multi-operator is proved to be a nat-
ural evolution of conventional precoding for MISO-BC. The only difference with
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Figure 4.14.: Rate region comparison for the proposed GIC-LIET between the
peaceful and the secure systems with per-TX and sum-TX power constraints
and for both PT1 = PT2 = 10 and PT1 = PT2 = 100.

respect to conventional MISO-BC is that in the considered multi-operator MISO-
IC, while there is no-cooperation among users, the cooperation among operators
is only partial and based on mutual interference-exchange. Tomlinson-Harashima
Precoding (THP) is adopted for intra-operator MISO-BC after RBD, and it has
been shown to be very effective in handling intra-operator interference while lim-
iting the transmitted power. Numerical analysis has proved that the proposed
D-RBD-THP method enables the interference-sharing based cooperation mecha-
nism among operators, and provides a considerable gain when the inter-operator
interfering channel is large (say at least −3 dB). Comparison with conventional
spectrum allocation methods proved the benefits of D-RBD-THP, that is capable
to at least double the rate achieved by Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing (OSS).

Even if D-RBD-THP has been detailed for MISO-IC setting with K = 2 operators,
the extension to any arbitrary K and to MIMO-IC scenario where receivers have
multiple antennas is just a matter of algebraic and notation complexity purposely
avoided here for the sake of clarity. Furthermore, similarly to the parallel precoding
algorithm proposed for wireline communications in Chapter 3, the proposed RBD-
THP can be interpreted as a novel low-complexity way to carry out the MISO-BC
precoding, as it decomposes the sequential interference cancellation of precoding
into parallel cancellations with minimal loss. In fact, parallel precoding reduces the
overall system latency, which is a critical parameter in dense and delay sensitive
networks as for future 5G systems.
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In order to complete the discussion on multi-operator cooperation, the second part
of the chapter is devoted to the investigation of the degree of privacy guaranteed
to operators in the exchange of precoded data. The problem is tackled from a
physical layer security view point. In particular, a simple information-theoretical
model capturing the main characteristics of the proposed multi-operator scenario
has been introduced. A secure communication scheme has been proposed for a
sample multi-operator system, which is modeled as a 2-user Gaussian Interference
Channel (GIC) with Limited Information Exchange at the Transmitters (GIC-
LIET). The information exchanged is wiretap coded so that each transmitter is
not able to decode the private information of the other. The performance of
the proposed GIC-LIET have been compared with well-established information-
theoretical bounds. In particular, simulation results show that the proposed GIC-
LIET allows for secure communication over the 2-user IC at higher rates than
those allowed by the traditional IC with Confidential Messages (GIC-CM). The
performance of GIC-LIET are in between those of the GIC-CM with AN (no infor-
mation exchange at the transmitters) and those achieved by the secure Gaussian
Broadcast Channel with Confidential Messages (full information exchange at the
transmitters), considered here as an upper bound. We also show that the rate loss
of our secure system with respect to the peaceful system is relatively small for prac-
tical values of the transmitted power (i.e., PT = 10) while it increases for higher
maximum transmitted power (i.e., PT = 100). Concluding, the overall analysis
demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed interference-sharing multi-operator
precoding algorithm, confirming that secure communication can be achieved for
all the operators with only a small loss in the achievable user rates.
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5. Non-Linear Precoding for Visible
Light Communications

Figure 5.1.: In-Flight VLC Communications Systems

5.1. Introduction to VLC for In-Flight Systems

V isible Light Communications (VLC) are emerging as a promising alternative
to radio communications in harsh environments. Their inherent advantages

are: use of unlicensed bands, E.M. pollution free, and availability of low cost trans-
mitters (LED lights) that offer a potentially high capacity per unit area system
[102]. Among the various VLC applications, on-aircraft VLC systems are gain-
ing large attention in recent years as a possible technique to provide low cost,
ubiquitous and green access to high speed Internet through the usage of the LED
reading lamps, for which the communication function would be superposed to their
natural illumination one. VLC offers an inexpensive and scalable alternative to
the existing low-bandwidth Wi-Fi-based infrastructure [103], which adapts to the
asymmetric traffic conditions of the entertaining and multimedia services. VLC-
based solution mimics femto-cell systems by exploiting the available LED reading
lamps to serve the passengers’ terminals (which can be added into or externally
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to laptops, tablets, smartphones etc.) with a point-to-point wireless downlink
Intensity-Modulated/Direct-Detected (IM/DD) visible light communication. The
reading lamps can be connected to the external communications system by any
technology (e.g., power line communication [104] or optical fiber [105]). Each user
device logs on to "its own" cell through a proper uplink transmission protocol
(typically InfraRed, IR). High Quality of Service (QoS) is dependent on adequate
values of Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR).

In practice, the deployment of in-flight VLC systems presents several issues. In
particular, the large number of closely spaced non-directive transmitters makes
the communication challenging, due to the interference that is generated while
many sources of light inside the cabin (e.g., ceiling, sidewall, dome lights, solar
radiation entering through the fuselage windows) contribute to increase the noise
at the receivers’ front-end. The possibility of in-flight VLC was already introduced
and investigated in [106, 107], while the specific problem of exploring interference
and Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) was reported in [108] for a simple airplane
cabin geometry and sources-receivers configuration. A complete characterization
of the SINR inside a realistic airplane cabin has been presented in [109] under
the hypothesis of perfect alignment between transmitters and receivers, and show-
ing promising results in case of highly directive lamps. However, as soon as the
device is moved (e.g., user moves the device from hand to hand) performance dra-
matically drop due to transmitter-receiver misalignment. In this regard, the use
of LEDs with wider beamwidths could be a viable solution to guarantee seam-
less connectivity, but this should be designed side-by-side with proper techniques
in order to reduce the resulting Mutual Light Interference (MLI) to acceptable
values. Apart from the most common Frequency or Time Division Multiplex-
ing schemes (FDM/TDM, respectively) that cannot be accommodated within the
limited electrical bandwidth of common LED lamps [110], MLI reduction could
be based on Colour Division Multiplexing (CDM) [111][112], in which a different
colour is assigned to each data-stream. Despite the spectral efficiency of CDM
approach (each source transmits on the same electrical bandwidth), it has the
inherent disadvantage of having to equip the receiving terminals with more addi-
tional optical components and analog decoding chains to receive separately every
possible colour, thus increasing the costs and the complexity of the realization.

In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using a multi-stream Transmitter Pre-
coding (TP) approach to mitigate MLI at the receivers, by exploiting the knowl-
edge of the channel characteristics from each transmitter to each receiver. When
multiple sources are coordinated (acting as a single, whole transmitter) to trans-
mit information to multiple devices equipped with one single receiver, the system
is called Multi-User-Multiple-Input Single-Output (MU-MISO), and the one-to-
many communication channel is identified as “broadcast”. In particular, moti-
vated by the promising results obtained for wireline MU-MISO communication
systems (see Part I of this thesis), this chapter focuses on the design of non-linear
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) [41, 42] for in-flight VLC systems. Even
if the literature on MU-MISO systems is well detailed, the VLC scenario contains
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some peculiarities:
• VLC is a special type of IM/DD Optical Wireless Communication (IM/DD

OWC), so the transmitter uses real-valued and non-negative signals instead
of complex and bipolar ones;

• each LED transmitting unit has two power constraints: the average value of
the emitted signal (average optical intensity intended for illumination) and
the maximum peak amplitude (maximum optical intensity) limited by the
LED technology or by its input linearity range.

5.1.1. Related Works

The concept of MU-MISO VLC systems is close to that of multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) optical wireless communication, which dates back to [113]. More
recently, Hsu et al. [114] proposed and demonstrated a 3x3 single-user MIMO
VLC system using commercial available phosphorescent white LEDs and perform-
ing Zero-Forcing (ZF) channel equalization at the single receiver. However, the
MU-MISO VLC system considered here is for multiple devices that are geograph-
ically distributed so that no joint receiver processing can be performed. Instead,
signal processing should be entirely shifted at the transmitter side and applied
prior to signal transmission is form of precoding. Transmitter precoding tech-
niques for MU-MISO VLC systems are in [115][116][117][118]. These papers pro-
posed linear or non-linear techniques for ideal VLC scenarios within an empty
room, thus not accounting for complex reverberating environments. In Li et al
[115], Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) linear pre-
coding techniques were analyzed in terms of average Bit Error Rate (BER) and
Mean Square Error (MSE) performance through simulations in an empty room,
where an arbitrary number of receivers were randomly placed. In Ma et al. [116]
the application scenario is again an empty room, and authors proposed two linear
precoding schemes, obtained through sum-MSE minimization and minimal illumi-
nation level. A different approach has been followed by Pham et al. [118], who
proposed a MU-MISO VLC system optimization in terms of VLC channel capacity
(i.e., mutual information between input and output) in terms of lower and upper
bounds of VLC channel capacity and linear ZF precoding techniques. Non-linear
precoding for VLC have been first considered in Yu et al. [117], that compared
a linear ZF precoding scheme with a non-linear one based on Zero-Forcing-Dirty
Paper Coding (ZF-DPC) with a remarkable spectral efficiency gain. ZF-DPC rep-
resents a theoretical upper bound that can be attained by pre-canceling methods
such as the proposed THP, that is compared herein to ZF-DPC.

5.1.2. Chapter Contributions

In this chapter, motivated by the promising results obtained for wired commu-
nication systems (see Part I of this thesis), we adapted Tomlinson-Harashima
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Precoding (THP) to a VLC system and evaluated the performance for a realistic
highly-reverberating scenario inside an airplane passenger cabin. The choice is
mainly motivated by the fact that the non-linear transmitter precoding allows to
mitigate multi-user interference still bounding the transmitted power. THP is very
promising for VLC applications, since the amplitude constraint to be imposed on
the emitted signal can be inherently fulfilled. Moreover, inside an airplane cabin
the users’ mobility is very limited and the optical channel is quasi-static, or slowly
time varying. This condition is suited for the application of a computationally
complex algorithm such as THP, as the precoding matrix can recalculated much
less frequently.

In particular, the contributions of the chapter are three-fold:

1. we first developed a realistic model of a passenger cabin with a certain num-
ber of reading lamps and receivers to compute the VL channel matrixes with
[109];

2. we adapted THP to VLC and demonstrated the performance gain with re-
spect to ZFP, comparing THP with the ZF-DPC upper bound as indicated
in [117], for varying emission angles and degree of coordination by the size
of the precoding matrix;

3. we identified an optimal configuration of the precoding system that guaran-
tees the best compromise among channel capacity maximization, precoding
complexity, robustness against source-receiver misalignments, and lamps di-
rectivity (in order not to dazzle the adjacent passengers and avoid discomfort
situations).

5.1.3. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• D. Tagliaferri, A. Matera, C. Capsoni, and U. Spagnolini, "Nonlinear Vis-
ible Light Communications Broadcast Channel Precoding: A New Solution
for In-Flight Systems” in IEEE Photonics Journal, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 1–14,
Aug. 2018.

5.2. Channel Generation by Ray Tracing

In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithms, the optical channel
matrixes have been generated, together with the SINR values, by using the Mod-
ified MonteCarlo (MMC) ray tracer tool detailed in [109], originally developed
for the characterization of visible and IR light propagation inside any arbitrary-
shaped space. The tool in [109] provides the Channel Impulse Response (CIR)
from each modulated light source to each receiver in the space, together with the
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background light level (which is the amount of optical power due to all the non-
modulated sources of radiation), and the SINR at the receiving side. The CIRs
are computed for a set of testing wavelengths chosen either in visible or in near-IR
range and considering an arbitrary number of reflections. The final result is a
function of the specific source-receiver pair (j, k), the wavelength λ and the time t:
CIR is hereafter indicated with h[t, j, k, λ]. The background light levels composed
by the optical power from the illumination fixtures and from the solar radiation
entering through the windows (the latter being modeled according to [119] and
[120]). The SINR at the k-th photodiode receiver is

SINRk =
i2s,k

i2int,k + σ2
n,k

, (5.1)

where the numerator is the squared electrical current generated by the useful
modulated light sources and the denominator is the sum of the squared electrical
current generated by the interfering light signals (which are in the same electrical
band of the useful ones) plus the overall electrical noise power σ2

n,k. As motivated
in the introduction, in this chapter we consider standard phosphor-based LED as
VLC sources, thus we choose as testing wavelengths for every simulation the red,
green and blue peaks (i.e. 460 nm, 532 nm and 650 nm) as in [121]. Hereafter, we
consider the channel as frequency-flat within the bandwidth of interest that is set
to B = 20 MHz. The electrical current for the signal of interest is expressed as

is,k =
Nt∑
t=0

∑
j∈KU

∑
λ∈W

PT [j, λ] · h[t, j, k, λ] · η [k, λ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
iR[t,j,k,λ]

, (5.2)

where PT [j, λ] [W ] is the optical power transmitted by the j-th source at wave-
length λ and η [k, λ] is the k-th photodetector spectral responsivity measured in
[A/W ]. The product of the three terms is the generated photocurrent at the
receiver iR [t, j, k, λ]. The total electrical current at the receiver is the obtained
by summing over the time grid on which the CIR is computed (thanks to the
frequency-flat hypothesis), the set of wavelengths W and the set of useful sources
(KU ). The interfering current iint,k has the same expression of Eq. (5.2), with the
only difference that the summation spans the set of interfering sources, while the
electrical noise power σ2

n,k is computed as:

σ2
n,k = 2 eB {ibg,k + is,k + iint,k + idark,k}+ σ2

th,k, (5.3)

where the first term is the overall shot noise caused by the sum of the electrical
currents generated respectively by the background light (ibg,k), the signal and
interfering lights (is,k + iint,k) and the dark current of the photodector (idark,k)
[122] while the second one is the thermal noise variance (the input referred noise
density irms

[
A/
√
Hz

]
of the front-end’s first amplifying stage).
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The channel matrix is then computed as an intensity-one:

H = {hj,k} , hj,k =
Nt∑
t=0

∑
λ∈W

h[t, j, k, λ], (5.4)

where hj,k is the channel coefficient between the k-th transmitter and the j-th
receiver, and results from the summation over the time grid on which the complete
CIR h[t, j, k, λ] is computed and over the set of wavelengthsW for white-light VLC.

5.3. System Model

In this chapter, we consider the downlink of a general MU-MISO VLC system
consisting in Nt LED transmitters serving Nr single-photodiode users (i.e., aircraft
passengers), as shown in Fig 5.2.
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Figure 5.2.: Downlink VLC system model with transmitter precoding. The Nt
signals (vector s) are precoded by matrix W and then transmitted onto the VLC
channel by means of Nt non-directive sources (LEDs) to Nr single-PD users.

5.3.1. VLC Downlink Channel

The downlink channel from the LEDs to the users is a frequency-flat VLC channel,
such that the signal received at the k-th user is

yk = ηhTk x + nk, (5.5)

where η is the PhotoDiode (PD) responsivity, hTk ∈ R1×Nt
≥0 = [h1,k, h2,k, ..., hNt,k]

is the non-negative, real-valued vector denoting the channel coefficients from all
the LEDs to the k-th single-photodetector user, x ∈RNt×1

≥0 represents the emitted
optical power signal and nk ∼ N (0, σ2

n,k) is the overall noise fluctuation current at
the k-th receiver which can be reasonably modeled as zero-mean additive Gaussian
process [123] with variance σ2

n,k (computed with (5.3)). Gathering all the received
user signals, we obtain the canonical MU-MISO model as

y = ηHx + n, (5.6)
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5.3 System Model

where y = [y1, y2, ..., yNr ]T is the signal received by all the users, H = [h1,h2, ...,hNr ]T ∈
RNr×Nt≥0 is the compound channel matrix defined as in (5.4) and n ∼ N (0,Rn) is
the overall zero-mean additive uncorrelated colored Gaussian noise with covariance
Rn = diag(σ2

n,1, σ
2
n,2, ..., σ

2
n,Nr

).

5.3.2. Transmitter Constraints

The transmitted signals x are obtained as

x = f (x̃) , (5.7)

where x̃ are the electrical drive current signals at the LEDs input and f(x̃) is the
LED optical power (or, equivalently, luminous intensity) vs drive current charac-
teristic , assumed hereafter to be the same for each LED. As typical for white
phosphorescent LEDs [124], for a drive input current x̃k in the range [0, Imax] it
is approximately linear as

f(x̃) ≈ γ · x̃, (5.8)

where γ is the so-called LED conversion factor that maps [0, Imax] into optical
power [0, Pmax] [116].

Since we use a transmitter precoding technique, the drive current signals at the
LEDs input are obtained as

x̃ = Ws + iDC , (5.9)

where s = [s1, s2, .., sNr ]T ∈ RNr×1 are the zero-mean, uncorrelated symbols to be
transmitted to the Nr users, whose amplitudes are limited as

|sk| ∈ [−dk,+dk], (5.10)

W ∈ RNt×Nr is the precoding matrix, and iDC ∈ RNt×1
≥0 is the vector of DC

offset currents added to the signal in order to ensure the non-negativity of the
output. Vector s can include either pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) symbols or
quadrature-amplitude modulated (QAM) ones (see Remark 1 ). In the following,
we assume without loss of generality that the DC currents IkDC are the same for
all the LEDs, so iDC = IDC1 where 1 is a column vector of all ones. Therefore,
the average transmitted optical power at each LED is

E[xk] = γE[x̃k] = γE[wT
k s + IDC ] = γIDC = PT . (5.11)

From (5.9), the amplitude constraints on the transmitted signals can be written
as:

0 ≤ wT
k s + IDC ≤ Imax, (5.12)
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where, wT
k is the k-th row of the precoding matrix W. Without loss of generality,

we choose the DC current IDC to be exactly half of the LED dynamics (IDC =
Imax/2), and the maximum amplitude of the electrical PAM modulated symbol
to be dk = IDC , so as to exploit the full dynamic range of the transmitter. From
(5.10) and considering all the previous assumptions, it follows that

0 ≤ wT
k s ≤ IDC →

∥∥wT
k

∥∥
1 dk ≤ IDC , →

∥∥wT
k

∥∥
1 ≤ 1 ∀k = 1, .., Nt.

(5.13)

It is easy to show that under these assumptions the constraint in (5.12) is always
satisfied.
To tackle the VLC downlink amplitude constraint at the transmitting LEDs, it is
convenient to scale the precoding operator W as

W = W̃ 1
β
, (5.14)

where W̃ is the MU-MISO precoder and β enforces the power constraint Imax
(5.12), which can be rewritten as

∥∥wT
k

∥∥
1 = 1

β

∥∥w̃T
k

∥∥
1 ≤ 1, ∀k = 1, .., Nt, (5.15)

where w̃T
k is the row of the matrix W̃ which precodes the signal to be transmitted

by the k-th LED. From (5.15) the VLC amplitude constraint is always fulfilled for

β =
∥∥W̃T

∥∥
∞ = max

k

∥∥w̃T
k

∥∥
1 , (5.16)

with the (∞)−norm ‖A‖∞ denoting the maximum absolute column sum of the
matrix A (i.e., the maximum column l1-norm of matrix A).

Remark 1. The analytical treatment of the precoding problem adopted here applies
both to conventional single-carrier and to multi-carrier transmissions, such as the
MU-MISO OFDM system discussed in [125]. In this last case, Eq. (5.9) describes
the precoding operation applied to each OFDM subcarrier.

5.3.3. Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio with Precoding

At this point, it is useful to rewrite the expression of the k-th user’s SINR highlight-
ing the precoding scheme defined by W in terms of the elements of the equivalent
channel matrix

H̃ = HW. (5.17)
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To get it, we note that if the constraints in (5.13) are satisfied, the overall signal
(5.6) received at the users becomes

y = ηγHWs + ηγIDCH1 + n, (5.18)

where the DC current is removed by a filter at the receiver leading to the equivalent
MU-MISO model

y = ηγH̃s + n. (5.19)

It follows that the electrical signal received at the k-th single-PD user yields

yk = ηγh̃kksk + ηγ
∑
j 6=k

h̃kjsj + nk, (5.20)

where the first term is the information of interest, the second term represents the
residual interference light from all the other transmitters and the last one is the
noise. The achievable SINR is therefore:

SĨNRk =
i2s,k

i2int,k + σ2
n,k

= γ2η2I2
DC h̃

2
kk

γ2η2I2
DC

∑
j 6=k h̃

2
kj + σ2

n,k

= η2h̃2
kkP

2
T

η2P 2
T

∑
j 6=k h̃

2
kj + σ2

n,k

.

(5.21)

Hence, the transmission rate for user k-th and the sum rate can be computed
respectively as

rk = 1
2 log2

(
1 + SĨNRk

)
, R =

Nr∑
k=1

rk, (5.22)

assuming the overall disturbance at the denominator in (5.21) is modeled as a
zero-mean Gaussian process with variance η2P 2

T

∑
j 6=k h̃

2
kj + σ2

n,k.

5.4. VLC Downlink Precoding

In this section, the VLC precoding scheme is detailed with the aim to take benefit
from interference, which is conventionally perceived as an impairment for the com-
munication. In particular, here we focus on Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding which
forces to zero all the interference between the Nr users. Hence, the precoding
matrix W is designed to fully cancel the MLI in the VLC channel, which is math-
ematically described by the diagonalization of the VLC channel matrix H as [67]

H̃ =HW = diag(h̃11, h̃22, ..., h̃NrNr ), (5.23)
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where h̃kk denotes the equivalent channel gain for the k-th user.
It follows that in the case of ZF precoding the decision variable at the k-th single-
PD user in (5.20) yields

yk = ηγh̃kksk + nk, (5.24)

and the corresponding SINR simplifies to

SĨNRk = η2h̃2
kkP

2
T

σ2
n,k

. (5.25)

Finally the transmission rate rk with precoding is computed as

rk = 1
2 log2

(
1 + η2h̃2

kkP
2
T

σ2
n,k

)
. (5.26)

By the comparison between (5.21) and (5.25), it can be noticed that the inter-
ference term in the SINR expression in (5.21) is completely cancelled due to the
effect of precoding.
In the following, linear and non-linear zero forcing precoding approaches are re-
viewed and adapted to the peculiarities of the VLC scenario.

5.4.1. Linear Zero Forcing Precoding

��1
ZF

-
��1

THP

ex
W

s
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Figure 5.3.: VLC precoding schemes: linear Zero-Forcing (ZF) vs Tomlinson-
Harashima Precoding (THP)

In linear ZF the VLC channel H is inverted by the linear transformation W̃ZF as

W̃ZF = H†, (5.27)

where A† = AH
(
AAH

)−1denotes the right Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of
matrix A. It is easy to prove that the ZF condition (5.23) is satisfied, i.e.,

HWZF = 1
βZF

I, (5.28)
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and that the rate for user k-th is

rk ≤
1
2 log2

(
1 + 1

β2
ZF
· η

2P 2
T

σ2
n,k

)
, (5.29)

where βZF is computed by (5.16).

5.4.2. Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

Linear ZF precoding is known to lead to an extremely high scaling factor βZF � 1
to contrast the amplitude peaks of the encoded symbols which severely degrades
the transmission rates for all the users (5.29).

Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) for the VLC downlink is a non-linear
successive interference cancellation precoding scheme, conventionally based on ZF
criteria, that inherently accounts for amplitude dynamics. The main idea behind
THP is to implement the VLC channel inversion by successively canceling pre-
viously encoded symbols, still limiting their amplitude by a non-linear modulo
operation on amplitudes. The THP scheme is depicted in Fig. 5.3, where the
precoding matrix W̃THP is decomposed in two sub-matrices as

W̃THP = W̃fW̃−1
b , (5.30)

where W̃f ∈ RNt×Nr is a linear matrix with orthonormal columns (i.e., feed-
forward filter) and W̃b ∈ RNr×Nr (feedback filter) is a lower-triangular matrix with
unit values along the main diagonal. As anticipated before, the key characteristic
which makes THP an attractive solution for applications with strict transmit power
(or amplitude in this case) constraints (e.g., DSL communication systems see Part
I of the thesis) is that the inversion of the triangular matrix W̃b is performed
by backward substitution together with a non-linear modulo operator Γ[·] (see
feedback block in Fig. 5.3) which limits the amplitude of the encoded symbols
within the boundaries of the original signal constellation.

Feed-forward filter W̃f and feedback filter W̃b are typically obtained [26] by the
QR decomposition of the VLC channel matrix H as

HT = QR = [Q1,Q2]
[
R1
0

]
, (5.31)

then

W̃f = Q1, W̃b = diag(R1)−1RT
1 , (5.32)

where Q1 ∈ RNt×Nr contains the first Nr orthonormal columns of the unitary
matrix Q ∈ RNt×Nt , R1 ∈ RNr×Nr is an upper triangular matrix and diag(R1) ∈
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RNr×Nr is a diagonal matrix that contains the main diagonal entries of R1. It can
be shown that the ZF condition (5.23) is satisfied:

HWTHP = HWfW̃
−1
b /βTHP

= RT
1 QTQR−T1 diag(R1)/βTHP

= diag(R1)/βTHP.

(5.33)

Similarly to (5.22), (5.26), the rate of user k-th is therefore

rk ≤ log2

(
1 + |rkk|

2

β2
THP

· η
2P 2

T

σ2
n,k

)
, (5.34)

where rkk is the k-th diagonal entry of matrix diag(R1) and β2
THP is computed as

in (5.16).

To prove the benefits of THP with respect to linear ZFP for the considered VLC
architecture, let us focus on the interpretation of the scaling factor β, whose value
is proportional to the amplitude penalty to be paid by performing a complete chan-
nel inversion at the transmitter side. Let us consider the Tomlinson-Harashima
precoded symbols x̃ = W̃−1

b s at the output of the feedback block. Notice that
in case of M -ary square QAM input symbols s, the encoded symbols x̃ are ap-
proximately uncorrelated with only a slight power increment with respect to the
input symbols [41] (i.e., σ2

x̃ = M
M−1σ

2
s) that is bounded to maximum 1.25 dB (see

Chapter 2, Table 2.1), hence neglected in simulation results (Sect. 5.5). As a
consequence of the modulo operation in THP and of the aforementioned assump-
tion, the maximum amplitude of the symbols at the output of the feedback filter
is approx. the same as the maximum signal amplitude at the input, i.e.,

max
k
|x̃k| ≈ max |sk| . (5.35)

Let us now consider the k-th precoded symbol

xk = 1
βTHP

[
W̃f x̃

]
k

= 1
βTHP

[Q1x̃]k = 1
βTHP

qT1,kx̃, (5.36)

with [a]k denoting the k-th element of vector a and qT1,k ∈ R1×Nr the k-th row
of matrix Q1. It directly follows from (5.13) and (5.36) that the amplitude of the
k-th transmit symbol xk is constrained by

|xk| =
1

βTHP

∥∥qT1,k∥∥1 ≤ 1 . (5.37)

Therefore, the VLC amplitude constraint is always satisfied if

βTHP = max
k

∥∥qT1,k∥∥1 . (5.38)
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The key observation is that qT1,k ∈ R1×Nr contains only the first Nr entries of
the k-th unit-length row qTk of the original unitary matrix Q coming from (5.31),
hence,

βTHP = max
k

∥∥qT1,k∥∥1

(a)

≤ max
k

∥∥qTk ∥∥1

(b)

≤
√
Nt
∥∥qTk ∥∥2 =

√
Nt, (5.39)

where the equality in (a) holds if Nt = Nr (i.e., the VLC channel to be precoded is
squared) and (b) comes from the inequality between l2- and l1-norm. Therefore, if
THP is employed for VLC, the power penalty to be paid is bounded by the square
root of the number of transmitting LEDs Nt, which is in general much lower than
βZF.

5.5. Simulation Settings and Numerical Results

5.5.1. Airplane Cabin Generation and Simulation Settings

(a) Section

User Device

Reading Lamp

Window

Illumination Fixtures Perfect TX-RX alignment

(b) Frontal view (Autodesk 3DS Max)

Figure 5.4.: Boing 737 fuselage

By using Autodesk 3DS Max, we generated a section of the internal part of a
Boeing 737 fuselage as in Fig. 5.4a [126], that considers 3 seat tiers, each one
including 6 adjacent seats divided by the central corridor in two 3-seats groups.
Each seat is equipped with its own reading lamp perfectly pointed on the users
(receivers) so that overall there are Nt,tot = 18 transmitting LEDs in the system.
For performance evaluation, we considered only the Nr = 6 passenger’s models
sitting in the central tier, each one with a receiving terminal. As proved in [109],
with the purpose of simulating the visible light propagation in the space and suc-
cessively compute the channel matrixes {H} and the electrical noise powers {σ2

n,k}
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(see Sect. 5.2), it is sufficient to model 3 seat tiers only. This is due to the fact that
the effect of further emitting devices has not significant impact on the considered
Nr central-tier passengers. In particular, in this work we assumed user devices
equipped with a single Osram BPW 34 Si-PIN photodetector (PD) characterized
by a 7.02 mm2 area, 60° Field-Of-View (FOV), 23 MHz bandwidth (with 10 V
reverse voltage), 2 nA dark current and an average responsivity over the visi-
ble spectrum η = 0.3. Moreover, with the aim of computing the receivers’ noise,
the analog front-end is modeled as a single amplifier stage (TIA) operated by a
LTC6268-10 operational amplifier with 1 pA/

√
Hz overall input-referred current

noise. We further assumed that the Nr central-tier passengers were jointly served
by Nt ≤ Nt,tot LEDs depending on the degree of coordination between emitting
LEDs, while the remaining NI = Nt,tot −Nt LEDs contributed as uncoordinated
interference that cannot be canceled by any mean, thus degrading the system per-
formance. Following the avionic layout for lightings proposed in [127] and [128],
we inserted 6 wash lights near the luggage compartment and pointed toward the
ceiling, 2 ceiling lights in the center of the corridor ceiling and pointed downward
and 6 side wall lights, as general LED illumination fixtures emitting a luminous
intensity of 1980 lm (assuming a LED luminous efficacy of 90 lm/W ) distributed
on a neutral white spectrum of 5000 K and a beam angle of 70 degrees. Moreover,
in order to consider the worst situation, we associated to each 3-seats group an
airplane window of 25 × 25 cm size from which both the direct sunlight and the
diffuse one (skylight) got into. We computed the solar radiation in clear sky condi-
tions (above clouds) at a reference altitude of 10000 m. Finally, the reading lamps
were modeled by employing typical parameters for avionic applications [129] such
as 100 lm average emitted luminous power, corresponding to PT = 0.58W , and
the same 5000 K neutral white spectrum, while we let the lamp emission angle
(i.e. directivity) varied in the simulations to find the optimal configuration for
this specific application. In particular, we tested 5 beam angles Θ: 10, 13, 20, 30,
45 degrees, being the first two (10, 13) the most commonly deployed in today’s
airplane cabins [129] and the other three (20, 30, 45) chosen to investigate new
possible solutions more suitable for the considered VLC on board Internet system
where each passenger may reasonably move its the terminal deviating from the
perfect alignment condition, but still maintaining the connectivity. The aim of
our valuation was twofold: i) show the impact of Θ on the average amount of
performance degradation (in terms of channel capacity) due to misalignment with
respect to the ideal static case; ii) investigate the performance gain provided by
precoding the transmitted signal when varying Θ and the degree of emitting LEDs
coordination, i.e, the number of sources that are jointly precoding and transmitting
signals to the same set of users. We considered different degrees of transmitters co-
ordination, so that the number of transmitting LEDs that perform joint precoding
and transmission can be either 3 (the reading lamps belonging to the same 3-seats
group), 6 (the lamps of the same seat-tier) or all the Nt,tot lamps (i.e., fully coordi-
nated system). In practice, since we assumed that each passenger can reasonably
move its terminal around the perfect alignment condition, we generated for each
passenger a set of 10 realistic movements chosen to efficiently sample the user’s
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available space and assuming that the receiver displacement from the best light-
beam alignment position along each of the three dimensions can range from 15 to
25 cm. Then, for each value of the beam angle Θ, we evaluated the performance by
averaging the user-capacity (computed as in (5.26)) over 60 channel realizations.
Precoder design under imperfect channel state information conditions is beyond
the scope of the chapter, hence, the precoding matrixes for ZFP in (5.27) and
THP in (5.32) have been computed by assuming perfect channel knowledge at the
transmitter side.

5.5.2. Results

The first set of results we present are plotted in Fig. 5.5. When the reading
lamps are perfectly pointed toward the users’ equipment (dashed line), the data-
rate capacity of the links (computed with (5.22)) exhibits a monotonic decrease
as the beam angle of the sources Θ increases: this effect is due to the increase of
the MLI as well as to the decrease of the optical power density that impinges the
receivers. When the receiving terminals move away (even slightly) from the center
of the light cone of the lamps (solid lines), the performance degrades rapidly and
the channel capacity, in case of precoding (considered here of degree 6), shows
a peak for Θmax = 20◦. In fact, when Θ < Θmax, the light cone of each LED
is so narrow that when the users move, they can easily fall out of the coverage
region, hence experiencing a drastic loss of signal power (inversely proportional to
Θ) which limits the performance. By contrast, as Θ > Θmax, the coverage area is
enlarged and thus the misalignments’ effect is less effective, but at the same time
this implies a strong increment of MLI, from both coordinated and uncoordinated
sources. As detailed in Sect. 5.4, TP completely cancels the MLI from the 6
coordinated sources, however, the performance of the system slightly decrease
with Θ both for the residual, uncoordinated interference and for the loss of signal
power (as for the static case). In this regard, Θmax = 20◦ turns out to be the
best solution for dynamic scenarios, since it provides the best balancing between
signal coverage (power) and residual MLI. As expected, the overall performance
gain provided by TP increases proportionally to Θ (and thus to the amount of
MLI): in particular, when employing THP, the achievable channel capacity for
Θ = Θmax = 20° is 7.88 bps/Hz, that can be considered high if compared to 5G
point-to-point communications (whose associated maximum modulation format
that can be employed is 256-QAM) [130]. The performance is upper-bounded
by the theoretical limit provided by ZF-DPC (dotted line) [117], although THP
almost matches such limit for most of the angles. Regarding the emission angle
of the lamps, it is worth noting that, since their angular light distribution is
optimized for providing a good passenger comfort (avoiding glare), the standard
commercially available reading lamps for airplanes emit on a beam angle between
10° and 15°. When those lamps are also intended for communication, the average
emitted power (and the consequent illumination level) is diminished to a certain
extent with respect to the nominal one (e.g. halved as here): we can therefore think
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to relax the tight constraint on the angle, tolerating a wider one such as Θ = 20°,
proved here to achieve the best performance even in case of transmitter-receiver
misalignment.

The user-rate obtained for different levels of TX coordination when employing
THP are depicted in Fig. 5.6, emphasizing the trade-off between achievable per-
formance and system complexity of the implementation. As expected, the latter
can be reduced, at the price of a performance loss, by decreasing the level of
transmitters’ cooperation from 6 (empty circle marker, used as reference in the
previous result) to 3 (filled circle marker), which still provides remarkable benefits
with respect to the unprecoded case (dashed line). Moreover, Fig. 5.6 shows that
the utmost performance limit can be reached by fully centralizing the transmission
(diamond marker): all the Nt,tot = 18 sources in the cabin are coordinated to serve
the Nr = 6 users. In this case all the MLI is suppressed by precoding, thus the
performance match the SNR-limited ones. This condition is, however, unpractical
in conventional aircraft VLC systems. Apart from the exponentially increasing
precoder complexity of a fully centralized transmission, the coordination among
sources of different tiers of seats is unfeasible: since the airplane fuselage in Fig.
5.4 is only a slice of the real one, precoding groups of 18 sources contemporarily
leads to an undesirable unfairness in users’ performance, inasmuch the passengers
belonging to the frontal and rear seat tiers of each group (e.g., edge users) are
affected by the interference of the adjacent, uncoordinated ones.

Remark 2. Here the focus is on the Boeing 737 airplane cabin. However, some
considerations on the possible effects of considering different scenarios can be made,
since airplane cabins mainly differ from each other in the spatial arrangements of
seats. Let us consider as an example the case of a two-corridor cabin (i.e., Boeing
777 [131]): in this case each seat-tier includes 10 seats divided into 3 groups of
3-4-3 (for Boeing 777-200) or 11 seats divided into 3-5-3 (for Boeing 777-300). The
4 (or 5) central passengers are mutually interfering while also interfered both by
the passengers on the left and by those on the right. This challenging scenario
is therefore characterized by stronger interference than the Boeing 737 considered
in this chapter, and that is the reason why the impact of the proposed non-linear
precoding techniques will be even more evident.

5.6. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) scheme is proposed for on-
board Visible Light Communications (VLC) systems in order to pre-compensate
for the strong Multi Light Interference (MLI) arising from the high number of ad-
jacent transmitters (i.e., LED reading lamps). The choice of THP relies in the fact
that, as already emphasized in Part I of this thesis, THP is a particularly suitable
precoding algorithm for communication scenarios characterized by strict transmit
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Figure 5.5.: Static (ideal) versus dynamic scenario: performance comparison by
varying the LED directivity for different precoding schemes

power constraints, such as wireline communications (see Part I, “Interference Can-
cellation Techniques for Wired Communication Systems: Next Generation Digital
Subscriber Lines”), or VLC covered here. To assess the benefits of the proposed
on-board VLC system based on THP, we performed numerical evaluations based
on ray tracing-generated channels for a standard-equipped Boeing 737 fuselage.
Numerical results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed THP-based VLC
system in providing high-speed connectivity to all the passengers. In particular,
THP guarantees a fair user performance even in the challenging case of transmitter-
receiver misalignment due to the user terminals’ movements. THP has been shown
not only to outperform conventional unprecoded VLC systems by more then 1.5
bps/Hz, but also linear Zero-Forcing precoding. Furthermore, it has been shown
that coordinating the 6 transmitters belonging to the same seat tier and employ-
ing 20° LED directivity presents the best trade-off between received power (high
LED directivity), the amount of MLI (low LED directivity), and overall system
complexity, thus providing robustness with respect to users’ movements and still
achieving almost 8 bps/Hz (256-QAM), used as ultimate target spectral efficiency
for 5G communication systems.
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6. The Genesis of Analog
MIMO-RoC: Do LAN Cables
Provide Enough Bandwidth for
Fronthaul Applications?

6.1. Introduction

N ext generation (5G and beyond) mobile systems are completely changing
the Radio Access Network (RAN) paradigm due to the ever-growing traffic

demand, and calling for the fulfillment of strict requirements in terms of through-
put, mobility, and latency. Pervasive deployment of a large number of antennas
appears to be the only viable solution to meet such requirements [4], though in-
troducing complicated interference scenarios. In this context, Centralized RAN
(C-RAN) [5] is a promising architecture able to address such challenging interfer-
ence management task. Leveraging centralized signal processing, C-RAN allows
to handle a massive number of antennas/cells, taking benefits from their mutual
cooperation for interference mitigation. Key enablers for C-RAN is the co-location
of BaseBand Units (BBUs) in so-called BBU pools, that allows centralized process-
ing and provides remarkable benefits in terms of programmability, scalability, and
cost reduction. The antennas, with all the Radio-Frequency (RF) functionalities,
are hosted at the Remote Antenna Units (RAUs), while modulation/demodulation
and precoding are performed at the BBUs.

The FrontHaul (FH) link between RAUs and BBUs is conventionally designed to
exchange digital In-phase and Quadrature (I/Q) signals streaming according to
the CPRI protocol [7], demanding analog/digital conversion at the RAU. As a
consequence, the expected increase in RF signal bandwidth and the massive num-
ber of antennas call into question the effectiveness of this digital I/Q streaming,
that would introduce a bandwidth expansion of RF signals over the FH that can
be as severe as 30x. Compression of digital I/Q signals [8] or more flexible RAN
functional split options [9] are not enough for bandwidth reduction. In contrast
with these newly proposed FH architectures, which are mostly digital, one possible
solution for high-rate/low-latency/synchronized RAU applications is to employ a
fully analog FH link [30, 12, 132].

In analog FH, the RAUs relay the Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals to/from
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Figure 6.1.: C-RAN architecture with joint deployment of fiber and copper

the BBUs after heterodyning, thus avoiding any bandwidth expansion due to dig-
itization or latency (up to the propagation only), which enables fairly precise
bit/carrier-frequency synchronized RAUs. Analog FH simplifies the FH, improves
the energy efficiency, and reduces hardware cost. Analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-
RoF) provides an effective example of analog FH, due to its capability to carry
several Gbit/s in terms of equivalent data-rate [133, 12]. However, A-RoF archi-
tecture would require the deployment of a large-scale and pervasive fiber optic
infrastructure whose cost can be excessive. Even if RoF could be based on Passive
Optical Networks (PON), the RAUs still need the power supply for optical sources
and electronics. As a consequence, this could make the economical benefits of us-
ing PON questionable, thus pushing to look for novel cost-effective solutions such
as Analog Radio-over-Copper (A-RoC), which has been gaining much attention
over the last years [30, 31, 134], and it is the focus of this chapter.

A-RoC is a complementary/alternative technology for FH that makes use of Lo-
cal Area Network (LAN) cables, which are nowadays already largely deployed in
buildings and enterprises, thus cutting the costs of the deployment of a brand-new
network infrastructure, mostly if considering indoor coverage. LAN cables contain
4 twisted pairs bonded together to provide at least 4 separated cable-pairs (or
space) channels with a bandwidth of up to 1GHz/pair (depending on the cable
type). Cat-5/6/7 cables enable the design of all-analog and low-cost fronthauling
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(at least for the last 100-200m), which, in principle, is capable of supporting a large
number of independent radio access channels (possibly corresponding to different
Radio Access Technologies, RATs) or a massive number of antennas at each RAU.

Despite of the potentially huge bandwidth capability offered by LAN cables, ex-
isting A-RoC solutions exploit mainly the low-frequency cable bandwidth [33, 31],
which is characterized by low attention and crosstalk interference. Moreover, they
are based on a 1-to-1 mapping between antennas and twisted-pairs, i.e., each
twisted-pair carries the signal coming to/from a single RAU antenna, which al-
lows to serve up to 4 antennas (e.g., 4x4 MIMO) per LAN cable, if all the 4
twisted-pairs are employed. The goal of this chapter is to show the great trans-
port capability provided by LAN cables, whose cable frequency can be exploited
far beyond the first few tens of MHz, thus providing enough bandwidth for indoor
fronthaul applications.

6.1.1. Chapter Contribution

In this chapter, we extend the conventional A-RoC FH architecture by introducing
a more flexible and efficient utilization of the transport capabilities of indoor LAN
cables. This novel architecture, referred to as A-MIMO-RoC, allows radio signals
coming to/from multiple RAU antennas to be freely mapped over the LAN cable
multiplexed over both space (i.e., the 4 space channels provided by the 4 twisted-
pairs) and frequency (i.e., the 1 GHz bandwidth available for each twisted-pair)
dimensions. The name A-MIMO-RoC comes from the structure of the overall
channel between the BBU and the end-users, which is modeled as the cascade of
a MIMO radio channel and a MIMO cable channel.

The characteristics of the most commonly employed LAN cables, e.g., Cat-5/6/7,
are revised in this chapter to delineate the link budget for the cascade of air and
copper links. Based on the link-budget, a feasibility study is conducted in order
to define the maximum number of independent RAT channels (or independent an-
tennas at every RAU) that can be allocated over different twisted-pairs/frequency
channels of a single LAN cable, while taking into account the maximum power
spectral density over cables to avoid extra-cable interference.

The numerical analysis shows that the equivalent data-rate that can be achieved
over copper-cable systems is large enough to make A-MIMO-RoC a more than
valid solution for 5G indoor networks over the last 100-200m.

6.1.2. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• S. H. R. Naqvi,A. Matera, L. Combi, and U. Spagnolini, “On the Transport
Capability of LAN Cables in All-Analog MIMO-RoC Fronthaul” in 2017
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IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), pp.
1–6, IEEE, 2017.

6.2. System Model and Parameters

The system model for the proposed A-MIMO-RoC architecture is shown in Fig.
6.2 for uplink transmission (downlink would be similar, see Chapter 8), where
N antennas at the RAU are connected to the BBU by a LAN cable with Nc = 4
twisted pairs to serveMS users. To simplify the reasoning here, users are equipped
with one antenna each, but any generalization is straightforward. Each RAU relays
towards the BBU (or any other mid-way equipment) the analog signals received
from the users after a proper Analog-to-Analog (A/A) conversion, which comprises
frequency downconversion of RF signal to match the cable frequency band and
signal amplification, as detailed later.
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Figure 6.2.: Block diagram of A-MIMO-RoC.

The signal xRAU
w ∈ CN received at the RAU antenna array (after downconversion)

is modeled as flat-fading (e.g., it corresponds to one subcarrier of OFDM/OFDMA
modulation) as

xRAU
w = Hws + nw, (6.1)

where Hw ∈ CN×MS is the air-link channel matrix from the MS users to the N
antennas, s ∈ CMS is the users signal, and nw ∼ CN (0, σ2

nI) is the air-link noise
at the antenna array with power σ2

n. The signal xBBU
w ∈ CN received at the BBU

after A/A is

xBBU
w = HcBxRAU

w + nc, (6.2)

where Hc ∈ CN×N is the space-frequency MIMO cable channel accounting for the
frequency-dependent Insertion Loss (IL, on the main diagonal elements [Hc]i,i)
and for the frequency-dependent Far-End Crosstalk (FEXT, on the off-diagonal
terms [Hc]i,j). The N signals are channelized into Space and Frequency Division
Multiplexing (SDM/FDM, respectively) over Nc twisted-pairs, each equipped with
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Nf cable bands. The overall LAN cable channel presents a block-diagonal structure
to guarantee the orthogonality of the cable-bands:

Hc = diag
[
Hc,1,Hc,2, . . . ,Hc,Nf

]
. (6.3)

Cable channel at the k-th frequency band Hc,k ∈ CNc×Nc contains the IL and
FEXT elements for the Nc spatial cable channels. The total bandwidth avail-
able over the Nf · Nc space-frequency cable channels should be NfNc ≥ N for
a given Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise (SINR) ratio degradation of the cable
(Sect. 6.3.2).

In order to cope with the impairments of the analog FH without any digital signal
processing at the RAU, the only degrees of freedom are the antenna mapping
onto cable and the design of the amplification for each copper/frequency-link.
In this regards, B is the amplifier gain matrix that is designed to minimize the
cable crosstalk effect by adjusting the transmitted power over each space-frequency
cable channel as detailed in Sect.6.4. The additive noise introduced by the cable
is nc ∼ CN (0, σ2

cI), and (6.2) becomes

xBBU
w = Hcxc + nc, (6.4)

where xc = BxRAU
w contains the signals transmitted from RAU to BBU over the

Nc twisted pairs and Nf cable frequency bands.

For LAN cables Nc = 4, and the total bandwidth depends on cable length and
type. Even if their bandwidth can be as high as approx. 1 GHz, here the analysis
is only for the first 500 MHz for the availability of experimental measurements and
models. Moreover, the analysis is for multiple antennas LTE system with 20-MHz
bandwidth that uses a global bandwidth of Bw = 22 MHz comprehensive of 10%
of guard band overhead for FDM over cables.

6.3. LAN Cables for Analog MIMO-RoC

The fronthaul capacity of the A-RoC architecture in [30] can be greatly enhanced
through A-MIMO-RoC, that efficiently exploits cables with multiple twisted pairs
as the 4-pairs of LAN cables detailed below.

6.3.1. Cables Characteristic

Standard LAN cables (Cat-5/6/7) are considered here for A-MIMO-RoC. Cat-5
cables are Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) cables, commonly deployed for com-
puter networks (e.g., Gigabit Ethernet) and their performances are mostly affected
by the system noise. Cat-6 cables are high-grade UTP cables with additional foil
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underneath the cable jacket, in which better noise and interference immunity is
achieved by increasing the twists density (> 2 twists/cm for Cat-6, compared to
1.5 twists/cm for Cat-5). Cat-7 cables offer lower signal attenuation and reduced
intra-cable interference through extensive shielding and foiling over each individual
twisted pair, and therefore can be used in a noisy environment, or to remarkably
increase the transport capability with respect to Cat-5 cables.

The transmission bandwidth over each copper link is typically considered up to 212
MHz for 100-m cables (e.g., G.fast as next generation DSL, see Part I of this thesis),
but it can reach as much as 1 GHz for LAN cables, especially for shorter distances
(≤ 50 m). Cable lengths can vary in a range between few meters up to several
hundreds of meters, but higher IL is associated with longer cables, thus reducing
the practically available transmission bandwidth as shown in Fig. 6.3. The analysis
is limited here to 50-m, 100-m and 200-m LAN cables over maximum bandwidth
of 500 MHz (limit due to the reliability of available measurements). Notice that,
even thought the total available bandwidth of each pair is Bc,max = 500 MHz, the
useful bandwidth for signal transmission Bc is reduced for the joint effect of IL
and FEXT, i.e., Bc ≤ Bc,max.

Fig.6.3 shows the characteristics of the 3 categories of cables in terms of average
(over pairs) IL versus frequency for varying cable length (Fig.6.3a), and in terms
of average IL and FEXT for 100-m length for varying Cat-type (Fig.6.3b). In
Fig.6.3b the noise-floor is highlighted assuming that its power spectral density
(typ. is −140 dBm/Hz) is normalized to the maximum spectral mask of signal
(−80 dBm/Hz). Cables have a low-pass characteristic that increases with cable
length as shown in Fig.6.3a. For the scope of having a transparent RoC, it is
meaningful to derive from Fig.6.3 the SINR versus frequency that is illustrated in
Fig.6.4 for Cat-6 cable and varying cable lengths (50, 100 and 200 m). It can be
noticed from Fig.6.4 that in case of longer cables (i.e., 200 m) the noise dominates
over FEXT limiting its usage up to 200 MHz.
Remark 6.1. In this chapter, as well as in the upcoming Chapters 7 and 8, we
assume for the sake of simplicity in numerical analysis that the cable channel
matrix Hc is approximately constant within each Bw-band (i.e., corresponding to
the radio signal bandwidth). However, in the reality the cable is not flat, i.e., Fig.
6.3 shows that for Cat-5 and Cat-6 cables 100m long the IL within 22-MHz varies
approx. 2 dB and 1.5 dB, respectively. Hence, we set the IL and FEXT coefficients
of the kth matrix Hc,k in (6.3) as the mean of the channel measurements over the
kth frequency band (see Fig. 6.3). If necessary, one could perform a sub-band
analysis within each 22-MHz band to resume this assumption without any relevant
changes to the analysis and final results.

6.3.2. Cable Resources Analysis

In the proposed A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling architecture, the signal from each
antenna is mapped over one of the different 22-MHz bands of LAN cable, as
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Figure 6.3.: Cable characteristics: a) IL vs frequency for 50m, 100m and 200m
and Cat-5/6/7 cables; b) cable IL and FEXT vs frequency for 100-m cables
(noise-floor is scaled from standard cable-design parameters)

shown in Fig.6.4. Given the bandwidth of each air-link Bw (that in the numerical
analysis is Bw = 22 MHz), the bandwidth to transport over cable the overall N
antennas is NBw, hence the cable transport capability must be

Nc∑
`=1

Bc,` ≥ NBw, (6.5)

where Bc,` is the useful transmission bandwidth on the `-th twisted pair of the
Nc in a cable subject to a minimal SINR level induced by the cable from Fig.6.4.
From (6.5), N ≤ Nmax and thus

Nmax =
Nc∑
`=1

⌊
Bc,`
Bw

⌋
(6.6)
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Figure 6.4.: Bandwidth of LTE signals and SINR vs frequency for Cat-6 cable,
100m length and its extrapolation to 50m, 200m

is the maximum number of independent RAT channels (or RAU antennas) that
can be allocated over a single LAN cable.

6.4. Power Allocation in A-MIMO-RoC

The main limitation in LAN cables is the crosstalk among twisted-pairs. Crosstalk
cancellation is the obvious solution to maximize the throughput over the copper,
but it requires the digitization and the corresponding digital signal processing at
the RAU, that is too energy and latency consuming compared to the all-analog
relaying (not to mention the cost). Instead, in A-MIMO-RoC power allocation
is used to optimize the power of the transmit signal x̃ over the space-frequency
copper channels such that the crosstalk among the cable pairs is minimized. Since
copper channel gains (IL and FEXT) are time-invariant compared to the air-
links, the power allocation problem consists in optimizing the gains of the diagonal
matrix B that scales the power of the input signal x prior to transmission over the
cable. This can be solved by adapting the Optimum Spectrum Balancing (OSB)
algorithm [64] to A-MIMO-RoC.
The SINR at the BBU follows from (6.4), and it can be represented for line n-th
and k-th subcarrier as

SINRnk =
|hn,nk |

2
pnk∑

m6=n
|hn,mk |2 pmk + σnk

, (6.7)
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where hn,mk = [Hc,k]n,m is the channel gain from cable pair m towards n (m→ n),
and pnk is the transmit signal power over the n-th cable pair at k-th frequency
band such that

pnk = E
{ ∣∣xnc,k∣∣2 }. (6.8)

The power pnk is optimized to minimize the crosstalk toward the other lines (n 6=
m), and the optimization problem for all the cable pairs (n) and sub-carriers (k)
can be stated as

max
p1,...,pNc

Nc∑
n=1

Rn

s.t. Pn ≤ Pn,Tot, n = 1...Nc,

0 ≤ pnk ≤ p
n,mask
k , n = 1...Nc and k = 1...Nf . (6.9)

In (6.9), Rn is the throughput of the n-th pair obtained by summing the contri-
butions from Nf sub-carriers with frequency spacing fs = 22 MHz (as in Fig. 6.4)
as

Rn = fs
∑
k

log2 (1 + SINRnk ) . (6.10)

Pn =
∑Nf
k=1 p

n
k is the sum power of all the sub carriers for line n, and it is con-

strained by the maximum transmit power of the cable amplifier Pn,Tot. The max-
imum transmit power per subcarrier is also constrained to pn,maskk . The required
transmit power on k-th subcarrier for all the cable pairs is [64]

pk = (Dk −ΛkAk)−1 Λkσk, (6.11)

where

Dk = diag
[
|h1,1
k |

2, |h2,2
k |

2, . . . , |hNc,Nck |2
]

(6.12)

Λk = diag
[
SINR1

k, SINR2
k , . . . , SINRNck

]
(6.13)

[Ak]n,m =
{

0 m = n

|hn,mk |2 m 6= n
, (6.14)

and the required SINRs in (6.13) are selected iteratively for different M-QAM
constellations to guarantee that power allocation is positive valued. The numerical
values here are derived from the LTE specifications [135]. The spectrum balancing
algorithm in [64] provides an efficient solution for the optimization problem in
(6.9), in the form of an amplifier gain matrix B ∈ RN×N . Such matrix is block
diagonal as in (6.3): B = diag(B1, . . . ,BNf ) and the Nc×Nc amplifier gain matrix
Bk for k-th subcarrier is

Bk = diag
[√

p1
k,
√
p2
k, . . . ,

√
pNck

]
. (6.15)
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To comply with the air-link specification for LTE, the spectral efficiency is upper-
limited to 8 bps/Hz, corresponding to the maximum constellation of the evolution
of LTE that supports up to 256-QAM.

6.5. Numerical Results

Simulation results for different cable types and lengths, based on the input param-
eters summarized in Table 6.1, are presented here to show the effectiveness of the
proposed A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling architecture. In particular, the number of
independent 20-MHz LTE signals (assumed to be equal to the number of anten-
nas Nmax) available on the cable channel is evaluated by considering modulation
parameters according to the LTE specifications [135]. The copper bandwidth Bc
is limited here up to 500 MHz even if the usage can be expanded up to 1 GHz and
beyond, as foreseen for future broadband access networks [136].

The results of OSB as defined in (6.9) are shown in Fig. 6.5 for a Cat-5 cable, and
reported in Tables 6.2, 6.3 for Cat-5/6/7. In order to compare the OSB for A-
MIMO-RoC with digital pre-compensation of FEXT at the RAU, the performance
of conventional Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) for FEXT compensation
in multi-pair copper cables (see Chapter 2 for further details) is shown as reference
in Fig. 6.5b, d, and in Table 6.3. In particular, the averaged (over the Nc pairs)
OSB transmit powers over the 22-MHz frequency bins are in the upper part of
Fig. 6.5, while the powers for each of the 4 twisted pairs are in gray lines. The
corresponding spectral efficiency, which is related to the M-QAM modulations of
LTE according to the specifications, is in the lower part of the same figure. The
power required for any given modulation scheme increases with cable impairments,
and consequently with frequency and length.

We observe that the 256-QAM (spectral efficiency of 8 bps/Hz) is guaranteed for
the entire 500-MHz bandwidth when using the 50-m cables. Increasing the cable
length, the 256-QAM requirements can be fulfilled over a reduced bandwidth up
to approx. 175 MHz and 25 MHz for 100 and 200-m cables. Comparison with
digital FEXT compensation shows a modest improvement compared to the cost.
The maximum useful bandwidth for transmission on each pair (Bc,`, second to last
column in Tables 6.2, 6.3) is obtained from Fig. 6.5c,d as the spectrum portion
corresponding to non-zero spectral efficiency and the total number of antennas is
computed for the useful transmission bandwidth as in (6.6). It is to be noticed
that the average sum power per line is always lower than 4dBm, that is the limit
of commercially available power driver for twisted-pairs. As expected, the maxi-
mum throughput is achieved by Cat-7 cables, due to its higher FEXT protection
capabilities.

The total number of allocable independent 20-MHz LTE channels that corresponds
to the number of antennas Nmax versus cable length is in Fig. 6.6 for all cable
types and considering also the impact of FEXT processing at the RAU as design
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Figure 6.5.: Transmit PSD (top) and average spectral efficiency vs frequency
(bottom), with OSB and with (right) or without (left) cable crosstalk compen-
sation for different lengths, Cat-5 cable.

parameter. Up to around 75 m, any cable (regardless the use of FEXT com-
pensation) allows to serve the maximum number of antennas compatible with
500-MHz bandwidth that is 88 ' 4× 500 MHz/22 MHz (i.e., 22 LTE channels on
each pair), which is limited by the 500-MHz bandwidth for reliable cable measure-
ments. Distance of 100 m on a LAN cable is considered as a reference, and at
least 55 independent LTE channels (or independent antennas) can be transported
using A-MIMO-RoC on Cat-5, thus proving the effectiveness of A-MIMO-RoC
fronthauling for the last 100 m of the C-RAN architecture. It is important to
notice that the beneficial effects of crosstalk compensation are modest, and can
be appreciated only for lower cable lengths where the interference dominates over
noise. This is a strong argument in favor of the usage of all-analog processing of
judicious power allocation in all-analog A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling to minimize
any latency of the I/Q signal transport.

6.6. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we considered the implementation of a novel fully-analog Radio-
over-Copper (RoC) fronthauling architecture, which exploits the pre-existing LAN
cabling infrastructure of buildings and enterprises for enhancing indoor coverage.
The proposed architecture, referred to as Analog MIMO-RoC (A-MIMO-RoC)
due to the cascade of a MIMO radio- over a MIMO cable-channel, enables a
more flexible and efficient exploitation of the transport capabilities of LAN cables.
In particular, the great potential provided by multi-pair LAN cables has been
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Table 6.1.: System Parameters for A-MIMO-RoC.

Table 6.2.: Cable resources and OSB parameters without cable crosstalk com-
pensation.

proved by evaluating the maximum number of antennas, or multi Radio Access
Technology (RAT) channels, that can be served by a single LAN cable for different
cable lengths and types. By numerical evaluation, we proved that the maximum
number of antennas (or 20-MHz LTE channels) that can be served by a 50-m Cat-5
cable is 88, and this value is limited by the cable bandwidth of 500 MHz considered
here. In particular, at least 60 antennas can be served by a cable of practical
length (100 m), thus enabling the design of A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling to serve a
RAU with a large number of antenna elements. The proposed radio-MIMO over
cable-MIMO allows the joint exploitation of space and frequency multiplexing on
both cable (multiple pairs) and air (multiple antennas) channels. Hence, a further
degree of freedom in the design of A-MIMO-RoC is given by the mapping between
the space-frequency channels, defined by antennas and radio spectrum, onto the
cable-pairs and cable-spectrum. This mapping, referred to as Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency multiplexing, is discussed in the following chapters.
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Table 6.3.: Cable resources and OSB parameters with cable crosstalk compensa-
tion.

Figure 6.6.: Number of antennas vs cables length for Cat-5/6/7 with OSB and
with or without cable crosstalk cancellation
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7. Analog MIMO RoC Uplink with
Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency Multiplexing

7.1. Introduction

C entralized Radio Access Network (C-RAN) with analog fronthauling based
on LAN cables, namely Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC),

has been introduced in the previous chapter as an attractive solution to extend
indoor coverage over distances longer than 100 m. A-MIMO-RoC encompasses
both the advantages of analog FrontHaul (FH) architectures and the cost-benefit
of reusing the pre-existing LAN cabling infrastructure of buildings. In summary,
the benefits of A-MIMO-RoC are as follows: i) large analog bandwidth availabil-
ity, ii) reduced deployment cost, iii) low-complexity of RF equipments powered
over the same copper cable (i.e., Power-over-Ethernet, PoE [31]), iv) low-latency
communication (i.e., limited to signal propagation only), and v) precise bit/carrier
frequency synchronization among multiple-antenna RAUs for MIMO joint process-
ing. Moreover, differently from existing indoor solutions that utilize mainly low
cable frequencies [31, 33], A-MIMO-RoC considered here pushes the frequency
cable usage up to several hundreds of MHz, thus fully exploiting the transport
capabilities of LAN cables.

Key enabler for A-MIMO-RoC is a more flexible and efficient usage of the space-
frequency cable resources, which are defined by the 4 mutually interfering twisted-
pairs (i.e., Space Division Multiplexing, SDM), each of which disposes of up to 1
GHz bandwidth (i.e., Frequency Division Multiplexing, FDM). In A-MIMO-RoC,
SDM and FDM dimensions are jointly exploited in order to take full advantage
of the LAN cables bandwidth capabilities. The overall channel between the BBU
and the end-user is thus modeled as a cascade of a MIMO radio channel over a
MIMO cable channel, where the multiple radio signals at the RAU antenna need
to be properly mapped onto the available cable resources. The main contribution
of this chapter is to show the potential of this mapping between antennas/radio-
spectrum and cable-pairs/cable spectrum, which is referred to as Space-Frequency
to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing. In particular, the goal is to show the
potential of the SF2SF technique alone to cope with cable impairments (in par-
ticular cable crosstalk), without getting the performance influenced by any other
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Figure 7.1.: RoC-based C-RAN employing LAN cables for SDM

cable equalization or power optimization technique, which are therefore not con-
sidered in this chapter. For the same reason, the analysis here is limited to the
uplink of the A-MIMO-RoC architecture in single-user settings. Once asserted the
potential of SF2SF alone for this simple A-MIMO-RoC system, the SF2SF tech-
nique has been extended in Chapter 8 to the more challenging multi-user settings,
and in combination with the precoding of the overall cascade of wired and wireless
channels.

7.1.1. Chapter Contribution

As a first step, the considered A-MIMO-RoC uplink system model and the al-
gebraic structure of the SF2SF multiplexing technique are detailed. Then, the
chapter is divided into two macro-sections, each of which considering a different
problem. The first part of the chapter considers the uplink of an outdoor multi-cell
mobile networks, in which the BBU serves a single-user through a RAU equipped
with multiple antennas. SF2SF multiplexing technique is designed in order to
jointly mitigate the impairments of the analog fronthauling and the interference
coming from neighboring cells. Following the A-MIMO-RoC concept, the analog
FH link is made by a single LAN cable which, in this first part of the chapter, is
assumed to be entirely dedicated to FH transmission. However, in indoor office
scenarios, the pre-existing building LAN cabling infrastructure may be already
used for other services, i.e., xDSL, PoE, other RAUs, etc. In this regards, in order
to consider a more realistic setting, it is mandatory to assess the performance of
the system by assuming that only a subset of the twisted-pairs contained into the
LAN cables is used for FH transmissions, while the remaining act as a source of
uncoordinated interference. This last case is discussed in the second part of the
chapter.
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7.1.2. Contribution in International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• A. Matera, L. Combi, S. H. R. Naqvi, and U. Spagnolini, “Space-Frequency
to Space-Frequency for MIMO Radio over Copper” in 2017 IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Communications (ICC), pp. 1–6, IEEE, 2017.

• A. Matera, and U. Spagnolini, "On the Optimal Space-Frequency to Fre-
quency Mapping in Indoor Single-Pair RoC Fronthaul” in 2017 IEEE Eu-
ropean Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC), pp. 1–6,
IEEE, 2017.

7.2. A-MIMO-RoC Uplink System Model

In this chapter, we consider the uplink of the A-MIMO-RoC architecture, where
signal multiplexing over the FH channel is achieved through space and frequency
division: the wireless signals at the RAU antennas, defined in the Space-Frequency
domain, are mapped onto the Space-Frequency channels of the wired access link
(SF2SF). In particular, copper cables (e.g., LAN cables) are considered, where the
space dimension is defined by the four twisted pairs bounded together into the
cable.
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Figure 7.2.: A-MIMO-RoC uplink general system model

Even if the analysis performed in this chapter is for a single-user, the system model
is described for a more general scenario with an arbitrary number of users M . In
particular, the uplink signals fromMS users served by a specific antenna array are
interfered by the signals coming from MI users deployed in a neighboring area,
where M = MS + MI is the total number of users in the system. The uplink
radio signals are received at the RAU by N antennas, and then directly relayed
in an all-analog fashion towards the BBU, where receiver processing is performed
(e.g., beamforming). Fig. 7.2 shows the main blocks that form the A-MIMO-RoC
architecture, whose details are given in the next sections (see Fig. 7.3 for a more
detailed block scheme). The considered system model is described in Fig. 7.2 and
Fig. 7.3 as the cascade of wireless and cable links, where the quantities related to
wireless and cable links have been denoted by subscript (·)w and (·)c, respectively.
The equivalent end-to-end signal model describing the signal xBBU

w , which is the
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signal that is first received at the RAU antennas from the users and then forwarded
to the BBU over the cable FH, is

xBBU
w = HSF (Hws + nw) + nc, (7.1)

where Hw is the channel matrix describing the wireless radio environment defined
in Sect. 7.2.1, and HSF is the equivalent FH cable channel matrix (referred to
as SF channel) comprising of SF2SF multiplexing operation (details are in Sect.
7.2.2). Vectors s and nw, defined in details in Sect. 7.2.1, contain the uplink user
signals and the noise at the antenna array, respectively.

A sample scenario is considered for performance evaluation in which beamforming
is performed at the BBU to separate the useful uplink signal from interference
arising from neighboring cells: the estimated user signal ŝ at the BBU is described
by

ŝ = W(Hw)xBBU
w . (7.2)

The SF channel is assumed to be maximally transparent to the beamformer
W(Hw), which is designed based only on the knowledge of the radio channel.
For simplicity, no fading nor multi-path propagation are considered in the fol-
lowing, but extension would just include a temporal processing to the channel
model. Furthermore, it is assumed a single user to be served in the area of interest
(MS = 1) just to avoid that the performance analysis is affected by the multiuser
processing. Accordingly, the single user signal s can be estimated from the signal
xBBU
w received at the BBU as

ŝ = wH(Hw) xBBU
w , (7.3)

where w ∈ CN is the spatial filter for the intended user.

In the following sections, each of the blocks shown in Fig. 7.2 is discussed in
details.

7.2.1. Radio Channel

The uplink radio signals received by the N antennas at the RAU, arranged in a
vector, are

xRAU
w = Hws + nr, (7.4)

where vector s ∈ CM collects the signals with power σ2
s transmitted by all theM =

MS +MI users, and it is approximated as Gaussian distributed: s ∼ CN (0, σ2
sI).
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Hw ∈ CN×M is the wireless channel matrix and nw ∼ CN (0, σ2
nI) is the N × 1

wireless noise vector, white with power σ2
n. The wireless channel model is based on

the far field approximation, and it accounts for the Directions of Arrival (DoAs)
of the signals as

Hw =
[
β1a(θ1) β2a(θ2) · · · βMa(θM )

]
, (7.5)

where β2
i = 1/d2

i is the path loss attenuation related to the distance di from the
i-th user to the array and a(θi) ∈ CN is the steering vector for the DoA θi of the
i-th user. Under the assumption of half-wavelength spaced Uniform Linear Array
(ULA) at the RAU, the steering vector for the i-th user is

a(θi) =
[
1 ejπ sin(θi) · · · ejπ(N−1) sin(θi)

]T
, (7.6)

where no fading nor multi-path propagation are considered.

7.2.2. Analog Transmission over the Cable Fronthaul Channel

xcyc xRAU
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<latexit sha1_base64="38yNrpOWZ1/E/1/fSR+5eP8DNZ4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnkzBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvTmIW2npWh3Pu5Z57wkQKg6776aytb2xubVd2qrt7+weHtaPjnolTzaHLYxnrQcgMSKGgiwIlDBINLAol9MPZTe73H0AbEas7nCcQRGyqxERwhlby/YjhfTjJ2osRH9XqbsMtQFeJV5I6KdEZ1b78cczTCBRyyYwZem6CQcY0Ci5hUfVTAwnjMzaFoaWKRWCCrMi8oOepYRjTBDQVkhYi/N7IWGTMPArtZJ7RLHu5+J83THHSDDKhkhRB8fwQCgnFIcO1sGUAHQsNiCxPDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbXtVG0f3vL3q6R32fAsv72qt5plMxVySs7IBfHINWmRNumQLuEkIU/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOeXOCfkD5+Mb+lqWPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38yNrpOWZ1/E/1/fSR+5eP8DNZ4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnkzBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvTmIW2npWh3Pu5Z57wkQKg6776aytb2xubVd2qrt7+weHtaPjnolTzaHLYxnrQcgMSKGgiwIlDBINLAol9MPZTe73H0AbEas7nCcQRGyqxERwhlby/YjhfTjJ2osRH9XqbsMtQFeJV5I6KdEZ1b78cczTCBRyyYwZem6CQcY0Ci5hUfVTAwnjMzaFoaWKRWCCrMi8oOepYRjTBDQVkhYi/N7IWGTMPArtZJ7RLHu5+J83THHSDDKhkhRB8fwQCgnFIcO1sGUAHQsNiCxPDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbXtVG0f3vL3q6R32fAsv72qt5plMxVySs7IBfHINWmRNumQLuEkIU/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOeXOCfkD5+Mb+lqWPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38yNrpOWZ1/E/1/fSR+5eP8DNZ4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnkzBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvTmIW2npWh3Pu5Z57wkQKg6776aytb2xubVd2qrt7+weHtaPjnolTzaHLYxnrQcgMSKGgiwIlDBINLAol9MPZTe73H0AbEas7nCcQRGyqxERwhlby/YjhfTjJ2osRH9XqbsMtQFeJV5I6KdEZ1b78cczTCBRyyYwZem6CQcY0Ci5hUfVTAwnjMzaFoaWKRWCCrMi8oOepYRjTBDQVkhYi/N7IWGTMPArtZJ7RLHu5+J83THHSDDKhkhRB8fwQCgnFIcO1sGUAHQsNiCxPDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbXtVG0f3vL3q6R32fAsv72qt5plMxVySs7IBfHINWmRNumQLuEkIU/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOeXOCfkD5+Mb+lqWPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="38yNrpOWZ1/E/1/fSR+5eP8DNZ4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnkzBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvTmIW2npWh3Pu5Z57wkQKg6776aytb2xubVd2qrt7+weHtaPjnolTzaHLYxnrQcgMSKGgiwIlDBINLAol9MPZTe73H0AbEas7nCcQRGyqxERwhlby/YjhfTjJ2osRH9XqbsMtQFeJV5I6KdEZ1b78cczTCBRyyYwZem6CQcY0Ci5hUfVTAwnjMzaFoaWKRWCCrMi8oOepYRjTBDQVkhYi/N7IWGTMPArtZJ7RLHu5+J83THHSDDKhkhRB8fwQCgnFIcO1sGUAHQsNiCxPDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbXtVG0f3vL3q6R32fAsv72qt5plMxVySs7IBfHINWmRNumQLuEkIU/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4yuOeXOCfkD5+Mb+lqWPQ==</latexit>

⇧c
<latexit sha1_base64="pNv0tZkHdK20RtFGPLaVYkqPvZ0=">AAACBnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvE0qaExESVWQjJFJGoqEMEnlIiWWdL5twyvmhuzUistLzFbRQ0SFafoOCf+FsXEDCNDea2dXOTZBIodFxPq3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/YB/WezpOFYcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnK/fw9Kizi6xXkCXsimkZgIztBIvl0fBbEc63lonmzUEQuf+3bDaToF6CpxS9IgJTq+/TUaxzwNIUIumdZD10nQy5hCwSUsaqNUQ8L4jE1haGjEQtBeVmRf0NNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR5PDMZMrzTy14u/ucNU5y0vExESYoQ8fwQCgnFIc2VMKUAHQsFiCxPDlRElDPFEEEJyjg3Ympaqpk+3OXfr5LeedM1/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qll6RNrkmHdAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RilXuHJE/sD6+AXhZmTw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pNv0tZkHdK20RtFGPLaVYkqPvZ0=">AAACBnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvE0qaExESVWQjJFJGoqEMEnlIiWWdL5twyvmhuzUistLzFbRQ0SFafoOCf+FsXEDCNDea2dXOTZBIodFxPq3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/YB/WezpOFYcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnK/fw9Kizi6xXkCXsimkZgIztBIvl0fBbEc63lonmzUEQuf+3bDaToF6CpxS9IgJTq+/TUaxzwNIUIumdZD10nQy5hCwSUsaqNUQ8L4jE1haGjEQtBeVmRf0NNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR5PDMZMrzTy14u/ucNU5y0vExESYoQ8fwQCgnFIc2VMKUAHQsFiCxPDlRElDPFEEEJyjg3Ympaqpk+3OXfr5LeedM1/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qll6RNrkmHdAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RilXuHJE/sD6+AXhZmTw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pNv0tZkHdK20RtFGPLaVYkqPvZ0=">AAACBnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvE0qaExESVWQjJFJGoqEMEnlIiWWdL5twyvmhuzUistLzFbRQ0SFafoOCf+FsXEDCNDea2dXOTZBIodFxPq3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/YB/WezpOFYcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnK/fw9Kizi6xXkCXsimkZgIztBIvl0fBbEc63lonmzUEQuf+3bDaToF6CpxS9IgJTq+/TUaxzwNIUIumdZD10nQy5hCwSUsaqNUQ8L4jE1haGjEQtBeVmRf0NNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR5PDMZMrzTy14u/ucNU5y0vExESYoQ8fwQCgnFIc2VMKUAHQsFiCxPDlRElDPFEEEJyjg3Ympaqpk+3OXfr5LeedM1/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qll6RNrkmHdAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RilXuHJE/sD6+AXhZmTw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pNv0tZkHdK20RtFGPLaVYkqPvZ0=">AAACBnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvE0qaExESVWQjJFJGoqEMEnlIiWWdL5twyvmhuzUistLzFbRQ0SFafoOCf+FsXEDCNDea2dXOTZBIodFxPq3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/YB/WezpOFYcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnK/fw9Kizi6xXkCXsimkZgIztBIvl0fBbEc63lonmzUEQuf+3bDaToF6CpxS9IgJTq+/TUaxzwNIUIumdZD10nQy5hCwSUsaqNUQ8L4jE1haGjEQtBeVmRf0NNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR5PDMZMrzTy14u/ucNU5y0vExESYoQ8fwQCgnFIc2VMKUAHQsFiCxPDlRElDPFEEEJyjg3Ympaqpk+3OXfr5LeedM1/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qll6RNrkmHdAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RilXuHJE/sD6+AXhZmTw=</latexit>

⇧T
c

<latexit sha1_base64="AFXniJJLjyM2bHv906Q9DKxiioY=">AAACCHicbVC5TsNAFFyHK4TLHB3NigiJKrIREikj0VAGKZeUGGu9eQmrrA/tPiMFKz/AV9BCRYdo+QsK/oW1SQEJ0+xo5j292QkSKTQ6zqdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g46OU8WhzWMZq17ANEgRQRsFSuglClgYSOgGk6vc796D0iKOWjhNwAvZOBIjwRkaybePBkEsh3oamicbNMXstuVz3646NacAXSbunFTJHE3f/hoMY56GECGXTOu+6yToZUyh4BJmlUGqIWF8wsbQNzRiIWgvK9LP6GmqGcY0AUWFpIUIvzcyFuo8oJkMGd7pRS8X//P6KY7qXiaiJEWIeH4IhYTikOZKmFqADoUCRJYnByoiypliiKAEZZwbMTU9VUwf7uLvl0nnvOYafnNRbdTnzZTJMTkhZ8Qll6RBrkmTtAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RkjXfOSR/YH18A+c6mgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AFXniJJLjyM2bHv906Q9DKxiioY=">AAACCHicbVC5TsNAFFyHK4TLHB3NigiJKrIREikj0VAGKZeUGGu9eQmrrA/tPiMFKz/AV9BCRYdo+QsK/oW1SQEJ0+xo5j292QkSKTQ6zqdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g46OU8WhzWMZq17ANEgRQRsFSuglClgYSOgGk6vc796D0iKOWjhNwAvZOBIjwRkaybePBkEsh3oamicbNMXstuVz3646NacAXSbunFTJHE3f/hoMY56GECGXTOu+6yToZUyh4BJmlUGqIWF8wsbQNzRiIWgvK9LP6GmqGcY0AUWFpIUIvzcyFuo8oJkMGd7pRS8X//P6KY7qXiaiJEWIeH4IhYTikOZKmFqADoUCRJYnByoiypliiKAEZZwbMTU9VUwf7uLvl0nnvOYafnNRbdTnzZTJMTkhZ8Qll6RBrkmTtAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RkjXfOSR/YH18A+c6mgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AFXniJJLjyM2bHv906Q9DKxiioY=">AAACCHicbVC5TsNAFFyHK4TLHB3NigiJKrIREikj0VAGKZeUGGu9eQmrrA/tPiMFKz/AV9BCRYdo+QsK/oW1SQEJ0+xo5j292QkSKTQ6zqdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g46OU8WhzWMZq17ANEgRQRsFSuglClgYSOgGk6vc796D0iKOWjhNwAvZOBIjwRkaybePBkEsh3oamicbNMXstuVz3646NacAXSbunFTJHE3f/hoMY56GECGXTOu+6yToZUyh4BJmlUGqIWF8wsbQNzRiIWgvK9LP6GmqGcY0AUWFpIUIvzcyFuo8oJkMGd7pRS8X//P6KY7qXiaiJEWIeH4IhYTikOZKmFqADoUCRJYnByoiypliiKAEZZwbMTU9VUwf7uLvl0nnvOYafnNRbdTnzZTJMTkhZ8Qll6RBrkmTtAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RkjXfOSR/YH18A+c6mgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AFXniJJLjyM2bHv906Q9DKxiioY=">AAACCHicbVC5TsNAFFyHK4TLHB3NigiJKrIREikj0VAGKZeUGGu9eQmrrA/tPiMFKz/AV9BCRYdo+QsK/oW1SQEJ0+xo5j292QkSKTQ6zqdVWlldW98ob1a2tnd29+z9g46OU8WhzWMZq17ANEgRQRsFSuglClgYSOgGk6vc796D0iKOWjhNwAvZOBIjwRkaybePBkEsh3oamicbNMXstuVz3646NacAXSbunFTJHE3f/hoMY56GECGXTOu+6yToZUyh4BJmlUGqIWF8wsbQNzRiIWgvK9LP6GmqGcY0AUWFpIUIvzcyFuo8oJkMGd7pRS8X//P6KY7qXiaiJEWIeH4IhYTikOZKmFqADoUCRJYnByoiypliiKAEZZwbMTU9VUwf7uLvl0nnvOYafnNRbdTnzZTJMTkhZ8Qll6RBrkmTtAknD+SJPJMX69F6td6s95/RkjXfOSR/YH18A+c6mgI=</latexit>

nc

HSF
<latexit sha1_base64="+XCgV+z/nTYSrjOwH5rjtUWDlqQ=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KIYJcFQbqsaB/QhjCZ3tahkwczN0IJWfoVbnXlTtz6IS78F5OYhbae1eGce7nnHi+SQqNlfRqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh4c9nUYKw49HspQDT2mQYoAeihQwjBSwHxPwsCbX+X+4AGUFmFwh4sIHJ/NAjEVnGEmuWZ97DO896ZJJ3WT2+vUNRtW0ypAV4ldkgYp0XXNr/Ek5LEPAXLJtB7ZVoROwhQKLiGtjWMNEeNzNoNRRgPmg3aSInhKT2PNMKQRKCokLUT4vZEwX+uF72WTeUy97OXif94oxmnLSUQQxQgBzw+hkFAc0lyJrBGgE6EAkeXJgYqAcqYYIihBGeeZGGcV1bI+7OXvV0n/vGln/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qml6RNOqRLeoSTmDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaMcqdI/IHxsc3yPyXug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XCgV+z/nTYSrjOwH5rjtUWDlqQ=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KIYJcFQbqsaB/QhjCZ3tahkwczN0IJWfoVbnXlTtz6IS78F5OYhbae1eGce7nnHi+SQqNlfRqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh4c9nUYKw49HspQDT2mQYoAeihQwjBSwHxPwsCbX+X+4AGUFmFwh4sIHJ/NAjEVnGEmuWZ97DO896ZJJ3WT2+vUNRtW0ypAV4ldkgYp0XXNr/Ek5LEPAXLJtB7ZVoROwhQKLiGtjWMNEeNzNoNRRgPmg3aSInhKT2PNMKQRKCokLUT4vZEwX+uF72WTeUy97OXif94oxmnLSUQQxQgBzw+hkFAc0lyJrBGgE6EAkeXJgYqAcqYYIihBGeeZGGcV1bI+7OXvV0n/vGln/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qml6RNOqRLeoSTmDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaMcqdI/IHxsc3yPyXug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XCgV+z/nTYSrjOwH5rjtUWDlqQ=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KIYJcFQbqsaB/QhjCZ3tahkwczN0IJWfoVbnXlTtz6IS78F5OYhbae1eGce7nnHi+SQqNlfRqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh4c9nUYKw49HspQDT2mQYoAeihQwjBSwHxPwsCbX+X+4AGUFmFwh4sIHJ/NAjEVnGEmuWZ97DO896ZJJ3WT2+vUNRtW0ypAV4ldkgYp0XXNr/Ek5LEPAXLJtB7ZVoROwhQKLiGtjWMNEeNzNoNRRgPmg3aSInhKT2PNMKQRKCokLUT4vZEwX+uF72WTeUy97OXif94oxmnLSUQQxQgBzw+hkFAc0lyJrBGgE6EAkeXJgYqAcqYYIihBGeeZGGcV1bI+7OXvV0n/vGln/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qml6RNOqRLeoSTmDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaMcqdI/IHxsc3yPyXug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+XCgV+z/nTYSrjOwH5rjtUWDlqQ=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KIYJcFQbqsaB/QhjCZ3tahkwczN0IJWfoVbnXlTtz6IS78F5OYhbae1eGce7nnHi+SQqNlfRqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh4c9nUYKw49HspQDT2mQYoAeihQwjBSwHxPwsCbX+X+4AGUFmFwh4sIHJ/NAjEVnGEmuWZ97DO896ZJJ3WT2+vUNRtW0ypAV4ldkgYp0XXNr/Ek5LEPAXLJtB7ZVoROwhQKLiGtjWMNEeNzNoNRRgPmg3aSInhKT2PNMKQRKCokLUT4vZEwX+uF72WTeUy97OXif94oxmnLSUQQxQgBzw+hkFAc0lyJrBGgE6EAkeXJgYqAcqYYIihBGeeZGGcV1bI+7OXvV0n/vGln/Oai0W6VzVTJMTkhZ8Qml6RNOqRLeoSTmDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaMcqdI/IHxsc3yPyXug==</latexit>

ADC/DAC LAN cableCat-5/6/7

Section viewCat-5 cable

...

UE1

UEMs

Analog RoC link50-200m 1

W(Hw)
<latexit sha1_base64="K4VqoQPcv6m/uIDjSpDLjDzJy3w=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3ZREhLosuOmygn1AG8JkeluHTh7M3Cgl1E/wK9zqyp249R9c+C8mMYK2ntXhnHu55x4vkkKjZX0YS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq65t9/RYaw4tHkoQ9XzmAYpAmijQAm9SAHzPQldb3KZ+d1bUFqEwTVOI3B8Ng7ESHCGqeSahwOf4Y03Srqz6g9tzty7U9esWDUrB10kdkEqpEDLNT8Hw5DHPgTIJdO6b1sROglTKLiEWXkQa4gYn7Ax9FMaMB+0k+QfzOhJrBmGNAJFhaS5CL83EuZrPfW9dDILqee9TPzP68c4unASEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyKtBuhQKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaVfltA97/vtF0jmr2VbNvjqvNOpFMyVyRI5JldikThqkSVqkTTi5J4/kiTwbD8aL8Wq8fY8uGcXOAfkD4/0LirSbZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4VqoQPcv6m/uIDjSpDLjDzJy3w=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3ZREhLosuOmygn1AG8JkeluHTh7M3Cgl1E/wK9zqyp249R9c+C8mMYK2ntXhnHu55x4vkkKjZX0YS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq65t9/RYaw4tHkoQ9XzmAYpAmijQAm9SAHzPQldb3KZ+d1bUFqEwTVOI3B8Ng7ESHCGqeSahwOf4Y03Srqz6g9tzty7U9esWDUrB10kdkEqpEDLNT8Hw5DHPgTIJdO6b1sROglTKLiEWXkQa4gYn7Ax9FMaMB+0k+QfzOhJrBmGNAJFhaS5CL83EuZrPfW9dDILqee9TPzP68c4unASEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyKtBuhQKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaVfltA97/vtF0jmr2VbNvjqvNOpFMyVyRI5JldikThqkSVqkTTi5J4/kiTwbD8aL8Wq8fY8uGcXOAfkD4/0LirSbZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4VqoQPcv6m/uIDjSpDLjDzJy3w=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3ZREhLosuOmygn1AG8JkeluHTh7M3Cgl1E/wK9zqyp249R9c+C8mMYK2ntXhnHu55x4vkkKjZX0YS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq65t9/RYaw4tHkoQ9XzmAYpAmijQAm9SAHzPQldb3KZ+d1bUFqEwTVOI3B8Ng7ESHCGqeSahwOf4Y03Srqz6g9tzty7U9esWDUrB10kdkEqpEDLNT8Hw5DHPgTIJdO6b1sROglTKLiEWXkQa4gYn7Ax9FMaMB+0k+QfzOhJrBmGNAJFhaS5CL83EuZrPfW9dDILqee9TPzP68c4unASEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyKtBuhQKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaVfltA97/vtF0jmr2VbNvjqvNOpFMyVyRI5JldikThqkSVqkTTi5J4/kiTwbD8aL8Wq8fY8uGcXOAfkD4/0LirSbZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4VqoQPcv6m/uIDjSpDLjDzJy3w=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3ZREhLosuOmygn1AG8JkeluHTh7M3Cgl1E/wK9zqyp249R9c+C8mMYK2ntXhnHu55x4vkkKjZX0YS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq65t9/RYaw4tHkoQ9XzmAYpAmijQAm9SAHzPQldb3KZ+d1bUFqEwTVOI3B8Ng7ESHCGqeSahwOf4Y03Srqz6g9tzty7U9esWDUrB10kdkEqpEDLNT8Hw5DHPgTIJdO6b1sROglTKLiEWXkQa4gYn7Ax9FMaMB+0k+QfzOhJrBmGNAJFhaS5CL83EuZrPfW9dDILqee9TPzP68c4unASEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyKtBuhQKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaVfltA97/vtF0jmr2VbNvjqvNOpFMyVyRI5JldikThqkSVqkTTi5J4/kiTwbD8aL8Wq8fY8uGcXOAfkD4/0LirSbZw==</latexit>

Hw
<latexit sha1_base64="vu4SwmFLE3tKmZetLwjwdCjo9YY=">AAAB/nicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RYhmwSRnBPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7iphCfgVtlrZia2/YuG/uLtuoYmnOpxzL/fcE2gpLLrup1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXRvFhkOHRzIy/YBZkEJBBwVK6GsDLAwk9ILZdeb37sFYEalbnGvwQzZVYiI4w1QaDkOGd8EkaS1GD6Nqza27Oegq8QpSIwXao+rXcBzxOASFXDJrB56r0U+YQcElLCrD2IJmfMamMEipYiFYP8kzL+hZbBlGVIOhQtJchN8bCQutnYdBOplltMteJv7nDWKcXPmJUDpGUDw7hEJCfshyI9IygI6FAUSWJQcqFOXMMEQwgjLOUzFO26mkfXjL36+S7kXdc+vezWWt2SiaKZMTckrOiUcapElapE06hBNNnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/GS05xc4x+QPn4xsZRpZQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vu4SwmFLE3tKmZetLwjwdCjo9YY=">AAAB/nicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RYhmwSRnBPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7iphCfgVtlrZia2/YuG/uLtuoYmnOpxzL/fcE2gpLLrup1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXRvFhkOHRzIy/YBZkEJBBwVK6GsDLAwk9ILZdeb37sFYEalbnGvwQzZVYiI4w1QaDkOGd8EkaS1GD6Nqza27Oegq8QpSIwXao+rXcBzxOASFXDJrB56r0U+YQcElLCrD2IJmfMamMEipYiFYP8kzL+hZbBlGVIOhQtJchN8bCQutnYdBOplltMteJv7nDWKcXPmJUDpGUDw7hEJCfshyI9IygI6FAUSWJQcqFOXMMEQwgjLOUzFO26mkfXjL36+S7kXdc+vezWWt2SiaKZMTckrOiUcapElapE06hBNNnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/GS05xc4x+QPn4xsZRpZQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vu4SwmFLE3tKmZetLwjwdCjo9YY=">AAAB/nicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RYhmwSRnBPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7iphCfgVtlrZia2/YuG/uLtuoYmnOpxzL/fcE2gpLLrup1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXRvFhkOHRzIy/YBZkEJBBwVK6GsDLAwk9ILZdeb37sFYEalbnGvwQzZVYiI4w1QaDkOGd8EkaS1GD6Nqza27Oegq8QpSIwXao+rXcBzxOASFXDJrB56r0U+YQcElLCrD2IJmfMamMEipYiFYP8kzL+hZbBlGVIOhQtJchN8bCQutnYdBOplltMteJv7nDWKcXPmJUDpGUDw7hEJCfshyI9IygI6FAUSWJQcqFOXMMEQwgjLOUzFO26mkfXjL36+S7kXdc+vezWWt2SiaKZMTckrOiUcapElapE06hBNNnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/GS05xc4x+QPn4xsZRpZQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vu4SwmFLE3tKmZetLwjwdCjo9YY=">AAAB/nicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RYhmwSRnBPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7iphCfgVtlrZia2/YuG/uLtuoYmnOpxzL/fcE2gpLLrup1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXRvFhkOHRzIy/YBZkEJBBwVK6GsDLAwk9ILZdeb37sFYEalbnGvwQzZVYiI4w1QaDkOGd8EkaS1GD6Nqza27Oegq8QpSIwXao+rXcBzxOASFXDJrB56r0U+YQcElLCrD2IJmfMamMEipYiFYP8kzL+hZbBlGVIOhQtJchN8bCQutnYdBOplltMteJv7nDWKcXPmJUDpGUDw7hEJCfshyI9IygI6FAUSWJQcqFOXMMEQwgjLOUzFO26mkfXjL36+S7kXdc+vezWWt2SiaKZMTckrOiUcapElapE06hBNNnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/GS05xc4x+QPn4xsZRpZQ</latexit>
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Figure 7.3.: Detailed block scheme of A-MIMO-RoC operations, including signal
mapping (Πc) and demapping (ΠT

c ) by SF2SF multiplexing

A-MIMO-RoC architecture is an attractive solution for low-latency/low-complexity
applications that require full RAU synchronization, and this is due to the full ana-
log transmission of radio signals over the FH. In this regards, no complex digital
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signal processing is allowed at the RAU, which acts as an amplify-and-forward relay
node, and whose only task is to relay the radio signals xRAU

w to the BBU multi-
plexed both in space and frequency dimensions over the cable FH. A detailed block
scheme of the A-MIMO-RoC operations, including signal mapping/demapping by
SF2SF, is in Fig. 7.3. The signal received at the BBU over the cable link prior to
beamforming (W(Hw)) and signal demapping (ΠT

c ) is thus

yc = Hcxc + nc, (7.7)

where Hc ∈ CNc×Nc is the FH wired access link detailed in Sect. 7.2.2.1 and
xc ∈ CNc×1 is the transmit cable signal forwarded by the RAU over the cable
FH, which is obtained by opportunely mapping the radio received signal xRAU

w

in (7.4) over the SF cable resources, as detailed in Sect.7.2.2.2. Finally, vector
nc accounts for those impairments introduced by the wired FH access link that
cannot be mitigated by any signal processing technique, and thus need to be
treated as noise at the receiver (e.g., additive noise or uncoordinated/uncanceled
interference). Vector nc is distributed as nc ∼ CN (0,Rc), where the structure
of the spatial cable covariance matrix Rc depends on the considered scenario. In
Sect. 7.4, where the FH signal is jointly transmitted over all the four twisted-pairs
of the LAN cable, Rc contains only additive white Gaussian noise uncorrelated
over pairs, i.e.,

Rc = σ2
cI. (7.8)

However, in Sect. 7.5, where only one pair is used for FH transmission, while
the others are used to carry different services acting as sources of uncoordinated
interference, the cable covariance matrix Rc accounts also for the FEXT coming
from the interfering pairs as

Rc = σ2
cI + RFEXT. (7.9)

7.2.2.1. Space-Frequency Cable Fronthaul Channel

The FH cable channel Hc in (8.6) is equivalent to a large MIMO system in the
Space-Frequency (SF) domain defined by Ns SDM channels (i.e., the Ns twisted-
pairs bonded together into the cable, Ns = 4 is typical for LAN cables) and Nf
FDM channels for a total of Nc = Ns ·Nf SF resource blocks on cable. To simplify
the discussion here, it is assumed that the total number of available SF cable
channels Nc exactly equals the total number of RAU antennas N (i.e., Nc = N),
even if in practice it could be relaxed to Nc > N with further benefits. The
matrix cable channel Hc accounts for cable IL (diagonal terms, [Hc]i,i) and for
cable FEXT between all the N cable channels (off-diagonal terms, [Hc]i,j). Since
cross-cable interference occurs only among spatial channels at the same frequency,
it is straightforward to describe Hc by the block diagonal matrix

Hc = diag(Hc,1,Hc,2, . . . ,Hc,Nf ), (7.10)
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Figure 7.4.: General Space-Frequency wired access link: (upper) mathematical
and (lower) physical model

where each of the Nf diagonal blocks Hc,f ∈ CNs×Ns is the cable channel matrix
at the f -th frequency band (frequency bands are disjointed). In particular, the
main diagonal element [Hc,f ]ii contains the IL for the i-th twisted-pair at the f -th
frequency band, while the off-diagonal element [Hc,f ]ij , with i 6= j, represents the
FEXT between twisted-pair j-th and i-th at the f -th frequency band.

7.2.2.2. RAU Transmit Cable Signal

The RAU transmit cable signal xc is relayed to the BBU over the cable FH mul-
tiplexed in space and frequency dimensions, hence, it is conveniently defined as

xc = [xTc,1,xTc,2, ...,xTc,Nf ]T , (7.11)

where xc,f ∈ CNs×1 are the symbols transmitted over the Ns twisted-pairs at the
f -th frequency band. In particular, [xc,f ]j denotes the RAU symbol transmitted
over the j-the twisted-pair at the f -th cable frequency band.

The cable symbols xc are obtained at the RAU by mapping the N symbols xRAU
w =

[xRAU
w,1 , xRAU

w,2 , ..., xRAU
w,N ]T received from the users over the radio channel onto the

N SF cable channels. This mapping operation is described by

xc = ΠcxRAU
w , (7.12)

where Πc is a permutation matrix that maps the radio symbols xRAU
w received at

the N RAU antennas onto N SF blocks over the cable properly selected according
to SF2SF multiplexing criteria (see Sect. 7.3). In other words, [xRAU

w ]n denotes
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the RAU symbol which is first received at the n-th RAU antenna, and then relayed
over the cable FH in a specific SF block defined by matrix Πc.

SF2SF multiplexing operators Πc are mutually signaled between RAU and BBU.
In practice, the choice of the optimal SF2SF multiplexing Πc is taken at the BBU.
Then, this information is signaled to the RAU that maps the symbols from the
N antennas onto the N SF cable blocks by the matrix Πc. Finally, the BBU
applies an inverse permutation ΠT

c to the received symbols yc, in order to map
the symbols back from the SF cable FH blocks as

xBBU
w = ΠT

c yc. (7.13)

The overall model describing the communication between RAU and BBU over
cable is then described by

xBBU
w = HSFxRAU

w + nc, (7.14)

where

HSF = ΠT
c HcΠc (7.15)

is the equivalent SF permuted cable channel, and the statistical properties of nc
are invariant for permutations so that ΠT

c nc → nc. Notice that Eq. 8.12 is fully
equivalent to the end-to-end signal model previously introduced in Eq. (7.1).

7.3. Algebraic Structure of Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency Multiplexing

An effective technique to mitigate the cable FH impairments for the considered sce-
nario, which requires low-cost/complexity/latency RAUs, is given by the resource
allocation between the SF resource blocks over the cable and the SF resources
over the wireless link, referred here to as SF2SF multiplexing. This multiplexing
operation determines on which cable SF channel each of the RAU signals xRAU
must be relayed efficiently to the BBU. This is described by

xc = ΠcxRAU
w , (7.16)

where the permutation matrix Πc ∈ {0, 1}N×N is a unitary (i.e., ΠcΠT
c = ΠT

c Πc =
I) binary matrix having a single non-zero entry per row/column. Matrix Πc de-
scribes how the RAU symbols xRAU, received by the N RAU antennas, are multi-
plexed onto the cable transmit symbols xc in both space and frequency dimensions,
and then transmitted to the BBU. Consistently with the definition of the transmit
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cable symbols xc, the following notation is adopted to highlight the partitioning
in mapping operation performed by Πc:

Πc = [p11, ...,p1Ns︸ ︷︷ ︸,
1st freq

...,p21, ...,p2Ns︸ ︷︷ ︸,
kth freq

...,pNf1, ...,pNfNs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nth
f

freq

]T .

The row of Πc is pTfj = [p1
fj , p

2
fj , ..., p

N
fj ], where the single non-zero entry pnfj selects

the RAU symbol [xRAU]n received at the n-th RAU antenna, and to be relayed
toward the BBU over the j-th pair at the f -th frequency band of the copper cable:

[xc,f ]j = pTfjxRAU
w . (7.17)

Each permutation matrix Πc is univocally identified by a vector π = [π1, π2, ..., πN ]T
storing all the indexes of the non-zero elements of the rows of matrix Πc, i.e., πn
is the index of the non-zero element of the n-th row of matrix Πc.

Example To gain some insights on the multiplexing performed by Πc, let us
assume a very simple 4×4 reference channel model Hc compound of 2 frequencies
defined as

Hc =


α(1,1) β1 0 0
β1 α(2,1) 0 0
0 0 α(1,2) β2
0 0 β2 α(2,2)

 , (7.18)

where α(i,f) = [Hc,f ]ii is the IL coefficient for the i-th twisted-pair (tpi) at f -th
cable frequency band (ff ) and βf = [Hc,f ]ij , ∀ i 6= j, is the FEXT coefficient
at ff (for simplicity in this example we assume symmetric FEXT coefficients for
the two pairs at each frequency, although this is not true in general). Let us
consider the RAU signal xRAU

w ∈ C4×1, which is first received by a RAU with 4
antennas over the radio channel, and then transmitted over the cable channel to the
BBU. Let us assume the following desired SF2SF multiplexing between cable and
air resources: Ant1 →(tp1,f2), Ant2 →(tp1,f1), Ant3 →(tp2,f2), Ant4 →(tp2,f1),
where Antn →(tpi,ff ) means that the RAU signal [xRAU]n, that has been received
at the n-th RAU antenna Antn, is transmitted to the BBU over the i-th cable
pair at the f -th frequency band. This operation is performed by the permutation
matrix

Πc =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

 (7.19)
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leading to the permuted channel matrix HSF = ΠT
c HcΠc. Hence, according to

(8.12), the transmitted signal at the RAU yields

xBBU
w︷ ︸︸ ︷
xw,1
xw,2
xw,3
xw,4

 =


α(1,2) 0 β2 0

0 α(1,1) 0 β1
β2 0 α(2,2) 0
0 β1 0 α(2,1)


xRAU
w︷ ︸︸ ︷
xw,1
xw,2
xw,3
xw,4

+ nc, (7.20)

which shows that the above mapping rules are met: e.g., the RAU signal
[
xRAU
w

]
2,

received at the 2nd RAU antenna, is relayed to the BBU over the 1st pair at the 1st

frequency band, (tp1,f1)→ Ant2. However, it is important to notice also that the
relay over the cable introduces interference among the RAU symbols which needs
to be carefully handled. The aim of this chapter is to show that by a proper SF2SF
multiplexing, this interference can be mitigated, leading to significant performance
improvement at virtually no-cost at RAU, and transparently to the end-to-end link.

7.4. Analog MIMO-RoC for Outdoor Multi-Cell
Mobile Systems with Dedicated LAN Cable

In this section, the potential of SF2SF technique is evaluated in the uplink of a
multi-cell outdoor mobile network in which the analog FH cable is entirely dedi-
cated to FH signal transmission. In the scenario considered here, the BBU serves
through a multiple-antenna/all-analog RAU a single-user, which gets interference
from two neighboring cells. To have meaningful results, SF2SF performance eval-
uation is carried out assuming that beamforming is performed at the BBU to
separate the single-user useful uplink signal from from inter-cell interference. The
wired channel is assumed to be maximally transparent to the beamformer that is
designed based only on statistical (i.e., not instantaneous) knowledge of the radio
channel.

In more details, the contributions of this first part of the chapter are three-fold:
i) we propose Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing for A-
MIMO-RoC, which is a novel resource allocation strategy based on the mapping of
multiple radio signals at the RAU antennas onto multiple space-frequency resource
blocks over the LAN cable, ii) we evaluate the performance of the proposed A-
MIMO-RoC architecture in terms of radio-link performance metrics considering a
realistic uplink radio scenario, and iii) we show that, even without any pre-/post-
equalization of the MIMO cable at the BBU, the performance of the proposed
architecture attains that of the ideal fronthauling when properly designing SF2SF
multiplexing.
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7.4.1. BBU Processing: Minimum Variance Distortionless
Response Beamforming

Digital beamforming is performed at the BBU in order to separate the signal of the
user of interest from the interference coming from neighboring cells. We consider
Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamforming [137, 138], for
which vector w ∈ CN in (7.3) is the spatial filter for the DoA of the user defined
as

w = R−1
x a(θUE)

aH(θUE)R−1
x a(θUE)

. (7.21)

Rx is the covariance matrix of the radio received signal x in (7.4), which contains
both the signal of interest and the interference plus noise as

Rx = β2
UEa(θUE)aH(θUE) + Rn+i, (7.22)

where β2
UE is the received power at the array from the user of interest, and Rn+i =

RI + σ2
nI is the spatial covariance matrix at the antenna array comprising both

the interference coming from neighboring cells, i.e., RI , and the radio noise, i.e.,
σ2
nI.

It is realistic to assume that, while the DoAs of the users in the served area
are known (or separately estimated), information about the interference is not
available instantaneously, but rather in terms of spatial covariance for the beam-
forming design at the BBU. In the following, the interference covariance matrix
RI is computed assuming a set of interferers uniformly distributed over one or
more interfering areas. A detailed description of the statistical interference model
is in Appendix A.1.

7.4.2. Performance Metrics and Cable Degradation

The performance degradation due to the spatial crosstalk introduced by the FH
link is evaluated primarily in terms of SINR at the decision variable ŝ for the user.
SINR after beamforming, in the ideal case of transparent fronthauling where BBU
and RAU are co-located (i.e., HSF = I), is

SINRideal(θUE) = σ2
s |wHa(θUE)|2

wHRn+iw
. (7.23)
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For a non-ideal SF fronthauling, the received signal at the beamformer is that
of (7.1), and the SF channel matrix HSF is included in the SINR expression
accordingly:

SINR(θUE) = σ2
s |wHHSFa(θUE)|2

wHHSF (Rn+i + Rc)HH
SFw

, (7.24)

where we recall that in this case the cable covariance matrix is Rc = σ2
cI, as in

(7.8).

Moreover, to gain insight into how the system performances scale with the an-
tenna array dimension, an average SINR per user is also evaluated by assum-
ing that θUE is uniformly distributed and averaging SINR(θUE) over θUE as
SINR = EθUE [SINR(θUE)].

7.4.3. Hill-Climbing Approach for SF2SF Mapping

The optimal SF2SF mapping of each antenna onto each cable and frequency can be
found by solving a non-trivial integer programming optimization problem, whose
complexity is O(N !). This is the number of possible permutations for a N × N
matrix and the number of all possible SF2SF mappings. It is therefore mandatory
to adopt a sub-optimal, but still effective, resource allocation algorithm, especially
when dealing with a massive number of antennas (say N > 100). In this chapter,
we propose to find a suboptimal solution through an iterative local search with
relatively low computational cost. In general, the optimization problem set by
the SF2SF mapping consists in defining an optimal mapping between the N radio
signals from the antennas of the array and all the Ns · Nf ≥ N available SF
channels. The problem is considered here in a simplified version, in which we
assume that Ns ·Nf = N and Ns = 4, to gain insight into the interplay between
the crosstalk introduced by HSF and the SF channel mapping. In Section 7.4.4.3,
unless otherwise explicitly stated, it is assumed that, for N antennas, the first
Nf = N/4 frequency bands of 22-MHz are allocated (i.e., the channels are allocated
by increasing level of crosstalk).

In particular, the hill-climbing approach, adapted from Intelligence Artificial prob-
lems [139], is used to find the (sub)optimal SF channel mapping based on a local
search iterative algorithm, explained in the following and summarized in Algo-
rithm 7.1. For any permutation, univocally defined by a vector π = [π1, . . . , πN ]T
as in Section 7.3, the set of all the neighboring permutations at a (integer) dis-
tance dp is defined as the set of all vectors obtained by permuting in any way
all subset of dp elements in π. The algorithm starts from an initial permutation
π0, randomly chosen, and updates the solution as follows: at the k-th step all the
neighbors {πnear,k} at distance lower than or equal to dp from the present solution
πopt,k are computed, together with the corresponding SINR values (7.24). The
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best neighbor πbest
near,k is compared to πopt,k in terms of associated SINR: if the

best neighbor has greater SINR with respect to πopt,k the solution is updated to
πopt,k+1 = πbest

near,k and another iteration is performed, otherwise the final solution
is πopt,k. The number of iterations Nit needed to reach the solution is proportional
to the dispersion of the solution set (i.e., high dispersion means that there is room
for channel assignment optimization), and it depends both on the radio-link SNR
and on the number of RAU antennas N . However, it cannot be known in advance
and needs to be evaluated numerically. The hill-climbing algorithm is clearly sub-
optimal as it will select as solution the first local maximum for the SINR, but the
performances are close to the exhaustive O(N !) search as shown in Section 7.4.4.3.

Algorithm 7.1 Iterative hill-climbing algorithm for (sub)optimal SF2SF mapping

1. Input: radio scenario parameters, cable characteristics, max. neighbor dis-
tance dp;

2. Initialize π0 and compute SINR(π0) from (7.15) and (7.24);

3. while SINR(πbest,k) > SINR(πbest,k−1)
a) compute neighboring permutations {πnear,k} at distance d ≤ dp from

πbest,k−1;
b) πbest,k = argmaxπ SINR(πnear,k);

4. end while

5. Output: πbest,k.

7.4.3.1. Hill-Climbing Computational Complexity

The evaluation of the optimal SF2SF multiplexing Πc matrix follows from the
positions of UEs by the directional channel Hw, and, for each specific setting,
the choice of Πc remains unchanged. In perspective, a number of possible config-
urations between UEs’ positions and corresponding optimal SF2SF permutation
matrices can be pre-computed and indexed when needed. This follows a learning
approach of the context (not covered here, left as future work) which represents
an obvious solution for practical implementations.

In any case, the hill-climbing algorithm should be run for each UEs configuration,
and its computational complexity can be measured by the total number of times,
denoted by K, that the SINR value in (7.24) needs to be evaluated in order to
reach the solution. In the case of the SF2SF multiplexing by exhaustive search, for
example, it corresponds to the total number of possible reference channel permu-
tations: Kexh = N !. The computational complexity of the hill-climbing algorithm
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needs to account for the fact that, for each of the Nit hill-climbing iterations, an
exhaustive search over all the neighboring permutations must be performed ac-
cording to the neighboring distance dπ. Given a specific neighboring distance dπ,
the cardinality of the neighboring permutations set Kdπ is

Kdπ =
dπ∑
n=2

(
N

n

)
·!n, (7.25)

where !n = n! ·
∑n
i=0

(−1)i
n! is known as derangement number or de Montmort

number, which is defined as the number of permutations of the elements of a set,
such that no element appears in its original position (details are in Appendix A.2).
Then, the overall computational complexity is obtained as

K = Kdπ ·Nit. (7.26)

N 4 20 36 52 68 84 100 116 132 148 164 180
Kdπ 6 190 630 1326 2278 3486 4950 6670 8646 10878 13366 16110

Table 7.1.: Cardinality of the neighboring set Kdπ for different values of RAU
antennas N and dπ = 2

The values of the cardinality of the neighboring permutation setKdπ corresponding
to the values of the number of RAU antennas N considered in the numerical
evaluation are reported in Table 7.1 for dπ = 2.

7.4.4. Simulation Settings and Results

7.4.4.1. Radio Scenario

The scenario considered in this section includes interference coming from two areas
in the surroundings of the antenna array. The interference spatial covariance
matrix RI at the RAU antenna array in (7.22) is computed for the average number
of active interfering usersMI and the angular position γ, the size r and the distance
d of the two interfering areas (e.g., cells, hot-spots, access points, etc..). In the
following numerical evaluations, we consider the presence of MI/2 = 2 active
users (on average) in each of the two interfering areas, which differ both in size
and distance. The first one is at γ1 = −50◦, r1 = 100m, d1 = 250m while the
second at γ2 = 50◦, r2 = 30m, and d2 = 150m as in Fig. 7.6a. In all the results, a
20-dB radio-link SNR is considered.

7.4.4.2. Cable Scenario

As discussed in the previous chapter, LAN cables (Cat-5/6/7) contain Ns = 4
twisted pairs providing the space multiplexing dimension, where each pair can
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accommodate a bandwidth up to 1 GHz (depending on cable type, length, etc..).
In this section, we assume that all the twisted pairs are used for the FH signal. In
particular, IL and FEXT vary in frequency as shown in Fig. 7.5 for a measured
Cat-6 cable, which is the cable type used here for performance evaluation. It is
assumed that the frequency division is made by 22-MHz bands, corresponding to
20-MHz LTE-like channels plus an additional 10% guard interval, and that the
cable channel is approximately frequency-flat within each 22-MHz band for the
construction of the channel matrix Hc. Hence, since the cable is not flat, for
the sake of numerical analysis (Section 7.4.4), the coefficients of the k-th matrix
Hk in (8.7) are obtained as the mean of the channel measurements over the k-th
frequency band.
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Figure 7.5.: Cat-6 cable characterization for 50m length and its extrapolation to
100m and 200m

7.4.4.3. Numerical results

Numerical validation for the proposed fronthauling architecture has been carried
out evaluating the SINR at the decision variable by varying the angular position
θUE of the user of interest within the coverage area of the antenna array (i.e.,
[-60°,60°]). An experimentally measured Cat-6 LAN cable of 50m with 1GHz/pair
bandwidth is used for the FH link in all the settings, using typical parameters as
-76dBm/Hz transmit power spectral density per pair and -140dBm/Hz noise floor.
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The attenuation of the signals received over each twisted-pair and frequency band
has been compensated at the BBU, which amplifies the received signals (both
interference and noise have been scaled accordingly) prior to receive beamforming.
Fig. 7.6 shows the results for N = 8 antennas at the RAU. To highlight the effect
of SF2SF mapping, we assume that the N = Ns · Nf SF channels are obtained
with Nf = 2 frequency slots allocated over the Ns = 4 twisted pairs contained in
the LAN cable. The two frequency slots are taken around 300MHz to investigate
the impact of SF2SF in case of relatively severe crosstalk. Moreover, in Fig. 5 the
accuracy provided by the hill-climbing algorithm with respect to an exhaustive
search over all the possible N ! SF2SF channel mappings is proved.
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Figure 7.6.: a) Interference scenario and b) SINR versus θ highlighting the effect
of all possible SF2SF mapping (gray lines) and the optimum values (red dash-
dotted line)

The SINR degradation due to the two interfering areas at ±50° is apparent. The
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gray lines represent the SINR for some of the possible cable channel assignments to
antennas versus the angles, showing the great gain the can be achieved by selecting
the best permutation at each angle (dashed-dotted red line) which attains the
performance of ideal fronthauling (i.e., HSF = I, dashed blue line). Moreover,
the iterative search algorithm, although suboptimal, approaches the performance
guaranteed by the exhaustive search with much lower computational complexity
that is a major issue with large antenna arrays.
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Figure 7.7.: a) Average SINR at the decision variable ŝ vs number of antennas
(N), b) cost of the optimization algorithm in terms of number of iterations (Nit)

The performances obtained increasing dramatically the number of RAU antennas
are shown in Fig. 7.7 in terms of mean SINR (averaged over the DoAs θUE)
and cost of the iterative algorithm used, identified with the number of iterations
Nit (Section 7.4.3). The gray lines are obtained averaging the SINR achieved by
a representative number of random permutations (fixed SF2SF mapping for all
θUE).

It is to be noticed that, being the overall available spectrum in the LAN cable
approximately equal to Ns · 1GHz = 4GHz, and considering 22-MHz RF signals
at each antenna, the maximum number of allocable antennas by SF2SF mapping
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is approx. 180. However, from Fig. 7.7 we observe that it seems to be counter-
productive to allocate more then 116 RAU antennas (corresponding to approx. 650
MHz) due to the joint effect of FEXT and noise. For a relatively small number
of antennas (< 36), since at low frequencies the impact of crosstalk is limited (see
Fig. 7.5), the effect of (sub)optimal SF2SF mapping is negligible. On the contrary,
increasing the number of antennas, those should be allocated on the high-frequency
spectrum, for which the impact of crosstalk is severe and allocation should be
judiciously chosen. As a result, and confirmed by Fig. 7.7, when using such
spectrum portion it is mandatory to employ the SF2SF mapping, which provides
up to approx. 6-dB gain in SINR approaching the ideal fronthauling, at least up
to 650 MHz (i.e., N = 116).
The cost associated with such result is proportional to the gain provided: the
SINR improvement with respect to a fixed channel mapping presents the same
behavior of the cost curve, where the cost is defined as Nit (averaged over θUE).
Just to take a practical example, the heuristic SF2SF solution for N = 68 antennas
requires the computation of K = Kdπ · Nit = 2278 · 2.5 ≈ 5.7 · 103 (values taken
from Fig. 7.7b and Table 7.1) values for the SINR, which is greatly lower than
the Kexh = N ! = 2.5 · 1096 searches required by the optimal solution obtained by
exhaustive search.

7.5. Analog MIMO RoC for Indoor Office Scenario
with Other-Services Interference

In the section above, it has been shown the gain that SF2SF multiplexing can
achieve in A-MIMO-RoC by a judicious mapping between multiple-antennas/radio-
spectrum to/from cable-pairs/cable-spectrum. SF2SF allows to cope with cable
impairments without any digital RAU processing. So far, we have considered
an outdoor multi-cell system in which a dedicated LAN cable has been entirely
devoted to the transmission of FH signals. In this section, we consider a more re-
alistic indoor office scenario in which only one out of the 4 twisted-pairs contained
in the LAN cable is used for FH transmission, as the others are assumed to be
already employed for other services (i.e., Power Over Ethernet, DSL, other RAUs,
etc.), and act as additional source of interference.
In particular, we consider the in-building A-MIMO-RoC solution in Fig.7.8, spe-
cializing the analysis of the section above to the case of single-pair copper cable
(i.e., Ns = 1). As a result, for this specific case, the multiplexing dimension over
the FH cable-link is provided over frequency only, and the resource allocation
strategy is referred to as Space-Frequency to Frequency (SF2F) multiplexing.
As discussed, the computation complexity of the optimal SF2SF requires an ex-
haustive search over all the possible air-link channel assignments onto the available
cable-links, which is impractical for a large number of RAU antennas and/or band-
widths (say when � 10). An iterative hill-climbing algorithm has been proposed
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Figure 7.8.: RoC fronthauling for in-building solutions

to find a sub-optimal mapping at relatively low computational complexity. In par-
ticular, in this section, we show that for the special case of a single twisted-pair,
the SF2F multiplexing problem reduces to an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
problem, which can be optimally solved at low complexity by conventional solving
algorithms. The main goal is to gain insights into the role of the optimal SF2F
mapping between the air antennas/spectrum (or air-services) and the cable-link
spectrum allocable, showing the potential of the proposed strategy.

To validate the method in a realistic scenario, the performance of the SF2F are
evaluated for a sample scenario in which digital beamforming is performed at the
BBU to separate the useful signal of a single indoor user from the uncoordinated
interference arising from outdoor users.

In details, the contributions of this section are as follows: i) we propose an in-
building solution based one single-pair A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling, ii) we opti-
mally solve the SF2F mapping optimization problem for the single-pair case, and
iii) we prove the advantages of the proposed architecture whose performance are
greatly improved by the optimal SF2F mapping, without any manipulation of RF
signals to cope with cable impairments.

7.5.1. Single-Pair Copper Fronthauling in the Frequency Domain

In this section, we assume the FH transmission is over a single pair, as the other
pairs act as additional interference. As a consequence, the FH cable multiplexing
dimension is here over frequency only. In the case of single-pair FH link, the
channel matrix in (9.16), denoted here as Hf emphasizing that frequency is the
only FH multiplexing dimension, can be thus defined starting from the diagonal
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matrix

Hc,single = diag(h1, h2, ..., hNf ), (7.27)

that accounts for the cable loss hj of the considered twisted-pair at the j-th fre-
quency band. Moreover, to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the total
number of antennas N served by the cable is equal to the total number of avail-
able frequency resource blocks (i.e., N = Nf ).

Once again, the SF2F mapping between air-link spectrum-antennas and cable-link
frequency resource blocks is a fundamental free-design parameter in the all-analog
interference management at the RAU. As a result, the cable channel matrix Hf

can be conveniently reframed by the FDM permutation of the reference channel
matrix Hc,single as

Hf = ΠT
c Hc,singleΠc, (7.28)

where the mapping between air and cable channels is described by the permutation
matrix Πc ∈ {0, 1}N×N as in 7.3. An illustrative description of the FH channel
based on FDM over a single-pair copper cable is given in Fig.7.9.
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Figure 7.9.: FDM wired access link: (upper) mathematical and (lower) physical
model

7.5.2. BBU Processing: Maximum Signal-to-Interference Ratio
Beamforming

The digital spatial processing is performed at the BBU side. Hence, instead of
acting directly on the signals received at the antenna array, beamforming acts on
the signals xBBU

w = HfxRAU
w + nc received at the BBU after the FH channel Hf ,

which is expected to be transparent for the beamforming design.
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As example of receiver processing for performance evaluation, here we adopt Max-
imum Signal-to-Interference Ratio (Max-SIR) beamforming [137, 138], since it
requires the knowledge of the covariance matrices of signal and interference (plus
noise) only, and not the knowledge of the exact DoAs (impractical in many set-
tings). The signal of the desired user is estimated at the BBU as

ŝ = wH y, (7.29)

where w ∈ CN is the spatial filter maximizing the radio-link SIR after the beam-
forming and defined as

w = R−1/2
n eigmax{R−

H/2
n RxR−

1/2
n }, (7.30)

where eigmax{A} denotes the eigenvector of A corresponding to its maximum
eigenvalue, Rx = β2

UEγ
2
UEa(θUE)a(θUE)H is the covariance matrix of the signal

of the user of interest and Rn = RI + σ2
nI is the spatial covariance matrix at

the antenna array containing the interference coming from outdoor cells RI and
the radio noise σ2

nI. The interference spatial covariance matrix RI at the RAU
in (7.30) considers MI interfering users uniformly randomly distributed over each
outdoor cell and with radio channel modeled as the one in (7.5). As mentioned,
only the covariances matrices of user and interference signals are needed in order
to design the digital beamformer at the BBU.

7.5.3. Performance Metrics and Cable Degradation

The performance degradation due to the analog cable FH link Hf is evaluated pri-
marily in terms of SINR at the decision variable ŝ for the indoor user. The received
signal at the BBU after beamforming is the one in (7.3), and the corresponding
SINR is

SINR(θUE) = σ2
s |wHHfa(θUE)|2

wHHfRnHH
f w

. (7.31)

Performance are evaluated in terms of equivalent wireless channel capacity

C(θUE) = log2(1 + SINR(θUE)), (7.32)

and SINR degradation with respect to the ideal case as

∆SINR(θUE) = SINRideal(θUE)− SINR(θUE), (7.33)

where SINRideal(θUE) is the SINR in the case of transparent fronthauling with
co-located BBU and RAU: Hf = I.
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7.5.4. Optimal Space-Frequency to Frequency Mapping in
Single-Pair Copper Cables

The computation of the optimal SF2F mapping requires an exhaustive search over
all theN ! possible permutations Πc of the FH channel Hf , which is impractical for
a large number of antennas (� 10). In the previous section, an iterative algorithm
has been proposed to find a sub-optimal Πc for the multi-pair case at relatively
low computational complexity. However, no general mapping-rule for multiple
antennas has been provided so far. Here, we formulate the optimization problem
for the case of single-pair copper cable where the permutation Πc is designed to
cope with cable attenuation of the considered pair only (i.e., Πc has no effect on
FEXT, treated as additive noise).

From (7.31) it follows that the radio performance degradation is due to the im-
pairment caused by Hf on the original beamforming weights {wi}Ni=1 (recall that
M = 1, single-user case) as

wH
f (Πc) = wHHf , (7.34)

where Hf = ΠT
c Hc,singleΠc. We characterize the optimal SF2F mapping as that

specific permutation matrix Πc which limits the impact of Hc,single on the per-
formance of the system, thus leading to an impaired beamforming vector wf (Πc)
which is the closest in a least square sense to the original beamformer w:

Πc,opt = argmin
Πc

∥∥∥wH −wH
f (Πc)

∥∥∥2

2
. (7.35)

After some algebraic manipulations exploiting the diagonal structure of Hf , and
considering the properties of the permutation Πc (see Sect. ), it is easy to reformu-
late problem (7.35) as an Integer Linear Program (ILP), which can be efficiently
solved by any of the solvers conventionally employed in mathematical optimization
(i.e., Gurobi [140]).

7.5.5. Simulation settings and results

7.5.5.1. Radio Scenario

The scenario considered in this section is shown in plan view in Fig. 7.11a.. It
includes interference coming from two outdoor areas (e.g., macro-cells) located
in the surroundings of the building at angular positions γ1 = −60deg and γ2 =
20deg, with radial size r1 = 50m and r2 = 100m, and distance d1 = 125m and
d2 = 250m from the antenna array. It is assumed to have MI = 5 interfering
users uniformly randomly distributed over each outdoor cell. In all the following
numerical results, we assume an air-link SNR 1/σ2

n = 15 dB, and we consider
LOS-dominant radio links whose gains follow a Rician distribution with shape
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Figure 7.10.: IL and FEXT measurements on a 50m Cat-7 cable

parameter K = 10dB to model a typical mm-Wave small-scale fading [141]. For
the considered indoor architecture, we assume that the RAU is equipped with
N = 10 antennas, each of which carries a 50-MHz bandwidth mm-Wave signal.
The RAU maps the incoming signals onto Nf = N frequency slots over the twisted
pair. Notice that N = 10 antennas corresponds to the whole 500-MHz cable
bandwidth if considering 50-MHz RF signals at each antenna.

7.5.5.2. Cable Scenario

The in-building A-MIMO-RoC fronthauling architecture considered here is based
on a 50m Cat-7 LAN cable, for which IL and FEXT vary vs frequency as shown
in Fig. 7.10 for the cable measurements over a 500-MHz bandwidth [142]. The
frequency division over the cable is made by 50-MHz bands, corresponding to
the bandwidth of the considered RF signals. Notice that the values of cable IL
and FEXT may change significantly over each 50-MHz bandwidth due to their
behavior over frequency. However, for the sake of numerical analysis, we simplify
the reasoning by assuming that the cable channel is approximately frequency-
flat within each 50-MHz band considering the IL coefficient hk in Hc,single (7.27)
and the FEXT affecting the k-th FDM channel (accounted by the degradation in
interference plus noise covariance matrix Rc in (7.9)) as the mean of the channel
measurements over the k-th frequency band.

7.5.5.3. Numerical results

Numerical validation for the proposed fronthauling architecture has been carried
out by evaluating the wireless capacity C(θUE) when varying the angular position
θUE of the user of interest within the coverage area of the antenna array (i.e.,
[−60deg,60deg]). The values of IL and FEXT for the FH link are drawn from an
experimentally measured Cat-7 LAN cable of 50m with 500 MHz bandwidth [142]
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(Fig. 7.10), using typical parameters as -76dBm/Hz for transmitter spectral mask
and -140dBm/Hz noise floor. As for the outdoor scenario, the attenuation of the
received signals has been compensated at the BBU by signal amplification prior
to the receive beamforming. Fig. 7.11 shows the outage capacity at 5% where the
capacity degradation due to the interferers around γ1 = −60deg and γ2 = 20deg
is apparent. The gray dash-dotted line is obtained by randomly selecting an
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Figure 7.11.: a) Indoor deployment scenario with two non-coordinated interferers
(plan view of the building room) and b) Capacity at 5% outage versus the DoA
of the user θUE for different SF2F mappings (N = 10 antennas).

antennas-cable channels assignment for each θUE while the yellow dotted line is
obtained for the worst channel permutation, showing the maximum gain the can
be achieved by the optimal SF2F mapping at each angle (dashed red line) which
at least halves the performance degradation from the ideal fronthauling (solid blue
line). The dashed black line approaching the ideal performance shows the capacity
achieved by the optimal SF2F mapping assuming that no FEXT from the other
pairs degrades the signal of interest (i.e., the cable-link only attenuates the signal)
which quantifies the performance degradation due to FEXT (approx. 2 bps/Hz).
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Figure 7.12.: CDF of the ∆SINR(θUE = −20deg ) for different SF2F mappings

The Cumulative Distribution Function of the ∆SINR(θUE = −20deg) is in Fig.
7.12 confirming the advantages in terms of SINR degradation from the ideal fron-
thauling provided by the optimal SF2F mapping while emphasizing again the loss
due to the FEXT coming from the other pairs.

7.6. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we considered Analog MIMO-RoC (A-MIMO-RoC) architecture as
an alternative solution to conventional mobile fronthauling based on fiber optics.
The focus is on the A-MIMO-RoC uplink, in which LAN cables are employed for
the analog connections between RAUs and BBUs, since they are already largely
deployed in buildings and enterprises, and therefore no additional cost/time for a
new network infrastructure is required. LAN cables contain 4 twisted pairs that
allow transmissions over at least 4 space-separated channels with up to 1GHz/pair
bandwidth, enabling the design of a joint Space/Frequency Division Multiplexing
(SDM/FDM) fronthauling for a massive number of RAU antennas. In particular,
the main contribution of the chapter is to investigate the impact of a novel map-
ping between the antenna/frequency dimensions of the air link and the twisted
pair/frequency dimensions of the cable links, referred to as Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing.

The first part of the chapter focuses on a multi-cell mobile network in which a
dedicated LAN cable is entirely devoted to the transmission of FH radio signals.
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture, a statistical interference
model has been used to consider a realistic radio scenario, and MVDR beamform-
ing (transparent to the copper channel) has been considered to evaluate the impact
of the impairments introduced by the LAN cable. Numerical results proved that
by means of a dynamic SF2SF mapping between air link and cable link resources,
it is possible to overcome the crosstalk limitations of the copper FH approaching
the ideal performances, at least up to approx. 650 MHz (corresponding to 116
RAU antennas).
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In the second part of the chapter, an indoor office scenario is considered. In this
case, it is assumed that only one pair out of the four contained into the LAN
cable is used for FH transmission, while the others are used for other services, and
act as sources of uncoordinated interference. In the single-pair case, frequency is
the only multiplexing dimension available over the FH, and thus the problem is
formulated in order to efficiently find the optimal Space-Frequency to Frequency
(SF2F) mapping between the antennas at the RAU and the cable frequency chan-
nels. The validation of the proposed architecture has been performed considering
a realistic radio scenario in which an indoor user is interfered by several outdoor
users located in neighboring outdoor cells. Max-SIR beamforming has been con-
sidered as example of eigen-beamforming based spatial receiver processing at the
BBU to evaluate the impact of the impairments introduced by the copper FH,
which is again assumed to be completely transparent for the beamforming design.
Numerical results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed SF2F mapping.

Concluding, the proposed space-frequency domain resource allocation strategy be-
tween radio and cable resources has been shown to provide substantial benefits in
the A-MIMO-RoC architecture. SF2SF enables the design of a C-RAN architec-
ture based on the joint exploitation of SDM and FDM even without performing
any digital processing and the RAU and any crosstalk mitigation techniques at the
BBU to compensate for the copper channel, which is assumed to be fully trans-
parent to the overall transmission from BBUs to the end-user. The extension to
the case of multiple users and to the A-MIMO-RoC downlink is not trivial, as
the effect of multi-user interference needs to be taken into account in the SF2SF
multiplexing design. Moreover, in downlink direction, different power constraints
must be fulfilled both at the RAU antennas and at the BBU. These issues are
covered in the next chapter.
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8. Analog MIMO RoC Downlink
with Space-Frequency to
Space-Frequency Multiplexing

8.1. Introduction

C entralized Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) with analog FrontHauling
(FH) is an attractive solution for high-rate/low-latency/synchronized RAU

applications [30, 12, 132]. The key feature of analog FH is that multiple geograph-
ically distributed Remote Antenna Units (RAUs) directly relay the Intermediate
Frequency (IF) signals to/from the BaseBand Units (BBUs) after heterodyning,
thus avoiding any bandwidth expansion due to digitization or latency (up to the
propagation only), improving the energy efficiency, and reducing hardware cost.

In Chapter 6, a bandwidth-efficient and low-cost analog C-RAN architecture, re-
ferred to as Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC), has been proposed
for extending indoor over the last 100-200m. A-MIMO-RoC leverages the LAN
cables that are already largely deployed in buildings and enterprises. Contrarily
to already existing indoor solutions based on LAN cables that use mainly the low
frequency portion of cable bandwidth, e.g., [31, 33], A-MIMO-RoC pushes the
usage of cable frequency up to several hundreds of MHz. The lesson learned from
Chapter 6 is that LAN cables offer great bandwidth capability, which is more than
enough to accommodated the transmission of analog signals for indoor fronthaul
applications. In particular, it is shown by numerical evaluations that A-MIMO-
RoC, by employing a 100m Cat-5 cable with approx. 500 MHz bandwidth/pair,
is capable to serve up to 60 RAU antennas carrying a 20-MHz LTE channel/ea.
The number of antennas increases even more for shorter cable lengths.

Beside the aforementioned advantages of the conceptual architecture presented
in Chapter 6, in practice, the design and optimization of A-MIMO-RoC poses
several technical challenges: i) Far-End CrossTalk (FEXT) among the 4 pairs and
Insertion Loss (IL) severely limit the performance of LAN cables, if not properly
handled, ii) for a large number of RAU antennas, it arises the problem of how to
map the signal to/from each antenna onto the available cable resources, iii) the
RAU equipment (e.g., home-device) should be as simple/cheap as possible, but
in the meanwhile able to handle up to several tens of antennas, iv) LAN cables
are subject to strict power constraints that must be carefully taken care of in
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the system design, especially in downlink direction, and v) in case of multiple-
users, interference cancellation techniques for compound A-MIMO-RoC should be
properly designed, but still releasing the RAU from any computationally complex
signal processing.

In Chapter 7, a single-user uplink A-MIMO-RoC architecture based on LAN cables
is presented to address the critical aspects i), ii) and iii) mentioned above. In
particular, it is demonstrated that by optimally mapping the RF signals of each
RAU antenna onto a combination of twisted-pair/frequency allocations over the
cable, referred to as Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing, it
is possible to substantially mitigate the impairments introduced by the cable FH,
once evaluated in terms of uplink end-user throughput. Moreover, the coexistence
over the same LAN cable between FH signals and other services (e.g., DSL, PoE,
etc.) has been tested for indoor, thus confirming the performance boost provided
by SF2SF multiplexing technique.

Beyond the usage of A-MIMO-RoC with SF2SF for uplink FH scenarios, there
are several open issues of practical interest, such as the A-MIMO-RoC downlink
system design (complicated by power constraints) and the multi-user setting, both
covered in this chapter.

In multi-user settings, the downlink problem requires an overall system optimiza-
tion over the cascade of two MIMO channels (i.e., the FH cable channel and the
wireless channel), and problem resembles the optimization of a two-hop Amplify-
and-Forward (AF) MIMO relay system, first addressed in [143, 144]. Among the
numerous valuable works dealing with AF systems that followed [143, 144] (for an
excellent survey on the topic we refer the reader to [145] and references herein), the
one by Chae et al. [146] is of particular interest for our purposes, since it focuses
on the downlink channel of a cellular system in which the base station commu-
nicates with multiple single-antenna users through a single-relay node equipped
with multiple-transceivers.

This chapter investigates the downlink multi-user A-MIMO-RoC architecture for
5G indoor deployments by optimizing the AF structure that, in A-MIMO-RoC,
is constrained to perform the mapping of radio carriers for each antenna onto
suitably chosen IL/FEXT impaired resources over the copper FH.

8.1.1. Chapter Contribution

In particular, the contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows: i) we
propose a single-user downlink A-MIMO-RoC architecture based on SF2SF mul-
tiplexing, and compliant with standardized LAN cables and heterodyne-only low-
complexity RAU; ii) we extend the results in i) to multi-user settings by proposing
a system design based on the joint optimization of the SF2SF multiplexing between
air- and cable-link resources and the precoding algorithm performed at the BBU,
and iii) we validate numerically the proposed architecture on geometrical air-link
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MIMO channel models and 100 m cable (as reference length in copper cabling);
performance are compared with the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) relay
design scheme proposed in [146], assumed here as a performance benchmark.

8.1.2. Contribution on International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO-RoC Downlink with SF2SF”
in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, pp. 1–1, 2018.

• A. Matera and U. Spagnolini, "Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper Down-
link with Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency Multiplexing for Multi-User
5G Indoor Deployments” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless Com-
munications.

8.2. A-MIMO-RoC Downlink System Model
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Figure 8.1.: System model: MIMO RoC architecture based on LAN cables,
two-hop amplify-and-forward downlink channel

The Analog MIMO-RoC fronthauling for C-RAN architecture is in Fig. 8.1. The
system is a cascade of cable and wireless links, denoted by subscript (·)c and (·)w,
respectively. In this chapter, the A-MIMO-RoC downlink is shortly described, as it
is symmetric with respect to the A-MIMO-RoC uplink channel detailed in Chapter
7. In downlink direction, the BBU communicates with Nr User Equipments (UEs)
through a RAU equipped with N ≥ Nr antennas, which acts as an AF relay node
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comprehensive of frequency conversions. Without any loss of generality, UEs are
single-antenna (or single-stream).

The downlink signals are precoded at the BBU, before being channelized into
Space and Frequency Division Multiplexing (SDM and FDM, respectively) over
the 4-pair wired access link. These are transmitted over the air-link by the RAU.
Each of the N RAU antennas is assumed to carry a single wireless channel with
bandwidth Bw so that, overall, at least a cable bandwidth

Bc ≥ N ·Bw (8.1)

is needed to transport all the fronthaul radio signal. The inequality in (8.1) pro-
vides degrees of freedom to cope with cable impairments (Sect. 8.3). The system
in Fig. 8.1 can thus be regarded as a chain of two heterogeneous channels with
different peculiarities.

8.2.1. Radio Channel

For reasoning simplicity, let the downlink radio channel RAU→UEs be narrow-
band frequency-flat block-fading (e.g., it might correspond to one sub-carrier of
OFDM modulations) such that the signal received at the k-th user

yk = hHw,kxRAU
w + nw,k (8.2)

involves the channel vector for the k-th user hw,k ∈ CN×1, the additive white
Gaussian noise nw,k ∼ CN (0, σ2

w) , and the signal transmitted by the RAU xRAU
w ∈

CN×1 subject to the average power constraint

E
[∥∥xRAU

w

∥∥2
2

]
≤ Pw. (8.3)

Otherwise explicitly stated (see Sect. 8.5.1.1), in this chapter we consider a geo-
metrical channel model based on the Angles of Departure (AoDs) of signals [147],
which accurately captures the mathematical structure of a mmWave systems (say
> 6-10 GHz), but it can also be extended to lower spectrum systems. In particu-
lar, it is assumed here that the channel hw,k from the RAU to the k-th UE is the
sum of the contribution of Lk propagating paths as

hw,k = ρk

Lk∑
l=1

αk,la(φk,l, θk,l), (8.4)

where ρk =
√
N/Lk is a normalization factor, αk,l ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex gain

for the l-th path, and ak,l(φk,l, θk,l) is the array response toward the k-th UE with
φk,l and θk,l denoting the azimuth and elevation AoDs, respectively. Under the
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assumption of half-wavelength spaced antenna elements, the array response of the
D1 ×D2 Uniform Planar Array (UPA) is the N × 1 vector

aUPA(φ, θ) = 1√
N

[
1, ..., ejπ(d1sinφsinθ+d2cosθ), ...,

ejπ((D1−1)sinφsinθ+(N−1)cosθ)
]T , (8.5)

with d1 ∈ {0, 1, ..., D1 − 1}, d2 ∈ {0, 1, ..., D2 − 1} and N = D1D2 .

8.2.2. Space-Frequency Cable Fronthaul Channel

Targeting no digital-processing at the RAU implies that its functionalities are
limited to signal amplification, with possibly intra-cable frequency bands swapping
to comply with cable capability (Sect. 8.4). The transmit signal xRAU

w is just a
scaled and frequency up-converted version of the signal

yc = Hcxc + nc, (8.6)

received from the BBU over the FH wired access link Hc ∈ CNc×Nc , where nc ∼
CN (0, σ2

cI) is the uncorrelated white Gaussian cable noise with power σ2
c and

xc ∈ CNc×1 is the signal transmitted by the BBU over the cable.
As detailed in the previous chapter, the FH cable channel Hc is equivalent to
a large MIMO system in the Space-Frequency (SF) domain defined by Ns SDM
channels (i.e., the Ns twisted-pairs bonded together into the cable) and Nf FDM
channels for a total of Nc = Ns · Nf SF resource blocks on cable. It is assumed
that the total number of available SF cable channels Nc exactly equals the total
number of RAU antennas N (i.e., Nc = N), even if in practice it could be relaxed
to Nc > N with further benefits. The matrix cable channel Hc accounts for
the cable IL (diagonal terms, [Hc]i,i) and for the cable FEXT between all the N
cable channels (off-diagonal terms, [Hc]i,j). As cross-cable interference occurs only
among spatial channels at the same frequency, it is straightforward to describe Hc

by the block diagonal matrix

Hc = diag(Hc,1,Hc,2, . . . ,Hc,Nf ), (8.7)

where each of the Nf diagonal blocks Hc,f ∈ CNs×Ns is the cable channel matrix
at the f -th frequency band (frequency bands are disjointed). In particular, the
main diagonal element [Hc,f ]ii contains the IL for the i-th twisted-pair at the f -th
frequency band, while the off-diagonal element [Hc,f ]ij , with i 6= j, represents the
FEXT between twisted-pair j-th and i-th at the f -th frequency band.
The BBU signal xc is transmitted to the RAU over the SF cable resource to be
allocated, hence, it is conveniently defined as

xc = [xTc,1,xTc,2, ...,xTc,Nf ]T , (8.8)
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where xc,f ∈ CNs×1 are the symbols transmitted over the Ns twisted-pairs at the
f -th frequency band. In particular, [xc,f ]j denotes the BBU symbol transmitted
over the j-the twisted-pair at the f -th cable frequency band.

The cable symbols xc are obtained at the BBU by precoding (F) and mapping (Πc)
onto the N SF cable channels the Nr uncorrelated and normalized to unit-power
UE information symbols s =[s1, s2, ..., sNr ]T as

xc = ΠcxBBU
w , xBBU

w = Fs, (8.9)

where matrix Πc is the SF2SF multiplexing operator that maps the precoded
symbols xBBU

w intended to the N RAU antennas onto N SF blocks over the cable
properly selected (for a detailed description of the algebraic structure of the SF2SF
operator please refer to Chapter 7, Sect. 7.3). Symbol [xBBU

w ]n denotes the BBU
symbol that is relayed over the cable towards the n-th RAU antenna. Eq. (8.9)
models a system in which the radio signal s carried over one subcarrier with
bandwidth Bw is transported to the N RAU antennas after being mapped over N
SF cable fronthaul channels. To comply with standardized cable constraints [35],
xc is subject to Per-Line Per-Carrier (PLPC) transmit power constraints at the
cable input, also known as Power Spectral Density (PSD) masks, as

E
[
|[xc,f ]j |2

]
≤ Pc, ∀ f = 1, ..., Nf , ∀ j = 1, ..., Ns, (8.10)

and also per-line Aggregate Transmit Power (ATP) constraint

Nf∑
f=1

E
[
|[xc,f ]j |2

]
≤ PATP , ,∀ j = 1, ..., Ns. (8.11)

Both the technological constraints typical of copper cables [35] complicate the
SF2SF design.

Permutations Πc are mutually signaled between RAU and BBU: once the specific
SF2SF multiplexing Πc is chosen at the BBU, this information is signaled to the
RAU that scales the signal power to match the power constraint and maps back
the symbols from the SF cable blocks to the corresponding antennas by performing
an inverse permutation xRAU

w = γΠT
c yc. Hence, the overall model describing the

communication between RAU and BBU over cable is described by

xRAU
w = γHSFxBBU

w + γnc, (8.12)

where HSF = ΠT
c HcΠc is the equivalent SF permuted cable channel, statistical

properties of nc are invariant for permutations so that ΠT
c nc → nc, and γ is the

power scaling factor.
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8.2.3. Power Constraints

Three different types of power constraints have to be jointly fulfilled in the consid-
ered hybrid wireless-wired MIMO AF system: i) a total power constraint at the
RAU (8.3), ii) PLPC power constraints at the input of the cable channel (8.10)
and iii) ATP constraint over each twisted-pair (8.11). Consistently with the as-
sumption of unit mean power constellation symbols, we consider here a total power
constraint at the RAU Pw = N (i.e., unit mean power per transmitting antenna)
as well as unit power PLPC constraints Pc = 1 at the cable input.

PSD optimization is beyond the scope of this work (we refer interest readers to
[28] and references herein), but per-line ATP constraints are met here by properly
choosing a transmit PSD value constant over all the lines/frequency bands (Sect.
8.5).

The RAU average power constraint is fulfilled by introducing the scaling factor γ
in (8.12) such that it acts as a global gain scaling the power of the RAU transmit
signal to meet the constraint. From (8.9) and (8.12), the constraint (8.3) can be
re-framed as

E
[∥∥xRAU

w

∥∥2
2

]
= E

[
tr
(
xRAU
w xRAU,H

w

)]
= γ2tr(HSFFFHHH

SF + σ2
cI) ≤ N

, (8.13)

and γ = γmax, where γmax follows from the equality in (8.13).

To tackle the PLPC power constraints at the cable input, it is convenient to
decompose the precoding operator F at the BBU as follows:

F = F̃ 1
β
, (8.14)

where F̃ is the channel precoding matrix and β enforces the power constraints
(8.10). This can be rewritten as

E
[
|[xc,f ]j |2

]
= 1
β2 E

[∣∣f̃Tfjs∣∣2]
= 1
β2

∥∥f̃Tfj∥∥2
2 ≤ 1, f = 1, ..., Nf , ∀j = 1, ..., Ns

, (8.15)

where f̃Tfj is the row of the matrix F̃ which precodes the signal to be relayed over
the j-th twisted-pair of the f -th cable frequency band. From (8.15) it follows that
the PLPC power constraints are fulfilled by choosing β as

β2 =
∥∥F̃T∥∥2

2,∞ , (8.16)

using the (2,∞)−mixed norm, i.e., ‖A‖2,∞ denotes the maximum column l2-norm
of matrix A.
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8.3. Base Band Unit Precoding

In A-MIMO-RoC all the computationally complex digital signal processing is
shifted to the BBU, which performs an overall (digital) precoding of the end-
to-end wired-plus-wireless cascade channel from the BBU to all the intended UEs.
Wireless and cable channels are assumed perfectly known at the BBU, as channel
estimation techniques and precoder design under imperfect channel state informa-
tion are beyond the scope of this work.

To describe this overall signal model, let us gather the received signals as

y = HwxRAU
w + nw, (8.17)

where vector y = [y1, y2, ..., yNr ]T contains the signals received by all the Nr UEs,
Hw = [hw,1,hw,2, ...,hw,Nr ]T ∈ CNr×N is the compound wireless channel matrix
whose k-th row is the vector channel from the RAU to UE k-th, and nw is the
additive white Gaussian noise vector. Therefore, equation (8.17) becomes

y = HπFs · γ + n, (8.18)

where Hπ = HwHSF ∈ CNr×N is the cascade of the permuted wired (HSF )
and wireless (Hw) channels with the sub-index π empathizing the dependence
on the specific SF2SF multiplexing operator Πc, and vector n = [n1, n2, ..., nNr ]T

collects the noise samples at all the receivers with nk ∼ CN
(

0, γ2σ2
c ‖hw,k‖

2
2 + σ2

w

)
denoting the noise at the k-th UE.

As BBU-side processing, in this chapter we consider Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding
which forces to zero all the interference among the Nr UEs. The precoding F
is designed to fully diagonalize the compound wired-plus-wireless channel Hπ to
obtain an equivalent channel [67]

He = HπF = diag(he,1, he,2, ..., he,Nr ), (8.19)

where here he,k denotes the equivalent channel gain from the BBU to the k-th
UE. This equivalent channel he,k depends either on F and on the specific SF2SF
multiplexing matrix Πc.

Directly from (8.18), it follows that for ZF precoding the decision variable at the
k-th UE simplifies to

yk = γhe,ksk + nk. (8.20)

The corresponding UE rate rk is conventionally computed as

rk = log2

(
1 + |he,k|2

σ2
c ‖hw,k‖

2
2 + σ2

w/γ
2

)
, (8.21)
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and the sum-rate for the whole UEs yields

R =
Nr∑
k=1

rk. (8.22)

In the following, both linear and non-linear ZF precoding approaches are reviewed
and adapted to the A-MIMO-RoC scenario.

8.3.1. Linear Zero Forcing

Figure 8.2.: BBU precoding schemes: linear Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Tomlinson-
Harashima Precoding (THP)

In linear ZF the compound cascade of wired-plus-wireless channel Hπ is compen-
sated by the linear transformation

F̃ZF = H†π, (8.23)

where A† = AH
(
AAH

)−1denotes the right Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of
matrix A. It is easy to prove that the ZF condition (8.19) is satisfied and the
equivalent channel matrix is

He,ZF = HπFZF = 1
βZF

I, (8.24)

where βZF is computed by (8.16).

8.3.2. Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

Linear ZF precoding usually suffers from a severe power increment due to the hard-
inversion of the channel matrix. To overcome the problem, here we propose to
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employ Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP), which is a non-linear Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) precoding scheme, conventionally based on ZF
criterion [62]. The THP block scheme is depicted in Fig. 8.2, where the precoding
matrix F̃ is decomposed into two sub-matrices as

F̃THP = F̃f F̃−1
b , (8.25)

where F̃f ∈ CN×Nr is a linear matrix with orthonormal columns, usually referred
to as feed-forward filter, and F̃b ∈ CNr×Nr is a lower-triangular matrix with units
along the main diagonal, referred to as feed-back filter. The key characteris-
tic which makes THP an attractive solution for applications with strict transmit
power constraints is that the inversion of the triangular matrix F̃b is performed
by backward substitution together with a non-linear modulo operator Γ (see Fig.
8.2), which limits the power of the encoded symbols within the boundaries of the
original signal constellation, hence avoiding the typical noise enhancement which
is the main performance limitation of ZF-based techniques.

Feed-forward filter F̃f and feedback filter F̃b are obtained by the QR decomposition
of the compound channel matrix Hπ as [26]

Hπ
H = QR = [Q1,Q2]

[
R1
0

]
, (8.26)

then

F̃f = Q1, F̃b = diag(R1)−1RH
1 , (8.27)

where Q1 ∈ CN×Nr contains the first Nr orthonormal columns of the unitary
matrix Q ∈ CN×N , R1 ∈ CNr×Nr is an upper triangular matrix and diag(R1) ∈
CNr×Nr is a diagonal matrix that contains the main diagonal entries of R1. It is
easy to show that the ZF condition (8.19) is satisfied and the equivalent channel
matrix simplifies to

He,THP = HπFTHP = diag(R1)/βTHP . (8.28)

Remark 8.1. In THP, the encoded symbols x̃c at the output of the modulo operator
(see Fig. 8.2) show a power increment with respect to the input symbols as σ2

x̃ =
M
M−1σ

2
s , where M is the size of the M -QAM signal constellation. However, this

terms becomes negligible for high modulation formats such as 256-QAM of LTE,
hence it has been neglected here.

8.3.3. User Ordering Optimization

The UE signals encoding order in the SIC procedure of THP strongly impacts
the performance for all the UEs [148]. Such ordering operation is described here
by any possible row permutation of the compound wired-plus-wireless channel as
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H̄π =ΠwHπ, where Πw ∈ {0, 1}Nr×Nr is another permutation matrix (not to
be confused with cable mapping Πc) which is used prior to the feedback filter
to enforce the desired UE encoding order. Permutations Πw should be carefully
chosen in order to optimize the desired performance metric (e.g., system sum-
rate or minimum user rate). However, an exhaustive search over all the possible
N ! channel permutations is unpractical, especially for a large number of UEs.
Instead, in this chapter we incorporate the computation of the UE ordering matrix
Πw in the QR procedure of THP with no additional computational complexity
with respect to to conventional non-ordered (i.e., Πw = I) THP. Ordering has no
impact on the system sum-rate (see Appendix B.3), hence, we consider here the
minimum-rate maximization heuristic ordering algorithm proposed in Chapter 2
for DSL systems (see Chapter 2, Sect. 2.3), denoted herein as Worst First (WF).

8.4. Downlink Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency
Multiplexing Optimization

In this section, we detail the downlink SF2SF multiplexing optimization technique
by starting with a simple single-UE downlink system, as it is useful to gain insights
into the gain provided by the SF2SF technique alone without being affected by
multi-user processing (FEXT mitigation or IL compensation). It is shown that the
SF2SF problem for the single-UE multiple-input single-output case (SU-MISO) is
equivalent the maximum Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), that is an NP-
hard problem for which there is no known polynomial-time solving algorithm.
Starting from these considerations, we adapt the efficient hill-climbing algorithm
proposed for the A-MIMO-RoC uplink (see Chapter 7, Sect. 7.4.3) to the downlink
SU-MISO SF2SF problem. The single-user MISO downlink hill-climbing algorithm
is later extended to the multi-user case by jointly designing the SF2SF multiplexing
matrix Πc, the precoding matrix F and the user ordering matrix Πw for multi-user
systems.

8.4.1. SF2SF Problem for SU-MISO System

The end-to-end capacity of the A-MIMO-RoC architecture is derived below for the
SU-MISO case by setting the power scaling factors as γ = β = 1, as for the single-
UE case all power constraints are satisfied. From (8.18), the single-UE received
signal yields

y = hHfs+ n, (8.29)

where hH = hHwHSF is the cascade of radio (hw) and cable (HSF = ΠT
c HcΠc)

channels, f = h/ ‖h‖ is the conventional MISO beamforming for the overall Gaus-
sian noise at the BBU n ∼ CN (0, σ2

n) with σ2
n = ‖hw‖22 σ2

c + σ2
w.
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The end-to-end capacity of the system for a certain radio channel realization hw
depends on the SF2SF mapping Πc as

C(Πc) = log2

(
1 +

(
‖hw‖22 σ

2
c + σ2

w

)−1
· Γ(Πc)

)
, (8.30)

where

Γ(Πc) = tr
(
ΠT
c HcHH

c ΠchwhHw
)

(8.31)

is the signal power at the decision variable.

8.4.1.1. SF2SF Problem Formulation

For the SU-MISO case, we define the optimal SF2SF multiplexing as that specific
permutation matrix Πc that maximizes the single-UE end-to-end capacity C (Πc)
in (8.30), or equivalently Γ(Πc) (8.31), leading to the following non-linear integer
program:

max
Πc

Γ(Πc)

s. t.
N∑
n=1

pnjf = 1, ∀f = 1, ..., Nf , ∀j = 1, ..., Ns,

Ns∑
j=1

Nf∑
f=1

pnjf = 1, ∀n = 1, ..., N,

pnjf ∈ {0, 1} ∀f, j, n,

(8.32)

where pnjk is the n-th entry of the row of matrix Πc responsible for the signal map-
ping over the j-th pair at the f -th band as defined in Sect. 7.3, and the constraints
ensure that each symbol is mapped onto only 1 SF channel and, symmetrically,
each SF channel carries only 1 symbol (i.e., Πc ∈ P, with P denoting the set of
permutation matrices).

The downlink SF2SF problem (8.32) reduces to the maximum QAP, which is
a combinatorial optimization problem proved to be NP-hard [149, 150]. Many
linearization techniques have been proposed to turn the QAP into an Integer Linear
Program (ILP) [149, 151], but these require the use of several auxiliary variables
and constraints that make it difficult to efficiently get the solution, thus pushing us
to explore for an heuristic algorithm shaped to SF2SF that (sub)optimally solves
(8.32) at low computational-complexity.
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8.4.1.2. An Hill-Climbing Approach to the SF2SF Problem

A sub-optimal solution to (8.32) can be found through an iterative local search
with relatively low computational cost even when the number of RAU antennas N
grows up to several tens. The (sub)optimal SF2SF multiplexing is computed here
by using an hill-climbing approach, which is an heuristic iterative optimization
technique adapted from artificial intelligence problems [139]. The hill climbing al-
gorithm, first proposed for the A-MIMO-RoC SF2SF uplink problem (see Chapter
7, Sect. 7.4.3), is adapted in the following to the downlink SU-MISO case.
The hill-climbing procedure for the downlink SF2SF problem is based on the con-
cept of neighboring permutations, which is recalled here: for an arbitrary permu-
tation matrix Πc, univocally defined by a vector π = [π1, . . . , πN ]T (see Chapter
7, Sect. 7.3), the set of all the neighboring permutations at a (integer) distance
dπ is defined as the set of all vectors obtained permuting in any way all subsets of
dπ elements in π. The algorithm starts from an initial, randomly chosen, permu-
tation π0 and updates the solution as follows: at the k-th step, all the neighbors
{πnear,k} at distance lower than or equal to dπ from the present solution πbest,k
are computed, together with the corresponding values of the the signal power at
the decision variable Γ(π). The best neighbor, i.e., πbest

near,k = argmax
π

Γ(πnear,k), is
obtained and compared to πbest,k in terms of associated signal power before being
updated to πbest,k+1 = πbest

near,k and another iteration is performed, otherwise the
final solution is πbest,k. The total number of iterations Nit needed to reach the
solution depends both on the radio SNR 1/σ2

w and on the number of RAU anten-
nas N , but it cannot be known in advance and needs to be evaluated numerically.
The hill-climbing algorithm is clearly sub-optimal as it selects as solution the first
local maximum of the objective but it can be updated to the change of Hw, and
degradation with respect to exact solution of (8.32) is negligible (Sect. 8.5).

8.4.2. SF2SF Problem for MU-MISO System

For the multi-user MISO (MU-MISO) scenario considered in this section, two
different SF2SF optimization problems are exploited: i) sum-rate maximization
problem maximizing the overall system performance as

max
Πc∈P

R(Πc) =
Nr∑
k=1

rk(Πc), (8.33)

where rk is the rate for the k-th UE as defined in (8.21); ii) min-rate maximization
problem maximizing the minimum rate among the UEs defined as

max
Πc∈P

min
k

rk(Πc) . (8.34)

As for the SU-MISO case, both the MU-MISO min-rate maximization (8.34) and
max-rate maximization (8.33) SF2SF optimization problems are NP-hard. For the
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special case of N = Nr (i.e., the number of UEs Nr equals the number of antennas
N) under THP design, this can be proved to follow similar steps as for SU-MISO
systems (Sect. 8.4.1). However, in the general N ≥ Nr case, in MU-MISO scenario
it is fairly complicated to derive analytically tractable expressions for the UE rate
rk(Πc) and the sum-rate R(Πc) due to the fact that both the scalar gains β and
γ depend on the SF2SF mapping Πc. Hence, MU-MISO considered here is for
N = Nr to provide the reader with an intuitive insight of the overall problem. In
any case, the system design does not depend in any way by this assumption and
it can be straightforwardly extended to the general N ≥ Nr case.
Problems (8.33) and (8.34) can be optimally solved only by an exhaustive search
over all the possible N ! permutations of the cable channel matrix Hc, which is
unpractical when the number of RAU antennas grows large (i.e., N � 10). As a
low-complexity heuristic solution to the problem, we again adopt the hill-climbing
approach, which can be generalized to the MU-MISO case by making just minor
adjustments to the algorithm described in Sect. 8.4.1.2. The generalized hill-
climbing algorithm is reported in Algorithm 8.1, where the precoding matrix F̃ be
designed following both the linear ZF (Sect. 8.3.1) or the THP (either ordered or
not, Sect. 8.3.2) criteria, and the objective function f(π) can be either the mini-
mum user rate in (8.34) or the sum-rate in (8.33). Recall that UEs permutations
Πw is accounted separately.

Algorithm 8.1 Generalized hill-climbing algorithm for (sub)optimal SF2SF map-
ping

1. Input: wireless channel Hw, cable reference channel Hc, max. neighbor
distance dπ;

2. Initialize π0 and compute F̃, β, g and f(π0);

3. while f(πbest,k) > f(πbest,k−1)
a) compute neighboring permutations {πnear,k} at distance d ≤ dπ from

πbest,k−1;
b) πbest,k = argmax

π
f(πnear,k);

4. end while

5. Output: πbest,k−1.

8.4.3. Hill-Climbing Computational Complexity for Downlink
SF2SF

The computational complexity of the hill-climbing solution to the downlink SU/MU-
MISO SF2SF problem is the same as for the A-MIMO-RoC uplink (Chapter 7,
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Sect. ), which is recalled here for completeness. Notice that, for each of the Nit
hill-climbing iterations, an exhaustive search over all the neighboring permuta-
tions must be performed according to the neighboring distance dπ. Hence, the
computational complexity of the hill-climbing algorithm needs to account for the
cardinality of the neighboring permutations set Kdπ , which is defined as

Kdπ =
dπ∑
n=2

(
N

n

)
·!n, (8.35)

where !n = n! ·
∑n
i=0

(−1)i
n! is known as derangement number or de Montmort

number, which is defined as the number of permutations of the elements of a
set, such that no element appears in its original position (details can be found in
Appendix A.2). The overall computational complexity is thus computed as

K = Kdπ ·Nit. (8.36)

Notice that Eq. (8.36) must be multiplied by N ! if another exhaustive search is
performed to find the optimal UE ordering matrix Πw in Sect. 8.3.3.

8.5. Numerical Results

Technique
Radio SNR, 1/𝝈𝒘𝟐 [dB] Complexity (𝑲)

at 𝟏 𝝈𝒘𝟐 =⁄ 𝟐𝟓 dB5 10 15 20 25 30
SF2SF: optimal (exh. search) 0.007 0.023 0.068 0.207 0.541 1.245 40320
SF2SF: hill-climb., 𝑑* = 4 0.007 0.022 0.066 0.206 0.540 1.244 1148 (𝑁-. = 1.49)
SF2SF: hill-climb., 𝑑* = 2 0.006 0.020 0.060 0.195 0.530 1.234 39 (𝑁-. = 1.38)

w/o SF2SF 0.005 0.015 0.046 0.141 0.382 0.933 -

Table 8.1.: SU-MISO rates [bps/Hz]: optimal vs hill-climbing by varying neigh-
boring distance dπ, N = 8 RAU antennas, Ns = 2 frequency bands at 300 and
500 MHz

To validate and prove the effectiveness of the proposed downlink A-MIMO-RoC
architecture based on LAN cables, here we perform numerical evaluation based on
cable channel measurements from the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group [152].
The cable is a 4-pairs Cat-6 cable with length 100 m as this is conventionally used
as reference distance, the bandwidth/pair is ≈ 500 MHz, and FH link uses typical
parameters such as -140 dBm/Hz noise floor PSD and -80 dBm/Hz/pair transmit
PSD, which meets the 8dBm cable per-line ATP constraint [35] in (8.11) even if
the whole 500 MHz cable bandwidth is employed. Otherwise explicitly stated,
the radio channel toward each UE is the one in (8.4), and it is assumed to have
L = 3 paths for all the UEs, while, per each radio channel, the azimuths AoDs
φk,l and the elevation AoDs θk,l at the RAU have been assumed uniformly random
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Figure 8.3.: SF2SF gain in SU-MISO: average user rate vs number of RAU
antennas N (≈ N · 22 MHz bandwidth), 1/σ2

w = 25 dB

distributed as φk,l ∼ U(0, 2π) and θk,l ∼ U(−π/4, π/4) for indoor multi-path. The
performance are evaluated in terms of user rate averaged over 1000 radio channel
realizations. We assume that the frequency division over the cable is made by
bands of Bw = 22 MHz, corresponding to the bandwidth of the considered RF
signals (according to recent measurements on indoor deployments, it is reasonable
to assume the wireless channel as frequency-flat within this range [153, 154]), and
the cable channel is approximately frequency-flat within each 22-MHz band (if
necessary, OFDM structure of wireless link can be used to resume this assumption
without any relevant changes to the analysis and final results). Since cable is not
flat, for the sake of numerical analysis, we consider the IL and FEXT coefficients
of the k-th matrix Hc,k in (8.7) as the mean of the channel measurements over the
k-th frequency band (see Chapter 6 for further details). Unless otherwise explicitly
stated, it is assumed in the following that to serve N antennas at the RAU, the
first Nf = N/Ns 22-MHz frequency bands are allocated over the cable (i.e., the
channels are allocated by increasing level of IL and FEXT), and all the Ns = 4
twisted-pair spatial channels are always used. To make a practical example, a total
bandwidth of approx. 5 ·22 = 110 MHz is needed over the 4-pairs to transport the
signal for N = 20 RAU antennas by 22 MHz/ea. A maximum number of antennas
N = 88 is considered here, corresponding approx. to the usage of the whole 500
MHz bandwidth over the copper cable. Numerical results for the SU-MISO case
are presented in Section 8.5.1, while in Section 8.5.2 the MU-MISO scenario is
considered.
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8.5 Numerical Results

8.5.1. SU-MISO with SF2SF

In this section, we make a few considerations about the SU-MISO case. First
of all, in Table 8.1 the rate obtained by optimally and heuristically solving the
SF2SF multiplexing problem are compared by varying the neighboring distance
dπ, together with the computational complexity for a radio SNR 1/σ2

w = 25 dB
(used in the following as reference radio SNR). The parameter Nit, evaluated
numerically, is the average number of hill-climbing iterations needed to reach the
solution. The N ! computational complexity of the optimal solution forces us to
consider here a relatively small problem instance: N = 8 RAU antennas relay
to the user the BBU signals carried over Nf = 2 cable bands at 300MHz and
500MHz, to stress a condition where IL and FEXT are more severe (see Chapter
6). Table 8.1 confirms that the hill-climbing approach leads to a solution which is
quite close to the optimal one at much lower complexity: e.g., for 1/σ2

w = 25 dB
and dπ = 2 (used as reference neighboring distance for all the following numerical
evaluations) the gap from the optimum is ≈ 0.01 bps/Hz, and this is achieved by
performing only K = 39 out of the total Kexh = 40320 searches required by the
exhaustive search.

In Fig. 8.3 the average UE rates with and without SF2SF multiplexing (filled
and empty markers, respectively) are shown by progressively increasing the num-
ber of antennas N (i.e., increasing the portion of allocated cable bandwidth) for
a fixed radio SNR 1/σ2

w = 25 dB. It is interesting to observe that the UE rate
achieved without any mapping starts to decrease when reaching approx. N = 40
RAU antennas (≈ 220 MHz cable bandwidth): in fact, in order to serve a greater
number of antennas, a higher frequency portion of the cable bandwidth should
be allocated for which IL and FEXT are so severe that any improvement in the
SINR at the decision variable becomes negligible. In other words, there is no
point in using more antennas if cable excessively degrades the wireless rate and
antennas are almost randomly multiplexed over the cable resources. On the con-
trary, the UE rate achieved with SF2SF multiplexing increases with the number
of antennas/cable bandwidth. This confirms that, by means of an optimized cable
resources management, SF2SF is capable to cope with the cable impairments en-
abling the usage of the available cable bandwidth and improving the user rate by
more then 1 bps/Hz. This can be explained by the fact that signal quality at the
UE is mostly determined by a small subset of RAU antennas, which is not known
in advance and depends on the specific UE configuration. SF2SF multiplexing
technique selects and prioritizes those antennas by assigning them SF cable chan-
nels for which cable impairments are less severe, thus creating virtual sub-arrays
at the RAU that are minimally cable interfered. Others are progressively assigned
to cable SF resources.
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Chapter 8
Analog MIMO RoC Downlink with Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency

Multiplexing

8.5.1.1. SU-MISO with SF2SF in Sub-6GHz Scenario

For completeness, a similar result is presented in Fig. 8.5, in which the down-
link SF2SF techniques has been tested also for a sub-6GHz downlink system. In
particular, it is assumed that the single-user radio channel hw in (8.4) is modeled
as Rayleigh faded, i.e., hw,k ∼ CN (0,Rt), with correlation between i-th and j-th
elements given by [Rt]ij = ρ|i−j|, with 0 < ρ < 1. Numerical results are shown in
Fig. 8.5 in terms of average (over radio channel realizations) UE rate and assum-
ing an array correlation across antennas ρ = 0.95. Moreover, the wireless channel
bandwidth is assumed to be Ba = 540 kHz (e.g., this can be seen as a group of 3
LTE resource blocks, or even a single 5G carrier). Accordingly, the FDM over the
cable is by Ba-bands.
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<latexit sha1_base64="3ZgvOJsbH/6ZfmTEtkqycURFRSo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzSkREgWKbIQEZSSaNEhBIg8ptqLzZRNOOZ/N3RoRrHwCX0ELFR2i5SMo+Bec4AICU41mdrU7E8RSGHScD6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xu2ds7LRMlmkOTRzLSnYAZkEJBEwVK6MQaWBhIaAej86nfvgVtRKSucByDH7KhEgPBGWZSz97zEO4wHWi4SUDxsXfUvajf+5OeXXGqzgz0L3FzUiE5Gj370+tHPAlBIZfMmK7rxOinTKPgEiYlLzEQMz5iQ+hmVLEQjJ/OAkzoQWIYRjQGTYWkMxF+bqQsNGYcBtlkyPDazHtT8T+vm+DgzE+FihPM0k0PoZAwO2S4FlkzQPtCAyKbfg5UKMqZZoigBWWcZ2KSVVXK+nDn0/8lreOq61Tdy5NKrZw3UyT7pEwOiUtOSY3USYM0CScT8kieyLP1YL1Yr9bb92jBynd2yS9Y7181nZsw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZgvOJsbH/6ZfmTEtkqycURFRSo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzSkREgWKbIQEZSSaNEhBIg8ptqLzZRNOOZ/N3RoRrHwCX0ELFR2i5SMo+Bec4AICU41mdrU7E8RSGHScD6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xu2ds7LRMlmkOTRzLSnYAZkEJBEwVK6MQaWBhIaAej86nfvgVtRKSucByDH7KhEgPBGWZSz97zEO4wHWi4SUDxsXfUvajf+5OeXXGqzgz0L3FzUiE5Gj370+tHPAlBIZfMmK7rxOinTKPgEiYlLzEQMz5iQ+hmVLEQjJ/OAkzoQWIYRjQGTYWkMxF+bqQsNGYcBtlkyPDazHtT8T+vm+DgzE+FihPM0k0PoZAwO2S4FlkzQPtCAyKbfg5UKMqZZoigBWWcZ2KSVVXK+nDn0/8lreOq61Tdy5NKrZw3UyT7pEwOiUtOSY3USYM0CScT8kieyLP1YL1Yr9bb92jBynd2yS9Y7181nZsw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZgvOJsbH/6ZfmTEtkqycURFRSo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzSkREgWKbIQEZSSaNEhBIg8ptqLzZRNOOZ/N3RoRrHwCX0ELFR2i5SMo+Bec4AICU41mdrU7E8RSGHScD6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xu2ds7LRMlmkOTRzLSnYAZkEJBEwVK6MQaWBhIaAej86nfvgVtRKSucByDH7KhEgPBGWZSz97zEO4wHWi4SUDxsXfUvajf+5OeXXGqzgz0L3FzUiE5Gj370+tHPAlBIZfMmK7rxOinTKPgEiYlLzEQMz5iQ+hmVLEQjJ/OAkzoQWIYRjQGTYWkMxF+bqQsNGYcBtlkyPDazHtT8T+vm+DgzE+FihPM0k0PoZAwO2S4FlkzQPtCAyKbfg5UKMqZZoigBWWcZ2KSVVXK+nDn0/8lreOq61Tdy5NKrZw3UyT7pEwOiUtOSY3USYM0CScT8kieyLP1YL1Yr9bb92jBynd2yS9Y7181nZsw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZgvOJsbH/6ZfmTEtkqycURFRSo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzSkREgWKbIQEZSSaNEhBIg8ptqLzZRNOOZ/N3RoRrHwCX0ELFR2i5SMo+Bec4AICU41mdrU7E8RSGHScD6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xu2ds7LRMlmkOTRzLSnYAZkEJBEwVK6MQaWBhIaAej86nfvgVtRKSucByDH7KhEgPBGWZSz97zEO4wHWi4SUDxsXfUvajf+5OeXXGqzgz0L3FzUiE5Gj370+tHPAlBIZfMmK7rxOinTKPgEiYlLzEQMz5iQ+hmVLEQjJ/OAkzoQWIYRjQGTYWkMxF+bqQsNGYcBtlkyPDazHtT8T+vm+DgzE+FihPM0k0PoZAwO2S4FlkzQPtCAyKbfg5UKMqZZoigBWWcZ2KSVVXK+nDn0/8lreOq61Tdy5NKrZw3UyT7pEwOiUtOSY3USYM0CScT8kieyLP1YL1Yr9bb92jBynd2yS9Y7181nZsw</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="CUnV0mnxfLexlEAFwYxS9md6lUM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9gVQY8BLx4TMA9IljA76cQhsw9meoSw5Au86smbePWDPPgv7q45aGKdiqpuurqCRElDrvvplDY2t7Z3yruVvf2Dw6Pq8UnXxFYL7IhYxbofcINKRtghSQr7iUYeBgp7wew293uPqI2Mo3uaJ+iHfBrJiRScMqntjqp1t+EWYOvEW5I6LNEaVb+G41jYECMSihsz8NyE/JRrkkLhojK0BhMuZnyKg4xGPETjp0XQBTu3hlPMEtRMKlaI+Hsj5aEx8zDIJkNOD2bVy8X/vIGlyY2fyiixhJHID5FUWBwyQsusAWRjqZGI58mRyYgJrjkRasm4EJlos0oqWR/e6vfrpHvZ8NyG176qN2vLZspwBjW4AA+uoQl30IIOCEB4gmd4cazz6rw57z+jJWe5cwp/4Hx8AwyxkRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUnV0mnxfLexlEAFwYxS9md6lUM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9gVQY8BLx4TMA9IljA76cQhsw9meoSw5Au86smbePWDPPgv7q45aGKdiqpuurqCRElDrvvplDY2t7Z3yruVvf2Dw6Pq8UnXxFYL7IhYxbofcINKRtghSQr7iUYeBgp7wew293uPqI2Mo3uaJ+iHfBrJiRScMqntjqp1t+EWYOvEW5I6LNEaVb+G41jYECMSihsz8NyE/JRrkkLhojK0BhMuZnyKg4xGPETjp0XQBTu3hlPMEtRMKlaI+Hsj5aEx8zDIJkNOD2bVy8X/vIGlyY2fyiixhJHID5FUWBwyQsusAWRjqZGI58mRyYgJrjkRasm4EJlos0oqWR/e6vfrpHvZ8NyG176qN2vLZspwBjW4AA+uoQl30IIOCEB4gmd4cazz6rw57z+jJWe5cwp/4Hx8AwyxkRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUnV0mnxfLexlEAFwYxS9md6lUM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9gVQY8BLx4TMA9IljA76cQhsw9meoSw5Au86smbePWDPPgv7q45aGKdiqpuurqCRElDrvvplDY2t7Z3yruVvf2Dw6Pq8UnXxFYL7IhYxbofcINKRtghSQr7iUYeBgp7wew293uPqI2Mo3uaJ+iHfBrJiRScMqntjqp1t+EWYOvEW5I6LNEaVb+G41jYECMSihsz8NyE/JRrkkLhojK0BhMuZnyKg4xGPETjp0XQBTu3hlPMEtRMKlaI+Hsj5aEx8zDIJkNOD2bVy8X/vIGlyY2fyiixhJHID5FUWBwyQsusAWRjqZGI58mRyYgJrjkRasm4EJlos0oqWR/e6vfrpHvZ8NyG176qN2vLZspwBjW4AA+uoQl30IIOCEB4gmd4cazz6rw57z+jJWe5cwp/4Hx8AwyxkRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CUnV0mnxfLexlEAFwYxS9md6lUM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9gVQY8BLx4TMA9IljA76cQhsw9meoSw5Au86smbePWDPPgv7q45aGKdiqpuurqCRElDrvvplDY2t7Z3yruVvf2Dw6Pq8UnXxFYL7IhYxbofcINKRtghSQr7iUYeBgp7wew293uPqI2Mo3uaJ+iHfBrJiRScMqntjqp1t+EWYOvEW5I6LNEaVb+G41jYECMSihsz8NyE/JRrkkLhojK0BhMuZnyKg4xGPETjp0XQBTu3hlPMEtRMKlaI+Hsj5aEx8zDIJkNOD2bVy8X/vIGlyY2fyiixhJHID5FUWBwyQsusAWRjqZGI58mRyYgJrjkRasm4EJlos0oqWR/e6vfrpHvZ8NyG176qN2vLZspwBjW4AA+uoQl30IIOCEB4gmd4cazz6rw57z+jJWe5cwp/4Hx8AwyxkRk=</latexit>

fhigh
<latexit sha1_base64="BCOb2cjYLKf534tqd2VRtHI6nIY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5JUKiimyEBGUkGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT+4WyMiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNuf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsmzDWAlsiVKHuetygkgG2SJLCbqSR+57Cjje9yvzOPWojw+CWZhG6Ph8HciQFp1RyR4M+4QMlEzmezAeVml23c7Bl4hSkBgWag8pXfxiK2MeAhOLG9Bw7IjfhmqRQOC/3Y4MRF1M+xl5KA+6jcZM89JydxIZTyCLUTCqWi/h7I+G+MTPfSyd9ThOz6GXif14vptGlm8ggigkDkR0iqTA/ZISWaRvIhlIjEc+SI5MBE1xzItSScSFSMU7rKad9OIvfL5P2Wd2x687Nea1RLZopwTFU4RQcuIAGXEMTWiDgDp7gGV6sR+vVerPef0ZXrGLnCP7A+vgGLbqW3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BCOb2cjYLKf534tqd2VRtHI6nIY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5JUKiimyEBGUkGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT+4WyMiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNuf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsmzDWAlsiVKHuetygkgG2SJLCbqSR+57Cjje9yvzOPWojw+CWZhG6Ph8HciQFp1RyR4M+4QMlEzmezAeVml23c7Bl4hSkBgWag8pXfxiK2MeAhOLG9Bw7IjfhmqRQOC/3Y4MRF1M+xl5KA+6jcZM89JydxIZTyCLUTCqWi/h7I+G+MTPfSyd9ThOz6GXif14vptGlm8ggigkDkR0iqTA/ZISWaRvIhlIjEc+SI5MBE1xzItSScSFSMU7rKad9OIvfL5P2Wd2x687Nea1RLZopwTFU4RQcuIAGXEMTWiDgDp7gGV6sR+vVerPef0ZXrGLnCP7A+vgGLbqW3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BCOb2cjYLKf534tqd2VRtHI6nIY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5JUKiimyEBGUkGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT+4WyMiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNuf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsmzDWAlsiVKHuetygkgG2SJLCbqSR+57Cjje9yvzOPWojw+CWZhG6Ph8HciQFp1RyR4M+4QMlEzmezAeVml23c7Bl4hSkBgWag8pXfxiK2MeAhOLG9Bw7IjfhmqRQOC/3Y4MRF1M+xl5KA+6jcZM89JydxIZTyCLUTCqWi/h7I+G+MTPfSyd9ThOz6GXif14vptGlm8ggigkDkR0iqTA/ZISWaRvIhlIjEc+SI5MBE1xzItSScSFSMU7rKad9OIvfL5P2Wd2x687Nea1RLZopwTFU4RQcuIAGXEMTWiDgDp7gGV6sR+vVerPef0ZXrGLnCP7A+vgGLbqW3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BCOb2cjYLKf534tqd2VRtHI6nIY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5JUKiimyEBGUkGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT+4WyMiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNuf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsmzDWAlsiVKHuetygkgG2SJLCbqSR+57Cjje9yvzOPWojw+CWZhG6Ph8HciQFp1RyR4M+4QMlEzmezAeVml23c7Bl4hSkBgWag8pXfxiK2MeAhOLG9Bw7IjfhmqRQOC/3Y4MRF1M+xl5KA+6jcZM89JydxIZTyCLUTCqWi/h7I+G+MTPfSyd9ThOz6GXif14vptGlm8ggigkDkR0iqTA/ZISWaRvIhlIjEc+SI5MBE1xzItSScSFSMU7rKad9OIvfL5P2Wd2x687Nea1RLZopwTFU4RQcuIAGXEMTWiDgDp7gGV6sR+vVerPef0ZXrGLnCP7A+vgGLbqW3w==</latexit>

Ba
<latexit sha1_base64="rSf1xYwSjPCeiuiwGM5BqZyQjkg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNKRESVWQjJCgjaCiDIA8psaL1ZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP+iYMNYC2yJUoe55YFDJANskSWEv0gi+p7DrTa8yv/uA2sgwuKNZhK4Pk0COpQBKpdvLIQyrdbth5+DLxClInRVoDatfg1EoYh8DEgqM6Tt2RG4CmqRQOK8MYoMRiClMsJ/SAHw0bpJHnfPj2ACFPELNpeK5iL83EvCNmfleOukD3ZtFLxP/8/oxjS/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMO0A+khqJIEuOXAZcgAYi1JKDEKkYp6VU0j6cxe+XSee04dgN5+as3qwVzZTZEauxE+awc9Zk16zF2kywCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0ZBU7h+wPrI9vntGR/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rSf1xYwSjPCeiuiwGM5BqZyQjkg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNKRESVWQjJCgjaCiDIA8psaL1ZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP+iYMNYC2yJUoe55YFDJANskSWEv0gi+p7DrTa8yv/uA2sgwuKNZhK4Pk0COpQBKpdvLIQyrdbth5+DLxClInRVoDatfg1EoYh8DEgqM6Tt2RG4CmqRQOK8MYoMRiClMsJ/SAHw0bpJHnfPj2ACFPELNpeK5iL83EvCNmfleOukD3ZtFLxP/8/oxjS/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMO0A+khqJIEuOXAZcgAYi1JKDEKkYp6VU0j6cxe+XSee04dgN5+as3qwVzZTZEauxE+awc9Zk16zF2kywCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0ZBU7h+wPrI9vntGR/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rSf1xYwSjPCeiuiwGM5BqZyQjkg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNKRESVWQjJCgjaCiDIA8psaL1ZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP+iYMNYC2yJUoe55YFDJANskSWEv0gi+p7DrTa8yv/uA2sgwuKNZhK4Pk0COpQBKpdvLIQyrdbth5+DLxClInRVoDatfg1EoYh8DEgqM6Tt2RG4CmqRQOK8MYoMRiClMsJ/SAHw0bpJHnfPj2ACFPELNpeK5iL83EvCNmfleOukD3ZtFLxP/8/oxjS/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMO0A+khqJIEuOXAZcgAYi1JKDEKkYp6VU0j6cxe+XSee04dgN5+as3qwVzZTZEauxE+awc9Zk16zF2kywCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0ZBU7h+wPrI9vntGR/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rSf1xYwSjPCeiuiwGM5BqZyQjkg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNKRESVWQjJCgjaCiDIA8psaL1ZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP+iYMNYC2yJUoe55YFDJANskSWEv0gi+p7DrTa8yv/uA2sgwuKNZhK4Pk0COpQBKpdvLIQyrdbth5+DLxClInRVoDatfg1EoYh8DEgqM6Tt2RG4CmqRQOK8MYoMRiClMsJ/SAHw0bpJHnfPj2ACFPELNpeK5iL83EvCNmfleOukD3ZtFLxP/8/oxjS/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMO0A+khqJIEuOXAZcgAYi1JKDEKkYp6VU0j6cxe+XSee04dgN5+as3qwVzZTZEauxE+awc9Zk16zF2kywCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0ZBU7h+wPrI9vntGR/w==</latexit>

⇡ 4.3 MHz
<latexit sha1_base64="xk355PhKS37p8+VvgsuOuY/2CJE=">AAACDHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqI1gsyQIFiHcaUDLgI2NoGA0kAthbjPRxb27ZXdOEo/4E/wVtlrZia3/wcL/4iWm0MRXPd6bYea9QCtpyXU/nZnZufmFxdxSfnlldW29sLF5aePECKyLWMWmEYBFJSOskySFDW0QwkDhVXB7PPSv7tBYGUcX1NfYCuE6kl0pgDKpXdj2QWsT9/xytXLgl33CHqWnJ/eDdqHkVtwR+DTxxqTExjhrF778TiySECMSCqxteq6mVgqGpFA4yPuJRQ3iFq6xmdEIQrStdJRgwHcTCxRzjYZLxUci/t5IIbS2HwbZZAh0Yye9ofif10yoe9RKZaQTwkgMD5FUODpkhZFZNcg70iARDD9HLiMuwAARGslBiExMsq7yWR/eZPppcrlf8dyKd14t1YrjZnJshxXZHvPYIauxE3bG6kywB/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+8/ojDPe2WJ/4Hx8A5tJmsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xk355PhKS37p8+VvgsuOuY/2CJE=">AAACDHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqI1gsyQIFiHcaUDLgI2NoGA0kAthbjPRxb27ZXdOEo/4E/wVtlrZia3/wcL/4iWm0MRXPd6bYea9QCtpyXU/nZnZufmFxdxSfnlldW29sLF5aePECKyLWMWmEYBFJSOskySFDW0QwkDhVXB7PPSv7tBYGUcX1NfYCuE6kl0pgDKpXdj2QWsT9/xytXLgl33CHqWnJ/eDdqHkVtwR+DTxxqTExjhrF778TiySECMSCqxteq6mVgqGpFA4yPuJRQ3iFq6xmdEIQrStdJRgwHcTCxRzjYZLxUci/t5IIbS2HwbZZAh0Yye9ofif10yoe9RKZaQTwkgMD5FUODpkhZFZNcg70iARDD9HLiMuwAARGslBiExMsq7yWR/eZPppcrlf8dyKd14t1YrjZnJshxXZHvPYIauxE3bG6kywB/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+8/ojDPe2WJ/4Hx8A5tJmsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xk355PhKS37p8+VvgsuOuY/2CJE=">AAACDHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqI1gsyQIFiHcaUDLgI2NoGA0kAthbjPRxb27ZXdOEo/4E/wVtlrZia3/wcL/4iWm0MRXPd6bYea9QCtpyXU/nZnZufmFxdxSfnlldW29sLF5aePECKyLWMWmEYBFJSOskySFDW0QwkDhVXB7PPSv7tBYGUcX1NfYCuE6kl0pgDKpXdj2QWsT9/xytXLgl33CHqWnJ/eDdqHkVtwR+DTxxqTExjhrF778TiySECMSCqxteq6mVgqGpFA4yPuJRQ3iFq6xmdEIQrStdJRgwHcTCxRzjYZLxUci/t5IIbS2HwbZZAh0Yye9ofif10yoe9RKZaQTwkgMD5FUODpkhZFZNcg70iARDD9HLiMuwAARGslBiExMsq7yWR/eZPppcrlf8dyKd14t1YrjZnJshxXZHvPYIauxE3bG6kywB/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+8/ojDPe2WJ/4Hx8A5tJmsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xk355PhKS37p8+VvgsuOuY/2CJE=">AAACDHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqI1gsyQIFiHcaUDLgI2NoGA0kAthbjPRxb27ZXdOEo/4E/wVtlrZia3/wcL/4iWm0MRXPd6bYea9QCtpyXU/nZnZufmFxdxSfnlldW29sLF5aePECKyLWMWmEYBFJSOskySFDW0QwkDhVXB7PPSv7tBYGUcX1NfYCuE6kl0pgDKpXdj2QWsT9/xytXLgl33CHqWnJ/eDdqHkVtwR+DTxxqTExjhrF778TiySECMSCqxteq6mVgqGpFA4yPuJRQ3iFq6xmdEIQrStdJRgwHcTCxRzjYZLxUci/t5IIbS2HwbZZAh0Yye9ofif10yoe9RKZaQTwkgMD5FUODpkhZFZNcg70iARDD9HLiMuwAARGslBiExMsq7yWR/eZPppcrlf8dyKd14t1YrjZnJshxXZHvPYIauxE3bG6kywB/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+8/ojDPe2WJ/4Hx8A5tJmsM=</latexit>

Figure 8.4.: Cable frequency bands utilized for FH

For the results in Fig. 8.5, it is assumed that N = 64 RAU antennas, each carrying
a Bw-bandwidth channel, relay to the UE the signals transported over Nc = 64 SF
cable channels. As shown in Fig. 8.4, we assume that half of the N channels are
transported over low cable frequency (i.e., N/2 signals are mapped over the first
32/Ns = 8 Ba-bands of the 4-pairs LAN cable, corresponding to approx. 4.3MHz),
while the remaining N/2 are transported over an higher cable frequency portion
centered around fhigh (this resembles the situation where due to the coexistence
with other services it may be convenient to allocate the FH signal over higher
frequency cable bands). For each fhigh, the SF2SF algorithm looks for the optimal
multiplexing of the N radio signals over the overall N SF channels (both at low
and high cable frequencies). Fig. 8.5 shows how performance without SF2SF
multiplexing (i.e., Πc = I) quickly degrade by progressively increasing such fhigh,
until they converge to those achieved be employing only N/2 antennas allocated
at low cable frequency (recall that the RAU is constrained to unit power for all
the simulation settings). As observed in Fig. 8.3, this is suggesting that there is
no point in using more antennas if cable excessively degrades the wireless rate and
antennas are almost randomly multiplexed over the cable resources. The effect
of SF2SF multiplexing is almost negligible for low fhigh, while the gain becomes
apparent by increasing it, and thus by employing frequency bands for which cable
impairments are more severe (see Chapter 6). Concluding, Fig. 8.5 confirms the
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8.5 Numerical Results

w/o SF2SF:⇧ = I
<latexit sha1_base64="negzISi2sWXR/zd1hYv1ptQICb8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="negzISi2sWXR/zd1hYv1ptQICb8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="negzISi2sWXR/zd1hYv1ptQICb8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="negzISi2sWXR/zd1hYv1ptQICb8=">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</latexit>

Ideal FH:Hc = I
<latexit sha1_base64="GEybZEU9lLeDfmhMka/Q/rkHifM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGAWREHZFUARBECTeFEwUsiH0TjpxcPbBTK8oy/6Dn+BXeNWTN/GqB//F3RhBE+tUXdVNd5cXKWnItj+swtj4xOTU9Exxdm5+YbG0tNwwYawF1kWoQn3pgUElA6yTJIWXkUbwPYUX3vVR7l/coDYyDM7pLsKWD71AdqUAyqR2acslvKXkpIOg3Mpxbd+tpK4PdOV1k1raFgc/xUnaLpXtqt0HHyXOgJTZAKft0qfbCUXsY0BCgTFNx46olYAmKRSmRTc2GIG4hh42MxqAj6aV9H9K+UZsgEIeoeZS8b6IvycS8I25872sM7/QDHu5+J/XjKm710pkEMWEgcgXkVTYX2SElllYyDtSIxHklyOXAReggQi15CBEJsZZesUsD2f4+1HS2K46dtU52ykfrg+SmWarbI1tMoftskNWY6eszgS7Z4/siT1bD9aL9Wq9fbcWrMHMCvsD6/0LRNuiog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEybZEU9lLeDfmhMka/Q/rkHifM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGAWREHZFUARBECTeFEwUsiH0TjpxcPbBTK8oy/6Dn+BXeNWTN/GqB//F3RhBE+tUXdVNd5cXKWnItj+swtj4xOTU9Exxdm5+YbG0tNwwYawF1kWoQn3pgUElA6yTJIWXkUbwPYUX3vVR7l/coDYyDM7pLsKWD71AdqUAyqR2acslvKXkpIOg3Mpxbd+tpK4PdOV1k1raFgc/xUnaLpXtqt0HHyXOgJTZAKft0qfbCUXsY0BCgTFNx46olYAmKRSmRTc2GIG4hh42MxqAj6aV9H9K+UZsgEIeoeZS8b6IvycS8I25872sM7/QDHu5+J/XjKm710pkEMWEgcgXkVTYX2SElllYyDtSIxHklyOXAReggQi15CBEJsZZesUsD2f4+1HS2K46dtU52ykfrg+SmWarbI1tMoftskNWY6eszgS7Z4/siT1bD9aL9Wq9fbcWrMHMCvsD6/0LRNuiog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEybZEU9lLeDfmhMka/Q/rkHifM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGAWREHZFUARBECTeFEwUsiH0TjpxcPbBTK8oy/6Dn+BXeNWTN/GqB//F3RhBE+tUXdVNd5cXKWnItj+swtj4xOTU9Exxdm5+YbG0tNwwYawF1kWoQn3pgUElA6yTJIWXkUbwPYUX3vVR7l/coDYyDM7pLsKWD71AdqUAyqR2acslvKXkpIOg3Mpxbd+tpK4PdOV1k1raFgc/xUnaLpXtqt0HHyXOgJTZAKft0qfbCUXsY0BCgTFNx46olYAmKRSmRTc2GIG4hh42MxqAj6aV9H9K+UZsgEIeoeZS8b6IvycS8I25872sM7/QDHu5+J/XjKm710pkEMWEgcgXkVTYX2SElllYyDtSIxHklyOXAReggQi15CBEJsZZesUsD2f4+1HS2K46dtU52ykfrg+SmWarbI1tMoftskNWY6eszgS7Z4/siT1bD9aL9Wq9fbcWrMHMCvsD6/0LRNuiog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEybZEU9lLeDfmhMka/Q/rkHifM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGAWREHZFUARBECTeFEwUsiH0TjpxcPbBTK8oy/6Dn+BXeNWTN/GqB//F3RhBE+tUXdVNd5cXKWnItj+swtj4xOTU9Exxdm5+YbG0tNwwYawF1kWoQn3pgUElA6yTJIWXkUbwPYUX3vVR7l/coDYyDM7pLsKWD71AdqUAyqR2acslvKXkpIOg3Mpxbd+tpK4PdOV1k1raFgc/xUnaLpXtqt0HHyXOgJTZAKft0qfbCUXsY0BCgTFNx46olYAmKRSmRTc2GIG4hh42MxqAj6aV9H9K+UZsgEIeoeZS8b6IvycS8I25872sM7/QDHu5+J/XjKm710pkEMWEgcgXkVTYX2SElllYyDtSIxHklyOXAReggQi15CBEJsZZesUsD2f4+1HS2K46dtU52ykfrg+SmWarbI1tMoftskNWY6eszgS7Z4/siT1bD9aL9Wq9fbcWrMHMCvsD6/0LRNuiog==</latexit>

Ideal FH,

w/o SF2SF,
w/ SF2SF

antennas, low cable frequencyN/2
<latexit sha1_base64="4Lvr6TbCDC5dlSp6JAOwPrdmNXU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiYBEFewICcpINFQoCPKQkig6XzbhlPNDd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/gm1cQMJUo5ld7ey4oZKGbPvTKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2WCSItsCkCFeiOyw0q6WOTJCnshBq55ypsu5PL1G8/oDYy8O9oGmLf42NfjqTglEi316e1QbliV+0MbJE4OalAjsag/NUbBiLy0CehuDFdxw6pH3NNUiiclXqRwZCLCR9jN6E+99D04yzqjB1HhlPAQtRMKpaJ+Hsj5p4xU89NJj1O92beS8X/vG5Eo4t+LP0wIvRFeoikwuyQEVomHSAbSo1EPE2OTPpMcM2JUEvGhUjEKCmllPThzH+/SFq1qmNXnZuzSv0ob6YIB3AIJ+DAOdThChrQBAFjeIJneLEerVfrzXr/GS1Y+c4+/IH18Q0d9pGu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Lvr6TbCDC5dlSp6JAOwPrdmNXU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiYBEFewICcpINFQoCPKQkig6XzbhlPNDd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/gm1cQMJUo5ld7ey4oZKGbPvTKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2WCSItsCkCFeiOyw0q6WOTJCnshBq55ypsu5PL1G8/oDYy8O9oGmLf42NfjqTglEi316e1QbliV+0MbJE4OalAjsag/NUbBiLy0CehuDFdxw6pH3NNUiiclXqRwZCLCR9jN6E+99D04yzqjB1HhlPAQtRMKpaJ+Hsj5p4xU89NJj1O92beS8X/vG5Eo4t+LP0wIvRFeoikwuyQEVomHSAbSo1EPE2OTPpMcM2JUEvGhUjEKCmllPThzH+/SFq1qmNXnZuzSv0ob6YIB3AIJ+DAOdThChrQBAFjeIJneLEerVfrzXr/GS1Y+c4+/IH18Q0d9pGu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Lvr6TbCDC5dlSp6JAOwPrdmNXU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiYBEFewICcpINFQoCPKQkig6XzbhlPNDd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/gm1cQMJUo5ld7ey4oZKGbPvTKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2WCSItsCkCFeiOyw0q6WOTJCnshBq55ypsu5PL1G8/oDYy8O9oGmLf42NfjqTglEi316e1QbliV+0MbJE4OalAjsag/NUbBiLy0CehuDFdxw6pH3NNUiiclXqRwZCLCR9jN6E+99D04yzqjB1HhlPAQtRMKpaJ+Hsj5p4xU89NJj1O92beS8X/vG5Eo4t+LP0wIvRFeoikwuyQEVomHSAbSo1EPE2OTPpMcM2JUEvGhUjEKCmllPThzH+/SFq1qmNXnZuzSv0ob6YIB3AIJ+DAOdThChrQBAFjeIJneLEerVfrzXr/GS1Y+c4+/IH18Q0d9pGu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Lvr6TbCDC5dlSp6JAOwPrdmNXU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiYBEFewICcpINFQoCPKQkig6XzbhlPNDd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/gm1cQMJUo5ld7ey4oZKGbPvTKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2WCSItsCkCFeiOyw0q6WOTJCnshBq55ypsu5PL1G8/oDYy8O9oGmLf42NfjqTglEi316e1QbliV+0MbJE4OalAjsag/NUbBiLy0CehuDFdxw6pH3NNUiiclXqRwZCLCR9jN6E+99D04yzqjB1HhlPAQtRMKpaJ+Hsj5p4xU89NJj1O92beS8X/vG5Eo4t+LP0wIvRFeoikwuyQEVomHSAbSo1EPE2OTPpMcM2JUEvGhUjEKCmllPThzH+/SFq1qmNXnZuzSv0ob6YIB3AIJ+DAOdThChrQBAFjeIJneLEerVfrzXr/GS1Y+c4+/IH18Q0d9pGu</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="ZL8oMvPhloS+tb4YWer5CoUslnc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyKoMeAF0+SgHlAsoTZSScOmX0w0yOEkC/wqidv4tUP8uC/uLvuQaN1Kqq66eoKEiUNue6HU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcdE1stsC1iFetewA0qGWGbJCnsJRp5GCjsBtPrzO8+oDYyju5olqAf8kkkx1JwSqXW7bBac+tuDvaXeAWpQYHmsPo5GMXChhiRUNyYvucm5M+5JikULioDazDhYson2E9pxEM0/jwPumCn1nCKWYKaScVyEX9uzHlozCwM0smQ071Z9jLxP69vaXzlz2WUWMJIZIdIKswPGaFl2gCykdRIxLPkyGTEBNecCLVkXIhUtGkllbQPb/n7v6RzXvfcute6qDVOimbKcATHcAYeXEIDbqAJbRCA8AhP8OxY58V5dd6+R0tOsXMIv+C8fwE8DZE5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZL8oMvPhloS+tb4YWer5CoUslnc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyKoMeAF0+SgHlAsoTZSScOmX0w0yOEkC/wqidv4tUP8uC/uLvuQaN1Kqq66eoKEiUNue6HU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcdE1stsC1iFetewA0qGWGbJCnsJRp5GCjsBtPrzO8+oDYyju5olqAf8kkkx1JwSqXW7bBac+tuDvaXeAWpQYHmsPo5GMXChhiRUNyYvucm5M+5JikULioDazDhYson2E9pxEM0/jwPumCn1nCKWYKaScVyEX9uzHlozCwM0smQ071Z9jLxP69vaXzlz2WUWMJIZIdIKswPGaFl2gCykdRIxLPkyGTEBNecCLVkXIhUtGkllbQPb/n7v6RzXvfcute6qDVOimbKcATHcAYeXEIDbqAJbRCA8AhP8OxY58V5dd6+R0tOsXMIv+C8fwE8DZE5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZL8oMvPhloS+tb4YWer5CoUslnc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyKoMeAF0+SgHlAsoTZSScOmX0w0yOEkC/wqidv4tUP8uC/uLvuQaN1Kqq66eoKEiUNue6HU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcdE1stsC1iFetewA0qGWGbJCnsJRp5GCjsBtPrzO8+oDYyju5olqAf8kkkx1JwSqXW7bBac+tuDvaXeAWpQYHmsPo5GMXChhiRUNyYvucm5M+5JikULioDazDhYson2E9pxEM0/jwPumCn1nCKWYKaScVyEX9uzHlozCwM0smQ071Z9jLxP69vaXzlz2WUWMJIZIdIKswPGaFl2gCykdRIxLPkyGTEBNecCLVkXIhUtGkllbQPb/n7v6RzXvfcute6qDVOimbKcATHcAYeXEIDbqAJbRCA8AhP8OxY58V5dd6+R0tOsXMIv+C8fwE8DZE5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZL8oMvPhloS+tb4YWer5CoUslnc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKeyKoMeAF0+SgHlAsoTZSScOmX0w0yOEkC/wqidv4tUP8uC/uLvuQaN1Kqq66eoKEiUNue6HU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcdE1stsC1iFetewA0qGWGbJCnsJRp5GCjsBtPrzO8+oDYyju5olqAf8kkkx1JwSqXW7bBac+tuDvaXeAWpQYHmsPo5GMXChhiRUNyYvucm5M+5JikULioDazDhYson2E9pxEM0/jwPumCn1nCKWYKaScVyEX9uzHlozCwM0smQ071Z9jLxP69vaXzlz2WUWMJIZIdIKswPGaFl2gCykdRIxLPkyGTEBNecCLVkXIhUtGkllbQPb/n7v6RzXvfcute6qDVOimbKcATHcAYeXEIDbqAJbRCA8AhP8OxY58V5dd6+R0tOsXMIv+C8fwE8DZE5</latexit> antennas

SF2SF gain

Figure 8.5.: SF2SF average UE-rate vs fhigh for N = 64 RAN antennas and for
radio SNR 1/σ2

w=25dB

benefits of SF2SF technique also in a sub-6GHz scenario: by leveraging on a more
efficient exploitation of the cable resources, SF2SF multiplexing almost halves the
performance gap from the ideal FH (i.e., Hc = I).

8.5.2. MU-MISO with SF2SF

Technique
Radio SNR, 1/𝝈𝒘𝟐 [dB] Complexity (𝑲) 

at 𝟏 𝝈𝒘𝟐 =⁄ 𝟐𝟓 dB5 10 15 20 25 30
SF2SF: optimal (exh. search) 0.361 0.693 1.014 1.281 1.312 1.335 40320
SF2SF: hill-climb., 𝑑* = 4 0.355 0.689 1.008 1.274 1.307 1.329 1547 (𝑁-. = 2.01)
SF2SF: hill-climb., 𝑑* = 2 0.321 0.652 0.976 1.225 1.255 1.266 64 (𝑁-. = 2.27)

w/o SF2SF 0.202 0.402 0.624 0.790 0.799 0.802 -

Table 8.2.: MU-MISO rates [bps/Hz] with non-ordered THP, max min-rate op-
timal solution vs hill-climbing by varying the neighboring distance dπ, N = 8
RAU antennas, Ns = 2 frequency bands at 300 and 500 MHz. Rates are in
[bps/Hz]

The performance of the A-MIMO-RoC architecture are evaluated here in pres-
ence of multiple single-antenna UEs, which mandatorily requires BBU precoding
to mitigate the multi-user interference due to the cascade of wired and wireless
channels. In this scenario, we assume that the number of served UEs Nr equals the
number of RAU antennas N , meaning that the more RAU antennas we employ,
the more UEs we are able to serve but, from the other hand, the more bandwidth
we need to allocate over the cable fronthaul (i.e., N = Nr = Ns ·Nf , with Ns = 4).
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Type of SF2SF 
optimization

Type of UE ordering
optimization

Radio SNR, 1/𝝈𝒘𝟐 [dB] Complexity (𝑲)
at 𝟏 𝝈𝒘𝟐 =⁄ 𝟐𝟓 dB5 10 15 20 25 30

optimal (exh. search) optimal (exh. search) 0.856 1.462 2.053 2.376 2.600 2.620 518400
hill-climbing, 𝑑* = 2 optimal (exh. search) 0.852 1.458 2.048 2.371 2.597 2.601 23760 (𝑁-. = 2.2)
optimal (exh. search) WF ordering 0.821 1.389 1.917 2.118 2.304 2.311 720
hill-climbing, 𝑑* = 2 WF ordering 0.784 1.346 1.865 2.059 2.236 2.241 32 (𝑁-. = 2.15)

no no 0.189 0.494 0.766 0.987 1.118 1.148 -

Table 8.3.: MU-MISO rates [bps/Hz] with ordered THP, max min-rate optimal
solution/ordering vs heuristics, N = 6 RAU antennas, Ns = 2 frequency bands
at 300 and 500 MHz. Rates are in [bps/Hz]

As for the SU-MISO case, we first demonstrate that also in the MU-MISO sce-
nario the performance obtained by the hill-climbing approach attain the optimal
achieved by the N ! exhaustive search. This is shown in Table 8.2 for the min-rate
maximization SF2SF problem with non-ordered THP precoding, and assuming to
employ N = 8 RAU antennas forwarding to the UEs the BBU signals coming from
Nf = 2 cable frequency bands allocated similarly as SU-MISO at 300 MHz and
500 MHz (reduced problem size due to the complexity of the optimal solution).
THP makes the rates larger then Table 8.1.

A similar result is in Table 8.3, which shows the user rates obtained by jointly
solving both the min-rate maximization SF2SF and the min-rate maximization
UE ordering problems. In particular, Table. 8.3 compares i) the rates obtained
by optimally solving both problems (i.e., by an exhaustive search over all the N !
possible SF2SF permutations Πc combined with all the N ! UE ordering permuta-
tions Πw), ii) the rates obtained by the fully heuristic solution (i.e., hill-climbing
algorithm plus WF UE ordering), and iii) the rates obtained by the two hybrid
optimal-heuristic solutions (i.e., exhaustive search for SF2SF plus WF ordering
and, vice versa, hill-climbing plus exhaustive search for UE ordering). Due to the
(N !)2 searches required by the optimal solution, only N = 6 antennas have been
employed here to relay to the UEs the BBU signals carried over only Ns = 3 out of
the 4 pairs (one pair for other services) and Nf = 2 cable bands allocated over the
cable at 300 MHz and 500 MHz. Table 8.3 shows that the fully heuristic solution
achieves a good trade-off between performance and computational complexity: the
loss with respect to the optimum amounts to less then ≈ 0.4 bps/Hz, while the
computational complexity is reduced by 4 orders of magnitude. It is worth noting
also the nearly-optimal performance achieved by the combination of hill-climbing
algorithm and optimal UE user ordering, which, however, is still prohibitive from
a computational cost perspective.

The mean UE rate versus 1/σ2
w is shown in Fig. 8.6 for linear ZF precoding (solid

lines) and non-ordered THP (dashed lines), with and without sum-rate maxi-
mization SF2SF mapping (circle marker and cross-marker, respectively), and for
N = 24 RAU antennas. Beside the expected superior performance of THP with
respect to linear ZF, it is worth noting that, for linear ZF, even if SF2SF mul-
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8.5 Numerical Results
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Figure 8.6.: Mean user rate vs 1\σ2
w for and N = 24 RAU antennas: linear ZF

versus THP w/ and w/o sum-rate maximization SF2SF mapping

Technique
Number of RAU antennas (𝑵)

4 8 16 32 40 56 72 88
SF2SF: optimal

(exh. search) 24 40320 ≈ 10'( ≈ 10() ≈ 10*+ ≈ 10+* ≈ 10',( ≈ 10'(*

SF2SF: hill-climb.,
𝑑. = 2, no ordering

6
(𝑁23 = 1)

70
(𝑁23 = 2.51)

451
(𝑁23 = 3.76)

2.21 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 4.46)

3 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 3.95)

2.63 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 1.71)

2.58 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 1.01)

3.83 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 1)

SF2SF: hill-climb., 
𝑑. = 2, WF ordering

6
(𝑁23 = 1)

67
(𝑁23 = 2.38)

409
(𝑁23 = 3.41)

2.16 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 4.35)

3.77 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 4.84)

8.07 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 5.24)

1.13 9 10*
(𝑁23 = 4.41)

7.5 9 10(
(𝑁23 = 1.96)

Table 8.4.: MU-MISO for 1/σ2
w = 25 dB: computational complexity for THP

max-min rate SF2SF multiplexing w/ and w/o WF user ordering

tiplexing improves the mean user rate by almost 33%, the performance achieved
for the considered scenario are very poor, i.e., slightly more then 2 bps/Hz can
be achieved for 1/σ2

w = 25dB (taken as reference wireless SNR). As expected (see
Appendix B.3), the impact of SF2SF on the mean user rate of THP is almost
indiscernible, which is the reason why in this chapter the min-rate maximization
criterion is preferred to the sum-rate maximization one. The performance of THP
are shown in Fig. 8.7 with and without SF2SF multiplexing (filled and empty
markers, respectively), with and without WF user ordering (solid and dashed
lines, respectively), and for N = 24 RAU antennas. Again, the impact of both
SF2SF multiplexing and WF user ordering on the mean UE rate is negligible, and
all methods converge to the same rate as SNR increases. However, the minimum
rate per UE around 1/σ2

w = 25dB is improved by 0.5 bps/Hz in the case of SF2SF
alone (square marker) and by more then 3 bps/Hz in the case of WF-ordered THP
(circle marker), while the gain with respect to conventional THP raises up to ≈ 5
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Figure 8.7.: User rate vs 1/σ2
w for N = 24 RAU antennas: comparison between

WF ordered and non-ordered THP w/ and w/o min-rate maximization SF2SF
multiplexing

bps/Hz when the two techniques are combined together (diamond marker).

The impact of SF2SF multiplexing on the performance of THP-based techniques
is shown in Fig. 8.8 for 1/σ2

w = 25 dB by increasing the number of served users
Nr, and, consequently, by increasing both the number of RAU antennas N and the
allocated cable bandwidth. It follows from Fig. 8.8 that the achieved mean user
rate (equal for all methods) is slightly more then 6 bps/Hz when serving all the
Nr = 88 users. Non-ordered THP with SF2SF (dotted-lines, cross-maker) achieves
exactly the same maximum rate of conventional THP (solid line) still improving
the minimum. Again, the utmost gain in terms of minimum UE rate is achieved
when SF2SF is combined with WF user ordering (dashed-line, circle marker),
which is able to provide 7 bps/Hz up to approx. Nr = 30 UEs, while at least 6
bps/Hz and 4 bps/Hz are guaranteed for Nr = 40 and Nr = 56 UEs, respectively.
The minimum UE rate drops down to less then 2 bps/Hz only approaching the
Nr = 70 served UEs. The computational complexity required by the hill-climbing
algorithms for the exact same settings of Fig. 8.8 is reported in Table 8.4 by
showing how it scales with the number of RAU antennas.

In Fig. 8.9, it is shown the comparison between THP with WF ordering and
SF2SF multiplexing, which is the best-performing among the proposed methods
(filled markers), and the optimum SVD Relay scheme proposed by Chae et al. in
[146] (empty markers) for multi-user AF MIMO relay systems. The SVD Relay is a
particular meaningful benchmark for our systems since it combines THP processing
at the BBU, singular-value-decomposition (SVD) processing at the RAU and UE
ordering. The main difference from our proposed architecture is that in [146]
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Figure 8.8.: MU-MISO for 1/σ2
w = 25 dB: average user rates vs RAU antennas

N , comparison of THP techniques w/ and w/o WF user ordering and w/ and
w/o max-min rate SF2SF

the RAU (i.e., the fixed relay node) is equipped with linear processing capability
and it performs MIMO precoding/equalization, while for A-MIMO-RoC all the
processing is completely moved to the BBU-side leaving the all-analog RAU with
the only tasks to scale and up-convert the signals to the proper frequency bands
and antennas. Since the SVD Relay is designed following a sum-rate maximization
criterion while the proposed heuristic solves a min-rate maximization problem, it is
necessary to compare on the same basis also the minimum and the maximum rates
achieved by the two techniques. Fig. 8.9 shows the gain achieved by the proposed
technique in terms of minimum user rate with respect to the scheme in [146], which
is more pronounced for a lower number of UEs (say < 40), while it reduces to few
bps/Hz approaching the 88 UEs. As expected, however, there is a price to pay in
terms of mean and maximum user rate for achieving such a minimum user rate and
for avoiding any signal processing at the RAU: this amounts to approx. 2 bps/Hz
and 4 bps/Hz (for Nr = 88 users) in mean and maximum user rates, respectively.

8.6. Concluding Remarks

This chapter investigated the downlink of the Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper
(A-MIMO-RoC) architecture, in which the overall channel from the BaseBand Unit
(BBU) to the end-users is made by the cascade of a MIMO cable and a MIMO
radio channels. The focus here is on the mapping between air- and cable-link re-
sources, referred to as Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing.
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Figure 8.9.: MU-MISO for 1/σ2
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N , comparison between WF-THP + SF2SF and SVD Relay [146]

In particular, the chapter demonstrated that, in case of multiple-users served in
the same physical resources, a joint optimization of SF2SF multiplexing, digital-
precoding at the BBU and user ordering allows to cope with cable impairments
providing substantial performance gains in terms of minimum rate guaranteed
for all the users. Numerical results also showed that the proposed architecture
fairly compares with existing amplify-and-forward design techniques achieving an
interesting trade-off between performance and overall system complexity, which
confirms the potential of A-MIMO-RoC as an attractive solution for 5G indoor
fronthaul applications.
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9. Analog MIMO RoC in
Heterogeneous 5G Network

9.1. Introduction

A ccommodating the heterogeneity of users’ requirements is one of the main
challenges that both industry and academia are facing in order to make 5G

a reality [155]. In fact, next-generation wireless communication systems must be
designed to provision different services, each of which with distinct constraints
in terms of latency, reliability, and information rate. In particular, 5G is ex-
pected to support three different macro-categories of services, namely enhanced
Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC),
and Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications (URLLC) [156, 157, 158].

eMBB service is meant to provide very-high data-rate communications as com-
pared with current (4G) networks. This can be generally achieved by using code-
words that spread over a large number of time-frequency resources, given that
latency is not an issue. mMTC supports low-rate bursty communication between
a massive number of uncoordinated devices and the network. Finally, URLLC is
designed to ensure low-rate ultra-reliable radio access for a few nodes, while guar-
anteeing very low-latency. As a result, URLLC transmissions need to be localized
in time, and hence URLLC packets should be short [159].

The coexistence among eMBB, mMTC and URLLC traffic types can be ensured
by slicing the Radio Access Network (RAN) resources into non-overlapping, or or-
thogonal, blocks, and by assigning distinct resources to different services. With the
resulting Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA), the target quality-of-service guar-
antees can be achieved by designing each service separately [160, 161]. However,
when URLLC or mMTC traffic types are characterized by short and bursty trans-
missions at random time instants, resources allocated statically to these services
are likely to be unused for most of time, and thus wasted. A more efficient utiliza-
tion of radio resources can be accomplished by Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
(or NOMA), which allows multiple services to share the same physical resources.

By enabling an opportunistic shared use of the radio resources, NOMA can provide
significant benefits in terms of spectrum efficiency, but it also poses the challenge
of designing the system so that the heterogeneous requirements of the services
are satisfied despite the mutual interference. The objective of this chapter is to
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address this issue by considering a Cloud-RAN (C-RAN) architecture character-
ized by analog fronthaul links. Although the main focus is on the Analog MIMO
Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC) architecture object of this thesis, the analy-
sis naturally extends to other analog fronthauling architectures, more generally
referred to as Analog Radio-over-X.

9.1.1. C-RAN based on Analog Radio-over-X Fronthauling

C-RAN is widely considered as one of then enabling technologies for future 5G
networks, as it allows for centralized signal processing, provides network scala-
bility, increases spectral efficiency, and reduces costs. C-RAN architectures cur-
rently deployed in 4G networks rely on digital optical fronthaul links to connect
colocated BaseBand Units (BBUs) to geographically distributed Remote Antenna
Units (RAUs), also referred to as Edge Nodes (ENs). This solution, known as
Digital Radio-over-Fiber (D-RoF), is based on the transmission of in-phase and
quadrature baseband signals, upon digitization and packetization according to the
CPRI protocol [7].
Over the last years, several alternative C-RAN architectures have been proposed
that redistribute the RAN functionalities between BBU and ENs, obtaining dif-
ferent trade-offs in terms of bandwidth and latency requirements, advanced Co-
operative Multi-Point processing capabilities, and EN cost and complexity [9]. In
this context, as discussed in the previous chapters, for scenarios with stringent
cost and latency constraints, a promising solution is to use analog fronthauling
links between ENs and BBUs. Once again, C-RAN with analog fronthauling has
the inherent advantages of avoiding any bandwidth expansion due to digitization,
guaranteeing ENs synchronization, minimizing latency, reducing hardware cost,
and improving energy efficiency [12, 132, 30].
Beside the A-MIMO-RoC architecture based on LAN cables, which is the focus of
this thesis, other analog C-RAN architectures based on different fronthaul tech-
nologies have been proposed. Examples are C-RAN with analog fronthauling based
on fiber links (i.e., A-RoF [12]) or with analog fronthauling based on high capacity
radio links (i.e., A-RoR [15]). A summary of C-RAN architectures with analog
fronthauling is depicted in Fig. 9.1. Each analog C-RAN architecture is better
suited for a particular scenario, depending on the bandwidth, latency, and cost
requirements demanded by the specific application.
In particular, A-RoF provides an effective example of analog fronthauling, due to
its capability to support the transport of large bandwidths [12, 13]. However, A-
RoF requires the deployment of a fiber optic infrastructure whose installation is not
always feasible, e.g., in dense urban areas. In such scenarios, a possible solution is
to rely on the A-RoR concept, thus employing point-to-point wireless links, mainly
based on mmWave or THz bands, with several advantages in terms of flexibility,
resiliency, hardware complexity and cost [15, 162]. Another application scenario
where the installation of fiber links may be too expensive to provide satisfactory
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Figure 9.1.: C-RAN architecture overview for uplink direction: (a) Digital Radio-
over-Fiber, (b) Analog Radio-over-Fiber, (c) Analog Radio-over-Radio, (d) Ana-
log Radio-over-Copper.

business cases is indoor coverage. For this last case, as discussed, A-MIMO-RoC is
a particularly attractive solution, since it leverages the pre-existing LAN cabling
infrastructure of building and enterprises. Moreover, as shown in Chapter 6, LAN
cables are equipped with four twisted-pairs with a transport capability up to 500
MHz each, or 2 GHz overall, for radio signals, thus providing enough bandwidth
for analog fronthaul applications.

In this chapter, by using information theoretical tools, we study the coexistence
of URLLC and eMBB services under both OMA and NOMA assuming an analog
C-RAN multi-cell architecture based on the A-MIMO-RoC paradigm (see Fig.
9.1).

9.1.2. Related Works

The concept of Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) is well-known from the
information theoretic literature [163], and its application to 5G dates back to
[164], where authors demonstrated for a single-cell scenario that superimposing
multiple users in the same resources achieves superior performance with respect
to conventional LTE networks, provided that the resulting interference is properly
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taken care of. The extension of NOMA to multi-cell networks is presented in
[165], which addresses several multi-cell NOMA challenges, including coordinated
scheduling, beamforming, and practical implementation issues related to successive
interference cancellation.

In contrast with most of the works on NOMA, which deal with homogeneous traffic
conditions (see [166] for a recent review), here the focus is on NOMA techniques
in the context of heterogeneous networks, such as the forthcoming 5G wireless
systems, as discussed in [167, 168]. In fact, NOMA represents an attractive so-
lution to meet the distinct requirements of 5G services, as it improves spectral
efficiency (eMBB), enables massive device connectivity (mMTC), and allows for
low-transmission latency (URLLC) [169].

In [168] a communication-theoretic model was introduced to investigate the perfor-
mance trade-offs for eMBB, mMTC and URLLC services in a single-cell scenario
under both OMA and NOMA. This single-cell model has been later extended in
[170] to the uplink of a multi-cell C-RAN architecture, in which the BBU commu-
nicates with multiple URLLC and eMBB users belonging to different cells through
geographically distributed ENs. In the C-RAN system studied in [170], while the
URLLC signals are locally decoded at the ENs due to latency constraints, the
eMBB signals are quantized and forwarded over limited-capacity digital fronthaul
links to the BBU, where centralized joint decoding is performed.

None of the aforementioned works considers the coexistence of different 5G services
in a C-RAN architecture based on analog fronthaul links which is the focus of this
chapter. In particular, the analysis is specialized here to the proposed A-MIMO-
RoC architecture.

9.1.3. Chapter Contributions

In this chapter the coexistence between URLLC and eMBB services is investigated
in the uplink of an analog C-RAN system based on A-MIMO-RoC. In the consid-
ered hybrid cloud-edge architecture, the URLLC signals are still decoded locally at
the EN, while the eMBB signals are forwarded to the BBU over analog fronthaul
links.

In particular, the main contributions of this chapter are three-fold:

• We extend the uplink C-RAN theoretic model proposed in [170] to the A-
MIMO-RoC architecture, in which the fronthaul links are characterized by
multiple, generally interfering, channels that carry the received radio signals;

• By leveraging information theoretical tools, we investigate the performance
trade-offs between URLLC and eMBB services under both OMA and NOMA,
by considering different interference management strategies such as punctur-
ing, considered for the standardization of 5G New Radio [171, 172], Treating
Interference as Noise (TIN), and Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC);
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• The analysis demonstrates that NOMA allows for higher eMBB information
rates with respect to OMA, while guaranteeing a reliable low-rate URLLC
communication with minimal access latency. Moreover, differently from the
case of conventional digital C-RAN architecture based on limited-capacity
fronthaul links [170], in analog C-RAN, TIN always outperforms puncturing,
while the best performance is still achieved by NOMA with SIC.

9.1.4. Contribution on International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:
• A. Matera, R. Kassab, O. Simeone, and U. Spagnolini, “Non-Orthogonal

eMBB-URLLC Radio Access for Cloud Radio Access Networks with Analog
Fronthauling” in Entropy, vol. 20, no. 9, pp. 661, 2018.

9.2. System Model
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<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit> 1

<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

↵
<latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit>

↵
<latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/GwjyzmSUpFrVXGSoYl8zI3Yoqg=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAGiTykxIrWl01y5PzQ3RopWPkHWqjoEC1/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhjwlgLbItQhbrngUElA2yTJIW9SCP4nsKuN7vO/O4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAI5lgIolToDUNEUhtWaXbdz8FXiFKTGCrSG1a/BKBSxjwEJBcb0HTsiNwFNUihcVAaxwQjEDCbYT2kAPho3ydMu+FlsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MbMfS+d9IGmZtnLxP+8fkzjKzeRQRQTBiI7RFJhfsgILdMakI+kRiLIkiOXAReggQi15CBEKsZpL5W0D2f5+1XSuag7dt25bdSajaKZMjthp+ycOeySNdkNa7E2E+yePbFn9mI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzc84JOP</latexit>
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Figure 9.2.: Model of the uplink of C-RAN system based on Analog Radio-over-
Copper (A-RoC) fronthauling.

The C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC is illustrated in Fig. 9.2. In this
system, the BBUs communicate with multiple User Equipments (UEs) belonging
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to M cells through M single-antenna ENs. The BBUs are co-located in the so-
called BBU pool so that joint processing can be performed, while the ENs are
geographically distributed. In particular, we assume here that cells are arranged
in a line following the conventional circulant Wyner model [173, Chapter 2], and
each cell contains two single-antenna UEs with different service constraints: one
eMBB user and one URLLC user.

Due to the strict latency constraints of URLLC traffic, the signal for the URLLC
UEs is decoded on-site at the EN, while the eMBB signals are forwarded to the
BBU through a multi-channel analog fronthaul. In this hybrid cloud-edge archi-
tecture, the mobile operator equips the EN with edge computing capabilities in
order to provision the services required by the URLLC user directly from the EN.
Following the A-MIMO-RoC concept, the end-to-end channel from the eMBB UEs
and the BBU pool is assumed to be fully analog: the EN performs only signal am-
plification and frequency translation to comply with cable fronthaul capabilities
and forwards the signals to the BBU, where centralized decoding is performed. In
practice, as detailed later in the chapter and shown in Figs. 9.7-9.9, we assume
that each EN hosts a digital module, responsible for URLLC signal decoding, and
an analog module, responsible for the mapping of received radio signal over the
analog fronthauling, which is identified in Figs. 9.7-9.9 as Analog-to-Analog (A/A)
mapping.

While the technology used for the analog fronthauling can be either fiber-optics
(A-RoF), wireless (A-RoR) or cable (A-RoC), the system model proposed in this
chapter reflects mainly the last two solutions. In fact, even if the focus is on the A-
MIMO-RoC architecture (see Fig. 9.2), the analysis holds also for a more general
A-RoR C-RAN system.

9.2.1. RAN Model

We consider the same Wyner-type radio access model of [170], which is described
in this subsection. The Wyner model is an abstraction of cellular systems that
captures one of the main aspects of such settings, namely the locality of inter-cell
interference. The advantage of employing such a simple model is the possibility
to obtain analytical insights, which is a first mandatory step for the performance
assessment under more realistic operating conditions [173]. As illustrated in Fig.
9.3, the direct channel gain from the eMBB UE and the EN belonging to the same
cell is set to one, while the inter-cell eMBB channel gain is equal to α ∈ [0, 1].
Furthermore, the URLLC UEs have a channel gain equal to β > 0. The URLLC
user is assumed to be in the proximity of the EN, and thus it does not interfere
with the neighboring cells. The eMBB user, instead, is assumed to be located
at the edges of the cell in order to consider worst-case performance guarantees.
As a result, each eMBB user interferes with both left and right neighboring cells,
following the standard Wyner model [173]. All channel gains are assumed to be
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LU
<latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit>

LU
<latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit>

nT
<latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit>

nF
<latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit>

LU
<latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit>

LU
<latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit>

LU
<latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z57iI6apVRZ1S0BrIgaCilxO3Ic=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VBQBIGTSEkUnS+bcMr5obs1KLLyCbRQ0SFavoeCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5B24SxFuiKUIW663GDSgbokiSF3Ugj9z2FHW96mfmdB9RGhsEdzSIc+HwSyLEUnFLp9nroDqs1u27nYMvEKUgNCrSG1a/+KBSxjwEJxY3pOXZEg4RrkkLhvNKPDUZcTPkEeykNuI9mkORR5+wkNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfleOulzujeLXib+5/ViGl8MEhlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAy7QDZSGok4llyZDJggmtOhFoyLkQqxmkplbQPZ/H7ZdJu1B277tyc1ZqNopkyHMExnIID59CEK2iBCwIm8ATP8GI9Wq/Wm/X+M1qyip1D+APr4xugl5IN</latexit>

nT
<latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pT7brc7xz6cQzLATmUJ1MP7uON4=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGkZeUWNH6sgmnnM/W3RoURfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/4BgXkDDVaGZXOztBrKQl1/10CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58Khto8QIbIlIRaYbgEUlNbZIksJubBDCQGEnmFwv/M4DGisj3aRpjH4IYy1HUgCl0p0eNAflilt1M/BV4uWkwnI0BuWv/jASSYiahAJre54bkz8DQ1IonJf6icUYxATG2EuphhCtP8uizvlZYoEiHqPhUvFMxN8bMwitnYZBOhkC3dtlbyH+5/USGl35M6njhFCLxSGSCrNDVhiZdoB8KA0SwSI5cqm5AANEaCQHIVIxSUsppX14y9+vknat6rlV7/aiUq/lzRTZCTtl58xjl6zObliDtZhgY/bEntmL8+i8Om/O+89owcl3jtkfOB/f1EqSLg==</latexit>

nF
<latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit>

eMBB URLLC eMBB + URLLC

(b)

(a)

Figure 9.3.: Time-frequency resource allocation: a) Orthogonal Multiple Access
(OMA) and b) Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA). Downwards arrows
denote arrival of URLLC packets.

constant over the considered radio resources shown Fig. 9.3, and known to all UEs
and ENs.

As illustrated in Fig. 9.3, we assume that the time-frequency plane is divided
in nT minislots, indexed as t ∈ [1, nT ], where each minislot is composed of nF
frequency channels, indexed as f ∈ [1, nF ], for a total of nFnT time-frequency
radio resources. Each radio resource accommodates the transmission of a single
symbol, although generalizations are straightforward. The eMBB UEs transmit
over the entire nF × nT time-frequency frame. In contrast, due to the latency
constraints of the URLLC traffic, each URLLC transmission is limited to the nF
frequency channels of a single minislot, and URLLC packets are generally small
compared to the eMBB frame, which requires the condition nT � 1. As illustrated
in Fig. 9.3, each URLLC UE generates an independent packet in each minislot
with probability q. This packet is transmitted at the next available transmission
opportunity in a grant-free manner.

In the case of Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA), one minislot is exclusively
allocated for URLLC transmission every LU minislots. Parameter LU is considered
here as the worst-case access latency. Accordingly, if more than one packet is
generated within the LU minislots between two transmission opportunities, only
one of those packets is randomly selected for transmission and all the remaining
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are discarded. The signal Y fk (t) received at the k-th EN at the f -th frequency
under OMA is

Y fk (t) =
{
βAk(t)Ufk (t) + Zfk (t), if t = LU , 2LU , ...
Xf
k (t) + αXf

k−1(t) + αXf
k+1(t) + Zfk (t), otherwise

(9.1)

where Xf
k (t) and Ufk (t) are the signals transmitted at time t and subcarrier f by

the k-th eMBB UE and URLLC UE, respectively; Zfk (t) ∼ CN (0, 1) is the unit-
power zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise; and Ak(t) ∈ {0, 1} is a binary
variable indicating whether or not the URLLC UE is transmitting at time t.

In case of Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA), the URLLC UE transmits
its packet in the same slot where it is generated by the application layer, so that
the access latency is always minimal, i.e., LU = 1 minislot. Under NOMA, the
signal Y fk (t) received at the k-th EN at the f -th frequency is

Y fk (t) = Xf
k (t) + αXf

k−1(t) + αXf
k+1(t) + βAk(t)Ufk (t) + Zfk (t). (9.2)

According to the circulant Wyner model, in (9.1) and (9.2), we assume that [k −
1] = M for k = 1 and [k + 1] = 1 for k = M , in order to guarantee symmetry.

For both OMA and NOMA, the power constraints for the k-th eMBB and URLLC
users are defined within each radio resource frame respectively as

1
nFnT

nT∑
t=1

nF∑
f=1

E
[∣∣∣Xf

k (t)
∣∣∣2] ≤ PB , (9.3)

and

1
nF

nF∑
f=1

E
[∣∣∣Ufk (t)

∣∣∣2] ≤ PU , (9.4)

where the temporal average are taken over all symbols within a codeword.

Models (9.1) and (9.2) can be written in matrix form as

Y(t) = X(t)H + βU(t)A(t) + Z(t), (9.5)

where matrix Y(t) = [y1(t),y2(t), ...,yM (t)] ∈ CnF×M gathers all the signals
received at all the M ENs over all the nF frequencies, and the k-th column
yk(t) ∈ CnF×1 denotes the signal received across al the radio frequencies at the k-
th EN. The channel matrix H ∈ RM×M is circulant with the first column given by
vector [1, α, 0, ..., 0, α]T ; matrices U(t) ∈ CnF×M and X(t) ∈ CnF×M collect the
signals transmitted by URLLC and eMBB UEs, respectively; and Z(t) ∈ CnF×M is
the overall noise matrix. Finally, A(t) is a diagonal matrix whose k-th diagonal el-
ement is a Bernoulli random variable distributed as Ak(t) ∼ B(q), ∀k = 1, 2, ...,M .
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9.2 System Model

lS
<latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit>
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Figure 9.4.: Space-frequency cable resource allocation

9.2.2. Space-Frequency Analog Fronthaul Channel

In the considered C-RAN architecture with analog fronthauling, the k-th EN for-
wards the signal yk(t) received by the UEs to the BBU over a wired-access link
in a fully analog fashion. As depicted in Fig. 9.2, we focus our attention on
the A-MIMO-RoC architecture, as it provides an important example in which the
fronthaul is affected by inter-link interference. Accordingly, each of the cables
(e.g., LAN cables) employed for the fronthaul contains lS twisted-pairs, i.e., lS
space-separated channels, indexed as c ∈ [1, lS ]. Each pair carries a bandwidth
equal to lF ≤ nF frequency channels of the RAN, indexed as f ′ ∈ [1, lF ], so that
a total of lSlF space-frequency resource blocks are available over each cable, as
shown in Fig 9.4. Furthermore, we assume that each analog fronthaul link has
enough resources to accommodate the transmission of the whole radio signal at
each EN, i.e., lSlF ≥ nF .
The fronthaul channel between each EN and the BBU is described by the matrix
Hc ∈ RlS×lS , which accounts for direct channel gains on each cable, given by the
diagonal elements [Hc]ii, and for the intra-cable crosstalk, described by the off-
diagonal elements [Hc]ij , with i 6= j. We assume here that the channel coefficients
in Hc do not depend on frequency f ′. Furthermore, in keeping the modeling
assumptions of the Wyner model, we posit that the direct channel gains for all the
pairs are normalized to 1, while the crosstalk coefficients (i.e., Far-End-CrossTalk,
FEXT) between any pair of twisted-pairs are given by a coupling parameter γ ≥ 0.
It follows that the cable fronthaul channel matrix can be written as

Hc = γ1lS1TlS + (1− γ)IlS , (9.6)

where 1n denotes a column vector of size n of all ones and In is the identity matrix
of size n. We note that, in case of wireless fronthaul links such as in A-RoR, the
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coefficient γ accounts for the mutual interference between spatially separated radio
links. As a result, one typically has γ > 0 when considering sub-6 GHz frequency
bands, while the condition γ = 0 may be reasonable in the mmWave or THz bands,
in which communication is mainly noise-limited due to the highly directive beams
[174].

For a given time t, the symbols yk(t) received at EN k-th over all the nF ra-
dio frequency channels are transported to the BBU over the lSlF cable resource
blocks, where the mapping between radio and cable resources, referred to as Space-
frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing, is to be designed (see Sect.
9.3.1) and depends on the bandwidth lF available at each twisted-pair. As SF2SF
multiplexing is not the focus of this chapter, here we adopt a very simple mapping
rule between radio and cable resources (see Sect. 9.3.1). In this regards, we define
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nF
<latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit>
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ENk
Fronthaul Cable

lS
<latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uMSyabKuyoUVUN/D39YboIqGck=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgj0VAGhTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RoUWfkEWqjoEC3fQ8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60SmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/kH18KhrwlgL7IhQhbrvgUElA+yQJIX9SCP4nsKeN7vO/N4DaiPD4I7mEbo+TAM5kQIoldpq1B5Va3bdzsFXiVOQGivQGlW/huNQxD4GJBQYM3DsiNwENEmhcFEZxgYjEDOY4iClAfho3CSPuuBnsQEKeYSaS8VzEX9vJOAbM/e9dNIHujfLXib+5w1imly5iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZdoB8LDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTkuppH04y9+vkm6j7th15/ai1mwUzZTZCTtl58xhl6zJbliLdZhgU/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2jtkfWB/fz5mSKw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="7Nr9GbWVSBkrWDJudwlEi6WbYJQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe4GQY8BQTxGNA9IljA76cQhs7PLTK8QlnyEVz15E69+jQf/xU3cgybWqajqpqsriJW05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bJQYgU0Rqch0Am5RSY1NkqSwExvkYaCwHYyvZn77EY2Vkb6nSYx+yEdaDqXglElt3b8+U/27frniVt052DLxclKBHI1++as3iEQSoiahuLVdz43JT7khKRROS73EYszFmI+wm1HNQ7R+Oo87ZSeJ5RSxGA2Tis1F/L2R8tDaSRhkkyGnB7vozcT/vG5Cw0s/lTpOCLWYHSKpcH7ICiOzHpANpEEiPkuOTGomuOFEaCTjQmRikhVTyvrwFr9fJq1a1XOr3u15pV7LmynCERzDKXhwAXW4gQY0QcAYnuAZXpzUeXXenPef0YKT7xzCHzgf31+Qk5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Nr9GbWVSBkrWDJudwlEi6WbYJQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe4GQY8BQTxGNA9IljA76cQhs7PLTK8QlnyEVz15E69+jQf/xU3cgybWqajqpqsriJW05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bJQYgU0Rqch0Am5RSY1NkqSwExvkYaCwHYyvZn77EY2Vkb6nSYx+yEdaDqXglElt3b8+U/27frniVt052DLxclKBHI1++as3iEQSoiahuLVdz43JT7khKRROS73EYszFmI+wm1HNQ7R+Oo87ZSeJ5RSxGA2Tis1F/L2R8tDaSRhkkyGnB7vozcT/vG5Cw0s/lTpOCLWYHSKpcH7ICiOzHpANpEEiPkuOTGomuOFEaCTjQmRikhVTyvrwFr9fJq1a1XOr3u15pV7LmynCERzDKXhwAXW4gQY0QcAYnuAZXpzUeXXenPef0YKT7xzCHzgf31+Qk5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Nr9GbWVSBkrWDJudwlEi6WbYJQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe4GQY8BQTxGNA9IljA76cQhs7PLTK8QlnyEVz15E69+jQf/xU3cgybWqajqpqsriJW05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bJQYgU0Rqch0Am5RSY1NkqSwExvkYaCwHYyvZn77EY2Vkb6nSYx+yEdaDqXglElt3b8+U/27frniVt052DLxclKBHI1++as3iEQSoiahuLVdz43JT7khKRROS73EYszFmI+wm1HNQ7R+Oo87ZSeJ5RSxGA2Tis1F/L2R8tDaSRhkkyGnB7vozcT/vG5Cw0s/lTpOCLWYHSKpcH7ICiOzHpANpEEiPkuOTGomuOFEaCTjQmRikhVTyvrwFr9fJq1a1XOr3u15pV7LmynCERzDKXhwAXW4gQY0QcAYnuAZXpzUeXXenPef0YKT7xzCHzgf31+Qk5U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Nr9GbWVSBkrWDJudwlEi6WbYJQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe4GQY8BQTxGNA9IljA76cQhs7PLTK8QlnyEVz15E69+jQf/xU3cgybWqajqpqsriJW05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bJQYgU0Rqch0Am5RSY1NkqSwExvkYaCwHYyvZn77EY2Vkb6nSYx+yEdaDqXglElt3b8+U/27frniVt052DLxclKBHI1++as3iEQSoiahuLVdz43JT7khKRROS73EYszFmI+wm1HNQ7R+Oo87ZSeJ5RSxGA2Tis1F/L2R8tDaSRhkkyGnB7vozcT/vG5Cw0s/lTpOCLWYHSKpcH7ICiOzHpANpEEiPkuOTGomuOFEaCTjQmRikhVTyvrwFr9fJq1a1XOr3u15pV7LmynCERzDKXhwAXW4gQY0QcAYnuAZXpzUeXXenPef0YKT7xzCHzgf31+Qk5U=</latexit>

nF
<latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit>
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yk(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="zE53wwOVszz1BkR0ItmKYUXo6fU=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIoYlshARlJBrKIJGHlFjW+bIJp5wfuttDiqyUfAUtVHSIlg+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnSCRQqPjfFqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh8c9nRsFIcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnO//wBKizi6w3kCXsimkZgIzjCTfLs+ChneB5N0vvBnTTzz7YbTcgrQVeKWpEFKdHz7azSOuQkhQi6Z1kPXSdBLmULBJSxqI6MhYXzGpjDMaMRC0F5aBF/QU6MZxjQBRYWkhQi/N1IWaj0Pg2wyj6mXvVz8zxsanFx5qYgSgxDx/BAKCcUhzZXIGgE6FgoQWZ4cqIgoZ4ohghKUcZ6JJquolvXhLn+/SnrnLddpubcXjbZTNlMlx+SENIlLLkmb3JAO6RJODHkiz+TFerRerTfr/We0YpU7R+QPrI9vfJCXgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zE53wwOVszz1BkR0ItmKYUXo6fU=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIoYlshARlJBrKIJGHlFjW+bIJp5wfuttDiqyUfAUtVHSIlg+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnSCRQqPjfFqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh8c9nRsFIcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnO//wBKizi6w3kCXsimkZgIzjCTfLs+ChneB5N0vvBnTTzz7YbTcgrQVeKWpEFKdHz7azSOuQkhQi6Z1kPXSdBLmULBJSxqI6MhYXzGpjDMaMRC0F5aBF/QU6MZxjQBRYWkhQi/N1IWaj0Pg2wyj6mXvVz8zxsanFx5qYgSgxDx/BAKCcUhzZXIGgE6FgoQWZ4cqIgoZ4ohghKUcZ6JJquolvXhLn+/SnrnLddpubcXjbZTNlMlx+SENIlLLkmb3JAO6RJODHkiz+TFerRerTfr/We0YpU7R+QPrI9vfJCXgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zE53wwOVszz1BkR0ItmKYUXo6fU=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIoYlshARlJBrKIJGHlFjW+bIJp5wfuttDiqyUfAUtVHSIlg+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnSCRQqPjfFqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh8c9nRsFIcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnO//wBKizi6w3kCXsimkZgIzjCTfLs+ChneB5N0vvBnTTzz7YbTcgrQVeKWpEFKdHz7azSOuQkhQi6Z1kPXSdBLmULBJSxqI6MhYXzGpjDMaMRC0F5aBF/QU6MZxjQBRYWkhQi/N1IWaj0Pg2wyj6mXvVz8zxsanFx5qYgSgxDx/BAKCcUhzZXIGgE6FgoQWZ4cqIgoZ4ohghKUcZ6JJquolvXhLn+/SnrnLddpubcXjbZTNlMlx+SENIlLLkmb3JAO6RJODHkiz+TFerRerTfr/We0YpU7R+QPrI9vfJCXgg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zE53wwOVszz1BkR0ItmKYUXo6fU=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIoYlshARlJBrKIJGHlFjW+bIJp5wfuttDiqyUfAUtVHSIlg+h4F+wjQtImGo0s6udnSCRQqPjfFqVtfWNza3qdm1nd2+/bh8c9nRsFIcuj2WsBgHTIEUEXRQoYZAoYGEgoR/MrnO//wBKizi6w3kCXsimkZgIzjCTfLs+ChneB5N0vvBnTTzz7YbTcgrQVeKWpEFKdHz7azSOuQkhQi6Z1kPXSdBLmULBJSxqI6MhYXzGpjDMaMRC0F5aBF/QU6MZxjQBRYWkhQi/N1IWaj0Pg2wyj6mXvVz8zxsanFx5qYgSgxDx/BAKCcUhzZXIGgE6FgoQWZ4cqIgoZ4ohghKUcZ6JJquolvXhLn+/SnrnLddpubcXjbZTNlMlx+SENIlLLkmb3JAO6RJODHkiz+TFerRerTfr/We0YpU7R+QPrI9vfJCXgg==</latexit>

µ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="r1Y44noWgQ+hpF8UOqyeLQ0BGVs=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0I2ggBG8sIXhJIjrC3eYlLdveO3bdCCPkNtlrZia0/x8L/4t15hSZONcy8x5s3cSqFRd//9FZW19Y3Nitb1e2d3b392sFh2ybOcAh5IhPTjZkFKTSEKFBCNzXAVCyhE09ucr/zCMaKRN/jNIVIsbEWI8EZZlLYV+46GNTqfsMvQJdJUJI6KdEa1L76w4Q7BRq5ZNb2Aj/FaMYMCi5hXu07CynjEzaGXkY1U2CjWRF2Tk+dZZjQFAwVkhYi/N6YMWXtVMXZpGL4YBe9XPzP6zkcXUUzoVOHoHl+CIWE4pDlRmQtAB0KA4gsTw5UaMqZYYhgBGWcZ6LLaqlmfQSL3y+T9nkj8BvB3UW96ZfNVMgxOSFnJCCXpEluSYuEhBNBnsgzefGm3qv35r3/jK545c4R+QPv4xv475LL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Y44noWgQ+hpF8UOqyeLQ0BGVs=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0I2ggBG8sIXhJIjrC3eYlLdveO3bdCCPkNtlrZia0/x8L/4t15hSZONcy8x5s3cSqFRd//9FZW19Y3Nitb1e2d3b392sFh2ybOcAh5IhPTjZkFKTSEKFBCNzXAVCyhE09ucr/zCMaKRN/jNIVIsbEWI8EZZlLYV+46GNTqfsMvQJdJUJI6KdEa1L76w4Q7BRq5ZNb2Aj/FaMYMCi5hXu07CynjEzaGXkY1U2CjWRF2Tk+dZZjQFAwVkhYi/N6YMWXtVMXZpGL4YBe9XPzP6zkcXUUzoVOHoHl+CIWE4pDlRmQtAB0KA4gsTw5UaMqZYYhgBGWcZ6LLaqlmfQSL3y+T9nkj8BvB3UW96ZfNVMgxOSFnJCCXpEluSYuEhBNBnsgzefGm3qv35r3/jK545c4R+QPv4xv475LL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Y44noWgQ+hpF8UOqyeLQ0BGVs=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0I2ggBG8sIXhJIjrC3eYlLdveO3bdCCPkNtlrZia0/x8L/4t15hSZONcy8x5s3cSqFRd//9FZW19Y3Nitb1e2d3b392sFh2ybOcAh5IhPTjZkFKTSEKFBCNzXAVCyhE09ucr/zCMaKRN/jNIVIsbEWI8EZZlLYV+46GNTqfsMvQJdJUJI6KdEa1L76w4Q7BRq5ZNb2Aj/FaMYMCi5hXu07CynjEzaGXkY1U2CjWRF2Tk+dZZjQFAwVkhYi/N6YMWXtVMXZpGL4YBe9XPzP6zkcXUUzoVOHoHl+CIWE4pDlRmQtAB0KA4gsTw5UaMqZYYhgBGWcZ6LLaqlmfQSL3y+T9nkj8BvB3UW96ZfNVMgxOSFnJCCXpEluSYuEhBNBnsgzefGm3qv35r3/jK545c4R+QPv4xv475LL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Y44noWgQ+hpF8UOqyeLQ0BGVs=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0I2ggBG8sIXhJIjrC3eYlLdveO3bdCCPkNtlrZia0/x8L/4t15hSZONcy8x5s3cSqFRd//9FZW19Y3Nitb1e2d3b392sFh2ybOcAh5IhPTjZkFKTSEKFBCNzXAVCyhE09ucr/zCMaKRN/jNIVIsbEWI8EZZlLYV+46GNTqfsMvQJdJUJI6KdEa1L76w4Q7BRq5ZNb2Aj/FaMYMCi5hXu07CynjEzaGXkY1U2CjWRF2Tk+dZZjQFAwVkhYi/N6YMWXtVMXZpGL4YBe9XPzP6zkcXUUzoVOHoHl+CIWE4pDlRmQtAB0KA4gsTw5UaMqZYYhgBGWcZ6LLaqlmfQSL3y+T9nkj8BvB3UW96ZfNVMgxOSFnJCCXpEluSYuEhBNBnsgzefGm3qv35r3/jK545c4R+QPv4xv475LL</latexit>

µ = 1/lS
<latexit sha1_base64="lZgaqz++SsDM/LolXUvurUzjZSA=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtgICRqkSDSUQZAHSqzofNmEU+7O1t0aKbLyFbRQ0SFaPoaCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e24ax4dDioQxNN2AWpNDQQoESupEBpgIJnWBylfmdRzBWhPoOpxH4io21GAnOMJXu+yq+9E7k4HZQrbl1NwddJF5BaqRAc1D96g9DHivQyCWztue5EfoJMyi4hFmlH1uIGJ+wMfRSqpkC6yd54Bk9ii3DkEZgqJA0F+H3RsKUtVMVpJOK4YOd9zLxP68X4+jCT4SOYgTNs0MoJOSHLDcibQLoUBhAZFlyoEJTzgxDBCMo4zwV47SaStqHN//9Immf1j237t2c1Rpu0UyZHJBDckw8ck4a5Jo0SYtwosgTeSYvzsx5dd6c95/RklPs7JM/cD6+AZx7lEA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lZgaqz++SsDM/LolXUvurUzjZSA=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtgICRqkSDSUQZAHSqzofNmEU+7O1t0aKbLyFbRQ0SFaPoaCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e24ax4dDioQxNN2AWpNDQQoESupEBpgIJnWBylfmdRzBWhPoOpxH4io21GAnOMJXu+yq+9E7k4HZQrbl1NwddJF5BaqRAc1D96g9DHivQyCWztue5EfoJMyi4hFmlH1uIGJ+wMfRSqpkC6yd54Bk9ii3DkEZgqJA0F+H3RsKUtVMVpJOK4YOd9zLxP68X4+jCT4SOYgTNs0MoJOSHLDcibQLoUBhAZFlyoEJTzgxDBCMo4zwV47SaStqHN//9Immf1j237t2c1Rpu0UyZHJBDckw8ck4a5Jo0SYtwosgTeSYvzsx5dd6c95/RklPs7JM/cD6+AZx7lEA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lZgaqz++SsDM/LolXUvurUzjZSA=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtgICRqkSDSUQZAHSqzofNmEU+7O1t0aKbLyFbRQ0SFaPoaCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e24ax4dDioQxNN2AWpNDQQoESupEBpgIJnWBylfmdRzBWhPoOpxH4io21GAnOMJXu+yq+9E7k4HZQrbl1NwddJF5BaqRAc1D96g9DHivQyCWztue5EfoJMyi4hFmlH1uIGJ+wMfRSqpkC6yd54Bk9ii3DkEZgqJA0F+H3RsKUtVMVpJOK4YOd9zLxP68X4+jCT4SOYgTNs0MoJOSHLDcibQLoUBhAZFlyoEJTzgxDBCMo4zwV47SaStqHN//9Immf1j237t2c1Rpu0UyZHJBDckw8ck4a5Jo0SYtwosgTeSYvzsx5dd6c95/RklPs7JM/cD6+AZx7lEA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lZgaqz++SsDM/LolXUvurUzjZSA=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtgICRqkSDSUQZAHSqzofNmEU+7O1t0aKbLyFbRQ0SFaPoaCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e24ax4dDioQxNN2AWpNDQQoESupEBpgIJnWBylfmdRzBWhPoOpxH4io21GAnOMJXu+yq+9E7k4HZQrbl1NwddJF5BaqRAc1D96g9DHivQyCWztue5EfoJMyi4hFmlH1uIGJ+wMfRSqpkC6yd54Bk9ii3DkEZgqJA0F+H3RsKUtVMVpJOK4YOd9zLxP68X4+jCT4SOYgTNs0MoJOSHLDcibQLoUBhAZFlyoEJTzgxDBCMo4zwV47SaStqHN//9Immf1j237t2c1Rpu0UyZHJBDckw8ck4a5Jo0SYtwosgTeSYvzsx5dd6c95/RklPs7JM/cD6+AZx7lEA=</latexit>

⌘ = lS
<latexit sha1_base64="bN4O8iWe1cMJ3Q/izyvpLOeOdo4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lEOQhJVa0vmzCKeezdbdGikJ+ghYqOkTLz1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvMr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAUqnTQ4JL1b/tV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQhahIKrO16bkz+FAxJoXBW7iUWYxBjGGE3pRpCtP40zzvjx4kFiniMhkvFcxF/b0whtHYSBulkCHRv571M/M/rJjS88KdSxwmhFtkhkgrzQ1YYmRaBfCANEkGWHLnUXIABIjSSgxCpmKTNlNM+vPnvF0nrtOa5Ne/mrFp3i2ZK7JAdsRPmsXNWZ9eswZpMMMWe2DN7cR6dV+fNef8ZXXKKnQP2B87HN2lMlC4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bN4O8iWe1cMJ3Q/izyvpLOeOdo4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lEOQhJVa0vmzCKeezdbdGikJ+ghYqOkTLz1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvMr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAUqnTQ4JL1b/tV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQhahIKrO16bkz+FAxJoXBW7iUWYxBjGGE3pRpCtP40zzvjx4kFiniMhkvFcxF/b0whtHYSBulkCHRv571M/M/rJjS88KdSxwmhFtkhkgrzQ1YYmRaBfCANEkGWHLnUXIABIjSSgxCpmKTNlNM+vPnvF0nrtOa5Ne/mrFp3i2ZK7JAdsRPmsXNWZ9eswZpMMMWe2DN7cR6dV+fNef8ZXXKKnQP2B87HN2lMlC4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bN4O8iWe1cMJ3Q/izyvpLOeOdo4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lEOQhJVa0vmzCKeezdbdGikJ+ghYqOkTLz1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvMr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAUqnTQ4JL1b/tV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQhahIKrO16bkz+FAxJoXBW7iUWYxBjGGE3pRpCtP40zzvjx4kFiniMhkvFcxF/b0whtHYSBulkCHRv571M/M/rJjS88KdSxwmhFtkhkgrzQ1YYmRaBfCANEkGWHLnUXIABIjSSgxCpmKTNlNM+vPnvF0nrtOa5Ne/mrFp3i2ZK7JAdsRPmsXNWZ9eswZpMMMWe2DN7cR6dV+fNef8ZXXKKnQP2B87HN2lMlC4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bN4O8iWe1cMJ3Q/izyvpLOeOdo4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lEOQhJVa0vmzCKeezdbdGikJ+ghYqOkTLz1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvMr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAUqnTQ4JL1b/tV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQhahIKrO16bkz+FAxJoXBW7iUWYxBjGGE3pRpCtP40zzvjx4kFiniMhkvFcxF/b0whtHYSBulkCHRv571M/M/rJjS88KdSxwmhFtkhkgrzQ1YYmRaBfCANEkGWHLnUXIABIjSSgxCpmKTNlNM+vPnvF0nrtOa5Ne/mrFp3i2ZK7JAdsRPmsXNWZ9eswZpMMMWe2DN7cR6dV+fNef8ZXXKKnQP2B87HN2lMlC4=</latexit>

⌘ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="8a4WtUrw1HH3cE13J0GxEjiGLss=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lkMhDSqxofdmEI+ezdbdGClb+gRYqOkTL31DwL9gmBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/SJEY/hJGWQymAMqnVQ4JLr1+pujW3AF8k3oxU2QyNfuWrN4hEEqImocDarufG5KdgSAqF03IvsRiDGMMIuxnVEKL10yLtlB8nFijiMRouFS9E/L2RQmjtJAyyyRDozs57ufif101oeOGnUscJoRb5IZIKi0NWGJnVgHwgDRJBnhy51FyAASI0koMQmZhkvZSzPrz57xdJ67TmuTXv5qxad2fNlNghO2InzGPnrM6uWYM1mWD37Ik9sxfn0Xl13pz3n9ElZ7ZzwP7A+fgGqPqTLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8a4WtUrw1HH3cE13J0GxEjiGLss=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lkMhDSqxofdmEI+ezdbdGClb+gRYqOkTL31DwL9gmBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/SJEY/hJGWQymAMqnVQ4JLr1+pujW3AF8k3oxU2QyNfuWrN4hEEqImocDarufG5KdgSAqF03IvsRiDGMMIuxnVEKL10yLtlB8nFijiMRouFS9E/L2RQmjtJAyyyRDozs57ufif101oeOGnUscJoRb5IZIKi0NWGJnVgHwgDRJBnhy51FyAASI0koMQmZhkvZSzPrz57xdJ67TmuTXv5qxad2fNlNghO2InzGPnrM6uWYM1mWD37Ik9sxfn0Xl13pz3n9ElZ7ZzwP7A+fgGqPqTLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8a4WtUrw1HH3cE13J0GxEjiGLss=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lkMhDSqxofdmEI+ezdbdGClb+gRYqOkTL31DwL9gmBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/SJEY/hJGWQymAMqnVQ4JLr1+pujW3AF8k3oxU2QyNfuWrN4hEEqImocDarufG5KdgSAqF03IvsRiDGMMIuxnVEKL10yLtlB8nFijiMRouFS9E/L2RQmjtJAyyyRDozs57ufif101oeOGnUscJoRb5IZIKi0NWGJnVgHwgDRJBnhy51FyAASI0koMQmZhkvZSzPrz57xdJ67TmuTXv5qxad2fNlNghO2InzGPnrM6uWYM1mWD37Ik9sxfn0Xl13pz3n9ElZ7ZzwP7A+fgGqPqTLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8a4WtUrw1HH3cE13J0GxEjiGLss=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCggYpEg1lkMhDSqxofdmEI+ezdbdGClb+gRYqOkTL31DwL9gmBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/SJEY/hJGWQymAMqnVQ4JLr1+pujW3AF8k3oxU2QyNfuWrN4hEEqImocDarufG5KdgSAqF03IvsRiDGMMIuxnVEKL10yLtlB8nFijiMRouFS9E/L2RQmjtJAyyyRDozs57ufif101oeOGnUscJoRb5IZIKi0NWGJnVgHwgDRJBnhy51FyAASI0koMQmZhkvZSzPrz57xdJ67TmuTXv5qxad2fNlNghO2InzGPnrM6uWYM1mWD37Ik9sxfn0Xl13pz3n9ElZ7ZzwP7A+fgGqPqTLQ==</latexit>

(b)

ENk

nF
<latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DsfQb3Z5wxqrIEyNCTYPVn9Lqt4=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BQTxGNA9IQpiddOKQ2dllplcJSz7Bq568iVe/x4P/4mbdgybWqajqpqvLj5S05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0bBgbgU0RqtB0fG5RSY1NkqSwExnkga+w7U8u5377AY2Vob6jaYT9gI+1HEnBKZVu9eBqUK64VTcDWyZeTiqQozEof/WGoYgD1CQUt7bruRH1E25ICoWzUi+2GHEx4WPsplTzAG0/yaLO2ElsOYUsQsOkYpmIvzcSHlg7Dfx0MuB0bxe9ufif141pdNFPpI5iQi3mh0gqzA5ZYWTaAbKhNEjE58mRSc0EN5wIjWRciFSM01JKaR/e4vfLpFWrem7Vuzmr1Gt5M0U4gmM4BQ/OoQ7X0IAmCBjDEzzDi/PovDpvzvvPaMHJdw7hD5yPb754kiA=</latexit>

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

yk(t)
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Fronthaul Cable

Figure 9.5.: Mapping of radio resources over cable resources: (a) maximum nor-
malized cable bandwidth (full redundancy), µ = 1, or η = lS ; (b) minimal
normalized cable bandwidth (no redundancy), µ = 1/lS , or η = 1.

the fraction µ ∈ [1/lS , 1] of the radio bandwidth nF that can be carried by each
pair, referred to as normalized cable bandwidth, as

µ = lF
nF

. (9.7)

As a result, the quantity

η = µ · lS (9.8)

expresses the bandwidth amplification factor (or redundancy) over the cable fron-
thaul, as η ≥ 1. To simplify, we assume here that both 1/µ and η are integer
numbers. The two extreme situations with µ = 1, or η = lS , and µ = 1/lS , or
η = 1, are shown in Fig. 9.5 for lS = 4 twisted-pairs and nF = 8 subcarriers. For
the first case, one replica of the whole radio signal yk(t) can be transmitted over
all of the lS pairs, and the bandwidth amplification over cable is η = lS . In the
second case, disjoint fractions of the received bandwidth can be forwarded on each
pair and the bandwidth amplification factor is η = 1.
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9.2 System Model

We now detail the signal model for fronthaul transmission. To this end, let us
define the lF × lS matrix Ỹk containing the signal to be transmitted by the EN
k-th to the BBU over the copper cable as

Ỹk = [ỹ1
k(t), ỹ2

k(t), ..., ỹlSk (t)], (9.9)

where the k-th column ỹck(t) ∈ ClF×1 denotes the signal transmitted on twisted-
pair c across all the lF cable frequency resources. The signal R̃k ∈ ClF×lS received
at the BBU from the k-th EN across all the cable space-frequency resources is then
computed as

R̃k(t) = Ỹk(t)Hc + W̃k(t), (9.10)

where W̃k(t) = [w̃1
k(t), w̃2

k(t), ..., w̃lS
k (t)] ∈ ClF×lS is the additive white Gaussian

cable noise uncorrelated over cable pairs and frequencies, i.e., w̃c
k(t) ∼ CN (0, IlF )

for all pairs c = 1, 2, ..., lS .

As commonly assumed in wireline communications to control cable radiations (see
Chapter 2 for further details), the power of the cable symbol [ỹck(t)]f ′ transmitted
from ENk over twisted-pair c at frequency f ′ is constrained to Pc by the (short-
term1) power constraint

E
[∣∣∣[ỹck(t)]f ′

∣∣∣2] ≤ Pc ∀c ∈ [1, lS ], f ′ ∈ [1, lF ], t ∈ [1, nT ]. (9.11)

In the following, we will omit the time index t, when no confusion arises.

9.2.3. Performance Metrics

The performance metrics used to evaluate the interaction between eMBB and
URLLC services in the considered C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC
are detailed in the following.

9.2.3.1. eMBB

Capacity enhancement is the main goal of the eMBB service, which is envisioned
to provide very high-rate communication to all the UEs. Therefore, for eMBB
UEs, we are interested in the per-UE rate defined as

RB = log2(MB)
nTnF

, (9.12)

where MB is the number of codewords in the codebook of each eMBB UE.
1One can also consider the “long-term” power constraint n−1

T

∑
t
E[|[ỹc

k(t)]
f

′ |2] ≤ Pc, ∀c ∈
[1, lS ], f ′ ∈ [1, lF ] with minor modifications to the analysis and final results.
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9.2.3.2. URLLC

Differently from eMBB, URLLC service is mainly focused on low-latency and reli-
ability aspects. Due to the short length of URLLC packets, in order to guarantee
ultra reliable communications, we need to ensure that the error probability for each
URLLC UE, denoted as Pr[EU ], is bounded by a predefined value εU (typically
smaller than 10−3) as

Pr[EU ] ≤ εU . (9.13)

Concerning latency, we define the maximum access latency LU as the maximum
number of minislots that an URLLC UE has to wait before transmitting a packet.
Finally, although rate enhancement is not one of the goals of URLLC service, it
is still important to evaluate the per-UE URLLC rate that can be guaranteed
while satisfying the aforementioned latency and reliability constraints. Similarly
to (9.12), the per-UE URLLC rate is defined as

RU = log2(MU )
nF

, (9.14)

where MU is the number of URLLC codewords in the codebook used by the
URLLC UE for each information packet.

9.3. Analog Fronthaul Signal Processing

The analog cable fronthaul links employed in the C-RAN system under study pose
several challenges in the system design, which are addressed in this section. Firstly,
the radio signal received at each EN needs to be mapped over the corresponding
fronthaul resources in both frequency and space dimension. Secondly, the signal
at the output of each fronthaul link needs to be processed in order to maximize
the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for all UE signals. Finally, the power constraints
in (9.11) must be properly enforced. All these requirements are to be addressed by
all-analog processing in order to meet the low-complexity and latency constraints of
the analog fronthaul. In the rest of this section, we discuss each of these problems
in turn.

9.3.1. Radio Resource Mapping over Fronthaul Channels

In order to maximize the SNRs for all the signals forwarded over the fronthaul
by symmetry, we need to ensure that: i) all the received signals are replicated
η times across the cable twisted-pairs, where we recall that η is the bandwidth
amplification factor defined in (9.8); and ii) cable cross-talk interference among
different radio frequency bands is minimized. In fact, as the transmitted power at
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the cable input is limited by the constraints in (9.11), a simple and effective way
to cope with the impairments of the analog fronthaul links using the only analog-
processing capability is by introducing redundancy in the fronthaul transmission.
To this end, without loss of generality, we assume the following mapping rule
between the nF radio signals at each EN and the lSlF cable resources.

Let us consider the radio signal yk =
[
Y 1
k , Y

2
k , ..., Y

nF
k

]T received at the k-th EN.
For a given normalized cable bandwidth µ, the nF frequency channels of the radio
signal yk can be split into 1/µ sub-vectors of size lF = µnF as

yk =


y1
k

y2
k
...

y
1
µ

k

 , (9.15)

where each vector yjk contains a disjoint fraction of the radio signal bandwidth
nF . Each vector yjk can be transmitted over η twisted-pairs, where we recall that
η is the fronthaul redundancy factor. To this end, each signal yjk in (9.16) is
transmitted over η consecutive cable twisted-pairs.

To formalize the described mapping, the first step consists in reorganizing the
signal yk into a lF × 1

µ matrix as

Yk = vec−1
1
µ

(yk) =
[
y1
k y2

k ... y
1
µ

k

]
, (9.16)

where the operator vec−1
1
µ

(·) : CnF → CnF ·µ×
1
µ acts as the inverse of the vector-

ization operator vec(·), with the subindex 1/µ denoting the number of columns of
the resulting matrix. Then, the overall cable signal Ỹk transmitted by EN k-th in
(9.9) can be equivalently written as

Ỹk =
[

y1
k y1

k . . . y1
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

η

, y2
k y2

k . . . y2
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

η

... y
1
µ

k y
1
µ

k . . . y
1
µ

k︸ ︷︷ ︸
η

]
,

(9.17)

or, in compact form, as

Ỹk = Yk ⊗ 1Tη , (9.18)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product (for a review of Kronecker product prop-
erties in signal processing we refer the reader to [138]). Notice that in case of full
normalized cable bandwidth, i.e., µ = 1 (corresponding to η = lS), the signal Ỹk

transmitted over the fronthaul cable simplifies to Ỹk = yk ⊗ 1TlS , which implies
that the radio signal yk is replicated over all the lS twisted-pairs. On the contrary,
when the normalized cable bandwidth is minimal, i.e., µ = 1/lS (corresponding
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to η = 1), the signal Ỹk does not contain any redundancy, and disjoints signals
are transmitted over all pairs, so that the cable signal Ỹk equals the matrix radio
signal in (9.16) as Ỹk = Yk.
Remark 9.1. The easiest practical implementation of the proposed analog radio
resource mapping at the EN is by grouping the subcarriers onto a specific frequency
portion of the cable. As an example, let us assume that the EN is equipped with 5
antennas, that each antenna receives a 20-MHz radio signal, and that the analog
fronthauling disposes of 4 twisted-pairs with 100 MHz bandwidth each. In this
case, Chapters 6-7-8 have shown that is possible to freely map in an all-analog
fashion the 5× 20 MHz bands onto the overall 4× 100 MHz = 400 MHz fronthaul
bandwidth. This example corresponds to a special case of the model studied in this
chapter, obtained by setting µ = 1, i.e., the whole radio signal bandwidth received
at the ENs is mapped/replicated over the analog fronthauling. More generally,
this chapter posits the possibility to carry out the fronthaul mapping at a finer
granularity, i.e., at a subcarrier level. In this case, filtering operations would in
practice be mandatory in order to extract groups of subcarriers. This operation
can be implemented in principle still by analog filters.

9.3.2. Signal Combining at the Fronthaul Output

As discussed, depending on the fronthaul bandwidth, a number η of noisy replicas
of the radio signals received at each EN are relayed to the BBU over η different
twisted-pairs. Hence, in order to maximize the SNRs for all signals, Maximum
Ratio Combining (MRC) [175] is applied at the cable output as

Rk = R̃kG, (9.19)

where Rk ∈ ClF×
1
µ is the signal received at BBU from the k-th EN after the

combiner and G ∈ RlS×
1
µ is the MRC matrix. Under the assumptions here, MRC

coincides with equal ratio combining and hence matrix G can be written as

G = 1
η

(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
. (9.20)

As an example, in the case of maximum redundancy, i.e., η = lS , the MRC matrix
G = l−1

S 1lS and the MRC combines the analog signals received over all pairs, since
they carry the same information signal. On the contrary, in the case of minimal
normalized bandwidth µ = 1/lS or η = 1, the matrix G equals the identity matrix
as G = IlS , since no combining is possible.

The signal rk ∈ CnF received at the BBU from ENk across the nF subcarriers is
thus obtained by vectorizing matrix Rk in (9.19) as

rk = vec(Rk). (9.21)
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<latexit sha1_base64="aI0rERHwZjOwZSqn0bBZ0BwOsuM=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKQ5EYFCQWQjJCgj0VAGiQSkOETryyacOD90t45AJ/8Bn8BX0EJFh2hpKPgXnJCC11SjmV3tzoSpkoY8792Zmp6ZnZsvLZQXl5ZXVt219ZZJMi2wKRKV6IsQDCoZY5MkKbxINUIUKjwPr49H/vkQtZFJfEa3KXYiGMSyLwVQIXXdnYDwhuwQRd61QV+DsH5ugyjL80u75+fVQPQS2u26Fa/mjcH/En9CKmyCRtf9CHqJyCKMSSgwpu17KXUsaJJCYV4OMoMpiGsYYLugMURoOnacJ+fbmQFKeIqaS8XHIn7fsBAZcxuFxWQEdGV+eyPxP6+dUf+oY2WcZoSxGB0iqXB8yAgti6KQ96RGIhh9jlzGXIAGItSSgxCFmBXNlYs+/N/p/5LWfs33av7pQaV+NGmmxDbZFqsynx2yOjthDdZkgt2xB/bInpx759l5cV6/Rqecyc4G+wHn7RM/T6Gy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aI0rERHwZjOwZSqn0bBZ0BwOsuM=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKQ5EYFCQWQjJCgj0VAGiQSkOETryyacOD90t45AJ/8Bn8BX0EJFh2hpKPgXnJCC11SjmV3tzoSpkoY8792Zmp6ZnZsvLZQXl5ZXVt219ZZJMi2wKRKV6IsQDCoZY5MkKbxINUIUKjwPr49H/vkQtZFJfEa3KXYiGMSyLwVQIXXdnYDwhuwQRd61QV+DsH5ugyjL80u75+fVQPQS2u26Fa/mjcH/En9CKmyCRtf9CHqJyCKMSSgwpu17KXUsaJJCYV4OMoMpiGsYYLugMURoOnacJ+fbmQFKeIqaS8XHIn7fsBAZcxuFxWQEdGV+eyPxP6+dUf+oY2WcZoSxGB0iqXB8yAgti6KQ96RGIhh9jlzGXIAGItSSgxCFmBXNlYs+/N/p/5LWfs33av7pQaV+NGmmxDbZFqsynx2yOjthDdZkgt2xB/bInpx759l5cV6/Rqecyc4G+wHn7RM/T6Gy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aI0rERHwZjOwZSqn0bBZ0BwOsuM=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKQ5EYFCQWQjJCgj0VAGiQSkOETryyacOD90t45AJ/8Bn8BX0EJFh2hpKPgXnJCC11SjmV3tzoSpkoY8792Zmp6ZnZsvLZQXl5ZXVt219ZZJMi2wKRKV6IsQDCoZY5MkKbxINUIUKjwPr49H/vkQtZFJfEa3KXYiGMSyLwVQIXXdnYDwhuwQRd61QV+DsH5ugyjL80u75+fVQPQS2u26Fa/mjcH/En9CKmyCRtf9CHqJyCKMSSgwpu17KXUsaJJCYV4OMoMpiGsYYLugMURoOnacJ+fbmQFKeIqaS8XHIn7fsBAZcxuFxWQEdGV+eyPxP6+dUf+oY2WcZoSxGB0iqXB8yAgti6KQ96RGIhh9jlzGXIAGItSSgxCFmBXNlYs+/N/p/5LWfs33av7pQaV+NGmmxDbZFqsynx2yOjthDdZkgt2xB/bInpx759l5cV6/Rqecyc4G+wHn7RM/T6Gy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aI0rERHwZjOwZSqn0bBZ0BwOsuM=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKQ5EYFCQWQjJCgj0VAGiQSkOETryyacOD90t45AJ/8Bn8BX0EJFh2hpKPgXnJCC11SjmV3tzoSpkoY8792Zmp6ZnZsvLZQXl5ZXVt219ZZJMi2wKRKV6IsQDCoZY5MkKbxINUIUKjwPr49H/vkQtZFJfEa3KXYiGMSyLwVQIXXdnYDwhuwQRd61QV+DsH5ugyjL80u75+fVQPQS2u26Fa/mjcH/En9CKmyCRtf9CHqJyCKMSSgwpu17KXUsaJJCYV4OMoMpiGsYYLugMURoOnacJ+fbmQFKeIqaS8XHIn7fsBAZcxuFxWQEdGV+eyPxP6+dUf+oY2WcZoSxGB0iqXB8yAgti6KQ96RGIhh9jlzGXIAGItSSgxCFmBXNlYs+/N/p/5LWfs33av7pQaV+NGmmxDbZFqsynx2yOjthDdZkgt2xB/bInpx759l5cV6/Rqecyc4G+wHn7RM/T6Gy</latexit>

Hc
<latexit sha1_base64="bc8giouGiXiHJbGq0cMHfldOJA4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnk2HmRiih4Fe41ZU7ceuvuPBfTGIW2npWh3Pu5Z57Qi2FRdf9dNbWNza3tis71d29/YPD2tFxz8aJ4dDlsYzNIGQWpFDQRYESBtoAi0IJ/XB2k/v9BzBWxOoO5xqCiE2VmAjOMJN8P2J4H07S9mLER7W623AL0FXilaROSnRGtS9/HPMkAoVcMmuHnqsxSJlBwSUsqn5iQTM+Y1MYZlSxCGyQFpkX9DyxDGOqwVAhaSHC742URdbOozCbzDPaZS8X//OGCU6aQSqUThAUzw+hkFAcstyIrAygY2EAkeXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNMTLJ2qlkf3vL3q6R32fDchnd7VW81y2Yq5JSckQvikWvSIm3SIV3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+Mrjnlzgn5A+fjG/pYlj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bc8giouGiXiHJbGq0cMHfldOJA4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnk2HmRiih4Fe41ZU7ceuvuPBfTGIW2npWh3Pu5Z57Qi2FRdf9dNbWNza3tis71d29/YPD2tFxz8aJ4dDlsYzNIGQWpFDQRYESBtoAi0IJ/XB2k/v9BzBWxOoO5xqCiE2VmAjOMJN8P2J4H07S9mLER7W623AL0FXilaROSnRGtS9/HPMkAoVcMmuHnqsxSJlBwSUsqn5iQTM+Y1MYZlSxCGyQFpkX9DyxDGOqwVAhaSHC742URdbOozCbzDPaZS8X//OGCU6aQSqUThAUzw+hkFAcstyIrAygY2EAkeXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNMTLJ2qlkf3vL3q6R32fDchnd7VW81y2Yq5JSckQvikWvSIm3SIV3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+Mrjnlzgn5A+fjG/pYlj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bc8giouGiXiHJbGq0cMHfldOJA4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnk2HmRiih4Fe41ZU7ceuvuPBfTGIW2npWh3Pu5Z57Qi2FRdf9dNbWNza3tis71d29/YPD2tFxz8aJ4dDlsYzNIGQWpFDQRYESBtoAi0IJ/XB2k/v9BzBWxOoO5xqCiE2VmAjOMJN8P2J4H07S9mLER7W623AL0FXilaROSnRGtS9/HPMkAoVcMmuHnqsxSJlBwSUsqn5iQTM+Y1MYZlSxCGyQFpkX9DyxDGOqwVAhaSHC742URdbOozCbzDPaZS8X//OGCU6aQSqUThAUzw+hkFAcstyIrAygY2EAkeXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNMTLJ2qlkf3vL3q6R32fDchnd7VW81y2Yq5JSckQvikWvSIm3SIV3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+Mrjnlzgn5A+fjG/pYlj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bc8giouGiXiHJbGq0cMHfldOJA4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcdFnBPqAJZTK9rUMnk2HmRiih4Fe41ZU7ceuvuPBfTGIW2npWh3Pu5Z57Qi2FRdf9dNbWNza3tis71d29/YPD2tFxz8aJ4dDlsYzNIGQWpFDQRYESBtoAi0IJ/XB2k/v9BzBWxOoO5xqCiE2VmAjOMJN8P2J4H07S9mLER7W623AL0FXilaROSnRGtS9/HPMkAoVcMmuHnqsxSJlBwSUsqn5iQTM+Y1MYZlSxCGyQFpkX9DyxDGOqwVAhaSHC742URdbOozCbzDPaZS8X//OGCU6aQSqUThAUzw+hkFAcstyIrAygY2EAkeXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNMTLJ2qlkf3vL3q6R32fDchnd7VW81y2Yq5JSckQvikWvSIm3SIV3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+Mrjnlzgn5A+fjG/pYlj0=</latexit>

Gk
<latexit sha1_base64="v7nAim6GxPhR8kfGhGs6SAhT/kg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZc6LKCfUATymR6W4dOJsPMjVBCwa9wqyt34tZfceG/mMQstPWsDufcyz33hFoKi6776aysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v7tYPDro0Tw6HDYxmbfsgsSKGggwIl9LUBFoUSeuH0Kvd7D2CsiNUdzjQEEZsoMRacYSb5fsTwPhyn1/PhdFiruw23AF0mXknqpER7WPvyRzFPIlDIJbN24Lkag5QZFFzCvOonFjTjUzaBQUYVi8AGaZF5Tk8TyzCmGgwVkhYi/N5IWWTtLAqzyTyjXfRy8T9vkOC4GaRC6QRB8fwQCgnFIcuNyMoAOhIGEFmeHKhQlDPDEMEIyjjPxCRrp5r14S1+v0y65w3PbXi3F/VWs2ymQo7JCTkjHrkkLXJD2qRDONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0RWn3Dkif+B8fAMFTZZE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7nAim6GxPhR8kfGhGs6SAhT/kg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZc6LKCfUATymR6W4dOJsPMjVBCwa9wqyt34tZfceG/mMQstPWsDufcyz33hFoKi6776aysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v7tYPDro0Tw6HDYxmbfsgsSKGggwIl9LUBFoUSeuH0Kvd7D2CsiNUdzjQEEZsoMRacYSb5fsTwPhyn1/PhdFiruw23AF0mXknqpER7WPvyRzFPIlDIJbN24Lkag5QZFFzCvOonFjTjUzaBQUYVi8AGaZF5Tk8TyzCmGgwVkhYi/N5IWWTtLAqzyTyjXfRy8T9vkOC4GaRC6QRB8fwQCgnFIcuNyMoAOhIGEFmeHKhQlDPDEMEIyjjPxCRrp5r14S1+v0y65w3PbXi3F/VWs2ymQo7JCTkjHrkkLXJD2qRDONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0RWn3Dkif+B8fAMFTZZE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7nAim6GxPhR8kfGhGs6SAhT/kg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZc6LKCfUATymR6W4dOJsPMjVBCwa9wqyt34tZfceG/mMQstPWsDufcyz33hFoKi6776aysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v7tYPDro0Tw6HDYxmbfsgsSKGggwIl9LUBFoUSeuH0Kvd7D2CsiNUdzjQEEZsoMRacYSb5fsTwPhyn1/PhdFiruw23AF0mXknqpER7WPvyRzFPIlDIJbN24Lkag5QZFFzCvOonFjTjUzaBQUYVi8AGaZF5Tk8TyzCmGgwVkhYi/N5IWWTtLAqzyTyjXfRy8T9vkOC4GaRC6QRB8fwQCgnFIcuNyMoAOhIGEFmeHKhQlDPDEMEIyjjPxCRrp5r14S1+v0y65w3PbXi3F/VWs2ymQo7JCTkjHrkkLXJD2qRDONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0RWn3Dkif+B8fAMFTZZE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7nAim6GxPhR8kfGhGs6SAhT/kg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZc6LKCfUATymR6W4dOJsPMjVBCwa9wqyt34tZfceG/mMQstPWsDufcyz33hFoKi6776aysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v7tYPDro0Tw6HDYxmbfsgsSKGggwIl9LUBFoUSeuH0Kvd7D2CsiNUdzjQEEZsoMRacYSb5fsTwPhyn1/PhdFiruw23AF0mXknqpER7WPvyRzFPIlDIJbN24Lkag5QZFFzCvOonFjTjUzaBQUYVi8AGaZF5Tk8TyzCmGgwVkhYi/N5IWWTtLAqzyTyjXfRy8T9vkOC4GaRC6QRB8fwQCgnFIcuNyMoAOhIGEFmeHKhQlDPDEMEIyjjPxCRrp5r14S1+v0y65w3PbXi3F/VWs2ymQo7JCTkjHrkkLXJD2qRDONHkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0RWn3Dkif+B8fAMFTZZE</latexit>

vec(·)
<latexit sha1_base64="tLRsEYuw3OBv864TFjPzEkqfBLo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExFSaCIbIZEyEg1lkMhDiq3ofNmEU84P3a0DkZWar6CFig7R8h0U/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz40VSaLSsT6O0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fmNXDrg5jxaHDQxmqvsc0SBFABwVK6EcKmO9J6HnTq8zvzUBpEQa3OI/A9dkkEGPBGabS0Kw6CA+YzIAv6g4fhXg2NGtWw8pBV4ldkBop0B6aX84o5LEPAXLJtB7YVoRuwhQKLmFRcWINEeNTNoFBSgPmg3aTPPqCnsaaYUgjUFRImovweyNhvtZz30snfYZ3etnLxP+8QYzjppuIIIoRAp4dQiEhP6S5EmknQEdCASLLkgMVAeVMMURQgjLOUzFOS6qkfdjL36+S7nnDthr2zUWt1SyaKZNjckLqxCaXpEWuSZt0CCf35Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9GSUewckT8wPr4BM/GYfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLRsEYuw3OBv864TFjPzEkqfBLo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExFSaCIbIZEyEg1lkMhDiq3ofNmEU84P3a0DkZWar6CFig7R8h0U/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz40VSaLSsT6O0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fmNXDrg5jxaHDQxmqvsc0SBFABwVK6EcKmO9J6HnTq8zvzUBpEQa3OI/A9dkkEGPBGabS0Kw6CA+YzIAv6g4fhXg2NGtWw8pBV4ldkBop0B6aX84o5LEPAXLJtB7YVoRuwhQKLmFRcWINEeNTNoFBSgPmg3aTPPqCnsaaYUgjUFRImovweyNhvtZz30snfYZ3etnLxP+8QYzjppuIIIoRAp4dQiEhP6S5EmknQEdCASLLkgMVAeVMMURQgjLOUzFOS6qkfdjL36+S7nnDthr2zUWt1SyaKZNjckLqxCaXpEWuSZt0CCf35Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9GSUewckT8wPr4BM/GYfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLRsEYuw3OBv864TFjPzEkqfBLo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExFSaCIbIZEyEg1lkMhDiq3ofNmEU84P3a0DkZWar6CFig7R8h0U/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz40VSaLSsT6O0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fmNXDrg5jxaHDQxmqvsc0SBFABwVK6EcKmO9J6HnTq8zvzUBpEQa3OI/A9dkkEGPBGabS0Kw6CA+YzIAv6g4fhXg2NGtWw8pBV4ldkBop0B6aX84o5LEPAXLJtB7YVoRuwhQKLmFRcWINEeNTNoFBSgPmg3aTPPqCnsaaYUgjUFRImovweyNhvtZz30snfYZ3etnLxP+8QYzjppuIIIoRAp4dQiEhP6S5EmknQEdCASLLkgMVAeVMMURQgjLOUzFOS6qkfdjL36+S7nnDthr2zUWt1SyaKZNjckLqxCaXpEWuSZt0CCf35Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9GSUewckT8wPr4BM/GYfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLRsEYuw3OBv864TFjPzEkqfBLo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExFSaCIbIZEyEg1lkMhDiq3ofNmEU84P3a0DkZWar6CFig7R8h0U/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz40VSaLSsT6O0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fmNXDrg5jxaHDQxmqvsc0SBFABwVK6EcKmO9J6HnTq8zvzUBpEQa3OI/A9dkkEGPBGabS0Kw6CA+YzIAv6g4fhXg2NGtWw8pBV4ldkBop0B6aX84o5LEPAXLJtB7YVoRuwhQKLmFRcWINEeNTNoFBSgPmg3aTPPqCnsaaYUgjUFRImovweyNhvtZz30snfYZ3etnLxP+8QYzjppuIIIoRAp4dQiEhP6S5EmknQEdCASLLkgMVAeVMMURQgjLOUzFOS6qkfdjL36+S7nnDthr2zUWt1SyaKZNjckLqxCaXpEWuSZt0CCf35Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9GSUewckT8wPr4BM/GYfg==</latexit>

rk
<latexit sha1_base64="hRY8J7fXUY/N+sP6seLd7JaTJTs=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIR7LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0tg6dTIaZG6GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vuCbUUFl3306msrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjno0Tw6HLYxmbQcgsSKGgiwIlDLQBFoUS+uHsOvf7D2CsiNUdzjUEEZsqMRGcYSb5fsTwPpykZjGajeoNt+kWoKvEK0mDlOiM6l/+OOZJBAq5ZNYOPVdjkDKDgktY1PzEgmZ8xqYwzKhiEdggLTIv6FliGcZUg6FC0kKE3xspi6ydR2E2mWe0y14u/ucNE5y0glQonSAonh9CIaE4ZLkRWRlAx8IAIsuTAxWKcmYYIhhBGeeZmGTt1LI+vOXvV0nvoum5Te/2stFulc1UyQk5JefEI1ekTW5Ih3QJJ5o8kWfy4jw6r86b8/4zWnHKnWPyB87HN0jTlm8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hRY8J7fXUY/N+sP6seLd7JaTJTs=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIR7LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0tg6dTIaZG6GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vuCbUUFl3306msrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjno0Tw6HLYxmbQcgsSKGgiwIlDLQBFoUS+uHsOvf7D2CsiNUdzjUEEZsqMRGcYSb5fsTwPpykZjGajeoNt+kWoKvEK0mDlOiM6l/+OOZJBAq5ZNYOPVdjkDKDgktY1PzEgmZ8xqYwzKhiEdggLTIv6FliGcZUg6FC0kKE3xspi6ydR2E2mWe0y14u/ucNE5y0glQonSAonh9CIaE4ZLkRWRlAx8IAIsuTAxWKcmYYIhhBGeeZmGTt1LI+vOXvV0nvoum5Te/2stFulc1UyQk5JefEI1ekTW5Ih3QJJ5o8kWfy4jw6r86b8/4zWnHKnWPyB87HN0jTlm8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hRY8J7fXUY/N+sP6seLd7JaTJTs=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIR7LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0tg6dTIaZG6GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vuCbUUFl3306msrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjno0Tw6HLYxmbQcgsSKGgiwIlDLQBFoUS+uHsOvf7D2CsiNUdzjUEEZsqMRGcYSb5fsTwPpykZjGajeoNt+kWoKvEK0mDlOiM6l/+OOZJBAq5ZNYOPVdjkDKDgktY1PzEgmZ8xqYwzKhiEdggLTIv6FliGcZUg6FC0kKE3xspi6ydR2E2mWe0y14u/ucNE5y0glQonSAonh9CIaE4ZLkRWRlAx8IAIsuTAxWKcmYYIhhBGeeZmGTt1LI+vOXvV0nvoum5Te/2stFulc1UyQk5JefEI1ekTW5Ih3QJJ5o8kWfy4jw6r86b8/4zWnHKnWPyB87HN0jTlm8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hRY8J7fXUY/N+sP6seLd7JaTJTs=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIR7LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0tg6dTIaZG6GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vuCbUUFl3306msrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjno0Tw6HLYxmbQcgsSKGgiwIlDLQBFoUS+uHsOvf7D2CsiNUdzjUEEZsqMRGcYSb5fsTwPpykZjGajeoNt+kWoKvEK0mDlOiM6l/+OOZJBAq5ZNYOPVdjkDKDgktY1PzEgmZ8xqYwzKhiEdggLTIv6FliGcZUg6FC0kKE3xspi6ydR2E2mWe0y14u/ucNE5y0glQonSAonh9CIaE4ZLkRWRlAx8IAIsuTAxWKcmYYIhhBGeeZmGTt1LI+vOXvV0nvoum5Te/2stFulc1UyQk5JefEI1ekTW5Ih3QJJ5o8kWfy4jw6r86b8/4zWnHKnWPyB87HN0jTlm8=</latexit>

Ỹk<latexit sha1_base64="pq+ezFv8AzR3W6Yd+fPQyjk4upo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGiTxQbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4g7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3NMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgFDaJo9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pq+ezFv8AzR3W6Yd+fPQyjk4upo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGiTxQbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4g7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3NMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgFDaJo9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pq+ezFv8AzR3W6Yd+fPQyjk4upo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGiTxQbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4g7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3NMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgFDaJo9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pq+ezFv8AzR3W6Yd+fPQyjk4upo=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGiTxQbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4g7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3NMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgFDaJo9</latexit>

Yk
<latexit sha1_base64="uhKq1wbV5PLUqGihqxZl8Zc+nB4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxgH9KEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWLMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp3Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3yGRllY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uhKq1wbV5PLUqGihqxZl8Zc+nB4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxgH9KEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWLMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp3Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3yGRllY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uhKq1wbV5PLUqGihqxZl8Zc+nB4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxgH9KEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWLMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp3Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3yGRllY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uhKq1wbV5PLUqGihqxZl8Zc+nB4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxgH9KEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWLMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp3Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3yGRllY=</latexit>

R̃k<latexit sha1_base64="82rsO0VZLnPUf3LITPsqfeSY3qU=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGRB5SbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4i7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3JMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgE4Y5o2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="82rsO0VZLnPUf3LITPsqfeSY3qU=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGRB5SbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4i7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3JMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgE4Y5o2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="82rsO0VZLnPUf3LITPsqfeSY3qU=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGRB5SbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4i7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3JMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgE4Y5o2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="82rsO0VZLnPUf3LITPsqfeSY3qU=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlHh3NiQiJKrIREikj0VAGRB5SbFnnyyaccn7obo0ULP8AX0ELFR2i5S8o+Bds4wISphrN7Gpnx4+l0GhZn8bS8srq2npto765tb2za+7t93SUKA5dHslIDXymQYoQuihQwiBWwAJfQt+fXhZ+/x6UFlF4i7MY3IBNQjEWnGEueeahg0KOIHUChnf+OL3JMm/qmQ2raZWgi8SuSINU6HjmlzOKeBJAiFwyrYe2FaObMoWCS8jqTqIhZnzKJjDMacgC0G5aps/oSaIZRjQGRYWkpQi/N1IWaD0L/HyyCKnnvUL8zxsmOG65qQjjBCHkxaH8VygPaa5EXgvQkVCAyIrkQEVIOVMMEZSgjPNcTPKe6nkf9vz3i6R31rStpn193mi3qmZq5Igck1NikwvSJlekQ7qEkwfyRJ7Ji/FovBpvxvvP6JJR7RyQPzA+vgE4Y5o2</latexit>

W̃k<latexit sha1_base64="3xb6rF15bjcvO//UZlNWiVOTJ7I=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgv8+hoTkRIVJGNkEgZiYYySOQhxZZ1vmzCKeeH7tZIwfIP8BW0UNEhWv6Cgn/BNi4gYarRzK52dvxYCo2W9WnUVlbX1jfqm42t7Z3dPXP/oK+jRHHo8UhGaugzDVKE0EOBEoaxAhb4Egb+7KrwB/egtIjCW5zH4AZsGoqJ4AxzyTOPHBRyDKkTMLzzJ+kgy7yZZzatllWCLhO7Ik1SoeuZX8444kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLiFrOImGmPEZm8IopyELQLtpmT6jp4lmGNEYFBWSliL83khZoPU88PPJIqRe9ArxP2+U4KTtpiKME4SQF4fyX6E8pLkSeS1Ax0IBIiuSAxUh5UwxRFCCMs5zMcl7auR92IvfL5P+ecu2WvbNRbPTrpqpk2NyQs6ITS5Jh1yTLukRTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/ozWj2jkkf2B8fANAQpo7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xb6rF15bjcvO//UZlNWiVOTJ7I=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgv8+hoTkRIVJGNkEgZiYYySOQhxZZ1vmzCKeeH7tZIwfIP8BW0UNEhWv6Cgn/BNi4gYarRzK52dvxYCo2W9WnUVlbX1jfqm42t7Z3dPXP/oK+jRHHo8UhGaugzDVKE0EOBEoaxAhb4Egb+7KrwB/egtIjCW5zH4AZsGoqJ4AxzyTOPHBRyDKkTMLzzJ+kgy7yZZzatllWCLhO7Ik1SoeuZX8444kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLiFrOImGmPEZm8IopyELQLtpmT6jp4lmGNEYFBWSliL83khZoPU88PPJIqRe9ArxP2+U4KTtpiKME4SQF4fyX6E8pLkSeS1Ax0IBIiuSAxUh5UwxRFCCMs5zMcl7auR92IvfL5P+ecu2WvbNRbPTrpqpk2NyQs6ITS5Jh1yTLukRTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/ozWj2jkkf2B8fANAQpo7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xb6rF15bjcvO//UZlNWiVOTJ7I=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgv8+hoTkRIVJGNkEgZiYYySOQhxZZ1vmzCKeeH7tZIwfIP8BW0UNEhWv6Cgn/BNi4gYarRzK52dvxYCo2W9WnUVlbX1jfqm42t7Z3dPXP/oK+jRHHo8UhGaugzDVKE0EOBEoaxAhb4Egb+7KrwB/egtIjCW5zH4AZsGoqJ4AxzyTOPHBRyDKkTMLzzJ+kgy7yZZzatllWCLhO7Ik1SoeuZX8444kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLiFrOImGmPEZm8IopyELQLtpmT6jp4lmGNEYFBWSliL83khZoPU88PPJIqRe9ArxP2+U4KTtpiKME4SQF4fyX6E8pLkSeS1Ax0IBIiuSAxUh5UwxRFCCMs5zMcl7auR92IvfL5P+ecu2WvbNRbPTrpqpk2NyQs6ITS5Jh1yTLukRTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/ozWj2jkkf2B8fANAQpo7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xb6rF15bjcvO//UZlNWiVOTJ7I=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgv8+hoTkRIVJGNkEgZiYYySOQhxZZ1vmzCKeeH7tZIwfIP8BW0UNEhWv6Cgn/BNi4gYarRzK52dvxYCo2W9WnUVlbX1jfqm42t7Z3dPXP/oK+jRHHo8UhGaugzDVKE0EOBEoaxAhb4Egb+7KrwB/egtIjCW5zH4AZsGoqJ4AxzyTOPHBRyDKkTMLzzJ+kgy7yZZzatllWCLhO7Ik1SoeuZX8444kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLiFrOImGmPEZm8IopyELQLtpmT6jp4lmGNEYFBWSliL83khZoPU88PPJIqRe9ArxP2+U4KTtpiKME4SQF4fyX6E8pLkSeS1Ax0IBIiuSAxUh5UwxRFCCMs5zMcl7auR92IvfL5P+ecu2WvbNRbPTrpqpk2NyQs6ITS5Jh1yTLukRTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/ozWj2jkkf2B8fANAQpo7</latexit>

Rk
<latexit sha1_base64="Vwz5vWpITCcFZzWrbxTYfObOSD0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxiH9CEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWHMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp7Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3xaTlk8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vwz5vWpITCcFZzWrbxTYfObOSD0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxiH9CEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWHMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp7Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3xaTlk8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vwz5vWpITCcFZzWrbxTYfObOSD0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxiH9CEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWHMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp7Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3xaTlk8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vwz5vWpITCcFZzWrbxTYfObOSD0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRbcuKxiH9CEMpne1qGTyTBzI5RQ8Cvc6sqduPVXXPgvJjELbT2rwzn3cs89oZbCout+Oiura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eCwa+PEcOjwWMamHzILUijooEAJfW2ARaGEXji9yv3eAxgrYnWHMw1BxCZKjAVnmEm+HzG8D8fp7Xw4HdbqbsMtQJeJV5I6KdEe1r78UcyTCBRyyawdeK7GIGUGBZcwr/qJBc34lE1gkFHFIrBBWmSe09PEMoypBkOFpIUIvzdSFlk7i8JsMs9oF71c/M8bJDhuBqlQOkFQPD+EQkJxyHIjsjKAjoQBRJYnByoU5cwwRDCCMs4zMcnaqWZ9eIvfL5PuecNzG97NRb3VLJupkGNyQs6IRy5Ji1yTNukQTjR5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1ndMUpd47IHzgf3xaTlk8=</latexit>

EN
<latexit sha1_base64="EUJyf4aC3/2FVWGYtWw+yM9+f9s=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZEcCUV7EPaUibT2zp0ZhJmbsQS8hVudeVO3PoxLvwXk5iFtp7V4Zx7ueceP5TCout+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/bYPIcGjxQAam6zMLUmhooUAJ3dAAU76Ejj+9yPzOAxgrAn2LsxAGik20GAvOMJXu+giPGF9eJ8NK1a25Oegi8QpSJQWaw8pXfxTwSIFGLpm1Pc8NcRAzg4JLSMr9yELI+JRNoJdSzRTYQZwHTuhxZBkGNARDhaS5CL83YqasnSk/nVQM7+28l4n/eb0Ix/VBLHQYIWieHUIhIT9kuRFpE0BHwgAiy5IDFZpyZhgiGEEZ56kYpdWU0z68+e8XSfu05rk17+as2qgXzZTIITkiJ8Qj56RBrkiTtAgnijyRZ/LiJM6r8+a8/4wuOcXOAfkD5+MbuHiU+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUJyf4aC3/2FVWGYtWw+yM9+f9s=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZEcCUV7EPaUibT2zp0ZhJmbsQS8hVudeVO3PoxLvwXk5iFtp7V4Zx7ueceP5TCout+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/bYPIcGjxQAam6zMLUmhooUAJ3dAAU76Ejj+9yPzOAxgrAn2LsxAGik20GAvOMJXu+giPGF9eJ8NK1a25Oegi8QpSJQWaw8pXfxTwSIFGLpm1Pc8NcRAzg4JLSMr9yELI+JRNoJdSzRTYQZwHTuhxZBkGNARDhaS5CL83YqasnSk/nVQM7+28l4n/eb0Ix/VBLHQYIWieHUIhIT9kuRFpE0BHwgAiy5IDFZpyZhgiGEEZ56kYpdWU0z68+e8XSfu05rk17+as2qgXzZTIITkiJ8Qj56RBrkiTtAgnijyRZ/LiJM6r8+a8/4wuOcXOAfkD5+MbuHiU+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUJyf4aC3/2FVWGYtWw+yM9+f9s=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZEcCUV7EPaUibT2zp0ZhJmbsQS8hVudeVO3PoxLvwXk5iFtp7V4Zx7ueceP5TCout+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/bYPIcGjxQAam6zMLUmhooUAJ3dAAU76Ejj+9yPzOAxgrAn2LsxAGik20GAvOMJXu+giPGF9eJ8NK1a25Oegi8QpSJQWaw8pXfxTwSIFGLpm1Pc8NcRAzg4JLSMr9yELI+JRNoJdSzRTYQZwHTuhxZBkGNARDhaS5CL83YqasnSk/nVQM7+28l4n/eb0Ix/VBLHQYIWieHUIhIT9kuRFpE0BHwgAiy5IDFZpyZhgiGEEZ56kYpdWU0z68+e8XSfu05rk17+as2qgXzZTIITkiJ8Qj56RBrkiTtAgnijyRZ/LiJM6r8+a8/4wuOcXOAfkD5+MbuHiU+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUJyf4aC3/2FVWGYtWw+yM9+f9s=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKCXRZEcCUV7EPaUibT2zp0ZhJmbsQS8hVudeVO3PoxLvwXk5iFtp7V4Zx7ueceP5TCout+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/bYPIcGjxQAam6zMLUmhooUAJ3dAAU76Ejj+9yPzOAxgrAn2LsxAGik20GAvOMJXu+giPGF9eJ8NK1a25Oegi8QpSJQWaw8pXfxTwSIFGLpm1Pc8NcRAzg4JLSMr9yELI+JRNoJdSzRTYQZwHTuhxZBkGNARDhaS5CL83YqasnSk/nVQM7+28l4n/eb0Ix/VBLHQYIWieHUIhIT9kuRFpE0BHwgAiy5IDFZpyZhgiGEEZ56kYpdWU0z68+e8XSfu05rk17+as2qgXzZTIITkiJ8Qj56RBrkiTtAgnijyRZ/LiJM6r8+a8/4wuOcXOAfkD5+MbuHiU+w==</latexit>

Analog EN processing
<latexit sha1_base64="ZPgD/0quCM4SEHPbcimJxVhHzNs=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArgjlGRPAkEcwDkhB6J504ZHZ2mekVw5KLn+BXeNWTN/HqH3jwX9zEHDSxTkVVN91VfqSkJdf9dDILi0vLK9nV3Nr6xuZWfnunZsPYCKyKUIWm4YNFJTVWSZLCRmQQAl9h3R+cj/36HRorQ31DwwjbAfS17EkBlEqd/H6L8J6SMw0q7POLKx6ZUKC1Uvf5qJMvuEV3Aj5PvCkpsCkqnfxXqxuKOEBNQoG1Tc+NqJ2AISkUjnKt2GIEYgB9bKZUQ4C2nUxSjPhhbIFCHqHhUvGJiL83EgisHQZ+OhkA3dpZbyz+5zVj6pXaidRRTKjF+BBJhZNDVhiZ1oO8Kw0Swfhz5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinPaVS/vwZtPPk9px0XOL3vVJoVyaNpNle+yAHTGPnbIyu2QVVmWCPbAn9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9GM850Z5f9gfPxDUTsnNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPgD/0quCM4SEHPbcimJxVhHzNs=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArgjlGRPAkEcwDkhB6J504ZHZ2mekVw5KLn+BXeNWTN/HqH3jwX9zEHDSxTkVVN91VfqSkJdf9dDILi0vLK9nV3Nr6xuZWfnunZsPYCKyKUIWm4YNFJTVWSZLCRmQQAl9h3R+cj/36HRorQ31DwwjbAfS17EkBlEqd/H6L8J6SMw0q7POLKx6ZUKC1Uvf5qJMvuEV3Aj5PvCkpsCkqnfxXqxuKOEBNQoG1Tc+NqJ2AISkUjnKt2GIEYgB9bKZUQ4C2nUxSjPhhbIFCHqHhUvGJiL83EgisHQZ+OhkA3dpZbyz+5zVj6pXaidRRTKjF+BBJhZNDVhiZ1oO8Kw0Swfhz5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinPaVS/vwZtPPk9px0XOL3vVJoVyaNpNle+yAHTGPnbIyu2QVVmWCPbAn9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9GM850Z5f9gfPxDUTsnNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPgD/0quCM4SEHPbcimJxVhHzNs=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArgjlGRPAkEcwDkhB6J504ZHZ2mekVw5KLn+BXeNWTN/HqH3jwX9zEHDSxTkVVN91VfqSkJdf9dDILi0vLK9nV3Nr6xuZWfnunZsPYCKyKUIWm4YNFJTVWSZLCRmQQAl9h3R+cj/36HRorQ31DwwjbAfS17EkBlEqd/H6L8J6SMw0q7POLKx6ZUKC1Uvf5qJMvuEV3Aj5PvCkpsCkqnfxXqxuKOEBNQoG1Tc+NqJ2AISkUjnKt2GIEYgB9bKZUQ4C2nUxSjPhhbIFCHqHhUvGJiL83EgisHQZ+OhkA3dpZbyz+5zVj6pXaidRRTKjF+BBJhZNDVhiZ1oO8Kw0Swfhz5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinPaVS/vwZtPPk9px0XOL3vVJoVyaNpNle+yAHTGPnbIyu2QVVmWCPbAn9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9GM850Z5f9gfPxDUTsnNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZPgD/0quCM4SEHPbcimJxVhHzNs=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7ArgjlGRPAkEcwDkhB6J504ZHZ2mekVw5KLn+BXeNWTN/HqH3jwX9zEHDSxTkVVN91VfqSkJdf9dDILi0vLK9nV3Nr6xuZWfnunZsPYCKyKUIWm4YNFJTVWSZLCRmQQAl9h3R+cj/36HRorQ31DwwjbAfS17EkBlEqd/H6L8J6SMw0q7POLKx6ZUKC1Uvf5qJMvuEV3Aj5PvCkpsCkqnfxXqxuKOEBNQoG1Tc+NqJ2AISkUjnKt2GIEYgB9bKZUQ4C2nUxSjPhhbIFCHqHhUvGJiL83EgisHQZ+OhkA3dpZbyz+5zVj6pXaidRRTKjF+BBJhZNDVhiZ1oO8Kw0Swfhz5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinPaVS/vwZtPPk9px0XOL3vVJoVyaNpNle+yAHTGPnbIyu2QVVmWCPbAn9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9GM850Z5f9gfPxDUTsnNk=</latexit>

Digital BBU processing
<latexit sha1_base64="/Oq7R8H3DupQRi70gg4pMxWh3MA=">AAACEnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUgi0GwCncimDJEC0sFo0ISwtw6xsG9vWN3TgxHOn+Cv8JWKzux9Q9Y+F+8xBSa+KrHezPMvBcmmhz7/qc3NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1s9dnFqFDRXr2F6G4FCTwQYTa7xMLEIUarwIbw8H/sUdWkexOeNegu0IuoauSQHnUqe01WK85+yIusSgZb3ekImNFTpHpiv7nVLZr/hDyEkSjEhZjHDSKX21rmKVRmhYaXCuGfgJtzOwTEpjv9hKHSagbqGLzZwaiNC1s2GOvtxJHXAsE7SStByK+Hsjg8i5XhTmkxHwjRv3BuJ/XjPl62o7I5OkjEYNDjFpHB5yylJeEMorssgMg89RkpEKLDCjJQlK5WKaN1bM+wjG00+S871K4FeC0/1yrTpqpiA2xbbYFYE4EDVxLE5EQyjxIJ7Es3jxHr1X7817/xmd8kY7G+IPvI9vujadnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Oq7R8H3DupQRi70gg4pMxWh3MA=">AAACEnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUgi0GwCncimDJEC0sFo0ISwtw6xsG9vWN3TgxHOn+Cv8JWKzux9Q9Y+F+8xBSa+KrHezPMvBcmmhz7/qc3NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1s9dnFqFDRXr2F6G4FCTwQYTa7xMLEIUarwIbw8H/sUdWkexOeNegu0IuoauSQHnUqe01WK85+yIusSgZb3ekImNFTpHpiv7nVLZr/hDyEkSjEhZjHDSKX21rmKVRmhYaXCuGfgJtzOwTEpjv9hKHSagbqGLzZwaiNC1s2GOvtxJHXAsE7SStByK+Hsjg8i5XhTmkxHwjRv3BuJ/XjPl62o7I5OkjEYNDjFpHB5yylJeEMorssgMg89RkpEKLDCjJQlK5WKaN1bM+wjG00+S871K4FeC0/1yrTpqpiA2xbbYFYE4EDVxLE5EQyjxIJ7Es3jxHr1X7817/xmd8kY7G+IPvI9vujadnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Oq7R8H3DupQRi70gg4pMxWh3MA=">AAACEnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUgi0GwCncimDJEC0sFo0ISwtw6xsG9vWN3TgxHOn+Cv8JWKzux9Q9Y+F+8xBSa+KrHezPMvBcmmhz7/qc3NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1s9dnFqFDRXr2F6G4FCTwQYTa7xMLEIUarwIbw8H/sUdWkexOeNegu0IuoauSQHnUqe01WK85+yIusSgZb3ekImNFTpHpiv7nVLZr/hDyEkSjEhZjHDSKX21rmKVRmhYaXCuGfgJtzOwTEpjv9hKHSagbqGLzZwaiNC1s2GOvtxJHXAsE7SStByK+Hsjg8i5XhTmkxHwjRv3BuJ/XjPl62o7I5OkjEYNDjFpHB5yylJeEMorssgMg89RkpEKLDCjJQlK5WKaN1bM+wjG00+S871K4FeC0/1yrTpqpiA2xbbYFYE4EDVxLE5EQyjxIJ7Es3jxHr1X7817/xmd8kY7G+IPvI9vujadnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Oq7R8H3DupQRi70gg4pMxWh3MA=">AAACEnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUgi0GwCncimDJEC0sFo0ISwtw6xsG9vWN3TgxHOn+Cv8JWKzux9Q9Y+F+8xBSa+KrHezPMvBcmmhz7/qc3NT0zOzdfWCguLi2vrJbW1s9dnFqFDRXr2F6G4FCTwQYTa7xMLEIUarwIbw8H/sUdWkexOeNegu0IuoauSQHnUqe01WK85+yIusSgZb3ekImNFTpHpiv7nVLZr/hDyEkSjEhZjHDSKX21rmKVRmhYaXCuGfgJtzOwTEpjv9hKHSagbqGLzZwaiNC1s2GOvtxJHXAsE7SStByK+Hsjg8i5XhTmkxHwjRv3BuJ/XjPl62o7I5OkjEYNDjFpHB5yylJeEMorssgMg89RkpEKLDCjJQlK5WKaN1bM+wjG00+S871K4FeC0/1yrTpqpiA2xbbYFYE4EDVxLE5EQyjxIJ7Es3jxHr1X7817/xmd8kY7G+IPvI9vujadnw==</latexit>

Analog Fronthauling
<latexit sha1_base64="odTf/D8TGikb2dXJm+3b0fMfVD4=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoNgFXZFMGVEEMsI5gFJCHcnN8mQ2dll5q4YloCf4FfYamUntv6Chf/iJqbQxFMdzrnP40dKWnLdTyeztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3ajaMjcCqCFVoGj5YVFJjlSQpbEQGIfAV1v3h5cSv36GxMtS3NIqwHUBfy54UQKnUyR+0CO8pudCgwj6/MqGmAcTptP64ky+4RXcKvki8GSmwGSqd/FerG4o4QE1CgbVNz42onYAhKRSOc63YYgRiCH1splRDgLadTH8Y8+PYAoU8QsOl4lMRf3ckEFg7Cvy0MgAa2HlvIv7nNWPqldqJ1FFMqMVkEUmF00VWGJmGg7wrDRLB5HLkUnMBBojQSA5CpGKcppVL8/Dmv18ktdOi5xa9m7NCuTRLJssO2RE7YR47Z2V2zSqsygR7YE/smb04j86r8+a8/5RmnFnPPvsD5+Mbunacpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="odTf/D8TGikb2dXJm+3b0fMfVD4=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoNgFXZFMGVEEMsI5gFJCHcnN8mQ2dll5q4YloCf4FfYamUntv6Chf/iJqbQxFMdzrnP40dKWnLdTyeztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3ajaMjcCqCFVoGj5YVFJjlSQpbEQGIfAV1v3h5cSv36GxMtS3NIqwHUBfy54UQKnUyR+0CO8pudCgwj6/MqGmAcTptP64ky+4RXcKvki8GSmwGSqd/FerG4o4QE1CgbVNz42onYAhKRSOc63YYgRiCH1splRDgLadTH8Y8+PYAoU8QsOl4lMRf3ckEFg7Cvy0MgAa2HlvIv7nNWPqldqJ1FFMqMVkEUmF00VWGJmGg7wrDRLB5HLkUnMBBojQSA5CpGKcppVL8/Dmv18ktdOi5xa9m7NCuTRLJssO2RE7YR47Z2V2zSqsygR7YE/smb04j86r8+a8/5RmnFnPPvsD5+Mbunacpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="odTf/D8TGikb2dXJm+3b0fMfVD4=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoNgFXZFMGVEEMsI5gFJCHcnN8mQ2dll5q4YloCf4FfYamUntv6Chf/iJqbQxFMdzrnP40dKWnLdTyeztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3ajaMjcCqCFVoGj5YVFJjlSQpbEQGIfAV1v3h5cSv36GxMtS3NIqwHUBfy54UQKnUyR+0CO8pudCgwj6/MqGmAcTptP64ky+4RXcKvki8GSmwGSqd/FerG4o4QE1CgbVNz42onYAhKRSOc63YYgRiCH1splRDgLadTH8Y8+PYAoU8QsOl4lMRf3ckEFg7Cvy0MgAa2HlvIv7nNWPqldqJ1FFMqMVkEUmF00VWGJmGg7wrDRLB5HLkUnMBBojQSA5CpGKcppVL8/Dmv18ktdOi5xa9m7NCuTRLJssO2RE7YR47Z2V2zSqsygR7YE/smb04j86r8+a8/5RmnFnPPvsD5+Mbunacpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="odTf/D8TGikb2dXJm+3b0fMfVD4=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoNgFXZFMGVEEMsI5gFJCHcnN8mQ2dll5q4YloCf4FfYamUntv6Chf/iJqbQxFMdzrnP40dKWnLdTyeztLyyupZdz21sbm3v5Hf3ajaMjcCqCFVoGj5YVFJjlSQpbEQGIfAV1v3h5cSv36GxMtS3NIqwHUBfy54UQKnUyR+0CO8pudCgwj6/MqGmAcTptP64ky+4RXcKvki8GSmwGSqd/FerG4o4QE1CgbVNz42onYAhKRSOc63YYgRiCH1splRDgLadTH8Y8+PYAoU8QsOl4lMRf3ckEFg7Cvy0MgAa2HlvIv7nNWPqldqJ1FFMqMVkEUmF00VWGJmGg7wrDRLB5HLkUnMBBojQSA5CpGKcppVL8/Dmv18ktdOi5xa9m7NCuTRLJssO2RE7YR47Z2V2zSqsygR7YE/smb04j86r8+a8/5RmnFnPPvsD5+Mbunacpg==</latexit>

BBU
<latexit sha1_base64="TWwUQu8csFk+l6QR/C75j1pqWso=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREimj0FAGCScRiRWdL5twyvls3a0RkRW+ghYqOkTLv1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OH0lh0LY/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/omDDWHFweylD3fGZACgUuCpTQizSwwJfQ9aeXmd+9B21EqG5wFoEXsIkSY8EZptLtAOEBk1bLnQ+rNbtu56DLxClIjRRoD6tfg1HI4wAUcsmM6Tt2hF7CNAouYV4ZxAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZI88ZyexIZhSCPQVEiai/B7I2GBMbPATycDhndm0cvE/7x+jOOGlwgVxQiKZ4dQSMgPGa5FWgXQkdCAyLLkQIWinGmGCFpQxnkqxmk3lbQPZ/H7ZdI5qzt23bk+rzUbRTNlckSOySlxyAVpkivSJi7hRJEn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GS1axc0j+wPr4Bk4DlUs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TWwUQu8csFk+l6QR/C75j1pqWso=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREimj0FAGCScRiRWdL5twyvls3a0RkRW+ghYqOkTLv1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OH0lh0LY/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/omDDWHFweylD3fGZACgUuCpTQizSwwJfQ9aeXmd+9B21EqG5wFoEXsIkSY8EZptLtAOEBk1bLnQ+rNbtu56DLxClIjRRoD6tfg1HI4wAUcsmM6Tt2hF7CNAouYV4ZxAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZI88ZyexIZhSCPQVEiai/B7I2GBMbPATycDhndm0cvE/7x+jOOGlwgVxQiKZ4dQSMgPGa5FWgXQkdCAyLLkQIWinGmGCFpQxnkqxmk3lbQPZ/H7ZdI5qzt23bk+rzUbRTNlckSOySlxyAVpkivSJi7hRJEn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GS1axc0j+wPr4Bk4DlUs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TWwUQu8csFk+l6QR/C75j1pqWso=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREimj0FAGCScRiRWdL5twyvls3a0RkRW+ghYqOkTLv1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OH0lh0LY/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/omDDWHFweylD3fGZACgUuCpTQizSwwJfQ9aeXmd+9B21EqG5wFoEXsIkSY8EZptLtAOEBk1bLnQ+rNbtu56DLxClIjRRoD6tfg1HI4wAUcsmM6Tt2hF7CNAouYV4ZxAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZI88ZyexIZhSCPQVEiai/B7I2GBMbPATycDhndm0cvE/7x+jOOGlwgVxQiKZ4dQSMgPGa5FWgXQkdCAyLLkQIWinGmGCFpQxnkqxmk3lbQPZ/H7ZdI5qzt23bk+rzUbRTNlckSOySlxyAVpkivSJi7hRJEn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GS1axc0j+wPr4Bk4DlUs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TWwUQu8csFk+l6QR/C75j1pqWso=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREimj0FAGCScRiRWdL5twyvls3a0RkRW+ghYqOkTLv1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OH0lh0LY/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/omDDWHFweylD3fGZACgUuCpTQizSwwJfQ9aeXmd+9B21EqG5wFoEXsIkSY8EZptLtAOEBk1bLnQ+rNbtu56DLxClIjRRoD6tfg1HI4wAUcsmM6Tt2hF7CNAouYV4ZxAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZI88ZyexIZhSCPQVEiai/B7I2GBMbPATycDhndm0cvE/7x+jOOGlwgVxQiKZ4dQSMgPGa5FWgXQkdCAyLLkQIWinGmGCFpQxnkqxmk3lbQPZ/H7ZdI5qzt23bk+rzUbRTNlckSOySlxyAVpkivSJi7hRJEn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GS1axc0j+wPr4Bk4DlUs=</latexit>

Figure 9.6.: Relationship between the signal rk (9.21) obtained at the output of
the combiner and the radio received signal yk in (9.15).

The relationship between the signal rk (9.21) obtained at the output of the com-
biner and the radio received signal yk in (9.15) is summarized by the block-scheme
in Fig. 9.6, and it is

rk = vec
[((

vec−1
1
µ

(yk)⊗ 1Tη
)

Hc + W̃k

)
Gk

]
. (9.22)

Finally, we collect the overall signal R ∈ CnF×M received at the BBU from all
ENs across all frequencies in the matrix

R = [r1, r2, ..., rM ]. (9.23)

After some algebraic manipulations, it is possible to express Eq. (9.23) in a more
compact form, which is reported in the following Lemma 9.1.

Lemma 9.1. In the given C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC, for a
given bandwidth amplification factor η ≥ 1, the signal R ∈ CnF×M received at the
BBU from all ENs across all radio frequencies after MRC can be written as

R = (Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) Y + W, (9.24)

where

Hη
c = γη1 1

µ
1T1
µ

+ (1− γ)I 1
µ

(9.25)

is the equivalent cable fronthaul channel matrix; Y is the signal received at all
ENs across all frequency radio channels in (9.5); and W = [w1,w2, ...,wM ] is the
equivalent cable noise at the BBU after MRC, with the k-th column distributed as
wk ∼ CN

(
0, 1

η InF
)
for all k = 1, 2, ...,M .

Proof. see Appendix C.1.

In order to gain some insights, it is useful again to consider the two extreme cases
of maximum redundancy, i.e., η = lS , and no redundancy, i.e., η = 1. In the
former case, the equivalent channel (9.25) equals the scalar Hη

c = 1 + γ(lS − 1).
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This demonstrates the effect of transmitting a replica of the whole radio signal
over all pairs. In fact, the useful signal is received at the BBU not only through
the direct path, which has unit gain, but also from the remaining lS−1 interfering
paths, each with gain γ, which constructively contribute to the overall SNR after
the combiner. More precisely, it can be observed that, in case of full redundancy,
the SNR of the radio signal Y at the BBU is increased by the analog fronthaul links
by a factor (1+γ(lS−1))2/(1/η) = lS(1+γ(lS−1))2. As a result, in this case, for a
coupling factor γ > 0, the SNR at the BBU increases with the cube of the number
of fronthaul links lS . In contrast, for µ = 1/lS , the equivalent fronthaul channel
reflects the fact that signals forwarded over the different pairs interfere each other,
and is equal to Hη

c = Hc. The beneficial effect of redundantly transmitting radio
signals over different pairs is reflected also in the power of the noise after the
combiner, which is reduced proportionally to the bandwidth amplification factor
η.

9.3.3. Fronthaul Power Constraints

In order to enforce the cable power constraints in (9.11), it is necessary to scale the
radio signal Y in (9.24) by a factor λ prior to the transmission over the fronthaul.
This is given as

λ =

√
Pc

δPB(1 + 2α2) + 1 , (9.26)

where δ =
(
1− L−1

U

)−1 for OMA, accounting for the fact that only LU − 1 min-
islots are devoted to the eMBB UE, while it equals δ = 1 for NOMA, since the
eMBB transmission spreads over all LU minislot. To simplify the notation, in the
following we will account for the gain λ by scaling the noise over the cable after
MRC in Eq. (9.25) accordingly as

wk(t) ∼ CN
(

0, 1
ηλ2 I

)
. (9.27)

9.4. Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA)

As described in Sec. 9.2.1, under OMA over the radio channel, one minislot
every LU is exclusively allocated to URLLC UEs, while eMBB UEs transmit over
the remaining minislots. In this way, URLLC UEs never interfere with eMBB
transmissions. If more than one URLLC packet is generated at a user between two
URLLC transmission opportunities, only one of such packets (randomly selected)
is transmitted, while the others are discarded, causing a blockage error. Due to
the latency constraints, URLLC signals are digitized and decoded locally at the
ENs, while the eMB signals are first mapped over the cable fronthaul lines, and
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decodingADC
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decoding
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M wired
fronthaul links

yk(t)
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Figure 9.7.: Block diagram of the operation of the ENs and BBU for Orthogonal
Multiple Access (OMA).

then analogically forwarded to the BBU, as mathematically summarized in Fig.
9.7. In this section, we derive the expressions for the eMBB and URLLC rates
under OMA for a given URLLC access latency LU and, in the case of URLLC, for
a fixed URLLC target error probability εU .

9.4.1. URLLC Rate

In order to evaluate the per-UE URLLC rate under OMA and for a given URLLC
target error probability εU , we follow the approach in [170], which is reviewed
here. URLLC packets are generally short due to the strict latency constraints,
and the maximum achievable rate can be computed by leveraging results from
finite blocklength information theory. To this end, fix a given blocklength nF and
URLLC error decoding probability εDU . Notice that this probability is different
from the general URLLC target error probability εU , as detailed later in this
section. According to [176], the URLLC rate can be well approximated by

RU = log2(1 + β2PU )−
√

V

nF
Q−1(εDU ), (9.28)

where

V = β2PU
1 + β2PU

(9.29)

is the channel dispersion and Q−1(·) is the inverse Q-function.

The error probability for URLLC packets is the sum of two contributions. The
first represents the probability that an URLLC packet is discarded due to block-
age, given that only one URLLC packet can be transmitted within the required
LU worst-case latency; while the second is the probability that the packet is trans-
mitted but not successfully decoded. Accordingly, the overall error probability can
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be computed as

Pr[EU ] =
LU−1∑
n

p(n) n

n+ 1 +
LU−1∑
n

p(n) 1
n+ 1ε

D
U , (9.30)

where p(n) = Pr[NU (LU ) = n] is the distribution of the binomial random variable
NU (LU ) ∼ Bin(LU − 1, q) representing the number of additional packets gener-
ated by the URLLC UE during the remaining minislots between two transmission
opportunities. The decoding error probability εDU in (9.28) can be obtained from
the URLLC reliability constraint in (9.13), i.e., Pr[EU ] = εU .

9.4.2. eMBB Rate

The eMBB signals received at the ENs are forwarded over the analog cable fron-
thaul to the BBU, where centralized digital signal processing and decoding is
performed. In the case of OMA, the eMBB signal is free from URLLC interfer-
ence, hence signal Y received by all ENs over all radio channels in (9.5) can be
written as

Y = XH + Z. (9.31)

By substituting (9.31) in (9.24), it is possible to compute the expression for the
eMBB per-UE rate under OMA, as shown in Lemma 9.2. Notice that, unlike the
case of URLLC packets, the nFnT blocklength of eMBB packets allows for the use
of standard asymptotic Shannon theory in the computation of eMBB information
rate.

Lemma 9.2. In the given C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC, for a
given bandwidth amplification factor η ≥ 1, the eMBB user rate under OMA is
given as

RB = µ
1− L−1

U

M
log
(
det
(
I + P̄BR−1

zeq
HeqHT

eq

))
, (9.32)

where P̄B = PB
(
1− L−1

U

)−1 is the transmission power of eMBB users under
OMA, Heq = H ⊗ Hη

c is the overall channel matrix comprising both the radio
channel H and the equivalent cable channel Hη

c defined in Lemma 9.1, and Rzeq =
IM ⊗Hη

cHη
c + 1

λ2η IM
µ

is the overall wireless plus cable noise at the BBU.

Proof. see Appendix. C.2.

As a first observation, the eMBB rate (9.32) linearly scales with the normalized
bandwidth µ. This shows that a potential performance degradation in terms of
spectral efficiency can be incurred in the presence of fronthaul channels with band-
width limitations, i.e., with µ < 1. This loss is pronounced in the presence of
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significant inter-channel interference, i.e., for large γ. In fact, a large γ increases
the effective noise power as per expression of matrix Rzeq . It is also important to
point out that in the considered C-RAN system based on the analog relaying of
radio signals, the overall noise at the BBU is no longer white as it accounts both
for the white cable noise and the wireless noise, where the latter is correlated when
there is some bandwidth redundancy, i.e., when µ ≥ 1/lS or η > 1.

9.5. Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)

In NOMA, URLLC UEs transmit in the same minislot where the packet is gen-
erated, and hence the access latency is minimal and limited to LU = 1 minislot.
However, the URLLC signals mutually interfere with the eMBB transmission,
which spans the whole time-frequency resource plane. Due to URLLC latency
constraints, the eMBB signals necessarily need to be treated as noise while de-
coding URLLC packets at the ENs. On the contrary, several strategies can de
adopted in order to deal with the interfering URLLC signal. Beside puncturing,
considered for 5G NR standardization [171, 172], this chapter considers two other
techniques, namely Treating Interference as Noise (TIN) and Successive Interfer-
ence Cancellation (SIC), as detailed in the rest of this section.

9.5.1. URLLC Rate under NOMA

The URLLC per-UE rate for NOMA can be computed by leveraging results from
finite blocklength information theory similarly to the OMA case, but accounting for
the additional eMBB interference [177]. The URLLC per-UE rate under NOMA
is thus well approximated by [170]

RU = log2(1 + SU )−
√

V

nF
Q−1(εDU ),

where

SU = β2PU
1 + (1 + 2α2)PB

(9.33)

is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for the URLLC UE, and the
channel dispersion V is given as

V = SU
1 + SU

. (9.34)

Notice that in NOMA the incoming URLLC packet is always transmitted, and
hence an URLLC error occurs only if the decoding of such packet fails, which
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happens with probability εDU . This implies that under NOMA, the probability of
URLLC error is given by

Pr[EU ] = εDU , (9.35)

hence imposing the condition εDU ≤ εU by the requirements (9.13).

9.5.2. eMBB Rate by Puncturing

eMBB
decoding

BBU	Pool

ENk

ENM

…

URLLC	
decodingADC
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cable

mapping …

M wired
fronthaul links
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URLLC	
detector

Figure 9.8.: Block diagram of the operation of the ENs and BBU for Non-
Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) by puncturing and treating interference
as noise (TIN).

In order to carry out joint decoding at the BBU of the eMBB signals under NOMA,
the standard approach is to simply discard at the eMBB decoder those signals
that are interfered by URLLC. As shown in Fig. 9.8, this technique, referred to
as puncturing, is based on the detection of URLLC transmissions at the BBU: if
a URLLC transmission is detected in the signal received from ENk, such signal is
discarded. Otherwise, the interference-free eMBB signals are jointly decoded at
the BBU.

Considering the aforementioned assumptions, the signal model for puncturing can
be equivalently described by assuming that if the signal Y fk received at the ENk on
frequency f is interfered by an URLLC transmission, then such signal is discarded,
and the BBU receives only noise. This is mathematical described by

Y fk = Bk(Xf
k + αXf

k+1 + αXf
k−1) + Zfk , (9.36)

where the Bernoulli variable Bk = 1−Ak ∼ B(1−q) indicates the absence (Bk = 1)
or presence (Bk = 0) of URLLC transmissions in the given minislot. The signal in
(9.36) received across all ENs and frequencies can be written in matrix form as

Y = XHB + Z, (9.37)
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9.5 Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)

with definitions given in Sect. 9.2 and with B = diag(B1, B2, ..., BM ). The rate
for the eMBB UE under NOMA by puncturing is reported in Lemma 9.3 and can
be derived by substituting signal (9.37) in Eq. (9.24).

Lemma 9.3. In the given C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC, for a
given bandwidth amplification factor η ≥ 1, the eMBB user rate under NOMA by
puncturing yields

RB = µ

M
EB

[
log
(
det
(
I + PBR−1

zeq
HB,eqHT

B,eq

))]
, (9.38)

where Rzeq is defined as in Lemma 9.2; HB,eq = BH⊗Hη
c is the equivalent wireless

plus cable channel in case of puncturing; and we have B = diag(B1, B2, ..., BM ) ,
with Bk being i.i.d. B(1− q) variables .

Proof. Lemma 9.3 can be proved by following similar steps as for the proof of
Lemma 2 with two minor differences: i) the radio channel matrix H is right
multiplied by the random matrix B and ii) the capacity is computed by averaging
over the distribution of B.

Differently from the rate (9.32) achieved by OMA, under NOMA, the eMBB trans-
mission spreads over all the minislots, so that there is no scaling factor 1 − L−1

U

in front of the rate expression (9.38) to account for the resulting loss in spectral
efficiency. In case of NOMA by puncturing, the noise covariance is exactly as the
one in the eMBB OMA rate in Eq. (9.32), since the eMBB signal, if not discarded
at the BBU, is guaranteed to be URLLC interference-free. The overall rate is
computed by averaging over all the possible realizations of the random matrix B,
which left-multiplies the radio channel matrix H and accounts for the probability
that the entire signal is discarded due to an incoming URLLC packet.

In the case of C-RAN with digital limited-capacity fronthaul links, as discussed in
[170], it is advantageous to carry out the operation of detecting and, eventually,
discarding the eMBB signal at the ENs. In fact, with a digital fronthaul, only
the undiscarded minislots can be quantized, hence devoting the limited fronthaul
resources to increase the resolution of interference-free eMBB samples.[170]. The
same does not apply to the analog fronthaul considered here, as signals are directly
relayed to the BBU without any digitization.

9.5.3. eMBB Rate by Treating Interference as Noise

In the case of analog fronthaul, an enhanced strategy to jointly decode the eMBB
signals under NOMA at the BBU is to treat the URLLC interfering transmissions
as noise at the eMBB decoder, instead of discarding the corresponding minislot
as in puncturing. The block diagram is the same as for puncturing and shown in
Fig. 9.8. Accordingly, based on the signals received over the fronthaul links, the
BBU first detects the presence of URLLC transmission so as to properly select the
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decoding metric. Then, based on this knowledge, joint decoding is performed by
treating URLLC interference as noise (TIN).

Lemma 9.4. In the given C-RAN architecture based on A-MIMO-RoC, for a
given bandwidth amplification factor η ≥ 1, the eMBB user rate under NOMA by
treating URLLC interference as noise yields

RB = µ

M
EA

[
log
(
det
(
I + PBR−1

A,zeq
HeqHT

eq

))]
, (9.39)

where RA,zeq = Rzeq + β2PU (A⊗Hη
cHη

c ) is the overall noise plus URLLC inter-
ference at the BBU; matrix A is as in (9.5); and matrices Rzeq and Heq are the
same as in Lemma 9.2.

Proof. see Appendix C.3.

Differently the two previous cases, in the case of NOMA under TIN, the noise
covariance matrix RA,zeq needs to account also for the interfering URLLC trans-
missions, whose packet arrival probability is described by matrix A. The achiev-
able rate is then computed by taking the average over the random matrix A. This
average reflects the long-blocklength transmissions of the eMBB users.

9.5.4. eMBB Rate by Successive Interference Cancellation

eMBB
decoding

BBU	Pool

ENk

ENM

…

URLLC	
decodingADC

A/A
cable

mapping …

M wired
fronthaul links
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Figure 9.9.: Block diagram of the operation of the ENs and BBU for Non-
Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) by successive interference cancellation
(SIC).

Finally, a more complex receiver architecture can be considered at the BBU,
whereby interference is cancelled out from the useful signal. This technique, re-
ferred to as successive interference cancellation (SIC), is based on the idea that, if
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9.5 Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)

an URLLC signal is successfully decoded at the ENk, it can be cancelled from the
overall received signal yk prior to the relaying over the cable, so that an ideally
interference-free eMBB signal is forwarded to the BBU. We also assume that, if
the URLLC signal is not successfully decoded, signal yk is discarded.
As a practical note, SIC must by performed in the analog domain, thus complicat-
ing the system design. Practical complications are not considered in the analysis
here. As shown in Fig. 9.9, if the URLLC signal is successfully decoded at ENk,
this needs first be digital-to-analog converted (DAC) and then cancelled from the
analog signal yk. Therefore, signal yk needs to be suitably delayed in order to
wait for the cascade of ADC, decoding, and DAC operations to be completed at
the URLLC decoder. Being latency not an issue for eMBB traffic, here we assume
to employ ideal ADC/DAC, so that the delay in Fig. 9.9 is assumed as ideally
zero.
In order to account for imperfect SIC, the amplitude of the residual URLLC in-
terference on eMBB signal is assumed to be proportional to a factor ρ ∈ [0, 1].
Accordingly, perfect SIC corresponds to ρ = 0, and no SIC to ρ = 1.
The signal received at the BBU from ENk can be thus written as

Y fk = (1−AkEk)(Xf
k + αXf

k+1 + αXf
k−1) + ρβAk(1− Ek)Ufk + Zfk , (9.40)

where the Bernoulli variable Ek ∼ B(qεDU ) indicates whether there has been an
error in decoding the URLLC packet (i.e., Ek = 1), or it has been successfully
decoded (i.e., Ek = 0), and Ak is the same as above. It is easy to show that the
factor (1 − AkEk) multiplying the eMBB signal indicates that the eMBB signal
(9.40) is discarded only when the two following events simultaneously happen: i)
there is a URLLC transmission (i.e., Ak = 1, whose probability is q), and ii) such
URLLC transmission is not successfully decoded (Ek = 1, whose probability is
εDU ). In turn, the factor Ak(1−Ek) multiplying the URLLC signal implies that, if
there is a URLLC transmission (i.e., Ak = 1) and such transmission is successfully
decoded at the ENk (i.e., Ek = 0), then the URLLC signal is mitigated by analog
SIC so that only a ρ-fraction of it is forwarded to the BBU and impairs the eMBB
transmission.
The signal in (9.40) received across all ENs and frequencies in the case of NOMA
by SIC can be equivalently written in matrix form as

Y = XH (I−AE) + ρβUA (I−E) + Z, (9.41)

where E = diag(E1, E2, ..., EM ). The eMBB UE rate for NOMA by SIC can thus
be computed by substituting signal (9.41) in (9.24) and the final result is in Lemma
9.5.
Lemma 9.5. In the given C-RAN architecture with analog fronthaul links, for a
given bandwidth amplification factor η ≥ 1, the eMBB user rate under NOMA by
SIC yields

RB = µ

M
EA,E

[
log
(
det
(
I + PBR−1

AE,zeq
HAEHT

AE

))]
, (9.42)
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where HAE = ((I−AE)H) ⊗ Hη
c is the equivalent wireless plus cable channel

in case of SIC; E = diag(E1, E2, ..., EM ) is a diagonal matrix whose k-th entry
Ek ∼ B(qεDU ) accounts for the probability that the URLLC signal is not successfully
decoded at ENk; and RAE,zeq = Rzeq +ρ2β2PU ((A(I−E))⊗Hη

cHη
c ) is the overall

noise plus residual URLLC interference.

Proof. Lemma 5 can be proved by following similar steps as for the proofs of the
previous Lemmas.

SIC describes a more complex ENs architecture in which the URLLC signals, if
successfully decoded, are successively canceled from the eMBB signals at the EN.
However, in the case of imperfect interference cancellation, i.e., ρ > 0, the eMBB
signal is still impaired by some residual URLLC interference, which is accounted
for by the overall noise covariance RAE,zeq in (9.42), similarly to TIN. The URLLC
arrival probability and the probability of successful decoding of the URLLC packets
are reflected by random matrices A and E, respectively.

9.6. Numerical Results

Numerical results based on the previous theoretical discussion are shown in this
section with the aim of providing some useful intuitions about the performance of
C-RAN systems based on analog RoC in the presence of both URLLC and eMBB
services. Unless otherwise stated, we consider the following settings: M = 6 ENs,
nF = 60 subcarriers2, PB = 7dB, PU = 10dB, URLLC channel gain β2 = 1,
PC = 7dB lS = 4, and, conventionally, εU = 10−3. In the case of OMA, the
worst-case access latency for URLLC users is set to LU = 2 minislots.

Fig. 9.10 shows URLLC and eMBB per-UE rates for both OMA and NOMA by
varying the fronthaul crosstalk interference power γ2 . We consider two values for
the normalized bandwidth µ of each copper cable, namely µ = 1/lS = 1/4 and
µ = 1. Note that the first value corresponds to the minimal bandwidth, while
the latter enables each twisted-pair to carry the whole signal bandwidth. For
reference, the eMBB rates obtained in the case of ideal fronthaul are shown for
both OMA and NOMA. The inter-cell interference power is set to α2 = 0.2, and
the URLLC arrival probability to q = 10−3. For NOMA, we consider here only
puncturing.

The URLLC rates do not depend on cable crosstalk interference γ2, since URLLC
packets are decoded at the EN and thus never forwarded to the BBU over the
fronthaul. Furthermore, with NOMA, the access latency of URLLC is minimum,
i.e., LU = 1, while for OMA it equals LU = 2. However, Fig. 9.10 shows that

2This choice is motivated by the fact that, while still resembling the properties of URLLC
short-packet transmissions, nF = 60 is a sufficiently long packet size to ensure tight lower
and upper bounds for the limited-blocklength channel capacity [159].
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Figure 9.10.: URLLC and eMBB per-UE rates as a function of fronthaul crosstalk
interference power γ2 for OMA and NOMA with puncturing.

the price to pay for this reduced latency is in terms of transmission rate, which
is lower than in the OMA case. On the contrary, in the case of eMBB, NOMA
allows for a communication at higher rates than those achieved by OMA, thanks
to the larger available bandwidth when q is small enough.

On the subject of eMBB rates, it is interesting to discuss the interplay between the
normalized cable bandwidth µ and crosstalk power γ2. For µ = 1, the same signal
is transmitted over all the lS = 4 fronthaul twisted-pairs, and hence the four spatial
paths sum coherently over the cable , thus turning crosstalk into a benefit. Hence,
the eMBB rates under both OMA and NOMA increase with γ2 and ultimately
converge to those achieved over the ideal fronthaul.3 For µ = 1/4 instead, disjoint
portions of the radio signal are transmitted over different interfering twisted-pairs,
and the performance progressively decrease with γ2. The leftmost portion of Fig.
9.10 suggests that for mild cable interference, even when the cable bandwidth is
small (i.e., µ = 1/4), it is still possible to provide communication with acceptable
performance degradation, i.e., with a ≈ 1 bps/Hz loss from the ideal fronthaul case
for NOMA, and an even smaller loss for OMA. However, when the cable crosstalk

3In this chapter, we consider the same interference gain g for all fronthaul links. In practice, the
performance boost shown in Fig. 9.10 for increasing γ and for η = 1 would still be present,
albeit to a different extent dependent on the channel realization, even if considering complex
channel gain. However, this would require the use of more complex precoding techniques, such
as Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP, see Chapter 2 for further details), which require
an estimate of the fronthaul channel. Since for wired fronthauling the channel is nearly static
and time-invariant, channel state information can be easily obtained [40].
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increases, the rate degradation is severe, and fair performance are achieved only if
the cable bandwidth is large enough to accommodate the redundant transmission
of radio signals over all pairs, i.e., µ = 1.
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Figure 9.11.: URLLC and eMBB rates vs probability of URLLC arrival q for
OMA and NOMA by puncturing, treating interference as noise (TIN), and suc-
cessive interference cancellation (SIC).

Fig. 9.11 shows URLLC and eMBB rates as a function of the URLLC packet
arrival probability q. eMBB rates under OMA are compared with those achieved
by NOMA under puncturing, TIN and SIC. We consider here full cable bandwidth
availability µ = 1 and γ2 = 1, so that, as in Fig. 9.10, the rates achieved for
both OMA and NOMA for low q (say, q < 10−2) coincide with those achieved
over the ideal fronthaul. Inter-cell interference is set to α2 = 0.2. As noted
in [170], under OMA, when q increases, the probability of an URLLC packet to
be dropped due to blockage becomes very high, preventing URLLC transmission
from meeting the strict reliability constraints, and results in a vanishing URLLC
rate. This is unlike in NOMA, whereby the URLLC rate is not affected by q,
and the access latency is minimal, i.e., LU = 1. For eMBB under NOMA, TIN
always outperforms puncturing. This is because TIN does not discard any received
minislot, thus contributing to the overall eMBB rate. The result is in contrast
with the conventional digital capacity-constrained fronthaul considered in [170].
In fact, in the latter, for sufficient low q, it is preferable not to waste fronthaul
capacity resources by quantizing samples received in minislots affected by URLLC
interference in order to increase the resolution of the interference-free samples.
Additional gains are achieved by SIC, which takes advantages of the high reliability,
and thus high probability to be cancelled, of the URLLC signal at the EN.
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Figure 9.12.: eMBB rates for NOMA by SIC vs power of residual URLLC inter-
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Implementing SIC in a fully analog fashion is practically not trivial, and there is
generally some residual URLLC interference. The effect of residual interference
on the achievable eMBB rate is investigated in Fig. 9.12 for q = 0.3, α2 = 0.4,
γ2 = 0.5, µ = 1 and for different power of URLLC UE PU . Once again, in case
of perfect interference cancellation, i.e., ρ = 0, SIC approaches the ideal fronthaul
performance, while for more severe values of the residual interference power ρ, the
eMBB performance progressively decreases. Nevertheless, even in the worst-case
SIC scenario, i.e., ρ = 1, the achievable rates are never worse than those achieved
by TIN irrespective of the value of PU . This is once again due to the high reliability
of URLLC transmission. It is in fact easy to prove that for ρ = 1 and low values
of εDU , the SIC eMBB rate in (9.42) converges to the one of TIN in (9.39).

For completeness, Fig. 9.13 shows the trade-off between eMBB and URLLC per-
UE rates as a function of the access latency LU for OMA and NOMA with punc-
turing, and considering q = 10−3, α2 = 0.2 and γ2 = 0.5. The behavior of the
RoC-based C-RAN system versus the access latency LU is similar to the one ob-
served for digital capacity-constrained fronthaul [170] for both µ = 1 and µ = 1/4.
While under OMA it is not possible to achieve a non-zero URLLC rate even at
relatively low access latency such as LU > 3, NOMA provides a reliable com-
munication with constant minimal LU = 1 access latency, but with lower rate.
For eMBB, NOMA achieves a higher per-UE rate regardless of the value of the
normalized bandwidth µ.
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9.7. Concluding Remarks

This chapters considers the coexistence of eMBB and URLLC services in the uplink
of an analog C-RAN architecture from an information theoretic perspective. The
rate expressions for URLLC and eMBB users under orthogonal and non-orthogonal
multiple access (OMA and NOMA, respectively) have been derived considering
the Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC) architecture as a sample
scenario, although the proposed model can be easily adapted to other analog fron-
thaul technologies. For eMBB signals, performance have been evaluated in terms
of information rate, while for URLLC we also took into account worst-case access
latency and reliability. In case of NOMA, different decoding strategies have been
considered in order to mitigate the impact of URLLC transmission on eMBB infor-
mation rate. In particular, the performance achieved by puncturing, considered for
5G standardization, have been compared with those achieved by Treating URLLC
Interference as Noise (TIN), and by Successive URLLC Interference Cancellation
(SIC).

The analysis showed that NOMA allows for higher eMBB information rates with
respect to OMA, while guaranteeing a reliable low-rate URLLC communication
with minimal access latency. Furthermore, numerical results demonstrated that,
differently from the digital C-RAN architecture based on limited-capacity fron-
thaul links, for analog C-RAN, TIN always outperforms puncturing, and SIC
achieves the best performance at the price of a higher decoder complexity.
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9.7 Concluding Remarks

As work in progress, the theoretical model can be extended to account for fading
channels or geometric mmWave-link channel models.

Similarly, a frequency-dependent cable channel can be considered by making the
cable crosstalk coefficient γ increase with cable frequency (e.g., as in Chapter 6-
7-8). Another interesting research direction is to consider the case in which the
BBU has no knowledge about the incoming signal, i.e., it is not able to detect
the URLLC transmissions, so that it is impossible for the BBU to choose the
proper metric for joint signal decoding [178, 179]. Finally, the overall system can
be extended to the case of multiple users per-cell, where both ENs and users are
equipped with multiple antennas.
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10. A First Experimental
Demonstration of Analog MIMO
RoC

10.1. Introduction

5 g will not be a further evolution of the existing 4G network, but it will rather
be designed to smartly connect “anything, anywhere, any one”. 5G should

be highly integrative, tying together any air interface and spectrum with other
3GPP (i.e., LTE) and non-3GPP (i.e., WiFi) technologies to provide universal
high-rate coverage and a seamless user experience [180]. In other words, 5G is
expected to incorporate the pre-existing LTE-WiFi connectivity of all the billions
of devices with multiple available interfaces in order to maintain simultaneous
communication flows coming from a combination of RATs, to smooth the 5G
transition, and to achieve a more efficient utilization of the available spectrum
[181].
To pursue the 1000-fold rate increment foreseen by 2020, heterogeneous LTE/WiFi
networks need to complement the 5G ecosystem with advanced physical layer tech-
nologies and network deployment strategies, leading to new complex interference
scenarios [4]. Centralized Radio Access Network (RAN) architecture, by leveraging
centralized signal processing and mutual cooperation for interference mitigation,
is a very attractive solution to handle a large number of users and antennas in
the same radio resources [5]. In C-RAN, multiple Remote Antenna Units (RAUs),
which are geographically distributed both indoor and outdoor, are connected to
colocated BaseBand Units (BBUs), where centralized processing is performed.
C-RAN based on digital fiber-optic links, namely Digital Radio-over-Fiber (D-
RoF), is already deployed in current 4G mobile networks, in which BBUs and
RAUs exchange over the FrontHaul (FH) link digitazed in-phase and quadrature
signals [7]. However, bandwidth expansion due to digitization makes this digital
fronthaul architecture hardly scalable to massive antennas RAUs and 5G-like radio
signal bandwidth, thus favoring a fully analog FH link between RRUs and BBU.
Analog relaying of RF signals over the FH, which is the object of this thesis, is a
promising solution for ultra-low latency applications where latency is ultimately
limited to signal propagation, and also enables precise bit/carrier-frequency syn-
chronization among multiple RAUs for MIMO joint processing [30, 31, 12, 13].
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In particular, C-RAN with analog FH based on LAN cables, namely Analog Radio-
over-Copper (A-RoC), is a practical solution for extending indoor coverage over
the last 100-200m. As discussed in Chapter 6, LAN cables contain 4 twisted-
pairs bonded together that have a transport capability that depends on cable
lengths, such as 500 MHz bandwidth/pair for 200 m cable. Nevertheless, existing
in-building commercial solutions based on LAN cables for the FH transmission
use mainly the first few tens of MHz of LAN cable frequency bandwidth [31], for
which cable attenuation and intra-cable crosstalk are mild, thus not fully exploiting
the potential of copper cables. On the contrary, the A-MIMO-RoC architecture
proposed here, by leveraging a smart mapping between radio and cable resources,
namely Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing, pushes the
frequency cable usage up to several hundreds of MHz, as shown in Chapters 7-8.
The numerical analysis conducted in these previous chapters, which succeeded in
showing the effectiveness of A-MIMO -RoC in terms of equivalent wireless capacity,
is validated here by presenting a first experimental demonstration of A-MIMO-RoC
architecture.

10.1.1. Chapter Contribution

The focus of this chapter is to demonstrate experimentally, and for the first time,
the potential of A-MIMO-RoC architecture to carry multiple radio signals over
the same LAN cable, thus proving A-MIMO-RoC to be an effective solution for
perspective 5G indoor networks. A prototype has been developed in order to prove
the feasibility of transporting, in an all-analog fashion, multiple MIMO radio sig-
nals over a single multi-pair copper cable at high cable frequency (i.e., impaired
by high intra-cable crosstalk and cable attenuation, see Chapter 6) with negligible
performance degradation, which enables a more efficient exploitation of LAN ca-
bles transport capabilities for indoor networks. In particular, the experiment not
only confirmed that LAN cables are suitable for efficiently transporting multiple
MIMO LTE radio signals, but it also demonstrated the feasibility of simultane-
ously carrying both MIMO LTE and MIMO Wi-Fi signals over the same cable,
thus taking a first step towards the full-heterogeneity expected by 5G networks.
For the purposes of this experiment, the TRIANGLE testbed [182, 183] has been
employed to measure the end-to-end performance degradation introduced by the
proposed A-MIMO-RoC architecture.

10.1.2. Contribution on International Conferences/Journals

Part of the material presented in this chapter has been published in:

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni, U. Spag-
nolini “Dual-RoC : Dual Radio-over-Copper Remotization for C-RAN Archi-
tecture in 5G Deployments” presented at 2018 IEEE International Sympo-
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sium on Wireless Communication Systems Workshop (ISWCS Workshop),
IEEE, 2018.

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni, U. Spag-
nolini “A First Experimental Demonstration of Analog MIMO Radio-over-
Copper” submitted to IEEE Wireless Communications Letters.

• A. Matera, V. Rampa, M. Donati, A. Colamonico, A. F. Cattoni and U.
Spagnolini, “Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper for Enhanced Indoor Cover-
age: Concepts and Validations” submitted to IEEE Communications Mag-
azine.

10.2. The TRIANGLE Testbed
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Figure 10.1.: A-MIMO-RoC integration into the TRIANGLE testbed

The TRIANGLE testbed, shown in the upper part of Fig. 10.1, is the main core
of the H2020 TRIANGLE project [183], whose objective is to promote the test-
ing and benchmarking of 5G mobile applications and User Equipments (UEs). In
particular, the TRIANGLE testbed allows to run multiple tests in a controlled en-
vironment that encompasses all the elements of the telecommunication chain, from
radio signal generation to the end-to-end testing of mobile applications. An ex-
tensive description of the TRIANGLE testbed is outside the scope of this chapter.
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Details can be found in [182, 183], while here we review only the main elements
that have been employed for the A-MIMO-RoC system.

10.2.1. Keysight UXM RAN Emulator

The UXM Wireless Test Platform device by Keysight Technologies allows to em-
ulate multiple cellular networks in a controlled manner and supports multiple
Radio Access Technologies (multi-RAT), including GSM/GPRS, UMTS and LTE-
Advanced networks (i.e., 2G, 3G, 4G and 4.5G). The UXM features include intra-
RAT and inter-RAT handovers, protocol debugging, IP end-to-end delay, BLock
Error Rate (BLER) and throughput measurements, in addition to the possibility
of performing RF conformance tests. The UXM offers great customization ca-
pabilities and a very intuitive user interface, which allow to easily evaluate the
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of interest under any possible system setting
defined by the 3GPP. Moreover, the UXM features an advanced fading engine
with the main channels models defined by 3GPP [184]. In our specific case, the
UXM has been employed to generate the MIMO LTE radio signal and to emulate
specific propagating channel conditions, e.g., the ETSI Pedestrian at 5 Hz (EPA5)
channel model, which fairly describes the indoor office scenario targeted by the
A-MIMO-RoC system.

10.2.2. Mobile Device Monitoring

In order to measure the KPIs perceived by the end-device, some additional tools,
detailed below, are needed on the smartphones under test (i.e., the UE), according
to the scenario in Fig. 10.2.

10.2.2.1. Performance Tool

In order to guarantee high resolution reporting of the target QoS KPIs, espe-
cially in 5G scenarios, the DEKRA Performance Tool has been integrated into
the TRIANGLE testbed. Beside providing accurate one-way measurements, the
DEKRA Performance Tool tool includes a built-in traffic generator and enables
the automation and testing of Android mobile Apps by measuring relevant Qual-
ity of Experience (QoE) KPI. In particular, the DEKRA Performance Tool was
employed to perform end-to-end YouTube application testing, which allowed us
to quantify the performance degradation introduced by the relaying over cable in
terms of YouTube video streaming quality.

10.2.2.2. TestelDroid Mobile Monitoring App

TestelDroid is a software tool developed by the University of Malaga (UMA) [185]
that enables passive monitoring of radio parameters and data traffic in Android-
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based devices. Logging is implemented as an Android service that can be running
in the background logging all the information while the application under test,
e.g., YouTube, is being executed. This functionality enables monitoring of the
traffic information generated by any application, which extends the testing to a
very wide range of use cases. The logged parameters (network, neighbor cells,
GPS, traffic) can be flexibly configured.

10.3. A-MIMO-RoC Experiment Setup
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Figure 10.2.: A-MIMO-RoC experimental setup for LTE alone testing

For testing A-MIMO-RoC, the TRIANGLE testbed has been used in the typical
device-testing configuration in Fig. 10.1, with the only difference that a 4-pairs
RJ45 Cat-5e LAN cable has been inserted between the RF output ports of the
UXM and the RF connections at the device to evaluate experimentally the perfor-
mance degradation introduced by the all-analog relaying over copper. Fig. 10.1
shows the general experiment setup, while Fig. 10.2 and Fig. 10.3 detail the exper-
iment setup used to test LTE alone and LTE-plus-WiFi, respectively. As shown in
details in Figs. 10.2-10.3, the A-MIMO-RoC system is composed by two identical
LAN-to-coax converters that perform impedance adaptation, cable equalization,
coax-to-pairs mapping/demapping, and RF/IF conversion. Both converters in-
clude all-passive and all-analog devices along the signal path in order to perform
fully bi-directional operations. For all wireless communications performed by ex-
ploiting the over A-MIMO-RoC platform, we used a 50 m long Cat-5e LAN cable
(which is the cable type commonly deployed in buildings) with a cable bandwidth
experimented here up to 400 MHz per twisted-pair. While the LTE signals have
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Figure 10.3.: A-MIMO-RoC experimental setup for LTE + WiFi testing

been generated by the UXM RAN emulator, for the WiFi testing, it has been
employed a commercial WiFi Access Point (AP) for signal generation, and the
transmission from the second LAN-to-coax converter to the device was over-the-
air (see Fig. 10.3).

The experiment setup is represented in Fig. 10.2, together with a simplified block
diagram detailing the role of each of the components used for the experiments (i.e.,
RAN Emulator, LAN-to-coax converters, LAN cables, and UE). In particular, the
experiment setup is as follows (only the downlink is described, being the uplink
symmetrical):

• up to 4 RF LTE (or WiFi) signals are generated by the UXM (or AP);

• RF cables are connected at each RF output of the UXM/AP;

• the signal carried on each RF cable is down-converted to Intermediate Fre-
quency (IF) to match the bandwidth over the LAN cable (e.g., in the 10 ÷
400 MHz frequency range), possibly multiplexed in frequency over cable by
the first LAN-to-coax converter;

• each IF-converted signal is conveyed by one of the 4 twisted-pairs: cable
adaptation/equalization, coax-to-pairs mapping and RF/IF down-conversion
between coax and twisted-pair is performed by the LAN-to-coax converter;

• at the other end of the LAN cable, RF cables (or antennas) are connected to
the RF connectors of the second LAN-to-coax converter that performs cable
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adaptation/equalization, pairs-to-coax de-mapping and IF/RF up-conversion
to interface with the UE under test;

• DEKRA Performance Tool and TestelDroid, integrated into the TRIANGLE
testbed, are used to test the UE.

10.4. Experimental Results

LTE System Settings
Signal Generation Keysight UXM RAN Emulator

LTE Band B38 TDD, 2570-2620 GHz
Antenna Config. 2x2 MIMO

Transmission Mode TM3

Channel Models Static MIMO, 
EPA5 (low-, medium- and high-correlation)

Bandwidth (BW) 5, 10 or 20 MHz
Tx Power -20 dBm/𝐵𝑊 (Fig. 3-4), -15 dBm/𝐵𝑊 (Fig. 5)

Table 10.1.: LTE system settings

WiFi System Settings
Signal Generation WiFi Commercial Access Point

WiFi Standard 802.11n
Bandwidth (BW) 20 MHz

WiFi Channel #1, 2412 GHz
Antenna Config. 2x2 MIMO

Tx Power 0 dBm/BW

Table 10.2.: WiFi system settings

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the viability of remotizing RF an-
tennas by relaying multiple LTE and WiFi signals (even simultaneously) over the
same 50 m Cat-5e LAN at high cable frequency, and to evaluate the end-to-end per-
formance degradation introduced by the copper cable. To accomplish this task, we
first test A-MIMO-RoC with LTE signals alone, and then extend the experiments
to the case in which both LTE and WiFi signals are carried over the same cable.
The system settings parameters used for LTE and WiFi systems are reported in
Table 10.1 and Table 10.2, respectively.

10.4.1. A-MIMO-RoC for LTE Testing

This section presents the experimental results related to the relaying of a 2 × 2
MIMO LTE signal over copper cable. The performance are evaluated here in
downlink (DL) direction and in terms of throughput and Block Error Rate (BLER)
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for different Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS), ranging from 0-QPSK to
17-16QAM [186]. Two main experiments, detailed in the following, have been
performed for testing the A-MIMO-RoC architecture with LTE signals.

10.4.1.1. A-MIMO-RoC versus cable IF

Twisted-pair	 #1

Twisted-pair	 #2

75	MHz 175	MHz 400	MHz

Cable	Intermediate	Frequency,	 𝑓"# 	[𝑀𝐻𝑧]

...

...
𝑓	[𝑀𝐻𝑧]

𝐵𝑊

Figure 10.4.: RF signal mapping over cable: 2 LTE bands with bandwidth BW
mapped over two different cable-pairs at the same cable-IF.

Figure 10.5.: A-MIMO-RoC performances (Throughput and BLER) vs. fIF for
BW = 5 MHz and different modulation schemes.

The goal of this experiment was two-fold: i) to prove the feasibility of transporting
the 2 RF bands, corresponding to the 2 MIMO TX ports, over 2 different twisted-
pairs of the LAN cable, but at the same cable IF frequency (fIF), thus interfering
each other over cable (see Fig. 10.4); and ii) to evaluate the performance degra-
dation by increasing fIF, i.e., by employing fIF for which interference among pairs
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Figure 10.6.: A-MIMO-RoC performances (Throughput and BLER)vs. fIF for
BW = 10 MHz and different modulation schemes.

and attenuation are more severe (see Chapter 6 for further details).

In Fig. 10.5 and 10.6 throughput and BLER are shown considering a Static MIMO
channel, -20 dBm/BW input power, and three different cable values for fIF, as
shown in Fig. 10.4: fIF = 75 MHz (blue curves), fIF = 175 MHz (red curves) and
fIF = 400 MHz (yellow curves). The maximum theoretical throughput achievable
by each MCS [186] (black dashed line) over the considered channel bandwidth
(BW ) is shown as reference, thus quantifying the performance degradation intro-
duced by the proposed system. In case of BW = 5 MHz, shown in Fig. 10.5, the
loss in terms of throughput introduced by A-MIMO-RoC is almost negligible for
all the considered MCS and cable fIF. As expected, BLER increases for high MCS,
but the degradation with respect to the maximum achievable throughput is still
small. However, for BW = 10 MHz, shown in Fig. 10.6, the maximum throughput
is achieved for all the MCS only for fIF = 75 MHz, while for fIF = 175 MHz and
fIF = 400 MHz the maximum MCS that can be employed with fairly low BLER
are 15-16QAM and 11-16QAM, respectively. This performance degradation, which
is more pronounced for higher fIF, is totally expected, and it is explained by the
fact that both cable crosstalk and attenuation increase with cable frequency (see
Chapter 6). Moreover, the input power is the same for both settings, i.e., BW = 5
MHz and BW = 10 MHz (see Table 10.1). Hence, to smaller channel bandwidth
it corresponds higher Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) per subcarrier, which explains
the better performance obtained in case of BW = 5 MHz. Notice that the LAN-
to-coax converter is an all-passive device, and the relaying over cable introduces a
significant attenuation (in the order of 60 dB) which forces the whole communi-
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cation system to work close to the UE sensitivity [186], even by setting the input
power to the maximum value allowed by the hardware devices. As a consequence,
it is expected that the performance loss observed in case of BW = 10 MHz can be
avoided by introducing some signal amplification in the system design, which is
left as future works. In any case, Fig. 10.6 confirms the feasibility of relaying LTE
signals over high frequency copper cable bands: even in the worst case of 2 LTE
bands transported over 2 different cable twisted-pairs at the same fIF = 400 MHz,
it is still possible to achieve a throughput of approx. 10 Mbps over BW = 10
MHz.

10.4.1.2. A-MIMO-RoC versus Channel Models

Figure 10.7.: A-MIMO-RoC vs Channel Model and MCS, BW = 20 MHz

The goal of this experiment was to evaluate how the A-MIMO-RoC platform
performs in different MIMO channel model scenarios. In particular, we adopted
the ETSI Pedestrian at 5 Hz (EPA5) channel, as it fairly describes the propagating
conditions of an indoor office environment, which is the target application scenario
for the A-MIMO-RoC platform. We considered a 2 × 2 MIMO LTE signal with
BW = 20 MHz, where the 2 RF bands were transported over 2 different twisted-
pairs at the same frequency fIF = 175 MHz. In this experiment the input power
was set to -15 dBm/BW .

Fig. 10.7 shows that, in the case of Static MIMO channel, even for BW = 20
MHz, the performance degradation introduced by the cable is negligible (only a
small loss can be appreciated for high MCS). However, in case of EPA5 channel
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model, performance get worse, especially for medium and high channel correlation.
Once again, the reason for this is the all-passive circuitry implementation of our
system, that simplifies the hardware design of the prototype but introduces a
significant attenuation. In fact, the power fluctuations introduced by the EPA5
channel make the system oscillate around the UE sensitivity threshold for high
MCS, which explains the curves behavior in the rightmost portion of the figure.
Fig. 10.7 shows that, even in the worst case of high-correlated EPA5 channel, it is
still possible to transmit 16QAM modulation achieving slightly less than 20 Mbps.

10.4.2. MIMO LTE-plus-WiFi-over-Copper

Twisted-pair	 #1

Twisted-pair	 #2

50	MHz 175	MHz

...

...
𝐵𝑊#$%$ 𝐵𝑊&'(

Cable	Intermediate	Frequency,	 𝑓*% 	[𝑀𝐻𝑧]

𝑓	[𝑀𝐻𝑧]

Figure 10.8.: LTE and WiFi bands mapping over cable IF

This section collects the results related to the simultaneous relaying of a MIMO
LTE and a MIMO WiFi signal over the same copper cable. The aim is to exper-
imentally prove the feasibility of transporting over the same LAN cable a 2 × 2
MIMO LTE signal and a 2 × 2 MIMO WiFi signal. In particular, our main in-
terest was to evaluate the impact of each one of the two technologies (i.e., either
LTE or WiFi) on the other, when they are simultaneously relayed over cable. As
represented in Fig. 10.8, we considered a 2×2 MIMO WiFi signal with bandwidth
BWWiFi = 20 MHz and a 2× 2 MIMO LTE signal with bandwidth BWLTE = 5
MHz. Furthermore, the LAN-to-coax converters have been programmed in such a
way that the 2 LTE bands have been allocated over 2 different pairs at fIF = 175
MHz, while the 2 WiFi bands have been allocated over the same two pairs but at
fIF = 40 MHz.

Fig. 10.9 shows the performance comparison between LTE transmission alone
(orange curve) and LTE transmission in coexistence with WiFi (blue curve). It
can be observed that up to approx. MCS 13-16QAM the degradation on LTE
performance due to WiFi is almost negligible, while it is more pronounced for
higher MCS. Nevertheless, the result in Fig. 10.9 is quite encouraging: rather
than a drastic performance loss (e.g., as the one shown in Fig. 10.6 for high
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Figure 10.9.: MIMO LTE-plus-WiFi-over-Copper vs MCS

RSSI medium  large hd720 hd1080

Wifi (alone) -80 dBm 2% 1% 7% 90%

Wifi (with LTE) -80 dBm 2% 5% 4% 89%

Figure 10.10.: MIMO LTE-plus-WiFi-over-Copper, Video Quality and RSSI

MCS), it shows that for high MCS the throughput curve (and thus the behav-
ior of BLER) presents very quick fluctuations to/from the maximum theoretical
throughput. This fluctuating effect is again due to a hardware-related issue (i.e.,
all-passive system implementation), and has been emphasized by the huge differ-
ence in transmitted power between WiFi and LTE signals (it was not possible to
further lower the transmitted power of the commercial WiFi AP). By modifying
the hardware design accordingly (i.e., by introducing some power amplification and
active equalization in the circuit), we expect the performance degradation due to
the simultaneous WiFi transmission to become negligible even for high MCS.

For WiFi performance testing, YouTube video streaming test has been performed.
Symmetrically to the previous case, performance have been measured both for
WiFi alone and in coexistence with LTE. In particular, YouTube videos have
been playing on the smartphone under test for the overall duration of approx. 45
minutes. Fig, 10.10 shows the average Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
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and the percentage of time during which the video has been reproduced in a specific
video quality, thus confirming that YouTube streaming video quality with WiFi
experiences almost no degradation due to the simultaneous LTE transmission.

10.5. Concluding Remarks

This last chapter demonstrated experimentally, and for the first time, the feasibil-
ity of an Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper (A-MIMO-RoC) prototype to trans-
parently relay multiple radio signals (i.e., LTE, WiFi, and LTE-plus-WiFi) over
a single LAN cable in an all-analog fashion (i.e., without latency), even at high
cable frequency, thus validating the numerical results presented in the previous
chapters. In particular, the conclusions drawn by the experiments can be summa-
rized as follows: i) LAN cables bandwidth capability can be exploited up to several
hundreds of MHz for transparently transporting multiple MIMO RF signals over
the last 100-200m, and this happens even when such signals are transported over
different cable pairs but at the same IF, thus being affected by cable-crosstalk in-
terference; ii) A-MIMO-RoC is capable of transporting, in a fully analog fashion,
both MIMO LTE and MIMO WiFi signals over the same LAN cable, and this is
enabled by mapping the RF signals onto purposely selected IF frequencies and
twisted-pairs of the LAN cable (i.e., Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency multi-
plexing, SF2SF), iii) the performance degradation experienced for high MCS and
high IF is mainly due to the low signal power received at the user device due to
the attenuation introduced by the analog relay over cable; iv) again, due to the
whole system attenuation, the prototype developed appears to be quite sensitive
to signal power variations, and this reflects in some performance degradation when
employing non-static MIMO channel models, e.g., ETSI Pedestrian at 5 Hz. For
future developments of our technology, although the fully passive implementation
considered here has substantially simplified the hardware design, the experiment
results suggest that most of the issues encountered might be easily solved by intro-
ducing some active circuitry such as active equalization, amplification and power
adaptations in the LAN-to-coax converters.
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T his thesis has dealt with the design of advanced interference mitigation tech-
niques for communications systems characterized by the cascade of wire-

less and wired channels. The hybrid wired-wireless communication system model
considered here accurately captures the physical characteristics of analog Cloud
Radio Access Network (C-RAN) architecture, in which multiple, generally inter-
fering, analog fronthaul links are used to exchange Radio-Frequency (RF) signals
between the BaseBand Unit (BBU) and Remote Access Units (RAUs).

More precisely, the focus is on a particular analog C-RAN architecture, known
as Analog Radio-over-Copper (A-RoC), in which twisted-pairs copper cables are
employed for the fronthauling. The final goal of the thesis has been thus to
propose and design a novel and more general RoC-based fronthaul architecture,
denoted Analog MIMO RoC (A-MIMO-RoC), in which the RF signals at the
multiple-antenna RAUs need to be mapped onto opportunely chosen twisted-
pairs/frequency resource blocks over the cable fronthaul. This resource allocation
strategy, referred to as Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency (SF2SF) multiplexing
recalling the two multiplexing dimensions over wired and wireless channels, has
been shown to be capable to substantially mitigate the mutually coupled wireless-
plus-wired interference, thus enabling the full exploitation of the transport capa-
bilities of the pre-exiting copper cabling infrastructure of buildings.

However, the path towards this final goal has not been so straightforward, and
required some preliminary investigation steps. In order to fully understand the
behavior of the hybrid wired-wireless A-MIMO-RoC architecture, which is covered
in Part III of the thesis (“Interference Mitigation Techniques for Hybrid Wired-
Wireless Communications Systems: the Analog MIMO Radio-over-Copper Archi-
tecture”), a first fundamental research stage has been entirely devoted to the deep
investigation of interference mitigation techniques designed for wired and wireless
channels, separately, covered in Part II (“Interference Mitigation Techniques for
Wireless Communication Systems”) and Part III (“Interference Mitigation Tech-
niques for Wireless Communication Systems”) of the thesis, respectively.

In particular, the first part of the thesis considered the problem of downstream Far-
End-CrossTalk (FEXT) interference cancellation, also known as vectoring, in the
next generation Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) standard, namely G.fast. Firstly,
two non-linear vectoring techniques, denoted as Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding
with Dynamic Ordering (THP-DO) and Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing
Precoding with Optimal Power Allocation (LR-ZF-OPA) have been proposed. The
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former guarantees fair user performance by maximizing the minimum user rate,
but introduces additional signal processing delay and complexity due to sequential
line-by-line non-linear interference cancellation. In contrast, the latter can be
implemented in parallel over all the DSL lines, but the data-rate performance are
worse than those achieved by THP-DO. As a further step in this direction, in order
to address the trade-off among performance, complexity and signal processing
delay, a novel hybrid linear/non-linear precoding architecture has been proposed in
order to parallelize conventional THP over several vectored DSL lines groups. The
performance of this low-complexity/latency parallel THP architecture, referred to
as Multi Vectored Group (VP) THP, attain those of centralized fully non-linear
THP, but with much lower complexity and latency, which are thus spread over
several VPs.

In the second part of the thesis, interference mitigation techniques for wireless
communication systems have been designed focusing on multi-operator cellular
systems and optical wireless communications. In particular, the proposed coop-
erative multi-operator interference mitigation strategy allows multiple operators,
generally reluctant to exchange users’ sensitive data, to cooperatively carry out
joint signal transmission and precoding by exchanging only each others’ interfer-
ence. By leveraging tools from information theory and physical layer security, it
has been shown that this precoding mechanism based on interference exchange is
capable to cope with multi-operator interference while providing privacy for all
the operators. As a next step, motivated by the promising results achieved for
DSL systems, THP has been proposed for in-flight Visible Light Communication
(VLC) systems. THP, which provides great interference cancellation capabilities
while limiting the power of the transmitted signals, has been shown to be a par-
ticularly suitable precoding algorithm for VLC systems, characterized by strict
power constraints on the light sources, i.e., LEDs. In particular, THP has been
proved to provide higher rate performance with respect to linear precoding strate-
gies while guaranteeing seamless user connectivity even in the challenging case of
transmitter-receiver misalignment caused by user devices’ movements.

The third part of the thesis, which is the core of the research activity, has been
devoted to the investigation and design of the proposed Analog MIMO RoC ar-
chitecture. First, the transport capabilities of copper cables (i.e., LAN cables),
already deployed in buildings and enterprises, have been analyzed, showing that
up to 60 RAU antennas each carrying a 20 MHz LTE signals can be carried over
a single LAN cable. Once proved the A-MIMO-RoC concept for indoor fronthaul
applications, the immediate next step has been the design of the aforementioned
SF2SF multiplexing technique between wireless resources at the RAU antennas
and twisted-pair/frequency resources over the cable. Considering a single-user sce-
nario, the SF2SF optimization problem has been first designed for the A-MIMO-
RoC uplink, and then extended to the A-MIMO-RoC downlink channel, which is
complicated by the heterogeneous power constraints over the wired and wireless
channels. SF2SF has been proved to provide significant performance enhancement
in both cases. Furthermore, for the multi-user case, SF2SF multiplexing has been
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jointly designed with digital BBU precoding techniques in order to simultaneously
deal with wireless multi-user interference and cable fronthaul impairments. The
proposed combination of SF2SF with digital precoding, which ha been inspired by
DSL vectoring techniques, has been shown to attain the performance of state-of-the
art amplify-and-forward precoding techniques while providing substantial perfor-
mance gains in terms of minimum user rates. As a further step, A-MIMO-RoC has
been extended to heterogeneous 5G networks in which Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communications (URLLC) and enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) services co-
exist in the same physical resources. The analysis has been performed from an
information theoretical perspective, and provided several useful insights on the
performance trade-off between eMBB and URLLC, considering both Orthogonal
and Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access techniques (OMA and NOMA, respectively)
and different NOMA decoding strategies. As a final step, a first A-MIMO-RoC
prototype has been developed to experimentally prove the feasibility of the analog
relaying of RF signals over LAN cables. The experiment proved that a single LAN
cable is not only capable to transport MIMO LTE signals at high cable frequency
(tested here up to 400 MHz), but it is even capable to simultaneously carry both
MIMO LTE and MIMO WiFi signals with minor performance degradations.

Concluding, starting from the native idea of A-RoC, this thesis proposed A-MIMO-
RoC: an analog C-RAN architecture characterized by the cascade of wired and
wireless channels. Advanced precoding techniques and resource allocation strate-
gies have been proposed to deal with the mutually coupled wireless and wired A-
MIMO-RoC interferences considering different communications scenarios: uplink
and downlink channels, single and multi-user scenarios, but also heterogeneous 5G
networks. The overall theoretical discussion has been finally supported by exper-
imental results which make A-MIMO-RoC not only an interesting research topic
providing numerous theoretical insights, but mainly a practical solution capable
to cope with real-world problems that engineers and researchers are facing today
in deploying next generation 5G networks. The fact is that RF signals hardly
penetrate into larger buildings from the outside network and, in this direction,
A-MIMO-RoC represents an important step towards the design of dedicated in-
door wireless systems for the billions of buildings which nowadays still suffer from
indoor coverage issues.
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A. Appendix for Chapter 7

A.1. Statistical Interference Covariance Model

The interference coming from the neighboring cells is available only in terms of
spatial covariance matrix RI for the beamforming design at the BBU. The compu-
tation of the statistical interference covariance matrix RI is detailed here for the
scenario depicted in Fig. A.1. The covariance matrix for a set of MI interferers,
characterized by powers {β2

k}
MI

k=1 received at the antenna array and DoAs {θk}MI

k=1
, is known only in its expected value as

RI = E
[
MI∑
k=1

β2
ka(θk)a(θk)H

]
, (A.1)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the random variables {β2
k}
MI

k=1 and
{θk}MI

k=1 used to describe each interferer. The received power β2
k = 1/d2

k accounts
for the path loss as in (7.22). To obtain the expected value in (A.1), the first step
is to derive the joint probability density function (pdf) f(β2, θ) of the received
power β2 and DoA θ for a generic interferer uniformly distributed over the service
area (see Fig. A.1).
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Figure A.1.: Geometric model for the statistical description of inter-cell interfer-
ence
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Let us consider randomly and uniformly distributed users within the cells. Hence,
the pdf of the position of a user inside the cell is f(x, y) = 1/πr2 for (x, y) inside
the cell. From the geometry, the pdf of the DoA is

f(θ) ∝ c(θ), (A.2)

where c(θ) is the chord defined as

c(θ) = 2r
√

1− d2
0
r2 sin2(γ − θ). (A.3)

In order to have
∫

Θ f(θ)dθ = 1, a proportionality factor K is introduced:

K = 1∫
Θ c(θ)dθ

, (A.4)

where Θ is the set of possible DoAs for the interferers. Hence, Θ = [θmin, θmax],
where θmin, θmax = γ±arcsin(r/d0). The conditional probability density function
for the distance between the interferer and the array is

f(ρ|θ) = 1
c(θ) , (A.5)

Overall, the joint pdf for the distance and angular position is

f(ρ, θ) = f(ρ|θ)f(θ) = K = 1∫
Θ c(θ)dθ

. (A.6)

To obtain the joint pdf for received power and DoA, a change of variable is needed.
Let us set β2 = g(ρ) = 1/ρ2. Therefore, since the transformation g(ρ) is mono-
tonic, the pdf is

f(β2, θ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∂g−1(β2)
∂β2

∣∣∣∣∣f(g−1(β2), θ) = 1
2
∫

Θ c(θ)dθ
β−3 = Z · β−3, (A.7)

where

Z = 1
2
∫

Θ c(θ)dθ
(A.8)

is a scaling factor. The covariance matrix for MI interferers is then

[RI ]m,n = E
[
MI∑
k=1

β2
kan(θk)a∗m(θk)

]
(A.9)

Under the assumption of λ/2-spaced uniform linear array, the expected value in
(A.9) is:

[RI ]m,n = MI

∫
Θ

∫ β2
max(θ)

β2
min

(θ)
ejπ(n−m) sin(θ)Zβ−1d(β2)dθ (A.10)
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The first integral, in d(β2), is performed analytically, while the second, in dθ, is
solved numerically to obtain

[RI ]n,m =

2M · Z ·
∫

Θ
ejπ(n−m) sin(θ)

[
d 2
max(θ)− d 2

min(θ)
dmin(θ)dmax(θ)

]
dθ

(A.11)

where Θ = [θmin, θmax] is the support for the DoAs of the interferers, dmin(θ) and
dmax(θ) are the minimum and maximum distances associated with a specific DoA,
and Z is the normalization factor in (A.8).

A.2. Cardinality of the Neighboring Permutations Set

Let us first recall some important definitions.

Definition A.1. Given an arbitrary permutation matrix Π ∈ {0, 1}N , univocally
defined by a vector π = [π1, π2, ..., πN ]T , the neighboring permutations set at an
integer distance dπ is defined as the set of all vectors obtained by permuting in
any way all subsets of d ≤ dπ elements in π.

Definition A.2. Given a vector π = [π1, π2, ..., πN ]T , a derangement is defined
as a permutation of the elements of the vector π such that no elements appears in
its initial position. The derangement number or de Montmort number !N is the
total number of derangements of a vector of size N and is defined as

!N = N !
N∑
i=0

(−1)i

i! . (A.12)

In order to compute the cardinality the neighboring permutations set at distance
dπ, we need to consider that for any integer d ≤ dπ, and for each of the

(
N
d

)
subsets

of d elements of π = [π1, π2, ..., πN ]T , the number of neighboring vectors {πnear}
obtained by permuting such d elements of π is d!− 1, thus the cardinality yields

K̃dπ =
dπ∑
d=2

(
N

d

)
· (d!− 1). (A.13)

However, a key observation is that two different subsets of d elements in π generate
two non-disjoint sets of permutations, meaning that the set cardinality K̃dπ in
(A.13) contains multiple duplicates of the same basic vectors.

Example A.1. Let us consider the vector a = [1, 2, 3, 4]T and two of the possible
subsets of d = 3 elements of vector a such as a1 = {1, 2, 4} and a2 = {1, 2, 3}.
By permuting the elements of a corresponding only to the first two elements of
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subsets a1 and a2, we obtain two duplicates of the same neighboring vector anear =
[2, 1, 3, 4] from two different subsets. On the contrary, it is easy to show that, if
we permute all the d = 3 elements of both subsets in such a way that none of
the 3 elements maintain its initial position, we always obtain different neighboring
vectors.

The previous example shows that in order to avoid to count multiple duplicates
of the same basic vectors when computing the set cardinality, for each of the

(
N
d

)
subsets of d elements in π, we need to consider only those permutations in which
none of the d elements maintains its initial position, thus exploiting the concept of
derangement number !d instead of the factorial (d! − 1) in (A.13), which directly
leads to (8.35).
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B.1. THP Power Considerations

The value of the scaling factor β is proportional to the power penalty to be paid
by performing a complete channel inversion at the BBU side. In general, lin-
ear ZF precoding may lead to βZF � 1 to contrast the amplitude peaks of the
encoded symbols due to the hard-channel inversion which severely degrades the
transmission rates for all the UEs. In THP the problem is inherently solved by
the modulo operation which limits the power of the symbols sequentially encoded:
this is mathematically reflected in the fact that

βTHP ≤ 1, (B.1)

meaning that in THP the PLPC power constraints are always fulfilled and βTHP
acts as an AGC in order to fully exploit the available power.
To prove (B.1), let us consider the precoded symbols x̃c = F̃−1

b s at the output of
the feedback block: in case of M -ary square QAM input symbols s, the encoded
symbols x̃c are approximately uncorrelated with only a slight power increment
with respect to the input symbols [41] as σ2

x̃ = M
M−1σ

2
s , which becomes negligible

for high modulation formats used in wireline communications (e.g. in G.fast this
loss is maximum 1.25 dB [28]). Therefore, it can be assumed that

E[x̃cx̃Hc ] ≈ Iσ2
x̃ ≈ I (B.2)

under the assumption of unit power input symbols (i.e., σ2
s = 1). Let us now

consider the k-th precoded symbol

xc,k = 1
βTHP

[
F̃f x̃c

]
k

= 1
βTHP

[Q1x̃c]k = 1
βTHP

qT1,kx̃c, (B.3)

whose power is constrained by

E
[
|xc,k|2

]
= 1
β2

THP

∥∥qT1,k∥∥2
2 ≤ 1 , (B.4)

with [a]k denoting the k-th element of vector a and qT1,k ∈ C1×Nr the k-th row of
matrix Q1. From (B.4), it follows that the available power is fully exploited when

β2
THP = max

k

∥∥qT1,k∥∥2
2 . (B.5)
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The key observation is that qT1,k ∈ C1×Nr contains only the first Nr entries of
the k-th unit-length row qTk of the original unitary matrix Q coming from (5.31),
hence,

β2
THP = max

k

∥∥qT1,k∥∥2
2 ≤

∥∥qTk ∥∥2
2 = 1, (B.6)

which proves (B.1). The equality holds when the number of antennas at the RAU
equals the number of single-antenna users, i.e., N = Nr, since F̃f = Q1 = Q.

B.2. Proof of NP-hardness of the SF2SF Problem
with THP

For N = Nr considered in this paper, the power scaling factors βTHP and γTHP
used in THP simplify to

βTHP = 1, (B.7)

and

γTHP =

√
N

tr(HSFFFHHH
SF + σ2

cI)
(a)

≈
√

N

tr(HSF F̃f F̃Hf HH
SF + σ2

cI)

(b)

=

√
N

tr(HcHH
c + σ2

cI) ,

(B.8)

where (B.7) has been proved in (B.6),
(a)

≈ follows from the fact that the symbols
x̃c = F̃−1

b s at the output of the feedback block are approximately uncorrelated

as in (B.2), and
(b)

= is due to the unitary feed-forward matrix F̃f = Q and to
the linearity and invariance under cyclic permutations of the tr(·) operator. The
decision variable for the k-th UE yields

yk = γTHPhHw,kHSFQx̃c + γTHPhHw,knc + nk,w,

and the corresponding UE rate is

rk = log2

(
1 + Γk(Πc)
‖hw,k‖22 σ2

c + σ2
k/γ

2
THP

)
,

where Γk(Πc) = tr
(
ΠT
c HcHH

c Πchw,khHw,k
)

is the signal power at the decision
variable. Since both the SF2SF sum-rate maximization problem (8.33) and the
SF2SF min-rate maximization problem (8.34) involve the maximization of Γk(Πc),
similarly to the SU-MISO case discussed in Sect. 8.4.1.1, we confirm the NP-
hardness of both SF2SF problems under THP precoder design.
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B.3. Impact of SF2SF and UE Ordering on the
A-MIMO-RoC Sum-Rate

From (5.26) and (9.16), the sum-rate of the system can be computed as

R =
Nr∑
k=1

log2

(
1 + |he,k|2

σ2
c ‖hw,k‖

2
2 + σ2

w/γ
2

)
=log2

(∣∣I + R−1
n HeHH

e

∣∣)
≈log2

(∣∣R−1
n HeHH

e

∣∣) ,
(B.9)

where Rn = σ2
c · diag

(
‖hw,1‖22 , ‖hw,2‖

2
2 , ..., ‖hw,Nr‖

2
2

)
+ Iσ

2
w

γ2 is a diagonal matrix
containing the equivalent noise variances at all the Nr UEs and He = HπF is
the equivalent channel matrix defined in (5.23) with Hπ = HwΠT

c HcΠc and
F = β−1 (ΠwHπ)−1 denoting the (permuted) wired-plus-wireless channel and the
THP precoding matrix (see Sect. 5.4.2), respectively. The approximation in (B.9)
follows from the high-SNR working regime of the systems.

Under the assumption of equal number of UEs and RAU antennas (i.e., Nr =
N), the equivalent channel matrix simplifies to He = β−1HwΠT

c HcΠcH−1
π ΠT

w.
Finally, considering the determinant property |

∏
k Ak| =

∏
k |Ak| and reminding

that the determinant of unitary matrices such as permutations is 1, i.e.,

|Πw| = |Πc| = 1, (B.10)

it is easy to prove that the impact of both the SF2SF multiplexing operator Πc

and the UE ordering matrix Πw is almost null on the sum-rate in (B.9), thus
confirming the numerical results presented in Sect. 9.6.
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C.1. Proof of Lemma 1

The proof of Lemma 9.1 is structured in two main steps detailed in the following:
i) MRC at the cable output, ii) cable signal vectorization.

C.1.1. Maximum Ratio Combining at the Cable Output

The signal Rk ∈ ClF×
1
µ after the MRC at the cable output is

Rk = R̃kG
=
(
ỸkHc + W̃k

)
G,

(C.1)

where the definitions of R̃k, G, Ỹk and Hc follow from and (9.10), (9.20), (9.18)
and (9.6), respectively. Thus, Eq. (C.1) can be rewritten as

Rk =
(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

) (
γ1lS1TlS + (1− γ)IlS

)
G + W̃kG

= γ
(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

)
1lS1TlSG︸ ︷︷ ︸

R′
k

+ (1− γ)
(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

)
G︸ ︷︷ ︸

R′′
k

+ W̃kG︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wk

, (C.2)

where Wk = W̃kG is the noise post MRC. The first term in (C.2) can be rewritten
as

R
′

k = γ

η

(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

)
1lS1TlS

(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
(a)

= γ
(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

)
1lS1T1

µ

(b)

= γηYk1 1
µ
1T1
µ
,

(C.3)

where
(a)

= comes from the fact that 1TlS
(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
=
(
1T1
µ
⊗ 1Tη

)(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
= η1T1

µ

due to the mixed-product property of Kronecker product operator (A⊗B) (C⊗D) =
AC⊗BD (see [138], Chapter 2), and, similarly,

(b)

= is obtained by
(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

)
1lS1T1

µ
=
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(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

) (
1 1
µ
1T1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
= ηYk1 1

µ
1T1
µ
. Using similar arguments, the second term

in (C.2) simplifies to

R
′′

k = 1− γ
η

(
Yk ⊗ 1Tη

) (
I 1
µ
⊗ 1η

)
= (1− γ)Yk.

(C.4)

Finally, substituting (C.3) and (C.4) in (C.2) we obtain

Rk = YkHη
c + Wk, (C.5)

where

Hη
c = γη1 1

µ
1T1
µ

+ (1− γ)I 1
µ

(C.6)

is the equivalent cable channel matrix accounting for the bandwidth amplification
factor over cable η, and Yk is the radio signal reorganized in matrix form as in
(9.16).

C.1.2. Cable Signal Vectorization

The vector signal rk ∈ CnF×1 received at the BBU from the k-th EN over all the
radio frequency channels can be obtained by vectorizing matrix Rk in (C.5) as

rk = vec(YkHη
c + Wk)

= (Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) vec(Yk) + vec(Wk)

= (Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) yk + wk,

(C.7)

where yk is the radio signal received at EN k-th. The overall cable noise vector
wk can be rewritten as

wk = vec(Wk)
= vec(W̃kG)
=
(
GT ⊗ IlF

)
vec(W̃k)

= 1
η

(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1Tη ⊗ IlF

)
w̃k.

(C.8)

It is important to notice that since the cable noise W̃k is white Gaussian and
uncorrelated over cable pairs (see (9.10)), w̃k = vec(W̃k) is also white Gaussian
distributed as w̃k ∼ CN (0, IlSlF ). Hence, the covariance Rw of the overall cable
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noise vector wk yields

Rw = E
[
wkwH

k

]
= 1
η2

(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1Tη ⊗ IlF

)(
I 1
µ
⊗ 1Tη ⊗ IlF

)T
(a)

= 1
η

(
I 1
µ
⊗ IlF

)
= 1
η

InF ,

(C.9)

where the equality (a) comes again from the mixed-product property of Kronecker
product. Eq. (C.9) shows that the MRC allows to take advantages from the signal
redundancy over the cable, which results in a reduction of the cable noise power
by a factor η.

The proof is completed by gathering the signals rk (C.7) received at the BBU from
all ENs as

R = [r1, r2, ..., rM ]
= (Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) [y1,y2, ...,yM ] + [w1,w2, ...,wM ]
= (Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) Y + W,

(C.10)

where Y is the signal received by all ENs over all radio channels in (9.5).

C.2. Proof of Lemma 2

By substituting signal Y in (9.31) received by all ENs over all radio channels in
case of OMA in Eq. (9.24), we obtain

R = (Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) XH + (Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) Z + W. (C.11)

In order to compute the per-UE eMBB rate, a further vectorization is needed,
leading to

r = vec(R)
= vec ((Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) XH) + vec ((Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) Z) + vec(W)

=
(
HT ⊗Hη

c ⊗ IlF
)
x + (IM ⊗Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) z + w
= H̄eqx + z̄eq,

(C.12)

where H̄eq = HT⊗Hη
c⊗IlF is the overall equivalent channel comprising both cable

and radio channels over all ENs, and z̄eq = (IM ⊗Hη
c ⊗ IlF ) z + w is the overall

noise vector comprising both the vectorized radio noise z = vec(Z) ∼ CN (0, InFM )
and the vectorized cable noise w = vec(W) ∼ CN (0, 1

λ2η InFM ), where we recall
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that the scaling λ is due to the cable power constraints. Hence, the covariance of
the equivalent noise z̄eq yields

R̄zeq = E
[
z̄eqz̄Heq

]
= (IM ⊗Hη

c ⊗ IlF ) (IM ⊗Hη
c ⊗ IlF )H + 1

λ2η
InFM

= IM ⊗Hη
cHη

c ⊗ IlF + 1
λ2η

InFM .

(C.13)

The eMBB per-UE rate under OMA is computed by

RB = (1− L−1
U )

nFM
I(r,x)

= (1− L−1
U )

nFM
log
(
det
(
I + P̄BR̄−1

z̄eq
H̄eqH̄T

eq

))
,

(C.14)

where H̄eqH̄T
eq = HH ⊗Hη

cHη
c ⊗ IlF . Finally, using the determinant property of

the Kronecker product |A⊗B| = |A|m |B|n , Eq. (C.14) simplifies to

RB = lF (1− L−1
U )

nFM
log
(
det
(
I + P̄BR−1

z̄eq
HeqHT

eq

))
= µ

1− L−1
U

M
log
(
det
(
I + P̄BR−1

zeq
HeqHT

eq

))
,

(C.15)

where Heq = H⊗Hη
c and Rzeq = IM⊗Hη

cHη
c + 1

λ2η IM
µ
, thus concluding the proof.

C.3. Proof of Lemma 4

By substituting the signal (9.5) received at the k-th EN under NOMA into (C.10)
and by following similar steps as for the proof of Lemma 9.2, the overall vector
signal received at the BBU comprising both cable and radio channels over all ENs
under NOMA by treating interference as noise yields

r = H̄eqx + βĀequ + z̄eq, (C.16)

where the definitions of H̄eq and z̄eq are the same as in (C.12), Āeq = A⊗Hη
c⊗IlF

accounts for the relay of URLLC signal over the cable, and u is the vectorization
of the URLLC signal matrix U in (9.5). Similarly to the proof of Lemma 9.2, the
eMBB per-UE rate under NOMA by treating URLLC interference as noise can be
computed by

RB = 1
nFM

I (r,x |A )

= µ

M
EA

[
log
(
det
(
I + PBR−1

A,zeq
HeqHT

eq

))] (C.17)
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where the average is taken over all the possible values of matrix A, PB is the
power of the eMBB user under NOMA and Heq is defined as in (C.15). Finally,
the covariance RA,zeq of the noise plus URLLC interference yields

RA,zeq = β2PU AeqAT
eq + Rzeq ,

where Aeq = A⊗Hη
c and Rzeq is the same as in (C.15). The proof is completed

by noticing that AeqAT
eq = (A⊗Hη

c )(A⊗Hη
c )H = A⊗Hη

cHη
c , since matrix A is

idempotent and Hη
c symmetric.
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3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

A-MIMO-RoC Analog Multiple-Input Multiple Output Radio-over-Copper

A-RoC Analog Radio-over-Copper

A-RoF Analog Radio-over-Fiber

A-RoR Analog Radio-over-Radio
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AF Amplify-and-Forward

AN Artificial Noise
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AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BBU BaseBand Unit

BC Broadcast Channel

BD Block Diagonalization

BER Bit Error Rate

BLER BLock Error Rate

BS Base Station

C-RAN Centralized (or Cloud) Radio Access Network

CDM Colour Division Multiplexing
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CIR Channel Impulse Response

CO Central Office

CoMP Cooperative MultiPoint

CP Cyclic Prefix

CPE Costumer Promises Equipment

CPRI Common Public Radio Interface

CSI Channel State Information

D-RoC Digital Radio-over-Copper

D-RoF Digital Radio-over-Fiber

DAC Digital-to-Analog Conversion

DAS Distributed Antenna System

DC Direct Current

DD Direct Detection

DL DownLink

DMT Discrete Multi-Tone

DO Dynamic Ordering

DoA Direction of Arrival

DP Diagonal Precoding

DPC Dirty Paper Coding

DS DownStream

DSL Digital Subscriber Line

DSLAM DSL Access Multiplexer

DSM Dynamic Spectrum Management

eCPRI enhanced Common Public Radio Interface

eMBB enhanced Mobile BroadBand
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EMI Electro-Magnetic Interference

EN Edge Node

EPA5 ETSI Pedestrian at 5 Hz

ER-THP Equal-Rate THP

FDD Frequency Division Duplexing

FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing

FEC Forward Error Correction

FEXT Far-End-CrossTalk

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FH FrontHaul

FNS Frobenius Norm Scaling

FOV Field-Of-View

FTTdp Fiber-To-The-distribution-point

GBC Gaussian Broadcast Channel

GIC Gaussian Interference Channel

GIC-LIET Gaussian Interference Channel with Limited Information Ex-
change at the Transmitters

GP Geometric Program

GS Gram-Schmidt

HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

I/Q In-phase and Quadrature

IC Interference Channel

ID In-Domain

IF Intermediate Frequency

iFFT inverse Fast Fourier Transform

IFoF IF-over-Fiber
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IL Insertion Loss

ILP Integer Linear Programming

IM-DD Intensity-Modulation

IR InfraRed

ITU International Telecommunication Union

IVB Inverse V-BLAST\{}\{}

JR Joint Reception

JT Joint Transmission

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LAN Local Area Network

LED Light Emitting Diode

LLL Lenstra–Lenstra–Lovász

LOS Line-Of-Sight

LR Lattice Reduction

LR-ZF-OPA Lattice-Reduction Aided Zero-Forcing Precoding with Optimal
Power Allocation

LTE Long-Term Evolution

MAC Medium Access Control

MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

MISO Multiple-Input Single-Output

MLI Multi Light Interference

MMC Modified MonteCarlo

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error

mMTC massive Machine-Type Communications

MRC Maximum Ratio Combining
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Nomenclature

MSE Mean Square Error

MU Multi-User

MVDR Minimum Variance Distortionless Response

NEXT Near-End-Crosstalk

NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access techniques

NOSS Non-Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing

NR New Radio

OBSAI Open Base Station Architecture Initiative

OD Out-of-Domain

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

OMA Orthogonal Multiple Access

OPA Optimized Power Allocation

OSB Optimal Spectrum Balancing

OSS Orthogonal Spectrum Sharing

OWC Optical Wireless Communication

PD PhotoDiode

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol
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PLPC Per-Line Per-Carrier

PoE Power over Ethernet

PON Passive Optical Network

PSD Power Spectral Density

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QoE Quality of Experience
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QoS Quality of Service

QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

RAT Radio Access Technology

RAU Remote Antenna Unit

RBD Regularized Block Diagonalization

RE Resource Element

RF Radio-Frequency

RFoF RF-over-Fiber

RLC Radio Link Control

RNS Row Norm Scaling

RoC Radio-over-Copper

RRC Radio Resource Control

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator

RTT Round Trip Time

RX Receiver

SDM Space Division Multiplexing

SF Space-Frequency

SF2F Space-Frequency to Frequency

SF2SF Space-Frequency to Space-Frequency

SIC Successive Interference Cancellation

SINR Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio

SIR Signal-to-Interference Ratio

SMF Single Mode Fiber

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SP Signomial Program
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Nomenclature

SU Single-User

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

SVP Single Vector Processor

TDD Time Division Duplexing

TDM Time Division Multiplexing

THP Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

THP-DO Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding with Dynamic Ordering

TIA TransImpedance Amplifier

TIN Treating Interference as Noise

TP Transmitter Precoding

TX Transmitter

UE User Equipment

UL UpLink

ULA Uniform Linear Array

UPA Uniform Planar Array

URLLC Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications

US UpStream

UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair

VB V-BLAST

VDSL Very-high-bit-rate DSL

VLC Visible Light Communications

VP Vector Processor

WF Worst-First

ZF Zero-Forcing
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